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Abstract
Increasingly models, mappings, systems and algorithms used for signal processing need to be nonlinear in order to meet performance specifications in communications, computing and control systems
applications. Simple computational models have been developed, including neural networks, which
can efficiently implement a variety of nonlinear mappings through appropriate choice of model parameters. However, the design of arbitrary nonlinear mappings using these models and measured
data requires both understanding how realizable (finite) systems perform if optimized given finite
data, and a method for computing globally optimal system parameters. In this thesis, we use constructive homotopy methods both to geometrically explore the mapping capabilities of finite neural
networks, and to rigorously develop a robust method for computing optimal solutions to systems of
nonlinear equations which, like neural network equations, have an unknown number of solutions and
may have solutions at infinity.
First, a geometric perspective is presented which separates a general input-output optimization
problem into a finite-dimensional projection problem, and a manifold parameterization problem. Using this separation the topology of the solutions is characterized using natural homotopy and differential geometry, which simultaneously yields quantitative and intuitive insight into the mapping
abilities of the nonlinear system. This approach is applied to a natural homotopy between linear
and nonlinear feedforward neural networks, which extends the valuable geometric representations of
the linear network properties to the nonlinear network. Consequently, we identify conditions under
which a unique solution is guaranteed, and when infinite or multiple, either isolated or functionally
related, weight solutions arise, thereby facilitating future constructive design of optimal and parsimonious nonlinear networks for specific applications.
Many of the geometric results developed in this part of the thesis are directly applicable to, or can
be extended to, alternative nonlinear structures and performance measures.
Using the geometric insights, we develop a new two-stage homotopy method capable of finding large numbers of solutions to general nonlinear systems of equations, without the burdensome
a-priori requirements of existing global optimization procedures. This method connects disjointed
homotopy path segments by solving a secondary sequential homotopy equation on a manifold intersecting these path segments, and robustly finds multiple solutions even when solutions at infinity
are unavoidable and the number of solutions is unknown. We develop a comprehensive numerical
implementation for efficient continuation on general embedded manifolds using only local coordinate maps, rather than the global charts required by previous homotopy approaches, and demonstrate
performance advantages on standard optimization benchmark problems.
A specialized implementation is applied to training multi-layer neural networks, making it possible for the first time to comprehensively characterize the solutions to two synthetic neural network
classification benchmark problems. A particularly important result is the discovery that error surfaces for neural networks have an extraordinary number of saddle points relative to the number of
minima. This unique property precludes efficiently computing the absolute minimum by exhaustively finding all stationary points, thereby ruling out a whole class of optimization methods as efficient neural network training procedures.
The two-stage homotopy approach is expected to be independently valuable for other applications, including nonlinear circuit simulation for computer-aided design, and the numerically-robust
continuation algorithms developed allow for rapid prototyping of new homotopies defined on arbitrary manifolds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Nonlinear mappings frequently do not arise from systems for which analytical models exist. In most
cases the only available information describing a nonlinear mapping consists of a finite number of
measured input/output data pairs. The problem of representing nonlinear functions by basis sets has
long been studied. However, the increased availability of extensive computing resources has led to
renewed interest in parametric modeling and implementation of such nonlinear systems using fixed
basis sets of approximating functions. Optimal parameterizations are determined using only finite
sets of input-output data. This approach offers the tantalizing promise of being able to address a large
number of analytically intractable nonlinear problems in a unified manner.
It has been shown theoretically that learning optimal parameterizations using finite sets of sampled data is well-posed if a balance between the complexity (or growth in complexity) of the approximating system and the available data set size can be achieved. In particular, given robust and
consistent (frequently global) optimization, it is possible to obtain consistent parameterizations [3]
and to guarantee that the performance achieved on the training set will be attained in practise [4-10].
Unfortunately, while these learning theories guarantee consistency of performance, they do not not
guarantee a particular level of performance. The level of performance which can be achieved depends on how closely the set of functions generated by the basis set can approximate the unknown
nonlinear function, and whether optimal parameterizations can be found. In addition, the learning
theories are not constructive and do not specify how to estimate the optimal parameters from the
data.
To fully exploit the learning results in practical applications requires both a clear understanding of
the mappings which can be implemented by a finite basis function set, and reliable optimization procedures. Such practical analytical and algorithmic results is the objective of this thesis. Specifically,
we characterize the solution sets for the particular basis functions implemented by finite feedforward
neural networks and develop a robust computational package for estimating the parameters. Unifying results are achieved by using a combination of differential geometry and homotopy. The well
known analytical power of homotopy is used for analyzing the mapping capabilities and weight solu1

tion set structures in finite neural networks. The insight gained from this analytical process is used to
develop new constructive homotopy methods capable of solving general nonlinear systems of equations. When applied to estimation of the optimal parameters for neural networks, these approaches
yield new insight into the geometry of error power performance surfaces for neural networks.

1.1 Neural Networks
Neural networks, originally biologically inspired, have been proven to be global function approximators [11,12] having complexity suitable for training [3,10]. In principle such globally approximating nonlinear bases can be trained to identify and approximate any optimal nonlinear mapping,
given enough input data. A desired level of performance can be achieved given enough training data,
and the need to decide between different basis sets is eliminated. These tantalizing properties have
been verified for networks of infinite size, and significant understanding of these networks has been
achieved.
However, global approximators based based on infinite networks are not practical. Training such
parameterized global approximators requires infinite amounts of data. Furthermore, parameterized
global approximators satisfying the complexity requirements for training will have an infinite number of parameters, and thus cannot be implemented in practice. While the global approximation property of a given basis set ensures that it can approximate any given mapping, it is the performance
achievable using finite subsets of the basis functions and finite data sets which is of paramount importance. These properties differ for various global approximating bases, and are important for determining appropriate applications and data requirements.
Finite neural networks have been found to significantly outperform standard bases in a variety of
practical settings (cf. [13] for an overview). However, the lack of proven analytical insight into the
properties of finite networks limits further application and results in large design costs. Even the least
complex benchmarks commonly used in evaluating neural networks are uncharacterized; for example, it is not known what the smallest network is that can solve each problem, how many stationary
points exist for a problem, or how to find the optimal set of parameters (weights) for a network. The
relationships between the training data, network size, optimal parameters and performance are all
unclear. No results exist for finite networks which can be used to identify redundant parameters, or
to identify whether whether or not the solutions are unbounded. The answers to these questions are
crucial if the mapping potential of neural networks is to be fulfilled.
In this research homotopy methods are evaluated and used to address these issues due to their
unique combination of analytical and computational power. Homotopy methods are defined as deformation or embedding methods; solutions to complex sets of equations are found by considering
the solution of simpler problems and deforming the simpler problem into the complex problem. So-
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lutions are obtained by tracing out pathways from the solutions of the simple problem to those of
the complex problem. Homotopy approaches can further achieve global convergence and have the
potential of performing global optimization by exhaustively finding all the stationary points of the
error surface. This approach differs significantly from the standard error-surface based approaches
commonly used to train neural networks, and represents an additional, novel, approach to solving
the nonlinear weight optimization problem. Unlike thermal annealing and genetic algorithms, the
homotopy approach is deterministic and unique in producing solutions in finite time. Homotopy
methods also serve as a powerful analytical tool by allowing the properties of systems of equations
to be examined using representations of simpler, but related, systems of equations.
The objectives of this thesis research were to evaluate the use of homotopy methods in neural
network problems, in particular:
1. To use homotopy and differential geometry to characterize how finite feedforward perceptron
networks generate mappings from finite sets of input data, and to characterize the associated
performance surfaces.
2. To evaluate homotopy and other methods which solve for the stationary points of the error
surface as numerical training procedures for training feedforward neural networks.

1.2 Previous and Related Work
While homotopy approaches are the method of choice in a number of specialized areas, including
for example chemical engineering and nonlinear circuit simulation, these methods are not very well
known in the general engineering community. There are a number of reasons for this: the deformation of equations is an intuitive idea and is therefore widely used without the realization that a
powerful underlying theory exists. Naive application usually results in disaster due to hidden, nonintuitive pitfalls. The motivating theory derives from the study of topology and differential geometry,
which do not normally form part of a general engineering education [14]. Finally, due to poor implementation, these methods are frequently seen as too computationally expensive, and are therefore
reserved for problems where standard approaches fail.
When this thesis research was first undertaken very little was known about applying homotopy
methods to neural networks. Chow et al [15] used a truncated polynomial expansion of the sigmoid
function to transform the optimization equations for the neural network into a set of coupled polynomial equations. A simple feedforward network with four nodes was trained on a nine element
input-output training set. Convergence was claimed to be much faster than with standard backpropagation methods. No attempt was made to exhaustively find all the solutions to the problem, nor to
evaluate the classification performance of the resulting network.
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Miller [16] wrote an expository paper in which he advocated the application of homotopy methods to neural networks. This paper did not, however, provide more than a few vague guidelines as to
how this could be done, and no actual examples of the application of these suggestions were shown.
Miller only proposed solving the energy equations of Hopfield networks. Similar to Chow et al [15],
he also considered approximating the node nonlinearity by polynomial functions or by rational polynomial functions.
While decidedly positive, neither of the above researchers proposed studying how the homotopy
equations relate or can be adapted to the properties of the neural network itself. Homotopy was used
simply as a means of solving the necessary equations. This is exemplified by the fact that they modify the neural network so that existing (polynomial) homotopy methods were used to solve for the
weights, rather than adapting homotopy methods to meet the challenges posed by the existing neural architecture. In our experience the expansion of the network nonlinearities in terms of polynomials [15] or rational approximations [16] is not feasible. In the case where a truncated polynomial
approximation is used, the network nonlinearity is not bounded. The boundedness of the nonlinearity is of primary importance for the neural paradigm to be well-behaved, both from theoretical [12]
and experimental perspectives [17]. The equations solved in this fashion simply do not correspond to
neural network equations. If large networks with many connections are considered, the polynomial
complexity increases rapidly, both in the number of cross-terms, and in the order of the polynomial.
The number of solutions to the necessary equations therefore explodes with increasing order and
quality of approximation.
The use of rational functions [16] had to be discarded, since, after trying to implement these functions it was realized that it is not possible to write coupled rational equations in polynomial form, and
well-developed polynomial methods therefore do not apply. This approach further suffers from the
same exponential increase in the number of solutions.
Since the start of this thesis research, only two other papers discussing homotopy and neural networks have appeared. These are the papers by Yang and Yu [18] and Gorse et al [19]. Both of these
papers are heuristic, and, while promising results are reported, suffer from serious analytical difficulties . These papers will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 5.

1.3 Major Contributions
The contributions of this thesis were made in three separate areas:
1. the general geometric analysis of the optimization of input-output system parameters;
2. the numerical solution of general nonlinear systems of equations;
3. the characterization of neural network performance surfaces and stationary points.
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These contributions are summarized separately in the subsections below

1.3.1

Geometric Analysis of Global Optimization

Problem. Linear systems are well understood both quantitatively and qualitatively in terms of the
geometry of projection operators, performance surfaces, and matrix forms and manipulations. These
insights have resulted in a windfall of sophisticated, robust and efficient algorithms for implementing and analyzing linear mappings [20-22]. Theorems that afford a similar level of understanding
and manipulation for nonlinear systems, and neural networks in particular, are not available. The
challenge is to develop theorems describing how nonlinear systems produce mappings from input
data, and to relate different geometric interpretations of these mappings both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Method.

The method which was used to develop geometric insights was to study the manifolds

produced by finitely parameterized nonlinear mappings on finite data sets. For the specific case of
the neural network problem, the extensive results describing linear systems were exploited by defining a natural homotopy from the linear to the nonlinear network. This allows for characterizing the
nonlinear mapping by exploring how the different geometric representations are changed as the linear
system is transformed into the nonlinear system. The focus of this work is on neural networks with a
finite number of nodes, a finite amount of data and an error power measure. This work therefore provides a number of results which are complementary to those previously reported, which characterize
infinite sized networks or training with an infinite amount of data.
Results. The general optimization problem was reformulated as a combined projection and parameterization problem. For the neural network problem the geometric properties (i.e. the essential
shape) of the manifold generated by the nonlinear network and the input data has been characterized
to a significant extent.
The advantages of this analysis is that it provides a comprehensive quantitative characterization of
the neural network optimization problem, fully integrated with a simple intuitive geometric interpretation. As a result, for neural network problems it was possible to clarify the previously unidentified
causes of

õ

infinite weight solutions in networks,

õ

multiple solutions in networks,

õ

difficulties which prevent standard homotopy approaches from being used successfully for
neural networks.
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Extension.

The general geometric formulation and a significant fraction of the theorems can be

broadly applied to other nonlinear optimization problems. These results can enhance intuition for
constructing nonlinear models and performance criteria for applications. General conditions which
have to be applied in other cases have been identified, and applicable theorems have been formulated.

1.3.2

Numerical Solution of General Nonlinear Equations

The second contribution is the development of a general two-stage homotopy approach approach for
finding multiple solutions to arbitrary systems of nonlinear equations.
Problem. For arbitrary nonlinear equations there are relatively few methods for finding multiple
solutions to systems of equations. Common optimization methods, such as Newton’s method, typically repeatedly find only solutions with large basins of attraction. Furthermore, these methods often
require significant heuristic adjustment of parameters to achieve convergence. Standard homotopy
methods, while extremely powerful, are restricted in the problems which can be addressed. Parallel
exhaustive methods require a detailed knowledge of the number and topological orientation of the
solutions to the system of equations. Sequential homotopy methods generally only produce a small
fraction of all the solutions before paths diverge to infinity, and only in a few cases are all solutions
connected by a single path. Furthermore, restrictive symmetries at infinity are required of the equations if disjointed path segments are to be connected.
Method.

The method which was used to address these difficulties is to develop a two-stage homo-

topy, whereby disjointed path segments of the primary homotopy are connected by solving a secondary homotopy equation. A general compact, boundariless manifold (such as a sphere) is embedded in the parameter space of the first homotopy, and the secondary homotopy is used to sequentially
find the intersection of the primary homotopy paths with this manifold. A comprehensive theory for
performing continuation on general manifolds was developed which allows for efficient and robust
numerical implementations.
Results. This two-stage approach is capable of reliably producing a large number (often all) of
the solutions to arbitrary systems of nonlinear equations. It does not require knowing the number
or orientation of the solutions, nor does it require bounded homotopy paths. This makes it applicable for a large class of problems which are intractable for standard solution methods. The numerical
implementation, using local maps and embedding coordinates, result in a virtually transparent implementation which is much more efficient and numerically robust than existing homotopy methods,
which all require global coordinate maps. The primary advantages of this method are therefore that
it requires very little a-priori information about the system of equations to be solved, does not re-
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quire careful selection of an initial starting point, and is applicable where other homotopy methods
cannot be used.
Extensions. The development of this stage is completely general, and the algorithm can be applied
to solve any smooth set of equations, irrespective of the application. In particular, these methods are
attractive for circuit and power simulation problems, where a large number of solutions typically
exists, all of which are important, and where standard methods suffer from serious convergence difficulties [23-26]. This is also true in nonlinear control and signal processing, where the number of
solutions frequently depend heavily on the input data and cannot be accurately predicted a-priori.

1.3.3

Characterization of Neural Network Error Surfaces and Stationary Points

The third major contribution of this thesis was the discovery of some unique properties of the error
surfaces of neural networks, which significantly impacts which algorithms will be efficient when
used for finding solutions to the network equations.
Problem. Descent-based methods are mostly used to train neural networks. These methods are
frequently criticized for converging to local minima, or for terminating on large plateaus of small
gradient. If the performance resulting from a local minimum is inadequate, the training process has
to be restarted; however, there is no guarantee that a different solution will be obtained. Because of
these difficulties, it is of decided interest to develop and evaluate other methods which do not suffer
from these same difficulties. Algorithms which reliably produce multiple solutions can explore a
larger subset of all the solutions, thereby increasing the likelihood that acceptable performance can
be achieved. Furthermore, a method whose regions of convergence is significantly different from
those of descent based methods provides a useful tool for finding solutions which might be difficult to
find using standard methods. The results of this thesis answers the question of whether zero-finding
methods, which solve the systems of equations describing the stationary points of the surface, are
better suited to solving the neural network optimization problem, than descent approaches.
Method.

The approach which was used to address this question was to use the two-stage and glob-

ally convergent homotopies developed in this thesis to solve a set of neural network test problems.
Results. The homotopy methods were found to be very effective at reliably producing multiple stationary points of the neural network problem. As a result, an unexpected characteristic of the neural
network error surface was discovered, namely, the neural network equations have an extremely large
number of stationary points, of which only a very few are minima. This extreme ratio of the number
of saddle points to the number of minima means that while each stationary point could be efficiently
computed, the effective computational expenditure per minimum is considerable. This unexpected
7

insight motivates neural network training using methods which preferentially track minima, such as
descent methods, rather than training methods which produce all stationary points. This powerful result rules out an entire class of optimization methods as being suitable for efficient training of neural
networks.

1.4 Outline
Homotopy methods represent a significant departure from the standard descent-based optimization
procedures. The conditions required for successful homotopy likewise differ from those required
by most other methods. Since homotopy methods are fundamental to this thesis, a self-contained
summary of the requirements for successful homotopy follows in Chapter 2.
The body of the thesis consists three parts. In the first part topological properties of the neural network solutions are characterized using a geometric interpretation of neural network mappings. These
analyses provides answers to basic unanswered questions including how the input data is transformed
by the neural network mapping, how many sets of weights for a finite network result in the same output, when local minima occur, when the weights in a neural network are redundant, and why infinite
weight solutions arise. In the second section we construct globally convergent homotopy methods
capable of finding multiple solutions to uncharacterized nonlinear systems of equations, including
neural network equations. Such systems typically cannot be solved using standard numerical procedures due to infinite weight solutions and a lack of knowledge regarding the number of solutions.
Specifically, we develop a two-stage method which reliably finds many, if not all, solutions to arbitrary systems of nonlinear equations given little a-priori information. The third part of the thesis
describes the use of these new homotopy methods on standard optimization benchmark problems,
including neural network test problems. We show that these methods are generally reliable for finding multiple solutions, and identify the characteristics of the corresponding performance surfaces.
In particular, it is shown that an unexpectedly large number of indefinite stationary points exist on
the surface, which is problematic for nonlinear equation solvers when applied to this optimization
problem. In all cases, proofs have been relegated to a series of appendices, to facilitate the presentation.
The chapters in the thesis are summarized in more detail below.
Chapter 2.

Since the homotopy method is not well known and suitably abstract reviews of the

method in the literature do not exist, a self-contained summary of the homotopy method is presented.
The basic homotopy method in Euclidean spaces is reviewed. A more abstract formulation of the homotopy method, as the study of the inverse image of an underspecified set of equations, is presented,
and the construction of homotopies on manifolds is reviewed. The basic requirements for successful
homotopy path following, namely regularity and global convergence, are defined and discussed.
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Part I
Chapter 3.

A geometric perspective suitable for describing an arbitrary input-output system opti-

mization problem is developed. This geometric formulation separates the optimization problem into
a finite-dimensional projection problem and a manifold parameterization problem. Using this geometric formulation, the optimal solution is defined by a projection onto a manifold, and the challenge
is to parameterize the nonlinear data manifold. The topology of the solutions to nonlinear systems of
equations is characterized using natural homotopy and differential geometry, which provide quantitative and intuitive insight into the mapping abilities of the system under study. General results
are derived and discussed which specify uniqueness of solutions and regularity of natural homotopy
methods under the mean square error norm. A natural homotopy is formulated which is used to explore how geometric representations of linear mappings are modified by the nonlinearities of the
neural network nodes.
Chapter 4.

Here the data manifold generated by feedforward networks without hidden layers is

characterized analytically. This manifold is shown to result from a smooth deformation of the range
space of the input data. A suitable curvilinear coordinate system for this manifold is developed using a linear orthogonalization procedure which removes functional redundancy amongst weights.
Global convergence of the natural homotopy between linear and nonlinear feedforward networks is
established. Finally, it is shown that the data manifold for the feedforward network is strictly quasiconvex, which establishes sufficient conditions for global optimality of network weight solutions.
Chapter 5. In this chapter the manifold characterizing the geometric ideas developed in Chapters 3 and 4 are extended to multi-layer perceptron networks. Specifically, the manifold characterizing multi-layer perceptrons is characterized. The data manifold of a single layer perceptron is related
to the data manifold for the multi-layer network. The topological properties of the network weight
solutions are shown to depend on the intersection of two manifolds in the space of desired output vectors. It is shown that general curvilinear weight coordinates can be defined only when enough data
is available and generally are not valid over the whole data manifold. Therefore, while redundancy
amongst weights depends on the amount of data, it cannot in general be avoided.
Part II
This part of the thesis explores homotopy methods for computing solutions to arbitrary systems of
nonlinear equations having properties similar to those exhibited by the neural network optimization
equations. Specifically, these are systems for which the solutions and homotopy paths might be unbounded, and for which it is impossible to estimate accurately the number and orientation of the
solutions.
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Chapter 6. In this chapter the implications of the topological characterization of feedforward network weight solutions on homotopy methods is evaluated. It is concluded that regularization is required in order to ensure well-behaved, non-redundant network equations and to prevent infinite network weight solutions. Suitable regularizers are introduced and used to construct a globally convergent, robust homotopy method.
Chapter 7. The efficiency of general algorithms for producing solutions to arbitrary systems of
equations is discussed using a probabilistic model, developed to illustrate the prospective benefits of
increasing the number of solutions per trial generated by an algorithm. The construction of exhaustive homotopy methods for neural networks is described. It is shown that parallel methods are not
feasible; sequential methods offer the best approach to finding multiple solutions. The different standard methods for generating sequential homotopies are considered, and are shown to be unsuitable
for the neural network problem. A new two-stage sequential homotopy approach is developed which
offers the possibility of finding multiple solutions by performing continuation on general embedded
manifolds. An efficient algorithm for performing homotopy in local maps is described.
Part III
Chapter 8.

In this chapter the two-stage homotopy method developed in Chapter 7 is evaluated

on standard benchmark problems from the numerical global optimization literature. It is shown that
the method succeeds in significantly increasing the number of solutions which can be found, when
compared to standard homotopy algorithms, while not requiring that the solutions be finite nor that
the number of solutions to the problem be known a-priori.
Chapter 9.

The homotopy methods developed are applied to two neural network test problems.

Detailed estimates of the numerical complexity of the neural network equations are developed. Using these results, models of computational complexity are derived for the homotopy methods, as well
as for the conjugate gradient and Newton methods. The different training algorithms are applied to
test problems and compared based on the number of solutions which are obtained by these methods, as well as the efficiency with which these are produced. Due to an unexpectedly large number
of saddle points on the neural network performance surface, training methods which track stationary
points without any preference for minima are found have limited applicability for efficiently training
neural networks. However, by using the homotopy methods, characterizations of the neural network
test problems which are substantially more complete than existing models are obtained.
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Chapter 2

A Review of Homotopy Methods
Outline
In this chapter we present the basic principles and theory behind the constructive homotopy solution approach. First, homotopies in Euclidean spaces are reviewed. These methods are the most
commonly used in engineering, are simple to understand and provide an intuitive insight into the
homotopy process. More complete introductions to these results can be found in [27-29]. A more
sophisticated view of homotopy as the study of overspecified equations between manifolds is presented in Section 2.2. These latter results are required for the development of homotopy methods on
manifolds in the second part of the thesis.

2.1 The Basic Homotopy Approach
Homotopy methods present a constructive way to find the solutions to a set of equations by mapping
the known solutions from a simple initial system to the desired solution of the unsolved system of
equations. Given certain restrictions, the procedure corresponds to tracking paths of solutions as the
initial system is gradually transformed into the system for which a solution is desired. In general, homotopy methods are advantageous as they can be constructed to be globally convergent and to find
all or a large number of solutions to a problem on a single run. In contrast, standard approaches, such
as the Newton, Levenberg-Marquardt, Pseudo- and Quasi-Newton methods, are only locally convergent and find only solutions with large basins of attraction. In addition, by analyzing the deformation
of a carefully chosen initial system into the final system, homotopy methods produce insight into the
properties of the final system of equations. Homotopy methods are appropriate for optimization if
the optimization problem can be reduced to solving a system of equations.
Mathematically, the basic homotopy method is as follows: Given a final set of equations

ã ÚöVV cq ã ¼eø÷  °  °
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(2.1)

with an unknown solution, an initial system of equations

£2PöGT cq~£~¼eø÷^ °  °
(2.2)
å
°
with a known solution is constructed . A homotopy function ¼cù³<ú  is defined in terms
of an embedded parameter x[úy÷  , such that
û
å PöÙq5cG £Vã PöV when w
(2.3)
ÚöV when ü?
In natural homotopy methods the parameter  represents a fundamental property of the system (it
could, for example, represent a physical quantity [30]). In contrast, artificial homotopies [31] are
set up such that the resulting system of equations have suitable mathematical properties, and often
the parameter  has no fundamental physical interpretation. The objective is to solve the final equa-

tions by solving

å PöÙq5c

numerically for

ö

starting at



where the solution is known by

construction, and following a path until \? . Intuitively, by incrementing the path length in small

increments, this could be done efficiently, since the solution for the previous value of  can be used

as an initial guess in a numerical solution procedure (typically a Newton corrector algorithm) for the

current value of  . In general, the problem is reduced to finding the solution of an implicit differential
equation, and packaged, efficient numerical techniques exist [31,32]. Exhaustive homotopy methods are constructed by choosing the initial and final sets of equations with equal number of solutions
and ensuring that a path exists from every solution to the initial set of equations to a corresponding
solution of the final set.
While homotopy methods are intuitively appealing and have significant potential benefit, they
are successful in producing a final solution only if solutions for

å ÚöÙqac

exist for all  and connect

the initial solutions to the final solutions. In addition, it is important that the solutions form noncrossing paths as



is varied (as opposed to the solutions forming higher dimensional manifolds)

to allow the numerical tracking of the solutions. These requirements are illustrated graphically in
Figure 2.1. A homotopy with solution paths (A) and (A’) does not have a connection of the initial and

final solutions, and no solution exists for a range of  , while (B) and (B’) illustrates that no connection

need exists even though a solution for all  exist. This type of failure is typical for problems where
physical intuition indicate that solutions always exist (cf. the classic two-ring example in [33]).
Along the path (C) there exists a functional relationship between parameters of the solutions of the

homotopy equations for a range of values of  . Bifurcations (path crossings) as at (D) further result in

difficulties since finding the exit path, especially in higher dimensions, can numerically be extremely
problematic.
Construction and verification of homotopy procedures require significant mathematical machinery from a number of areas, including topology, differential equations and measure theory. Understanding these underlying principles can provide general guidelines for construction and analysis of
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Figure 2.1: Common homotopy path structures. The solutions in the domain 
motopy parameter  is varied, and if isolated, result in paths.

change as the ho-

suitable homotopies. However, given a specific final system of equations there is unfortunately in
general no predetermined procedure which result in a successful homotopy. This reflects the fact
that the solution of equations by constructive homotopy represents an approach to nonlinear equation problem solving rather than a prescribed algorithm. Construction of homotopy solution procedures can best be described as “function engineering”. Homotopy methods allow the user to create
an unlimited number of customized equation solving algorithms using basic principles as building
blocks. Herein lies both the power and the challenge of these methods. In contrast standard solution methods, such as Newton or descent methods, do not represent general solution approaches;
the user has no fundamental way to tailor the approach to his or her problem except for tweaking
implementational parameters.
In the following section, a slightly more abstract review of the principles underlying homotopy
is presented, and the fundamental motivating results and issues associated with homotopy are reviewed.

2.2 Homotopy as the Study of Inverse Images
The study of homotopy strictly relates to path connectivity of the initial and final functions [34].
When used for solving systems of equations, homotopy can be viewed as the study of the topological
properties of the inverse solution set of an underspecified problem. The initial system of equations,
with M variables and M equations, is converted into an underspecified system of M)v? variables and

M

equations. The solution to the underspecified problem contains the solution to the original sys13

tem of equations. The objective is to solve the original equations by tracing the solution set to the
underspecified problem, starting from a known point in the solution set of the latter problem.
The homotopy method is therefore intimately associated with the study of the structure of the

inverse solution set of a mapping ý¼c

of equations ýGÚDÙ

ë

 



where

and 

has a solution only if there is a ~x

are arbitrary sets. In general, a set
which is mapped by

ý

onto ë . More

commonly, this condition is stated as requiring that the inverse image of ë , defined as

fg[x< Cý8PDV ë h

be non-empty. By assigning further properties to



and



ý pr o  ë x

it is possible to

generate conditions under which the inverse set can be guaranteed to be non-empty and to possess
certain structure. In general, local properties establish the existence and dimension of the inverse set,
and consequently, of the homotopy paths. The global properties of the spaces 

and 

determine the

connectivity structure of the inverse set, and therefore global convergence and exhaustive solution
properties of homotopy methods.
The next two sections highlight results describing local and global properties, respectively, of the
homotopy paths.

2.2.1

Local Properties of the Inverse Set

Implicit Function Formulation. For metric spaces 

and  , the contraction principle – and its

incarnations in the form of the inverse and implicit function theorems – provides a rich structure for
proving existence of solutions and for quantifying their dimension. The implicit function theorem
states:
Theorem 2.1 (Implicit function Theorem – Crandall Formulation [35]) Let úÝqKþuq5 be complete
normed spaces and ý<¼þ³[úÔ . Let

Pÿ$eq55$ax[þ ³[ú

ýGPQqac

and consider the set of equations

ýGÚc$eqa5$:V ë

(2.4)

Assume that ý is continuous and that for <x~ú the mapping [1ý8Pºq5c is Frechét differentiable

Ê JeýGÚºqac . Assume further that Pºq5cV Ê Jgý8Pºq5c is continuous and Ê JeýGPÿ$gq55$ 4x
.þuq5u where  þ~qa~ is the set of all mappings with bounded norm from þ to  , and has an
Ê
ro x P<q%þ . Then (2.4) has a unique solution 8Pc near D$ for each  near
inverse JeýGPÿ$gq55$ 
5$ . Moreover, GÚc is the uniform limit of the sequence fgÜ|Pc5h where ÿ$ÇPcV ÿ$ and
jÜaÓQo Úc1 DÜ|Pc8¢ § Ê JeýGÚc$qa5$:© rpo §ýGPjÜÇPcqacº¢ýGPÿ$gq55$ +©
(2.5)

with derivative






For our purposes we consider only the case where

ÄcÅ þ  ÄcÅ 




and

ÄcÅ ú ? .


Restated,

this theorem guarantees that if the Jacobian of the mapping is full column rank at a point, the local
solution to the system of equations forms a one-dimensional curve through the point. Furthermore,
the theorem provides a constructive method (2.5) for following this curve.
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While the above theorem holds for general spaces (for example, function spaces), we will restrict

the discussion only to the case where øvþy³Ùú and 

are manifolds. Manifolds are sets for which

local coordinates can be defined around each point such that the spaces locally look like Euclidean
space 

°

[36]. The local results described hold in these local maps; the global structure of the man-

ifold determines the connectivity properties of the homotopy equations. Manifolds are important
structures in the analyses in this thesis; thus their basic definition is repeated here:
Definition 2.1 (Manifold) The topological set 

is a differentiable Û manifold if 

í
with a family of pairs fP Dq Ç5h where the 
°
morphisms from 
to an open subset
of 




í
are an open cover of  , and the





is provided
are homeo





í ¼e






These pairs satisfy the property that given 

í k í rpo ¼ í pP
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and 

(2.6)
(2.7)




 k s í

, the map

 kV í kºP Ò kÇ
í
í
is differentiable of order Û . The family fÚ pq |5h is an atlas, and an element Ú pq |
for the manifold  . The dimension of the manifold is M .




















(2.8)
is a chart

Determining expressions for equations on these manifolds requires that all functions be defined in
each of the local maps, i.e. the coordinates in each of the local maps are used as variables in the
functions.
Although not necessary, in this thesis all manifolds are embedded in higher dimensional Euclidean

spaces. Examples include spheres and torii constructed from subsets of 

°

, which have similar local

structure, but differ significantly in their global topological properties. These manifolds are examples of an important class of compact manifolds, which have finite extent and are bounded in the
embedding space. For such manifolds regularity implies a finite number of solutions and finite homotopy path lengths [37]. In addition, these manifolds are boundariless; intuitively, no point on the
manifold forms part of an “edge”.
For a set of parameters to be considered a valid coordinate system for a manifold there a must be
no redundancy, i.e. none of the parameters can be functionally dependent on the others. The implicit
function theorem therefore implies that the Jacobian of the chart has to be full rank. Consequently,
the columns of the Jacobian of the local chart, which span the tangent space to the manifold, are
linearly independent.
For a complete introduction to the properties of manifolds, and in particular the definition of manifold with boundary, see [36].
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Differential Equation Formulation. Given the local nature of the implicit function theorem and
its relation to the contraction principle, it is not surprising that homotopy paths can be defined as solutions to differential equations. Simple implicit differentiation of the homotopy equation ý8Pºq5cG

ë

in each map yields the Davidenko Differential Equation, written in matrix form as


where

Ê Jgý

Ë
Ë

Ê eJ ý mý
pm 









(2.9)

is the Jacobian of the homotopy function with respect to the manifold coordinates. This

matrix equation can be solved explicitly to obtain

M])y?

coupled differential equations in terms of

the path length  along the homotopy curve; these differential equations are known as the Basic Dif-

ferential Equations (BDEs):
Theorem 2.2 (Basic Differential Equations : Zangwill and Morgan) Let ý

¼cþ³uúyø be a
Û 3 , regular function. Let ½ ¼V   be a continuous function and ½ÚL<'
s
Ô~x  . Then,

r
o
p
r
o
given c$xuý
, a unique path GÚLx~ý
can be obtained in a region around ÿ$ by following the


differential equation system

 " PB1


where

Ê ýprc" is Ê J 9 ý


½cPBL@¢?L " Ä Â È Ê Zý rc"%q¦º\?qa¡cq ® PMµ)v?L:q28P:$:2wc$q

with column ¦ removed, and ÿ°gÓQoI



(2.10)

.

The two directions along the homotopy path correspond to different signs of ½ÚL . However, once a
sign has been chosen, each path has a fixed direction of traversal.
The implicit function theorem and the BDE formulation are local theorems, and apply only to
a small neighborhood around a fixed point in the inverse image. In order to follow the solution
curve over the whole domain these small regions have to overlap and some sort of continuation property [38] has to be established. It is here that the global properties of the metric spaces become important, as discussed in the next section.

2.2.2

Global Properties of the Inverse Solution Set

Global properties of the inverse solution set must be established to ensure that the homotopy curve
can be followed over the whole domain 

. This relates to the homotopy equations being regular.

The connectivity structure of the inverse solution set determines whether the approach is globally
convergent and/or exhaustive. This structure is characterized by the degree of the final and initial
equations and by the boundedness of the homotopy path.
Regularity
The implicit function theorem requires only full rank of the Jacobian at a point to guarantee local
existence. The concept of regularity is defined formally to refer to systems of equations for which
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the Jacobian is full rank everywhere on the inverse image set, ensuring that the solution set has a
consistent dimension [36,37].
Definition 2.2 (Regularity) If ý¼D

ù is a smooth map from a manifold  to a manifold 
of dimensions  and M respectively, let Û be the set of all x[ such that the rank of the Jacobian
Ê ý is less than M . Then the set Û is the set of critical points. The point ë x is a regular value of
ý if Û [ý rpo  ë V í , and the set of equations ýGPjV ë qax is regular.


On manifolds, the transition properties of the local coordinate systems can be used to connect the
local regions guaranteed by the implicit function theorem to yield the following global form of the
implicit function theorem:

pm  , and ý&¼
 ø , where  is  -dimensional and  is an M -dimensional manifold, with  yM , then if ë
rpo  ë Ù÷^ is a smooth y¢ M -dimensional manifold
is a regular value for both ý and ýGC
, then ý
rpo  ë Vwý rpo  ë  [mp .
with boundary mý
ÄcÅ   ÄcÅ  )? is a curve (whose existence
Given regularity, the solution to an equation when
Theorem 2.3 (Inverse Image theorem [36,37]) If



is a manifold with boundary

!

#"%$

&



'

is locally guaranteed by the implicit function theorem) which does not terminate except (i) on the
boundary of the manifold, or (ii) by closing on itself to form a loop.
Using this result, the constructive homotopy approach presented in the previous section can be

VPju ë q ¼µþ   to
ÄcÅ  
solve, find some regular system of equations ýGÚ Ù ë q5ý¼c ³~ for which þ÷  q
ÄcÅ .þ V)? and which reduces to the final set of equations on þ ÷  . Follow the set ý ro  ë 
(which will form a curve everywhere ý is regular) from some known initial point until it crosses þ ,
reformulated in a more general way. Given a final set of equations

(

)(









where the solutions to the initial system of equations are found. For convenience in discussion we

will still refer to the final equations as occurring when an embedded parameter 

equations as occurring when 

\? , and the initial

, even though this need not be globally true.

Regularity is the prime requirement for a successful numerical homotopy design. Since natural
homotopies are defined by the system under study, they generally cannot be modified, and the full
rank property of the Jacobian of the homotopy equation has to be carefully verified. For example, for
optimization problems, the Hessian of the error measure generally forms the Jacobian of the homotopy equations. By the implicit function theorem, any functional dependence amongst the parameters
will prevent regularity. This could result, for example, when insufficient data exists to determine all
parameters in a system, or when the system is redundant.
It can be shown that regularity relates to functional independence of the system of equations to
be solved, and its Jacobian. The inclusion of extra parameters into a system of equations can be
used to achieve this functional independence. For artificial homotopies regularity can be achieved
in a simple fashion by including free parameters in the construction of the homotopy equation. This
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practise has long existed, but was most eloquently introduced and motivated in the seminal work of
Chow, Malet-Paret and Yorke [39]. In this work Sard’s theorem was advocated as a sufficient test
for regularity by inclusion of parameters:
Theorem 2.4 (Parameterized Sard’s Theorem [39]) Let *Ò÷

>³ ù ÷  °
almost every Íx
,ë
*

*

 Bqa ÷  H

be open and let

b cfgcq5¢tMQh . If ë x  is a regular value of í
í
í PÍjq ¼ 1 .
is a regular value of 7| 8

be Û



with

[



,+

.-

/

í ¼

, then for

0

Typically, one free parameter is added for every original variable. With the inclusion of these free
parameters, it is generally possible to ensure full rank of the expanded Jacobian except when the
homotopy equation reduces to the final set of equations ( 

? ). The regularity of the final set of

equations generally is not affected by the free parameters and has to be verified separately.
Given regularity of the homotopy equation, global convergence and exhaustive solution properties are determined by the connectivity properties (homological properties) of the inverse manifold.

This structure relates to the choice of the function ý and to the global properties of the manifolds on

which it is constructed.
Global Convergence and Degree
Global convergence is achieved only if a path connects from the initial system to the final system and
is determined by the global properties of the initial and final system of equations, in addition to the
global properties of the manifolds on which the homotopy is defined. Convergence therefore must be
verified individually for each homotopy. A general homological result is known which ensures that
the homotopy path connects [33,40]. Unfortunately, the result is not constructive and is highly abstract. Typically convergence is ensured by intuitive constructions based on physical insights, which
bound the homotopy path and prevent it from folding back [27,30,41].
Most homotopy methods have been constructed in real Euclidean space, which is an unbounded
(non-compact) boundariless manifold. For a regular homotopy constructed in Euclidean space, the
path can fail to connect as a result of either folding back, or diverging to infinity. Most globally convergent approaches ensured by construction that the homotopy path is path bounded and cannot cross
back over



. If the initial system only has one solution, boundedness obviously ensures global

convergence. If the initial system has more than one solution, it is generally possible to guarantee
that the path will not simply connect one initial solution to another initial solution without crossing

\? , only if the direction with which the plane  

is traversed at the solutions is the same. This

concept of associating the direction in which the solution is crossed with each of the solutions ties
closely to the definition of degree and topological orientation of a solution.
In general the number of solutions to a system of equations is not a smooth function of the parameters of the system. However, if the topological orientations of the solutions are taken into account,
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a smooth function, called the degree of the function, which is related to the number of solutions, can
be constructed for functions between manifolds of equal dimension [42,43]. The topological orientation of a solution relates to whether the tangent space of a manifold retains its orientation under a
mapping between manifolds [37]. For regular solutions, the orientation is defined to be the sign of
the determinant of the Jacobian of the mapping, evaluated at the solution. Based on the expressions
for the BDE equations above (2.10) (in particular for  ), it follows that the topological orientation

of a solution of the homotopy equation for a certain value of [\:$ determines in which direction

the homotopy path crosses the plane /w $ .

The degree of the function is the algebraic sum of the topological orientations of its solutions.
For regular systems therefore:
Definition 2.3 (Degree - Regular Sets of Equations) The degree of the set of equations

ë <¼Ç °  °

VPD
(

is given by

Ä Â Æ p
1(

(2.11)

(

J
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Y

.354.687/9 ;:

_%ÆÇdjf Ä Â È Ê J PD5h

(2.12)

(

The degree of the initial (final) set of solutions measures the net number of times the homotopy
path(s) cross the planes /w ( 

\? ). If the homotopy is constructed such that for each intermedi-

ate value of  , the equation is defined on a compact manifold without boundary, then non-zero initial
degree and regularity are sufficient to ensure global convergence. Euclidean spaces are boundariless
manifolds, but are not compact. Thus solutions can diverge to infinity, and simple non-zero initial
degree does not ensure global convergence. However, if paths are also bounded, global convergence
is assured.
It is useful to note that when the homotopy parameter



is guaranteed to increase monotonically

with path length, then the homotopy path will not fold back. In Euclidean space, where the BDE
equations hold over the whole space, this occurs for regular homotopies when the Jacobian
with respect to the original variables  is either positive or negative semi-definite for all



Ê Jeý

along a

given path. A sufficient condition for this state to occur is for the orientations of all solutions to
the initial equations to be equal. Typically this condition is difficult to achieve for general homotopies; the only class of homotopy equations for which this is known to hold are those constructed
by mapping complex equations to real space. It can be shown that all real representations of complex
equations have positive semi-definite Jacobian matrices, which implies positive topological orientation at each solution. While the degree of a system of equations is not generally the same as the
number of solutions, the degree does equal the number of solutions for complex equations.
Characterizing the degree of a system (or the number of solutions) is non-trivial and has in general
only been achieved for polynomial systems [28,44-46]..
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Multiple Solutions and Exhaustive Solution Methods
There are a number of ways in which multiple solutions can be produced by homotopy methods.
These can be separated into parallel and sequential approaches. Parallel approaches make use of
multiple initial solutions, initialize a path at each such solution and trace it to the final set of equations. If the degree of the initial and final system are equal and the paths are bounded, this procedure
results in a globally convergent homotopy and produces at least as many solutions as the degree
of the systems of equations. An exhaustive method results if the degree and the number of initial
and final solutions are equal. For systems with well-characterized degree, such a parallel approach
is the method of choice. For polynomial systems, these parallel approaches have been extremely
well developed and represent one of the greatest successes of homotopy methods (cf. for example,
[28,46,47]).
For a regular homotopy, Theorem 2.3 states that the homotopy path can terminate only due to
divergence, closing on itself, or touching a boundary of the space. While it is possible to terminate

the tracing of the homotopy path when the path crosses \? , the tracing procedure can be continued

past

  ?

if the homotopy equation exists

\? .

If the homotopy path crosses

w ?

again,

multiple solutions can be obtained on a single path. A homotopy which produces solutions in this
fashion is known as a sequential homotopy method. These methods have not been as well developed
as the parallel approaches; only one general condition is known which ensures that such a sequential
method is exhaustive [48]. However, not requiring an estimate of the degree to the initial equations
represents a large potential benefit. These methods will be considered in detail in Section 7.3 for
finding solutions to equations such as those arising from neural network optimization.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the homotopy method was reviewed and the requirements for a successful homotopy
presented. The concepts reviewed here, including regularity, path boundedness, degree, global convergence and exhaustive solution, will be used extensively to ensure validity of the application of
homotopy to analyzing and optimizing nonlinear mappings.
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Part I

Geometry of Neural Network Mappings
and Weight Solutions

21

Outline
In this part of the thesis the topological and geometric properties of feedforward neural networks
solutions are developed. This characterization provides the insight and quantitative results necessary
to formulate globally convergent, regular homotopies which can solve these systems of equations,
as is done in the second part of this thesis.
The characterization of the solution topology is performed by studying the general manifold defined by a neural network mapping on a fixed finite set of data. The properties of this manifold are
obtained by defining a natural homotopy between corresponding linear and nonlinear networks and
relating the linear subspaces of the linear network to the manifolds describing the mapping of the
nonlinear network. This perspective is presented and motivated in Chapter 3. Networks without any
hidden layer nodes are analyzed in Chapter 4, and these results are extended to networks with hidden
layers in Chapter 5. A summary of the results, and some auxiliary insights into the neural network
problem derived from the geometric analysis, are discussed in Section 5.5.
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Chapter 3

Characterization of Neural Networks as
a Study of Manifolds
Outline
A geometric perspective suitable for describing an arbitrary input-output system optimization problem is presented in Section 3.1. This geometric formulation allows for the topology of the solutions
to be characterized using natural homotopy and differential geometry, while also providing quantitative and intuitive insight into the mapping abilities of the system.
It is shown that the topology of the optimization problem solutions is determined by a projection
problem and a parameterization problem. The specific case of the mean square error minimization
problem is developed in Section 3.2, including general conditions for the existence of isolated and
unique projections. The effect of natural homotopy methods on the geometric optimization perspective is discussed in Section 3.3, and a natural homotopy is formulated which is suitable for characterizing the data manifold of perceptron networks.

3.1 The Geometry of Input-Output Optimization Problems
A complete topological characterization of the solutions of the neural network necessary equations
is required to construct efficient design and training procedures. In practice, it can be extremely difficult to obtain this information. The nonlinearity of the equations makes it impossible to verify directly when the Jacobian equations become singular or when solutions exist. For neural networks
there has been no general, closed form expression for the Hessian of the basic network. While presented in a later section, this expression is fearsome in its complexity. Even when it is possible to
derive expressions for the singular values of the equations, these frequently fail to provide insight into
the mapping abilities of the nonlinear system. This precludes the objective of this thesis to characterize the type of mappings which can be performed by neural networks. Direct analysis of the equations is further frequently not extensible to different problems, for example, when the error norm is
25

changed in the neural network problem. Therefore, an indirect method of analysis is indicated.
Selecting the correct framework and mathematical objects for analysis is not obvious. The method
which is followed in this thesis is to make use of a geometric formulation of neural networks, and to
characterize the manifolds which are generated by these systems over a fixed set of finite inputs. This
analysis method provides a set of general results which can be applied to understanding the behavior
of neural networks in a large class of problems, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Furthermore,
this analysis method does not compromise or approximate the nonlinearity inherent to the problem.
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Figure 3.1: The general input/output mapping problem.
To describe this general approach consider the formulation in Figure 3.1. The goal is to map a
set of input data <

into a set of desired data zx~Ð

selecting the best possible function(s)

½

>=

in a vector space Ð

(the embedding space), by

ï

from an available set of functions

(hypothesis set), so

as to minimize an error criterion â 3 . In our work we restrict our discussion to cases where the input
ï
and output data spaces are finite dimensional, and the hypothesis set is finitely parameterized, and
smooth. It is therefore possible to write the output produced by a given hypothesis operating on the
data <

as ô

v½cUq  , where 
)<

is a finite vector of parameters. For neural networks, the hypothesis

space is the set of all functions that can be generated by varying all the weights in a given neural

ï

architecture, and the weights provide a parameterization of . The set

 yf ô C ô  ½c :qa½x ï h ,
1<

which is the set generated by applying all available functions to the input data to approximate the
desired vector, is of primary importance is. Note that



@?

Ð

. In the following, we will loosely

refer to this set as the data surface or data manifold. The parameterization of


set of parameters is associated with each of the points in


. Note that the set

ï

ensures that a given
describes the innate

mapping ability of the network, and is applicable to every problem involving the set
to desired output or error norm.

It is possible to describe the selection of the optimal function(s) ½


desired vector  to each point in the set

=

x ï

ï

without regard

as simply mapping the

corresponding to extrema of the error function. Optimiza-

tion of the nonlinear mapping reduces to the study of (i) how the data point  is mapped onto the data
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surface



, and (ii) the properties of the data surface



and, in particular, its parameterization.

It is now simple to described how study of these questions yields the information necessary for the
homotopy approach. The optimization process can be separated into a projection problem and a coordinate specification problem as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The variables in the homotopy approach

are the parameterization variables  . For successful homotopy procedures, the solutions have to be

isolated for each value of the homotopy parameter  . Therefore, if at a given value of  a given data



point  is mapped according to the error norm onto multiple points on

, the system has multiple so-


lutions. If  is mapped to a (locally) continuous set of points on , the homotopy equations will not
 can be produced by different weight sets, multiple solube regular. Similarly, if a single point ô x
tions result. Furthermore, if there is some smooth functional relationship amongst these parameters
the homotopy equations will be singular and the solutions will not form paths. Providing a complete
characterization of the solutions therefore implies identifying a valid coordinate system for



for

each value of  , where a valid coordinate system is one which satisfies uniqueness and continuity
conditions [49]. This requirement for a valid coordinate system applies to all parameter estimation
methods and is not restricted to homotopy. For typical parameterized functions this problem of a
non-unique coordinate system usually manifests itself in the loss of rank in the Hessian of the error with respect to the weights, or in an inability of a descent algorithm to escape from a particular
configuration (for example when all the weights in a backpropagation network are set to the same
value).
Depending on the error norm, this perspective of associating a desired output vector with various
points on the data surface can often be developed into a projection perspective whereby the embedding space Ð

acquires a topology. This is the case when the mean square error over the data set is

used, for which the embedding space is an Euclidean space. Another example is the Kullback-Leibler
information criterion for which the embedding space acquires a curvilinear geometry [50]. Therefore, it is possible to develop an intuitive geometrical insight into the optimization process whereby
the error norm is reflected in the geometric properties of the embedding space, and the parameteriza-



tion and mapping ability of the system  is reflected in the geometry of . The value of this geometric

interpretation cannot be overstated. In the linear system case this projection perspective combined
with stable numerical implementations is the primary tool used for developing, understanding and
relating different algorithms such as the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm, Levinson-Durbin
recursion and Wiener and Kalman filtering. In all cases, it is possible to show that these algorithms
solve a projection problem onto a linear subspace, making use of the additional structure provided by
further assumptions to define suitable manifold parameterizations and to implement the projection

o

operator . Developing corresponding machinery for neural networks and relating it to a geometric
7

cf. Alexander [20] Ch. 9-11 for a unified geometric derivation of the Recursive-Least-Squares (RLS), Least-Squares
Lattice (LSL) and Fast-Transversal-Filter (FTF) algorithms; Kay [21] Sec. 6.3 discusses the geometry of the Yule-Walker
and Wiener-Hopf equations and Levinson-Durbin solution procedures. The innovations approach to Kalman filtering [22]
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Figure 3.2: General projection problem of vector  onto the manifold parametrised by mapping

the parameter space  under the mapping  . At (a) the projection onto the manifold does not
consist of isolated points, even though the map  is one -to-one. At (b), the projection is unique, but

a continuous set of parameters is mapped by  onto the same point on .
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interpretation provides a foundation for developing similar useful qualitative and quantitative results.
Using the embedding and projection perspective requires analysis of very high-dimensional spaces,
where dimensions are on the order of the number of samples in the problem. In contrast, other analyses, such as error surface analyses, usually requires analyzing spaces with dimensions only on the
order of the number of parameters in the system. However, the geometric perspective frequently has
a much simpler structure and provides complete insight into the characteristics of the low dimensional spaces. This is the case since objects such as the error-surface represents high-dimensional
data compressed into the lower-dimensional space, where interaction effects prohibit simple interpretation. In our work we make a point of showing how the properties of the low dimensional error
surface, homotopy paths and projection operators are interrelated.
By analyzing the data manifolds associated with different classes of networks it is therefore possible to obtain the topological characterizations needed for homotopy, as well as satisfy our curiosity
about the mapping ability of the neural networks. In so doing the results which are obtained are useful under more general circumstances.
It has to be realized that it is not possible to proceed much further at this level of generality. In
particular, a specific error norm has to be chosen in order to proceed (the hypothesis class having
been chosen a-priori). However, as described above, the results obtained by characterizing



should

be used as building blocks in other analyses. In this work we restricted the problem to the study of
multi-layer perceptrons under the mean square error norm, and under the mean square error norm
with regularization. These norms are in general use in the neural network community, are applicable
to a large number of problems, and provide a solid geometrical structure on the embedding space.
Basic properties of the mean square error norm are developed in the following section.

3.2 The Mean Square Error Problem
The objective of mean square (or equivalent, least squares) problems is to minimize the quantity

â3 
A

In this case, the embedding space Ð

½ ; hence Ð

is real Euclidean space, 

? }t¢ NUq :q%[¢~2U ]Ù
¡
)<

CB

(3.1)

acquires a Euclidean topology. Here, we consider real mappings

Ö

. For reasons described later, the parameter space (space from

which the weights are drawn) is the real space

=
addition of 

EDF<

 °p

, i. e. standard, Euclidean real space with the

(two-point compactification in each dimension [34]).

The projection formulation described in the previous section is well understood for the case of

unrestricted linear least-squares fitting of vectors öÙ§¦.©2xu

Ö

 . In the linear case the set 

forms a subspace of 

Ö

° qa¦8>?eqa¡cq L: 

x

and least squares minimization is equivalent

similarly corresponds to an orthogonalization and projection procedure.
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to a desired vector 

to finding the unique orthogonal projection of a point (dependent on the desired output  ) onto this
subspace.

y

Z
Figure 3.3: Case in which an orthogonal projection of a point  onto a compact line segment
not exist.
A natural extension to the nonlinear case is to state that an extremal function

½
=



does

is selected by

considering all points which satisfy the general orthogonality principle

à v~¢~   q 
=

)<

HG



(3.2)

These points also satisfy the set of necessary equations

ã UÝ

(3.3)
} ¢ U  q ]:q  ø

and have an error orthogonal to the data surface . The set of equations (3.3) represent a set of
necessary equations satisfied by extremal points ! appearing in open sets of the parameter space.
=

I<

These solutions will be referred to as interior solutions.
However, the orthogonality principle cannot be blindly applied to the nonlinear case since these
solutions are not necessarily the only solutions. Even when a solution exists it is not necessarily true
that an orthogonal projection defines the solution. For example, a solution is often not the result of
orthogonal projection if the set



is bounded in Ð , as is the case when a point is projected onto a

line segment of finite length (cf. Figure 3.3). Furthermore, if the parameters do not form a valid
coordinate system, additional stationary points to the necessary equations can appear as a result of
the interaction amongst parameters (this is the case for the multi-layer perceptron, as will be seen

later). For all such points on the manifold the set of all  in the union of the subspaces orthogonal

to the tangent space (which is usually of increased dimension), will have non-isolated projections.
If this set is not of measure zero in



Ö

, its effect cannot be ignored. The dimension of this set is

quantified in the following theorem (refer to Appendix A for the proof):
Lemma 3.1 Let ¼ºKJ

Ö
÷  %Ù  ÷  
L

KM

be smooth, where
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J

is an open set, and 
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N

Therefore, understanding when these non-orthogonal solutions exist requires careful study of the
geometric and topological properties of

ï
Most of the effort in analyzing



and  as related to the embedding space.

for the neural networks will therefore be focused on obtain-

ing valid coordinate systems for the neural networks, and in characterizing the data manifold. This
characterization is extremely dependent on the properties of the neural networks.
However, given that



has a valid coordinate system ! , it is possible to perform considerable

analysis without requiring a detailed description of



. In particular, for interior solutions it is pos-

sible to quantify, to a large extent, whether projections are locally isolated on


one projection of  onto



and also when only

exists. This abstract development further provides significant geometric

insight and is presented in the next two sections.
Uniqueness of projections are of interest for homotopy, since these frequently ensure global convergence. However, it is of even more interest to verify that the projection points onto


isolated on



are locally

, even if multiple projections exist for a given  . In addition, it is important to quantify

whether this holds true as the homotopy parameter is varied, since failures imply possible bifurcation of homotopy paths. This issue of obtaining isolated projections is of particular interest mostly
to homotopy and has not received much attention in the general literature on the mean square error
problem. We therefore derive in Section 3.2.1 results which describe the conditions under which the
solutions are isolated, and when bifurcations can occur.
Significant analysis has been performed by other researchers to find conditions resulting in only

one projection existing for a given  . These efforts primarily focus on characterizing a particular

set of vectors  close to the manifold R , for which it is guaranteed that any one unique projection
exists. Most of these analyses seem to have been motivated by the original papers due to Rice [51],
who defined the basic geometric concepts. These results were subsequently extended by others, most
notably Chui et al [52], Abatzoglou [53] and Chavent [54-57]. We will be using some of the results
of these authors (in particularly those of Abatzoglou and Chavent) in our analyses, and these are
reviewed below in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1

Conditions for Isolated Projections onto U

Given a particular point 

x~

Ö

, surfaces of equal error described by (3.1) are hyperspheres of di-

mension ¢[? centered around  , and the error vector

à

is a localized radial vector from  onto this

sphere, i. e. the hypersphere for a constant error magnitude

Ö
C®C [C®C is ¤ pr o . IqC®C à C®CF . By the orthogWV

onality principle, the error at an interior solution point is perpendicular to the tangent space of the
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manifold. Therefore, at a solution point a particular hypersphere is touching the surface. Intuitively,
the projection onto



if the data manifold does not locally, at the touching point, appear
Ö r o is unique
à
like the sphere ¤
 2qC®C CUCF . If this is the case, some thought will convince the reader that almost
any disturbance in  will destroy this geometric match, leading to isolated projections. In Appendix
A it is shown how this geometric intuition can be formalized, leading to the following theorem:
Lemma 3.2 Consider a manifold

Ö


onto
jections of tx~



defined by NUÝ¼|LÙ

Ö

and consider the orthogonal pro-

corresponding to the stationary points of the mean square error defined

by
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Assume that  forms a valid coordinate system for the manifold
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be the set of desired outputs for which the solutions to (3.5) are not regular. Then

forms a manifold of dimension 

R

¢? , which intersects any vector perpendicular to the tangent space
of the manifold in between ? and  distinct points, corresponding to the principal curvatures of the

data surface in this direction.
The result above seems to be the best characterization of the conditions under which the Hessian
at the solutions is nonsingular, and the solutions not regular. The closest approximation to this result seems to have been obtained by Abatzoglou [58], who derived an expression for the derivative
of the projection of  onto the manifold (Theorem 4.1 in [53]). The problem addressed in his pa-

per described the projection 6Z_1`| directly as a function of the desired vector  , which is a much
more difficult formulation. Comparing the diagonalized form obtained in our proof in Appendix A
to his expression for the gradient
divergence point of

6  | , it can be seen that at the solutions (3.5) corresponds to a
_

1`

6  | . The exact bound on the dimensions of these manifolds has extremely
_

1`

important implications for homotopy methods and will be discussed further in Section 3.3.
The above theorem provides information regarding perpendicular (interior) projection. In addition, non-orthogonal projections have to be considered. These depend intimately on the actual shape
of the manifold, and cannot be analyzed in a non-trivial general way. These will be considered when
the actual neural network mappings are analyzed in the following chapters.

3.2.2

Uniqueness of Projections for the Mean Square Error Problem

As illustrated above, the optimization process for the neural network weights corresponds to projection of the desired data vector  onto the non convex data manifold



in a Hilbert space. While for

convex sets only one projection generally exists onto a set for each point  , there can be multiple
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projections of a point  onto non-convex sets. Therefore, two issues are relevant in dealing with

non-convex sets: (i) Characterizing points  for which only one projection exists, and (ii) given a
projection, quantifying whether it is the globally optimal (absolute minimum projection error) solution. It is possible to provide partial answers to these questions, depending on the position of the
point  relative to the manifold



, and the curvature of

Given a point  for whom a projection 



.

onto a manifold



is known, consider the set of all points

f~xÐ1CpC®C ~¢C®C|C®C u¢GC®C¨h . These points form a hypersphere, and all points where the

hypersphere intersect the manifold have the same error measure. Based on geometric intuition, it

would appear that if the point  is closer to than ?LADCFE8CFHI7KJ , where CFEGC HI7KJ is the maximum curvature


of a curve in , then the hypersphere ¤ will not have any other intersections of other than the

tangent point at  . Figure 3.4(a) illustrates this intuition, where the point  has a projection onto
at the point 6 of maximum curvature.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of (a) smallest circle of curvature in a region of a manifold, (b) effect of global
curvature in producing multiple projections.
Although the above intuition holds true locally on the manifold



, in general the global curvature

of a manifold has to be considered, as is illustrated by the example in Figure 3.4(b). In the illustrated
example,

Í

cb

Ë

and l

are segments of circles of equal radius, smoothly joined by the straight line b:l .

The point  is chosen such that a projection exists onto Í8b at the point 6To . It is clear that if b:l is short
enough, a point 6

 closer to 

3

will exist along l

Ë

such that C®C ¢

62ogC®CC®C ¢ 6 3 C®C . Therefore, simply choosing

than ?BADCFEGC HÙ7%J for this problem is not sufficient to guarantee uniqueness of projection,

or optimality of a given projection.
From simple geometric intuition it would appear that the normal curvature of the curves on a
manifold is of prime importance in determining uniqueness of projection. This follows since the
normal curvature of a curve on a surface measures the projection of the principal normal of a curve
onto the space orthogonal to the surface, in which the error vector is contained. The set of curves
whose principal and normal curvature are the same form the geodesics of a surface. At each point
on the surface, geodesics that have extremal values of normal curvature can be found; these form an
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orthogonal net of curves and are known as lines of curvature [49].
Results which explicitly quantify the above intuitions and are applicable to the neural problem
have been reported by Abatzoglou [53] and Chavent [54-57]. Abatzoglou obtained results describing
bounds on the approximation error such that a known projection satisfying these bounds corresponds
to the global minimum error projection. Such manifolds are know as quasiconvex sets [57]. In later

work, Chavent addresses the characterization of points  for which it is known that only one projection exists onto the manifold. Such manifolds are known as strictly quasiconvex sets. The results
by Chavent and Abatzoglou are extensive and far more general than needed here. In the following
sections, we highlight only those specific results critical to our application.
Quasiconvexity
Abatzoglou [53] obtained results which ensure global optimality of a given projection on a manifold. These results do not imply that other projections do not exist, but simply state that such projections have higher error. This theory differs primarily from that of Chavent, which is described
in Section 3.2.2, in that all the results rely on characterization of the lines of curvature of the data
manifold. In the case where there is a unique normal onto a manifold, it is possible to use the second
fundamental form of the surface to find the lines of curvature [49]. However, in the case of embedding of a lower dimensional manifold into a space of at least two more dimensions, the normal is no

longer unique. This is the case in the perceptron network where a manifold of dimension  (the rank

of the data matrix) is embedded into a space of dimension  (the number of samples) and typically

  . Characterization of the manifold then requires a description of the lines of curvature corred

sponding to every possible normal direction, and the definition of the metric curvature in terms of
the maximal directional curvature (Definition 3 [53]):

 ÷^Ð be a Û 3 manifold in the Hilbert space Ð , and
 and  a vector perpendicular to  ,
let the manifold be embedded by VPZo:qa q LB c°c . Let x
3

with C®CFpC®C:\? . Then the directional curvature of at  in the direction  is defined as
Þ #q5#v
}
(3.7)
EGP~q5Ç
b o } £#qa#
Definition 3.1 (Directional Curvature) Let
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Figure 3.5: Folding of a manifold  at a point  . The inner circle of radius  is the largest circle whose interior intersection with the manifold is connected. Larger circles create disjoint regions
(indicated by heavily shaded lines).
As previously discussed, the global properties of the surface are important in determining the
number of possible solutions. In Abatzoglou’s formulation the measure of global deflection of the
manifold is the folding of the manifold (Definition 5 [53]):
Definition 3.2 (Folding) Let


the folding of

at 

 ÷ Ð



Pºq5g

3

manifold in the Hilbert space Ð , and 

x 

. Then

is given by

í Ú[Vv_ c`jfgcC P~qaB 


)q

where

be a Û

s

is connected


 Õ h

is the ball of radius  centered at  .

A graphical interpretation of this measure is illustrated in Figure 3.5. In terms of the folding and
metric curvature, the main result regarding uniqueness of approximation can then be stated (Theorem
6:1 [53])



3 complete, connected M -dimensional manifold em and v¢
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is the unique best approximation from to  .
Theorem 3.1 (Abatzoglou 1980) Let

be a Û
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The major difficulties with this theory are characterizing the folding of the manifold and describ-



ing the lines of curvature. Note that the theorem in general, restricts the region of the manifold

that can be considered as containing a unique projection, since a direct relationship is established
between the size of the region on the manifold and the maximum curvature therein. Locally on



,

the implication of this result is that given a region on the manifold for which the maximum, finite,
curvature is known, a (sub)region can be found such that a point close enough to the manifold has
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only one unique minimum length projection. In a non-local sense, the theorem implies that if the
maximum curvature and minimum folding of all the lines of curvature on the manifold



is known,

then it is possible to state that a given projection close enough to the manifold corresponds to the
global projection minimum. In Section 4.4.1 these results are used to state whether a minimum is
the best minimum in a certain region of, or in the whole of the weight space, based on the curvature
of the manifold



of neural networks.

Strict Quasiconvexity
Chavent approaches the problem of determining a set of  having unique projections on an arbitrary
manifold





by considering unique projections onto curves on the manifold . These curves form the



image of paths connecting points in the domain Û that is mapped onto . Finding the most restrictive

condition for a sufficiently complete maximal set of paths

×

then provides a sufficient condition for


uniqueness of projection of a point ô onto the data surface . A set of paths are maximally complete
if any two points in the domain Û can be connected by paths in the set or by parts of paths. This in

turn means that any two points on the data surface can be connected in a consistent fashion (cf.
_

Definitions 2:1-2:4 [57]). Instead of the folding of the manifold, the measure of the global behavior
of a manifold is provided by the global curvature ÏExIÚ6 (cf. Definitions 4:1-4:4 [57]) of the curves

on the manifold.
For neural networks, the geometric characterization discussed in Section 3 provides a natural

framework for this approach, since paths in the weight space  can be considered, with ÛÒ

L

.

Both the potential advantages and challenges in using this approach result from the freedom avail-

able in choosing any paths in the pre-image Û . In general, the minimum global radius of curvature

of a curve cannot be larger than the minimum instantaneous radius of curvature along the curve. It is
possible to connect any two points on



such that the connecting curve has arbitrarily small instan-

taneous radius of curvature. Chavent gives no prescription for choosing the paths

×

such that the

bound on global radius of curvature will be as large as possible. However, the paths can be chosen
such that analysis of the properties of the paths are simpler than characterizing prescribed paths (e.g.
lines of curvature) on the manifold.
From this extensive theory we now present a collation of different results (Definitions 4:6,4:10,5:1,
Theorem 5:6 in [57]) representing the major properties of interest for our applications; in particular,
we are interested in so called small-deflection paths, which, if they exist, result in significant simplification. For these paths, the global radius of curvature is the same as the maximum instantaneous
curvature of a curve on



.

Theorem 3.2 (Chavent 1989) Let


paths on

embedded in

Ð



be a closed set, Û

3

connected and

×

a consistent collection of

. For each path 6 , let yºP| be the instantaneous radius of curvature of

the image corresponding to path parameter  in a range §¨cq)zcP6© , y
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be the global radius of

curvature at   as seen from  , ´ÚDq5
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The main result of use concerning uniqueness of projection is now stated (Theorems 3:6, 4:12 in
[57]).



Theorem 3.3 (Chavent 1991) Let


paths on

be a closed set, Û



connected and

×

a consistent collection of

. Then if
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is strictly quasiconvex, with a cylindrical neighborhood 

fô 
x ÐtC Ë  ô q  8} Ï Ù  5h
(3.12)
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where  ô q  is the distance from ô to , and for all ô x
, there is at most one projection on ,




x



and this projection corresponds to the only local minimum in the distance function from the surface
along any curve through the projection point.
Thus, for the neural networks, if it is possible to define a set of low deflection paths, then the uniqueness of a projection is ensured by having  closer to the data surface than the minimum radius of

curvature. Such a set of paths for certain neural networks will be described in Section 4.4.1.

3.3 Natural Homotopy Methods and Geometric Formulations
Homotopy methods are designed to find the solutions to systems of equations. When these methods
are used for optimization, the optimization process must be reduced to solving a system of equations.
Generally the final set of equations are obtained by differentiating the error norm, and optimization
is performed by finding the stationary points of the error surface. In contrast to most descent-based
optimization methods, the homotopy methods produce saddle points and local maxima in addition to
minima. In most cases, the local maxima and saddle points are discarded as they are produced, since
usually only local minima are of interest. However, in most problems finding all types of stationary
points providse valuable insight into the geometry of the error surface.
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In general, the initial system of equations and the method for imbedding of the final equations can
be chosen freely, resulting in an artificial homotopy equation. Such homotopy equations generally do

not correspond to the derivative of an error function when ~
s ? . Even if there is an error function

associated with each value of  , a consistent geometric perspective might not exist. The freedom

offered by the artificial constructions makes it easier to obtain properties desirable for continuation
for all 


s ? . However, the homotopy equations at ]>?

correspond to the optimization problem;

hence the geometric properties of the optimization problem directly determines the topology of the
solutions at this point, as well as the behavior of the artificial homotopy at convergence.
For natural homotopy equations some physically-based system parameter is used as a homotopy
variable. Therefore, it is generally possible to associate a continuous family of optimization problems with the homotopy. The homotopy process then corresponds to gradually changing the geometry of the problem. Such a homotopy therefore has powerful qualitative and quantitative results
which can be used for analysis. Unfortunately, natural homotopy methods can suffer from serious
limitations. Since modifications to the equations are generally precluded, undesirable properties for
these natural methods can be difficult to correct. In general, regularity can be difficult to prove, and
since the degree of the initial and final systems frequently differ, convergence and exhaustive properties may be impossible to achieve. For these reasons, natural homotopy methods are generally not
the first choice when robust or exhaustive homotopy methods are to be developed. However, the

perspective of smoothly changing the geometry of the problem at 

into the geometry at /ü?

still offer the promise of obtaining insight into the final system of equations using representations
of the simpler initial system of equations. This reflects the original development of homotopy as an
analytical method.
In this thesis a natural homotopy is constructed to examine relationships between linear and nonlinear networks. The formulation of the natural homotopy was undertaken primarily to obtain insight into the mapping ability of feedforward networks, and into the topological nature of the solutions. The homotopy was not formulated in the hope that it would produce an exhaustive method
for finding solutions to the weight optimization problem. Rather, the objective is to use the information obtained using this natural homotopy to later construct numerically-robust, artificial homotopy
equations. Linear initial equations were chosen since these are well understood both qualitatively
and quantitatively in terms of projection operators, error surfaces, matrix forms and manipulations.
Theorems that afford a similar level of description and manipulation for corresponding nonlinear
networks do not yet exist. Based on the significant architectural similarity between linear systems
of equations and nonlinear perceptron networks, significant insight can be gained by trying to extend
the linear projection perspectives to the nonlinear case.
Before proceeding with the formal definition of this linear homotopy, we note that it is possible
to derive some new general results for arbitrary natural homotopy equations under the mean square
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error norm. In particular, given the existence of a valid coordinate system, regularity can be ensured
for such homotopies, as described in the next section. The formal definition of the natural homotopy
is presented in Section 3.3.1.
Regularity of Mean Square Error Natural Homotopies



For the mean square error problem, varying

modifies the mapping  and the manifold



, while

the geometric relationships remain unchanged. Since the data manifold varies with  , it is more
appropriately denoted by

 Úc

(cf.

Figure 4.3 which illustrates this for a single perceptron data

manifold). The result of Lemma 3.2 has important has important implications for this type of ho-

motopy. At each value of  , the set R

described in Lemma 3.2, more appropriately denoted R,Úc ,

is of dimension ~¢^? ; hence, as  is changed, RPc generally sweeps out an  -dimensional subset
of





Ö

. Therefore, this set

is varied, and if

 x 8R

8R  N$


!

h


h

o%RPc

does not have measure zero. This implies that as

, then at some intermediate value of  , unavoidably the Jacobian of the

Ê k ý8 !2q5c , will lose rank. Therefore, there will be a
weak bifurcation (usually a turning point) at that value of  . This is a simple interpretation of the


homotopy equation with respect to  , i. e.

appearance of turning points, where the homotopy paths bend back.
Loss of rank of

Ê ký8U q5c

does not imply a complete bifurcation, since

Ê k|9 gýG  qac


can be full

rank. Regularity therefore depends on the value of mpý , which has to be linearly independent of the
mp
Ê
columns of kÇý . The following new result, proven in Appendix B, shows that it at each value of  ,

and at each point on , the ! form a valid coordinate system, then the set of  for which bifurcation
appears is of measure zero:

Ö
÷vTø ÷v  be smooth,

where  and are open sets. For each [x
, let Pc w 2 NPyqac . Assume that  xPø÷
  is a valid coordinate system of  Pc for each  , such that Ê keVUqac is full rank x[ and
[x . Consider the family of mean square error problems defined by â 3ePcV }t ¢ 2U q5c:q%¢
å
Ê
N  q5cµ and the solutions
the necessary equations   qac4 } ¢NUqac:q kL2U q5c
.
Ö å
Then for almost all x , 
is regular.
Lemma 3.3 (Sard - Hilbert Projection) Let ¼pPù÷Ô,L%Ù³t
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In effect, this theorem states that the constraint imposed for bifurcation on  is independent of the

constraint imposed on the vector  . The result therefore provides a new and powerful guarantee of
regularity for well-parameterized mean square error problems.

3.3.1

A Natural Homotopy on Multi-Layer Perceptrons

The natural homotopy approach corresponds to changing the node nonlinearity from a linear to a
nonlinear sigmoidal function as a free parameter (the homotopy parameter) is varied. Formally, the
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natural homotopy is introduced by parameterizing the neural network node nonlinearity in terms of
the homotopy parameter  :

02Pj



where

0

C4

02Úºqac

û


0 DPj
C4

when 
when 



\?

(3.13)

is the node nonlinearity of the final network, which is assumed to be monotonically in-

creasing and saturates at

= ?

for large positive/negative values. In addition, it is required that the

deformation satisfies the following properties:
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where «IÚc is a smooth positive valued function. These conditions are easily met by deformation of

02PQqacµ @?¢^c%)
È bd Pj , which is used in our examples. In the interest of conciseness, in the following sections a
prime will be used to denote the derivative of the function 0 with respect to its argument for a fixed
m0TPºq5c .
value of  , e.g. 0 Pºq5cG
mp
most widely used sigmoidal functions, including the standard deformation
P



The natural homotopy presented here is not equivalent to the common practice in the neural com-

munity of “scaling the steepness” of the node nonlinearity by incorporating a linear scaling factor O

in 0C4 . It is frequently claimed that that this practice allows for “gently” introducing nonlinearity into
the system. As will become clear from our analyses, this practice has no effect on the optimization
process, since the geometry of



does not change. This issue will be revisited in Section 5.5.2.

A major benefit of the natural homotopy is that a relationship is established between all equations
formulated for the linear network, and those formulated for the corresponding nonlinear network.
For example, a homotopy is defined between the error function on the linear network, and the error
function on the nonlinear network, as well as the homotopy between the necessary equations defining
an extremum. Thus for each



it is possible to examine all representations of the homotopy, from

the projection, error surface, and homotopy path perspectives.

3.4 Contributions
The general geometric perspective on input-output optimization of Section 3.1 systems appears in
various guises in the literature, as previously described. In the area of neural networks Amari [50]
performed general analysis using a similar framework. There are significant differences in the aim,
scope and level of this prior work, when compared with the results discussed in this thesis. The
primary purpose in [50] was, given a well-characterized data manifold, to construct an error norm
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producing only one solution for all possible desired output vectors. In contrast, we assume the error
norm has been given. The approach in [50] is successful only for certain types of manifolds; for
neural networks, these correspond to only single layer networks with or without pre-processed inputs [50]. The explicit focus on characterizing relationships between linear and nonlinear networks,
and exploring how different representations are affected by homotopy, is new and forms a major contribution of this thesis. Furthermore, [59] does not characterize the weight coordinate systems at the
level required for the homotopy approach.
The need for isolated solutions is typically made explicit only for homotopy. The separation between projections and solution was distilled from literature describing the general mean square error problem (where a suitable coordinate system is usually assumed) and the study of embeddings.
These general properties of the mean square problem do not appear to have been investigated in the
homotopy literature. All proofs in this section were independently developed. Lemma 3.2 is new;
however, as noted, various aspects are reflected in other results on the mean square problem. The
results on uniqueness of projections (Section 3.2.2) were obtained from the literature. The result on
regularity of natural homotopy equations under the mean square error (Lemma 3.3) is new. The natural homotopy formulation was introduced independently by Yang and Yu in [18] and by the author
in [60].

3.5 Summary
This chapter motivates the study of data manifolds produced by neural network mappings. A general
geometric perspective used in optimization of input-output mappings was introduced. The isolation
and existence of multiple solutions was explained as arising from non-uniqueness of projections onto
the data manifold, and non-uniqueness of the parameterization. For the problem of minimizing the
mean square error, a new general result was presented which exactly specifies the set of desired vectors resulting in non-isolated solutions. Results culled from the literature which describe sufficient
conditions on the desired output vector to ensure unique projections were reviewed, with emphasis on
their applicability to this thesis. Geometric implications of natural homotopies were discussed, and
a new result which guarantees regularity under the mean square error norm was derived. A natural
homotopy between linear and nonlinear multi-layer perceptron networks, which retains the architectural similarity of these networks, was introduced.
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Chapter 4

Natural Homotopy on Single Layer
Perceptrons
Outline
In this chapter a homotopy is analyzed whereby a linear single layer perceptron network is smoothly
transformed into a nonlinear sigmoidal perceptron network. This homotopy is constructed by transforming the node transfer function in every perceptron from a linear into a sigmoidal mapping. Well
behaved paths for the homotopy equation are enforced by transforming the linearly dependent weights
for the linear homotopy into valid curvilinear coordinates for the data surface. It is shown that the
weight solution for the linear network connects to a solution for the nonlinear network. The effect of
infinite weights in the neural network is described. Geometric insight results by considering how the
subspaces used in the linear analysis transform as the homotopy parameter is varied. Results from
this analysis allow for the construction of simple examples illustrating the conditions under which
infinite weights and multiple minima appear. Conditions on scaling of the desired output data are derived, which – in principle – ensure that the neural network equations have a unique solution. Issues
related to the feasibility of ensuring these conditions in practical situations are discussed.
The single layer perceptron problem is formulated in Section 4.1, and the data manifold associated
with a single perceptron is quantified in Section 4.2. The natural homotopy equations are derived,
and regularity and global convergence properties are analyzed in Section 4.3. Conditions which ensure uniqueness of the projection onto the data manifold are described and discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Single Layer Perceptron Problem Formulation
We consider the mapping of a given set of input data

desired outputs fL2§¦.©Gx

H CF¦ºü?eqa¡cq ® (h

fgöT§¦ ©xv ° C ¦Ý?eq5¡cq U Ùh

to corresponding

as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The mapping  is implemented

by a general single layer network consisting of M input nodes and 

output nodes, where the weight

connecting input  to output node ¦ is denoted by #" . The network produces a mapping ~¼e
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(4.1)



 gf #"  h x  °p H . For conciseness
the convention is used that a matrix argument to a scalar function from  to  (such as 0 ) implies
where

0y¼V p   p

X

is the node nonlinearity, and 



that the scalar function is applied separately to each element in the matrix. The homotopy is defined

implicitly by the parameterization of the neural network node nonlinearity in terms of  .

y ∈ RL

w ∈ RL
x[i]∈ Rn

E∈ RL

+

z[i]
-

Figure 4.1: The single perceptron mapping problem.
The activations generated by the weights leading to a single node in the network are independent
of the weights leading to a different output node, and therefore only one node in the network need
be considered for notational simplicity. This reduces the number of subscripts and allows for the
incorporation of the time update equations as matrix products. The single layer network problem
therefore reduces to the single perceptron problem in Figure 4.1.
For a single perceptron the input data matrix

Ö
ùxy °




>x

and desired data vector


Ö

are

defined, respectively, as

j§®?5© D§¨¡B© LB j§8©
(4.2)
The output ô §¦ © for an input öÙ§¦ © of a single layer perceptron with weight vector ò is given by ô §¦.©
02P|§¦.©. where the activation |§¦ © ò ö . The set of activations is denoted by the vector 
 ò . Therefore the single neuron mapping can be written as
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and it is of interest to characterize the data manifold
acterization is performed in the next section.
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4.2 The Data Manifold of a Single Perceptron
Given (4.3) it is straightforward to verify that if a weight vector ò
tions 

, then ò  ò $D) ò *

T¡



X&¢

, where ò *

$

produces a specific set of activa-

is in the image orthogonal subspace 

), produces the same activation  . If





 þ *

(or null space

is not full rank, the same activations, and hence

outputs, can therefore be generated by an infinite set of weights. Therefore in general there are an
infinite number of solutions to the perceptron weights for the error measures we consider. Consequently, the Jacobian of the homotopy equation above will be singular when 
previously discussed, this implies that the coordinate system ò


used for

is rank deficient. As

is not valid.

To find a valid coordinate system, approaches from linear system theory ( ~ for the natural

homotopy) are used as guides. From linear algebra, the weight solutions are completely specified by

ò  ò $I) ò * where ò $ corresponds to the unique projection of 

Ú  * . To describe the solution space we need to characterize only
onto
and ò * x
the particular solution, which requires finding a basis for the subspace
 . One simple way
 , i. e. decomposing the
to accomplish this is to perform a reduced -/Ï decomposition of
Ö
ð
 W , where Wxt
is full rank with orthogonal columns, and
rank  input data matrix 
ð x ° . Now 


PW]4 Pe has coordinate system  ð ò x p , and the
ð to
coordinates  $ of the projection of  onto this space can be used with the generalized inverse
ð  $ ) ò * . The  variables !j" represent
generate the whole set of solutions to the weights by ò 
one combination of the form
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linear combinations of the weights that correspond to the coordinates of the orthogonal basis formed
by the  columns of W , and therefore, the solution to the projection problem in these coordinates 
is unique.
Note that in the formulation proposed above the data set

fg02ÚWÝC 1x  h ; thus 

  f02P

X

ò tC ò x> °p h 

PW p  in the following discussion. Note that
°
careful distinction is required between weights in  , the standard M -dimensional Euclidean space,
°
and weights in   , which includes infinite weights.
The following two theorems characterize the data surface ÚW] p  . The first theorem in essence
states that the parameters \x p form an allowable set of nonlinear curvilinear coordinates for

the interior of the data surface , and that the interior of the data surface itself is a smooth deformation of the linear subspace spanned by the input data. Furthermore, when [x §cqL?B , infinite weights
is denoted by

L

L

L

L

correspond to infinite outputs and can generally be ignored. The second theorem describes the case

? and illustrates that as the weights become

large that the manifold (which has dimension  ), interestingly enough, contracts to a finite number
Ö
Ö
of points in  . These points correspond to points on the unit cube in  . The proofs are included
where one or more of the weights is infinite and

in Appendix B and contain more detail.
Theorem 4.1 The map

Ö
\¼ p  p 
L

defined by UÝ02PW,( is a one-to-one unbounded
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embedding of 




¡

X¢

in 

Ö

for x§ÿqL?L . When 

Theorem 4.2 The map w¼Lp

mpPW p 
L

defined by U(T02ÚW

Ý

when

]? , has as boundary

a finite number of points, and

mpPW p ÷
L

Ö

 

\? , it is an immersion.

Íÿo BL Í Ö

Ql

CÍ"Vx~fÇ¢?eq5cqL? hÇqa¦c\?qa¡cq L: q5Íe"T s


for at least one ¦
S

(4.4)

The following theorem explicitly characterizes the normal subspace to a plane approximation of the



surface at each point on the manifold

. This normal tangent space features prominently in future

analyses, and in the analysis of the mean square error problem..
Theorem 4.3 The orthogonal subspace

N

PW p  , is the column space

to the tangent space of

L

of

o À 0  D o À 0  p LL Ö r À 0  D
(4.5)
À
Ö
where the columns <oLq
3 BL r of span Pv , and denotes the inverse Hadamard (Schur)
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L
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¨

L

product of two matrices, formed by appropriately dividing element by element.

We now proceed to show how these results can be used to provide a complete description of the paths
for the natural homotopy when the mean square error criterion is used.

4.3 SLP Mean Square Error Natural Homotopy Equations
In this section the natural homotopy equations for the single perceptron are derived and the path
behavior is analyzed. For the mean square error problem the objective is to find the optimal network
weights #Ù" so that ½ minimizes the stochastic mean square error



â3 

à

«ª

? §F<¢NÚöV© §F¢~2Pö8©
¡
X

(4.6)

p¬

This error measure for a single neuron can be written as

â3 

? §F<¢02 D+© §F~¢02 D+©
¡


X

(4.7)



The natural homotopy equation solutions, for a fixed value of  , correspond to the weights of a
neural network (with node nonlinearity

02Pºq5c ) minimizing (4.7).

Since the node nonlinearity is

infinitely differentiable, it follows that interior extremal weight solutions in

 °

can be found by

å
differentiation. The homotopy function  ò qac is therefore defined by setting the first derivative
å
of (4.7) with respect to each weight # " equal to zero, i. e. the ¦ th component of is given by
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å "[ m â 3 q5¦]ù?qa¡ B: M
mp# "

. Similarly, the Jacobian of the homotopy equation corresponds to the

Hessian of (4.7). Evaluating the required derivatives and reformulating in vector form yields the
homotopy equations

å  ò 5q c

x °

 u


(4.8)

with Jacobian given by®

å  ò aq c
f

where

à

X

.¯






¯

 cÄ Å b Æ f phG
x ° e°
Ö
 ~¢02 D% ¿ 0 . D x
Ö
~¢02 Dx<
à ¿ 0 . DV¢0 P D ¿ 0 . D x Ö


P

(4.9)
(4.10)

° 

(4.11)
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(4.12)

° 

The notation ¿ denotes the Hadamard (a.k.a. Schur) product of two matrices, generated by multiplying the matrices element by element (for matrices

 ¿ Ç@"   "  e"
K²

´

µ²

q
²

and vector ´ ,

;³

[2]).

´

If the parameters



 ¿
K²

³

K"   "  [" 
µ²

³

and

as defined above are used, it is straightforward to show that the homotopy

equations (4.8)-(4.12) are equivalent to

å U 5q c1
å
 
ò 
®

W

x 

W ÄcÅ bÆ^f phGW x
ð ) ò * x °
X

(4.13)
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~¯


L

(4.14)
L

¤

(4.15)

These are the defining equations for the homotopy approach. The initial system of equations (when



), is the linear system

å Uqae 
W

X

 ~¢W( x

(4.16)
L

which are the well known normal equations frequently encountered in linear filtering [20], with so-

lution !~

¡

W W
X

¢

rpo

W 
X

.

It is now shown that the set of equations (4.13)-(4.15) define a well behaved homotopy from the
linear to the nonlinear system, which can be used for computing a weight solution for the final neural
network.

It is clear that the homotopy equations (4.13) are satisfied in two cases - (i) when  , or (ii),

when  is a non-zero element of the nullspace

 v]

o



¡



X¢

*

. We will consider carefully

these two cases. In the first case, either the error is zero and desired output vector lies on the data



P " Vw . If the error is zero, it only has to be verified that the
coordinate system defined by the weights  is valid in order for the solutions to be isolated. This
was assured by the analysis above (Theorem 4.1). If the error is not zero, at least one 0 P "  .
surface

, or one of the activations 0
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However, since the inputs are assumed bounded, it follows that the activations  will be bounded if

xz

L

, and

0 P " 


or more of the weights 

for all finite activations  " . Therefore, the case

0 Ú " 


corresponds to one

being infinite. Therefore, these solutions correspond to not-necessarily

orthogonal projections onto



at one of the edge points, and can occur only when

yù? .

This

illustrates the importance of characterizing the manifold for the infinite weight case.

Pv
 * , when ^
s ? , or
 x and
when  \? and the weights are finite, then 0 PÙ
à ~¢02 D  ÙnVo À 0  D n À 0   LL n Ö r À 0  p
(4.17)
3
Ö
nGo n 3 BL n Ö r
  v , 
x  r and À denotes the inverse Hadamard
where a_ `cbed
For the case (ii), when  is an element of the nullspace
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product of two matrices, formed by appropriately dividing the matrices element by element. In other

words, the error is a linear combination of the set of the vectors nº"

À 0  D:q5¦ºy?eqa¡ LB  ¢ .
 

Based on this formulation and the theorems in the previous subsection, it is simple to see how the
data is related to the weight solutions. Comparing (4.17)and (4.5), it follows that each of the solutions

Ö

to (4.17) corresponds to orthogonal projections of the desired vector zx<

PW p 
L

onto the hypersurface

defined by the data. Each such projection is described by a unique set of parameters  .

This is stated formally by the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4 When ~xt§ÿqL?L , there exists at least one solution § 

$ $ © to (4.17) for all points
Ö
 x  , and all solutions result from normal projections. When ? , solutions consist of a fiX

X

¸

X

nite number of solutions for which normal projections exist, and solutions corresponding to infinite
weights which are mapped to the finite number of points on mpPW

p  .
L

Due to the fact that the manifold has a valid coordinate system (as provided by the weights  )
Lemma 3.2 can be applied directly to ensure that such projections are almost always isolated i. e.

there are no projection points that are arbitrarily close together on ÚW]
of projections exists on PWLp

 ).

 
L

(and therefore no curve

Theorem 4.5 (Isolated Solutions) The particular solutions to the homotopy equations are generically isolated (with respect to  ) for each [x§cqB?L .

As stated before, the constraint “generic with respect to  ” simply means that only a very thin subset

of choices of  out of all 

Ö

might possibly violate this result; furthermore, given such a  almost

all arbitrarily small perturbations in  will lead to an isolated solution. In conjunction with Theorem

4.1, this theorem also implies that the Jacobian of the homotopy equation (4.14) will be full rank for
almost all  , as required for the intermediate solutions to form paths as  is varied.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the above geometrical results graphically for a case where

o
and the perceptron has three weights ( M[ » ) . The data surface (for a given 
7

The numerical data used to construct this example can be found in Section 4.4.1.
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) is a two-dimensional
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Figure 4.2: Relationship between input data surface , p  , desired output  , nonredundant
particular solutions ! " , particular neural network weight solutions # $%" and general solution #1
#Ù$p)u# * . The dark circles on    are the edges of the data manifold, and are singular points
corresponding to infinite weights.
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 (illustrated in the leftmost figure), and there are two coordinates !No qK! describing each
3
point on PW] 3  . A solution to (4.13) is defined by every orthogonal projection of  onto PW] 3 
(indicated by the black circles in the leftmost figure). Every solution  is related to a specific hyper°
plane (affine subspace) of weights in  that solves the necessary equations (4.8) (illustrated by the
set of parallel planes in the righthand figure). The point  on PW] p  with the shortest error vecsurface in 

L

tor defines the global minimum of the problem. The dark points on the edges represent the outputs
generated by infinite weights, where singular solutions occur.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of input data surface % with  for a rank two data matrix and three inputs.
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The above theorems describe the solution process for fixed values of  . The variation in typical

data surfaces as a function of  is illustrated in Figure 4.3 for the three input example discussed above.

It remains to be proven that the projection process onto such surfaces remains well behaved when



is changed. This proof is provided using degree theory. The actual conditions are technical and

can be found in the Appendix B.. The underlying motivation results from the fact that the initial
linear system, described by the normal equations, only has one, regular solution, and that all the
solutions to the homotopy can be bounded due to the asymptotic linearity of the node nonlinearity
when x§cqB?L . Given these results, it is possible to state that solutions exist for all 

x§cqB?L , and

the homotopy is globally convergent.
Theorem 4.6 (Existence) For the reduced set of particular solutions of the single layer perceptron
equations there exists at least one solution to the necessary equations of the natural homotopy for

[x§¨cqL?L .

Theorem 4.7 (Connection) The particular solution to the linear system of equations extends to a

L  , then the path extends on §¨cqL?5© .
path on §cqB?L . If there are no solutions on the boundary mPWp

Finally, by application of the general results of Section 3, the following theorem states that a tracking
loss of the solution will not occur due to path crossings, and provides a sufficient condition which
can be used to verify that the final solution corresponds to a minimum of the error criterion :
Theorem 4.8 (Path Theorem) The following properties hold generic with respect to 
1. The only bifurcations of the homotopy equations are weak bifurcations.
2. If no turning point appears, the solution path originating from the linear system solution corresponds to a minimum, at all points.
The above results are now clarified by considering a simple example.

4.3.1

Example


v_a`cbd §®?tOZ©
Å
È
È
p
r
o
p
r
o
Ã
The desired vector is §®¢Ï<_ G
d  bed POGK Ï _g bed PO8%© , where Ï¡ and O . Then
 ¡ and µ\? . The surface   µfgWµh is parameterized in terms of ! by §e0T !G~02POQ!GQ© .

To illustrate the results of the homotopy approach, consider the case where 



¡

X&¢

X

;¹

Q

jº

X

Three different perspectives of the solution problem are discussed and related to one another. The

projection perspective is illustrated in Figure 4.4 by the locations of the point  and the surfaces

corresponding to different values of  . An error surface view is given in Figure 4.5 where â
sponding to different values of



3



corre-

are shown as ! is varied. Finally, Figure 4.6 shows the homotopy

paths which are defined by the critical points of the error surface for each [x§¨cqL?5© .
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Note from Figure 4.4 that when 
onal projection of

-1



,



1

2

3

for different  .

is a straight line and thus there exists an unique orthog-

onto this surface. In this case the performance surface shown in Figure 4.5 is

quadratic and has a unique minimum at !u

. As  is increased from v to 

mance surface is no longer quadratic, but the global minimum at !~

Õ ¯ , the perfor-

is still the only critical point

 ¯e , an inflection point appears in the performance surface at
!uü¢ ee , corresponding to critical point (D) where  has been deformed such that another point

of is tangent to a circle centered at  . As  is increased, a local minimum appears at specific values
e ,
of !} ¢ ee , and a local maximum appears between the two local minima. For ¯ }  }
the second local minimum located at !} ¢ ¨ee has higher error than that of the minimum located
at !w . This corresponds to region [2] in Figure 4.6. When /w e , the two minima are located
at !z and !z&¢? ¡e» ¯ , and have equal error (points (B) and (G) in Figure 4.6). For y e ,
the minimum at ! 
is no longer the global minimum; in this case the global minimum is the
second minimum (region [3] of Figure 4.6). When \? , there are three critical points; a local minimum (C), a local maximum at (F) and the global minimum is located at !~y¢ , indicated by (H).
(region [1] in Figure 4.6). At

The path that will be tracked by numerical means is along ABC, resulting in a solution for the final
problem at the local minimum at !~

.

Based on the above results and demonstrations, a number of observations are made regarding
the homotopy solution procedure: The weight solution that is finally tracked by the homotopy is
uniquely specified by the solution to the linear network optimization problem (and therefore the input
and output data). There is no element of randomness. The path corresponding to the solution of the
52
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for different values of  .

), does not necessarily lead to the solution corresponding to the global minimum

of the final homotopy equations. Multiple critical points can appear as



is varied, and a specific

homotopy path can correspond to either a global or a local extremum at various values of  . Infinite
weight solutions are fundamental and do not indicate algorithm divergence as claimed in [18]. Note
further the fact that in general the reverse process whereby a solution of the nonlinear perceptron
is known, and a linear system solution is sought via this homotopy process, will fail (although it is
unclear why one might want to perform this process). This does however demonstrate the importance
of careful analysis when using a homotopy approach.

4.3.2

Summary

At this point it is helpful to summarize the complete homotopy approach: If 

is not full rank there

are an infinite number of solutions to the perceptron weights. These solutions define affine subspaces
in 

°

. Numerically, homotopy approaches efficiently track isolated solutions. We are able to track

a whole affine subspace by tracking only a particular solution in each plane. This particular solution in turn is defined by performing a reduced QR decomposition of the rank



X

 W ð

ð ò 
x  p
, to obtain the parameters 
L



input data matrix

, from which the weights ò

can be recon-

structed using (4.15). These parameters form an allowable set of curvilinear coordinates for the data
surface. There exists a particular solution to the optimization problem if an orthogonal projection of
the desired vector x



Ö

onto the hypersurface

PW 
L

defined by the data exists. Solutions at

infinite weights occur when the desired vector  is positioned relative to PW
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Figure 4.6: Homotopy paths generated by critical points for different values of  .
closest point on the surface to  is an edge point when ü? . In this case
set in 

Ö

PW  
L

is a compact

since the final sigmoidal function results in a bounded output. The homotopy equations

(4.13)-(4.15) define a path from the initial, linear system solution, arbitrarily close (in  ) to a solution of the final problem.

Based on the results described above we need only deal with finite weight solutions in 

°

for [x

§cqB?L . When >? the node
Ö nonlinearity saturates, and the surface changes from an unbounded
to a bounded subset of  . The boundary of the subset mpPW p  corresponds to networks having
at least one infinite weight. Since the data surface is a compact, connected immersion of  p into
Ö
 for   ? (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1) it is possible to rigorously deal with these weights by
defining finite coordinates on the compact surface PW   at \? . In practice, however, this is
L

L

L

not a problem since one can approach the final nonlinearity arbitrarily closely in the homotopy and
numerical difficulties in calculating the sigmoidal function for such large values typically present a
larger problem than the theoretical restrictions.
By example it has been shown that multiple solutions to the nonlinear problem exist, while only
one solution can exist for the linear initial system. Therefore, in general, the natural homotopy approach is not exhaustive. In the next section conditions are therefore examined which are sufficient
to ensure that only one solution to the final equations exists, and the method is guaranteed to be globally optimal.
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4.4 Uniqueness of Solutions to the Single Neuron Problem
In Section 3.2.2 it was discussed how the geometry of the mean square error problem suggest conditions on the desired vector which ensures that only one projection exists, and therefore, given valid
parameterization, only one solution exists. These results are applied to the single layer perceptron
problem in Sections 4.4.1-4.4.2. In Section 4.4.1 conditions are derived using the lines of curvature
on



, while Section 4.4.2 discusses the use of paths in weight space to derive sufficient uniqueness

conditions. The feasibility of these approaches is evaluated in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1

Restriction of » by Principal Curvature

One of the central difficulties with applying the results in Section 3.2.2 is that of characterizing the
folding of the manifold. The monotonicity of the node nonlinearity however results in the following
property:
Theorem 4.9 The manifold PW

p 

for a single layer perceptron has infinite folding.

L

The proof is contained in Appendix B. This property allows for the specification of a region of points



for which it is possible to confirm global optimality, by characterizing the lines of curvature on

PW p . To find the metric curvature of the single layer perceptron manifold we use results from
[60]. The tangent space of the manifold is generated by the columns of the matrix 0   ¿ W (cf.
proof of Theorem 4.1) where ¿ denotes the Hadamard product which is formed by appropriately
L

 

multiplying columns in the matrices element by element. This results in the induced metric for the
surface

£ 

Ú0  D ¿ W[ Ú0  D ¿ W]VwW cÄ Å b Æ
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(4.18)

A normal to the manifold ÚW]Lp is given by

ê vn À 0  DKADC®C n À 0  DLC®C
(4.19)
ÚW] * (Theorem 4.3), and À is the inverse Hadamard product, denoting appropriate
 

where n

x





 

element by element division of matrix entries. Using

m 3 02 c w0  D ¿ W " ¿ W

mj! " mj! 


where W

"

(4.20)

W 

is the ¦ th column of W , the second fundamental form [49] corresponding to ê (4.19) can

be derived:
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m
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(4.21)

Then the normal curvature in the direction ê is given by evaluating (3.7)
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is the ¦ th row of W , The metric curvature is calculated by considering the maximum over all

vectors n normal to 

PW



(numerically non-trivial).

To illustrate the application of these results, consider a simple three input sigmoidal neuron with

§c?4© q §e?4©
?
?

? ?
X

three input data vectors

@ÁÂÃ

X

and

§c??µ4©

. Then
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Using (4.22) the maximum curvature over the data surface ÚW]
answer

?LADCFE8C HI7KJ  ?

;º

3

(4.23)
È
ÄÇÆ

was calculated, resulting in an

. The region for which points have unique, global projections is illus-

trated in Figure 4.7. The set of points  to which the results due to Abatzoglou could be applied,

  PW] p , and is bounded by the two surfaces 687^1ÚW] p4)>?LADCFE8C HI7KJ ê
and 6G;T PW pV¢^?LADCFE8C HI7KJ ê . Thus, if  is contained in this region, any globally convergent
contains

L

L

L

method is optimal. Furthermore, if allowed, the output data vector can be scaled or chosen to be
contained in this region, which results in a problem with a unique minimum, and eliminates local
convergence problems.

4.4.2

Restriction of » by Straight Line Weight Parameterization

In the previous section the lines of curvature were considered. These can be troublesome to calculate
numerically. Therefore, bounds on the size of the quasiconvex neighborhood of the data surface

PW p
L

using the results by Chavent are considered. In this case path collections in ÉL have to

be defined. We consider straight lines in



L

connecting arbitrary points (weights) 

and 

o

parameterization is defined by

×

$

÷vf: +Cg  @2^ o @ ?¢ +8)  3 aq Ùx§ÿqL?5©+q  o @q  3 x h
Ê

Ê

ËÊ

Ê nÊ

(4.24)

L

The set of lines are chosen such that these lines form a complete set for regions of

3 . The



,L

, and thus

regions on the manifold (the reason for considering regions on the manifold rather than the complete
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Figure 4.7: Example data surface  0T -/Ý3% , with boundaries 6879 ;G
using the maximum global curvature CFEGCFHI7KJ . For all desired vectors  in the region between 6N7 and
6 ; , only one solution exists to the SLP problem.
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manifold will become clear later). These lines have the property that it is possible to obtain bounds
on the quasiconvex neighborhoods based only on the maximum curvature, since these paths are low
deflection paths by the following theorem, proven in Appendix B:
Theorem 4.10 (Global deflection) Given any curve on PW

and 

s  3 ) by a straight line in in  
3 ( o Ô


L

generated by connecting points 

Õ ì A¡ .

, the maximum deflection

L

o

Based on this result, it is known that the global minimal radius of curvature is equal to the global

minimal instantaneous radius of curvature for these paths. In general the curvature of a curve Ê@x

PW p 

   by a parameterization / @ is given by [49]
o
C®C U +KLC®C 3 C®C U/ @%LC®C 3 ¢ } U  @%:q    @% 3 3
E8 +
(4.25)
C®C U/ @%LC®C 
Substituting the parameterization in (4.24) into  @2y02PW,  @% and evaluating (4.25), the curvaL
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calculate than those in (4.22), since optimization over a vector space does not have to be performed.

Given the maximum curvature, it is then possible to specify a region for  for which uniqueness of

projection can be ensured.

4.4.3

Feasibility of Restricting » to Ensure Uniqueness of Solutions

In this section, we consider in more detail the question of practical application of the results above.
In particular, the computational complexity of the above results creates interest in finding simple
bounds on the curvature of different curves on the surface. In order to illustrate the behavior of curvature on the surface, a simple example is first considered. Let W



? O

X



. For this one dimen-

sional example the lines of curvature are generated by the straight line paths previously described,
and only one analysis is needed. It can be shown that the curvature at each point ! is given by

¡eO§02 !8G¢O802POQ!G©g0  !GK0 POQ!G
(4.27)

±0 3 .!Gº)tO 3 0 3 ÚOº!G 3
The different data surfaces PW] p  for various values of O are shown in Figure 4.8(a), while
the corresponding exact curvature as a function of 02POQ!G is shown in Figure 4.8(b). Note that plotting the curvature against 02POQ!G provides an indication of the curvature based on the distance of the
PW p to the unit square, i. e. relative to the sigmoidal saturation values.
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Figure 4.8: One dimensional example : (a) example data surface
curvature as function of 02POQ!G .
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for different values of O , (b)

?t}O}¡ , the maximum curvature of
PW p  becomes infinite as ! becomes arbitrarily large. When O ¡ , the maximum curvature
is internal to 02.!G[x\§cqB?5© and the curvature at !  is zero. The maximum curvature is zero
when O? . Similarly, by symmetry, infinite maximum curvature results for ¨ }O}? , and
 .
finite maximum curvature when } O Õ
It can be shown that in the case of

P

, when

L

£

It appears strange that such complicated transitions result from a smooth function (4.27). An understanding of the appearance of this behavior is gained by expanding the hyperbolic tangent in terms
of exponentials, resulting in an (large algebraic) expression for the curvature as a rational expression
of sums of exponentials of differing orders. The highest order of the numerator of this expression

b cf  2O q5»eO])  h . These
relations as a function of O are shown in Figure 4.9. It is seen that in the range P ¨ aq ¡e the exponenfor

O y

is found to be

 O[)

£º



, while for the denominator the order is

.-

tial order of the denominator is lower than that of the numerator, resulting in divergence to infinity
when ! approaches infinity except for the case

O Ò? , where the overall expression for the curvature is identically zero. The transition from internal, finite maxima, to infinite curvature at !z\

is therefore the result of either the numerator or denominator having the largest exponent.
Therefore, even for a simple example as indicated, the maximal curvature exhibits complex be-

havior. Note further that in the case where the dimension  of PW,L is greater than one, one-

dimensional curves similar to that described in the example above can be found embedded in ÚW]

Each such curve is generated by deforming a line through the origin in 

of this line relative to the major symmetry axes of the standard basis in 

Ö

  .
L

Ö . Depending on the angle
similar behavior can oc-

cur. Obtaining bounds on the curvature can therefore only be done with difficulty. Numerous Hardy
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Figure 4.9: One dimensional example : Highest exponential order in normalized form of the numerator and the denominator for different values of O .
type inequalities [61,62] were investigated, but none were found that resulted in a simple form that
accurately describes the curvature properties of the surface.
The difficulty with obtaining bounds can be traced to the saturation effect of the node nonlinear-

ity, which implies that 0

PDV as CFGÖ C . This implies that the curvature often becomes infinite
near the sides of the unit cube §®¢?eqL? © . Note, however, that when infinite curvature on a data mani

fold results, multiple minima will always exist for desired output vectors in some region. Therefore,
the failure to find a non-trivial bound does not reflect a failure in the analytical approach, but behavior intrinsic to the input data. Even in these cases, though, it is still feasible to consider regions in

Ö

§®¢?qL?5©

weight space, corresponding to points internal to the hypercube

.

In the case of small weights (projections far from the edges of the hypercube), it is possible to
derive a loose bound on the curvature for the lines of curvature using the Poincaré separation theorem [2]. Setting
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parameterization, it is possible to find the same bound. The bound is sharp only in an arbitrarily small
60

Ö
§®¢?eqB?5© . The value of the bound versus the actual maximum curvature in
¯ © 3 for different cases is illustrated in Table 4.1. The relative looseness of

region near the center of
the hypercube

§®¢ ¯

the bound does, however, illustrate the difficulty in obtaining simple tight bounds on the curvature.

O

EÿHI7KJ

Bound

1
0
3.14

Table 4.1: Curvature in unit cube

1.5
0.69
3.79

2
1.06
4.01

§®¢ ¯ q2 ¯ © 3

4
1.44
2.86

for the one dimensional example.

4.5 Contributions
To the best of our knowledge none of the results in this chapter have been previously systematically
derived and presented by other authors. The removal of linear dependence amongst weights is a wellknown practice in the neural network community; however, the proof that such weights form a valid
coordinate system as the SLP manifold is deformed has not previously been reported. The characterization of the single layer manifold (Theorems 4.1-4.2) and its implications are new, as is the global
convergence proof for the natural homotopy. While the study of uniqueness of projections depends
heavily on the work of Abatzoglou [53] and Chavent [54-57], the proofs of the quasiconvexity and
strict quasiconvexity for the SLP data manifold are new.
The original results contained in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 have been reported in [63], while
those in Section 4.4 have been reported in [64].

4.6 Summary
Natural Homotopy
In this chapter, we formulated the single layer perceptron problem using a natural homotopy and
analyzed the corresponding data manifolds. We showed how to define valid coordinate systems for
the data manifold by transforming coordinates and characterizing each point on the manifold by the
particular solution to a set of linear equations. Properties of this manifold for varying degrees of
nonlinearity introduced by varying  were quantified for both finite and infinite weights.

We have described how a globally convergent (in the sense that a connecting homotopy path exists) natural homotopy can be defined for single layer perceptron networks. The resulting homotopy
tracks a possibly infinite number of weights by transforming the finite number of distinct solutions in
curvilinear coordinates into infinite parallel planes of weight solutions. While the homotopy method
presented here does not provide global optimization, it does ensure computation of a solution.
The formulation described also provides a natural geometric perspective on the weight optimization problem, providing insight into appearance of and convergence to local extremum points, in61

finite weights and performance of neural networks. This insight can prove invaluable in guiding
further quantitative research. For example, the description of the data surface provided in this chapter allows for a wealth of differential geometric analysis of the data surface to be performed, thereby
providing a comprehensive framework for evaluating different neural approaches.
We emphasize that the method developed in this paper is suitable only for networks with smooth
nonlinearities. From the geometric perspective, the hard limiting perceptron is a special case in
which the data surface



lies only on the edges and major axes of the unit cube. Thus this particular

case can be analyzed by considering only hyperplanes and well-known combinatorial methods.
Uniqueness of Solutions
It was shown that the manifold for the single layer perceptron has infinite folding. Therefore, if the
lines of curvature (which are a subset of the geodesics) are characterized, then Theorem 3.1 can be
applied either locally, or globally, to state whether a minimum is the absolute minimum in a region of
weight space, or in the whole weight space, respectively. Alternatively, the manifold can be equipped
with a set of straight line paths
deflection

×

such that

×
fgPW :q h
L

is strictly quasiconvex with maximum

PPW] p% Õ ì Ae¡ . By bounding the curvature of the image of these paths on the perL

ceptron manifold, it is possible to generate sufficient conditions indicating whether a given projection
is globally optimal and unique. The geometric nature of these results provide a clear understanding
of why local minima exist in neural network; these minima are caused by positioning of the desired
output data vector too far from the perceptron data surface.
The results on global convergence and quasiconvexity for the smooth perceptron are equivalent to
the global convergence result originally proved by Rosenblatt [65] for the hard-limiting perceptron.
For the hard limiting perceptron, linear separability of the input is required for convergence; for the
smooth nonlinearity, global convergence and optimality are assured by scaling of the output.
In practice, these conditions are sufficient, but not necessary. While minima can be characterized only after training is complete, these results are useful for a-posteriori evaluation of optimality
and uniqueness. The maximal curvature can be poorly behaved, resulting in difficulty of bounding
the curvature of the data set, and calculation of the exact bound can be computationally expensive.
However, the expense might be worthwhile in cases such as when a given input data set 

is to be

used repeatedly for multiple sets of desired vectors, or in coding problems where the objective is to
construct the desired output vector.
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Chapter 5

Natural Homotopy on Multi-Layer
Perceptron Networks
Outline
In this chapter the properties of natural homotopy for multi-layer perceptron networks are developed.
The mapping implemented by feedforward networks is defined and the associated data manifold analyzed in Section 5.2. A geometric interpretation is developed that clarifies how the multi-layer perceptron implements a mapping of the input data, and how the data manifold of a single layer perceptron is related to the data manifold for the multi-layer network. The topological properties of the
network weight solutions are shown to depend on the intersection of two higher-dimensional manifolds in the embedding space. While general curvilinear weight coordinates can be defined only
when enough data is available, they generally are not valid over the entire data manifold.
The natural homotopy equations are derived in Section 5.3. The linear initial system is analyzed
in Section 5.3.2 by extending some results from the existing literature, and path properties for intermediate values of the homotopy parameter are analyzed in Section 5.3.3. These results are used to
construct a series of examples showing that the natural homotopy suffers from a number of theoretical and practical difficulties. Specifically, the linear system forms a bifurcation point of the homotopy
equations, and solutions to the initial system are generically points of discontinuity along the solution path. Bifurcations and infinite solutions at intermediate points on the homotopy path are shown
to occur for data sets which are not of measure zero. These results weaken the guarantees on global
convergence and exhaustive behavior which are normally associated with homotopy methods.
Some common practices in the neural network community are evaluated in Section 5.5 using the
geometric interpretations of multi-layer perceptron mappings developed in this chapter.
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5.1 Formulation
We consider explicitly only MLP networks with one hidden layer of sigmoidal node transfer functions and linear output nodes. The case where bounded outputs are used follows directly; where
appropriate we will indicate non-obvious differences. The network has
and
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As will become clear, infinite weights do not arise in the output weights

(5.3)

ß

(5.4)
since the output of the

network is in this case unbounded and the error function norm coercive; furthermore, the input layer
weights will be seen to be closely related to the weights describing the single layer perceptron mapping, and infinite weights only appear under the same conditions as described there. Therefore, in
the interest of clarity, in this chapter the infinite weights will only be discussed when the implications
of such weight sets are not obvious.

5.2 The Data Manifolds of the Multi-Layer Perceptron
In this section the manifold of the multi-layer perceptron is analyzed. The MLP mapping equations have specific symmetries which result in the same outputs being produced by different weights.
These symmetries include both the linear dependencies which exist amongst the weights for a particular neuron, plus additional symmetries related to how the network neurons are interconnected.
The redundancy due to these relationships are described in the next two subsections. Subsequently
the data manifold for the single layer perceptron is used to show how the multi-layer network produces a mapping of the input data. Using this interpretation, it is then possible to described when
the weights of the network will form a valid parameterization of the data manifold of the multi-layer
perceptron.
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To avoid confusion, in the remainder of this chapter the data manifold


perceptron will be denoted by X , while



of the single layer

will be used to denote the data manifold for the

multi-layer perceptron.

5.2.1

Linear Weight Dependence

As described in Section 2.2 it is essential that functional dependencies among parameters be eliminated for solutions to form paths. In the input layer linear dependence is removed by observing that
if each row of a matrix
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inputs for each single hidden layer node. Each hidden node is excited by the row basis of the input

data matrix  . In the following sections, it is assumed that the linearly nonredundant weights  are
used.

5.2.2

Symmetries Related to Network Architecture

In addition to linear dependence, structural properties of the neural network result in non-uniqueness
of parameters. Reversing the sign of all the weights leading up to and away from a hidden node,
as well as permuting the hidden nodes, leaves the network performance invariant. This property
has been examined in detail by numerous researchers [66-68]. The objective pursued by the above
researchers was to find uniqueness of weights for an infinite set of arbitrary inputs which completely
specify the network mapping. Given this condition, the symmetries described above are the only
invariant transformations, and it is simple to show that weight solutions are isolated.
However, we consider a finite set of data, as is typically the case in practice. Therefore, it is not
obvious, given the results of these researchers, that all weights producing the same output are related
by simple architectural re-organization. Thus other weight sets may exist which produce the same
output for the given data, and the weight solutions are not necessarily point sets. In the latter case

the parameters f

qß h

or f:Ýh are functionally dependent, and hence, the solutions to the homotopy

paths will not be isolated (if they exist). However, it will always be possible to separate all solutions
into equivalence classes according to re-organization of the network architecture. Chen et al [68]
showed that, for the network architectures we consider, each weight set forms part of a class with up
to ¡

H 

Ëä

architecturally equivalent solutions.

This further implies that the best parameterization which can result for the manifold

H
original network weights, is to have ¡ 

Ëä



using the

point sets describing each point on the manifold.
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In general, it would be beneficial if only a single solution in any equivalence class is tracked. If
a homotopy is constructed with the same symmetries, it appears possible that only one equivalence
class is tracked. The symmetries described in this section can be related by linear transformations, in
particular by permutation and reflection matrices. If  is a solution, and 

ç  where
then  
= ? . It follows that
å

ç
is a permutation matrix, and

å
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a diagonal matrix with elements which are
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(5.5)
(5.6)

Interpreting this relationship using the homotopy basic differential equations (2.10), it follows that
the equivalence solutions, if they lie on the same path, have the same topological orientation and
have to be crossed in the same direction along the homotopy path. Therefore, for a well constructed
homotopy without bifurcations, it is not possible to encounter two equivalent solutions sequentially
along the same path.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of multiple equivalence classes leading to the possibility of multiple equivalence solutions occurring on the same homotopy path.
If there is only one equivalence class, this property is sufficient to guarantee that only one solution
of a given equivalence class lies on a homotopy path. Unfortunately, if there are multiple equivalence
classes, this property is not sufficient. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, by traversing a solution of a different equivalence class, multiple solutions of the same class can lie on the same homotopy path.
Therefore, in general, for any homotopy problem a particular equivalence class cannot be tracked
preferentially.
However, the fact that multiple equivalent copies of each solution exists greatly enhances the
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probability of finding at least one representative when multiple solutions are produced on one trial.
This particular issue will be revisited in depth during the second and third parts of this thesis.

5.2.3

Associated Manifolds

As before our analyses are described along with geometric formulations to provide mathematical
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generated by varying the subset of variables 
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over all allowable values, while

keeping the rest of the variables at preset values. Where confusion will not arise, the O is neglected.
Manifolds associated with each mapping defined by the feedforward network when both

ß
are varied are denoted by R , and when
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is solved explicitly in terms of  using the pseudoinverse
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by . Using this notation, the following manifolds are used extensively in our analyses:
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is the manifold generated by vary-

ing the input layer weights, but solving explicitly for an ideal set of output weights using the
pseudoinverse. Note that
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and R
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are fundamentally different.

is the manifold generated by varying the input layer weights

for a single hidden node or single layer perceptron, and previously analyzed in detail.
For convenience, the explicit dependence on the homotopy parameter will generally not be indicated.

Unlike for the SLP, direct geometric representations of the manifold RÙij9 kGPc is difficult. The high

dimensionality of the spaces even for simple examples hinders development of intuition. The next
subsection describes a geometric perspective which makes use of results arising from the geometric
analysis for the SLP, to clearly delineate the influence of the input and output layer weights. This
view allows for insight into the actual neural mapping and construction of illustrative examples for
visualization of the homotopy process.
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y

yp
Yc(β)
W
Figure 5.2: Intersection of hyperspace RTSL ([02PW,(% 3 generated by two hidden layer nodes
(indicated by vectors) and single layer perceptron mapping X of the input data surface. The point
QY is the projection of  onto R S U .

5.2.4

Intersection Interpretation

The objective in this section is to analyze which set of weights are capable of producing a given
output. First, a detailed description of how the network produces a given output is required. For

simplicity, first consider the case where ¬\? . The input data surface generated by a single hidden

layer neuron, Xù

0TPW] %
L

is the same for all of the hidden node neurons, since each receives the

same input data. For a given set of weights  , each hidden neuron weight vector 

vector in 

Ö

from the origin to the point 02PW

"

on X

. Using 

" x

L

defines a

hidden layer neurons, a total of 

such vectors are generated. The output of the network (defined by (5.4)) is formed by linearly combining these vectors. Allowing all possible output weights

ß

generates an  -dimensional subspace,

and optimal output weights result from projection of the desired data vector  onto this subspace ac-

cording to the chosen error norm. Simultaneous optimization of both input and output weights corresponds to selecting a subspace of dimension ë

that at least ë

Õ 

that intersects the surface Xù

02ÚW 5
,L

such

linearly independent vectors exist in the intersection, and such that the hyperplane is

closest to the desired vector  in the sense of the error norm. This output generation and optimization

process is shown in Figure 5.2 for the mean square error case, where the two vectors corresponding
to two hidden units are found on the surface

X 02PW K , and R2iU
L

is the hyperplane spanned

by these units. When ¬~\? , the same hidden nodes are shared by the outputs. Therefore, geomet-

rically, the network outputs at the different output nodes each correspond to a unique point on the
same hyperplane spanned by the hidden nodes.
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When

v , X

is a subspace, and linear combinations of vectors in this plane simply select

specific subspaces of this plane. This result explains why hidden nodes do not modify the mapping
of a linear network. The formal characterization follows directly from simple linear algebra and is
therefore stated here without proof:
Theorem 5.1 When <\ , then RTij9 k[\_a`cbed4fgW<h , is  -dimensional, and each point \x~RTij9 k is

ß x Ü H 
³  x eH C ß   1 pÙx Ü , where 1 p is a unique
Ü . Therefore, each point xRTij9 k is generated by a smooth manifold of weights of
element of 
dimension P2)^¬cV¢ .
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, X corresponds to a smooth distortion of the linear subspace spanned by the rows
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of the data matrix (Theorem 4.1). Therefore, the distortion produces the possibility that it might be
able to support more than  linearly independent hidden node vectors.

The geometric interpretation provides insight into the functional dependency amongst the weights.

First, consider redundancy amongst the output weights. Assume the input weights  to be optimal
and fixed. If these produce ë

linearly independent hidden node vectors, then a ë dimensional

Õ 

i U , consisting of a linear combination of the
 output weights. Since R i U is a plane, it is a simple matter to characterize all projections of 
by particular solutions. Given  , it is therefore simple to ensure an isolated and unique path for the
ß
weights in a given homotopy.
We next consider redundancy amongst the hidden node weights. The coordinates  define a valid
coordinate system for X (Theorem 4.1). However, in the MLP, this condition is not sufficient to
H . For example, equivalent performance results from any two
guarantee isolated solutions  x
weight sets  and  such that _a`cbed fg02PW,(5h_a`cbdf02PW, 5h . Requiring isolated solutions
corresponds to having any optimal plane intersecting X (see Figure 5.2) be generated only by isoH . Since the weights  define a coordinate system on X , this
lated hidden node weights in 
condition requires that the intersection of the RIiÙUÝ and X consist only of isolated points. For the
example in Figure 5.2 it is clear that intersection of the plane and X corresponds to an infinite numcoordinate system can be defined for the subspace R

L
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ö
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ber of allowable hidden unit vectors. These vectors correspond to a manifold of weight solutions
of dimension at least as large as that of the intersection. In addition to this independent variation

of the columns of the weight matrix  , constrained variation amongst columns can further increase

the dimension of this solution manifold. This constrained variation corresponds to the fact that it is
possible for planes of different orientation to result in the same performance.
From this geometric perspective, the topological nature of the solutions therefore depends on the

intersection of the tangent planes to X

at the hidden node vectors, and the plane
Þ

spanned by the

hidden node vectors. This geometrical intuition is formalized in the following theorems.
Every point (such as the projection of the desired data vector) on

R ij9 k

is the image of the set

of weights that produce the same output given the input data. Of primary interest is whether these
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solutions are isolated points. Lemma 5.1 below provides an explicit characterization of this weight

set in term of the number of linearly independent input nodes  , hidden nodes
and the number of input data samples  , when 



, output nodes ¬ ,

, i. e. the node transfer function is nonlinear.

ß q@µh  ß
Ü H ³v H to the manifold R2ij9 k
f
define a mapping of 
Ö
 Ü with Jacobian ç x Ü eH ÓpÜ . Then the inverse image of a point on RTij9 k is a manifold of
dimension ë 
b cfgcq5P¬µ)tLV¢ É bed ç h , where generic with respect to fgW<q@Ýh
É ç  ¬c and ë  Ú¬) L ¢¬c .
(i) if ¬c Õ ¬c , then bed
Lemma 5.1 Let
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Õ ,Å jd f¬cqaÚ¬) B5h
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PO

and P¬p)/B¢


Å djfg¬cq5P¬p)/B5h Õ

Note that the dimension of the manifold of weights corresponding to a given network output depends
on the rank of the Jacobian

ç

, which defines the tangent space to RTij9 k . As expected from the ge-

lø

É bed ç , is dependent on the intersection of the
hidden node span and the hidden node data manifold X , and how this intersection changes as the
É ç is dependent
weights  vary. Lemma 5.2 below formalizes this interpretation. Precisely, bed
on the joint transversality of the subspace spanned by the hidden node vectors _5`cbedµf h , and the
ç
tangent planes " to the hidden node manifold X at each of the hidden node vectors  " :
ç is full rank except on a set of measure zero in ß x Ü H if
Lemma 5.2 The Jacobian
ç " Vq2¦Gü?eqa¡cq ®  is full rank.
(i) Fan out architecture : ¬ ^~qa
\)t and
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By characterization of the generic intersection of these tangent spaces

ç "

(cf.

Lemma C.2) and

_a`cbed f h , it is possible to generate generic statements quantifying the dimension ë
~Þ

of the weight

solution sets. In particular, conditions on data sizes and network architectures that ensure that the

the inverse weight manifold dimension ë is zero are of interest. In this case the weight solutions are

isolated points in weight space since solutions to the necessary equations define projections onto the

manifold R2ij9 k . The solutions to the homotopy equations will then form paths as  is varied and can

be tracked using well-established numerical procedures. The theorem and corollary below provide
a sufficient bound on the data size  to ensure that ë

w , and that the solutions form paths:
Theorem 5.5 (Immersion) If 
b Ö Df[) P[LAe¬ q5[) P[Ae¬ Bh , then except for a set f ß q@qaW h
Ü H ³/ H ³/ , the map f ß q@µh  ß
of measure zero in 
defines a local coordinate sysÖ
Ü
tem (immersion) on the manifold R ij9 k
 .
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Pû
Þ
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In summary, the above theorems show that depending on the number of hidden, output and linearly independent input nodes, each possible output of the network is generated by sets of network

weight solutions consisting of finite dimensional manifolds when ~



. If the number of samples

is small relative to the number of parameters in the network, then the sets form higher dimensional

manifolds, while if  is sufficiently large, the solutions are generically isolated. Note that these sets

typically consists of a large number of points - both due to the symmetries inherent in the topology,
as described in Section 5.2, and to the fact that we consider finite number of data points.
This geometric perspective provides a clear interpretation as to the the number of hidden layer
nodes directly required to solve a specific mapping problem exactly. If there are more or at least an

equal number of nodes as there are samples ( w^ ), there are usually a sufficient number of vectors



that can be used to span the data space 

Ö

(cf. Lemma C.1 Appendix C, Poston et al [69] (The-

orem 3.1 ) and Sartori and Antsaklis [70] (Lemma 1)). Thus, any desired signal  can be generated

exactly by the network. However, if the number of hidden nodes is less than the number of samples,
a characterization of all ë

Õ 

dimensional subspaces that intersect X

is needed to perform global

optimization. These subspaces are not necessarily of the same dimension as the surface X
If

¬>?

.

(that is, there is more than one output node), the desired output at each output node is

projected onto a common hidden node subspace RIiU( such that a measure of total projection error
(including individual projection errors) is minimized by the choice of linear subspace. Therefore,
the distinct desired outputs jointly will determine the optimum hidden layer weights. In this case,

Figure 5.2 remains the same, except that multiple points 

Ü

for each output node are projected onto

R i U . The additional outputs represent further constraints on the solution set, with an expected re-

duction in the measure in weight space of viable solution sets, as is borne out by the bounds provided
in the above theorems.
The analysis above was performed for networks with linear output nodes. However, these results
can be trivially extended to the case where the MLP has bounded output nodes. For a given set of

input weights 

the hidden nodes span a linear space
Þ

, which is then mapped by a single layer

perceptron to the output. Therefore, the analysis of the SLP applies directly to describe the mapping



implemented by the output nodes, and each point on Þ maps to a unique point on . The removal of
linear dependency amongst the output weights

ß

required in the SLP analysis need to be considered

if the hidden node span is not full rank. Loss of rank could happen always, when there are two or
more hidden nodes. Simply choosing the weights leading to two or more hidden node weights to be
equal will then result in linear dependency amongst the output weights. Therefore, in general, the
isolated nature of solutions can once again not be guaranteed.
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5.3 The Natural Homotopy for the MLP Mean Square Error Problem
This section presents a formal mathematical analysis of the mean square error problem , and quantifies the geometric interpretations presented in Sections 5.2.4. Linear and nonlinear cases are analyzed in Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3 respectively. Implications of these topological weight characterizations on the natural homotopy method for the MLP are discussed in Section 5.3.4. In all
cases, proofs have been relegated to Appendix C to aid the flow of the discussion.

5.3.1

Homotopy Equations

The homotopy equations are found by identifying the critical points of the error function. The error
matrix

where

à x< Ü Ö

and error criterion â

.

ÈaÉ

à


Ü

3

are defined, respectively, by

¢ ß
 ?LAe¡eL ÁeÂ:Ã à  ÁÇÂ:Ã à  ÈaÉ à à
X

Þ

â3 

X

(5.8)

X

(5.9)

denotes the trace of a matrix.

The homotopy equations for optimization are found by setting the differential equal to zero. In
matrix calculus notation (cf. Magnus and Neudecker [2] Ch 4) the necessary equations are:
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(5.12)

The Hessian of the homotopy function follows from the second differential:
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W ±Ý

The above formulation (5.10)-(5.13) allows both input and output weights to vary over all permissible values. Using (5.10), it is possible to solve directly for the optimal weights
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ß

in terms of the

hidden node weights

o

ß 

as
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where the rows of

 / . The necessary
KÞ

equations (5.10)-(5.13) are then reduced to the following:
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This formulation (5.14)-(5.15) is complete and convenient and is used in Section 5.3.5; by using only
the hidden node weights the number of variables is reduced.
The two formulations have slightly different geometric interpretations. Geometrically, minimization of the least squares error norm defines a projection of the desired output data onto a data set generated by varying the parameters over their allowed range. Specifically, the solution to (5.10)-(5.11)

ji 9 k Pc . (For ease of visualization it is convenient in this case to idenusing the ÁÇÂ:Ã operator). A set of weights generating the same output for given

defines a projection of

Ü Ö
tify 
~

with 

ÜÖ

onto R

Ü

input data is associated with each projection and forms a solution set. Note that symmetries inherent
in the network, as discussed in Section 5, prevent specification of a solution by a single weight set.
In neither formulation do the parameters necessarily form an allowable coordinate system for the
associated data manifolds. The homotopy approach will, however, still track paths if each point on

R2ij9 k

is generated only by isolated weight sets, i. e. the manifold is a local immersion of the weight

space.
Similarly, solving the vector equation (5.14) can be interpreted as finding the orthogonal projection of

Ü

onto the manifold

N

k

. Note that in this case the data surface is defined in terms of both the

input and output data, rather than just the input data; this dependence leads to an involved geometrical formulation. However, since the weight solutions defined by the two formulations are the same,
it is sufficient for our objectives to analyze only one.

5.3.2

Linear System Analysis (

 )

Although one characterization of the weights was given in Theorem 5.1, it is not sufficient for the
purposes of homotopy. In particular, the results are not sufficient to establish that the natural homotopy is convergent. In this section we characterize the linear, initial solution.
In the linear case

0 Pj?eq50 PD
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 x , ð
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 æH Ö q
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and
Þ

W,

.

Applying these identities to (5.10)-(5.11) results in the following initial set of equations:
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ß ß  
X

7

X

X

 
 ß 


X

This process of reducing variables using pseudoinverses has a long history - cf. [71].
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(5.16)
(5.17)



 W W and 
 W . Note that in our formulation  is always invertible by virtue
of the explicit - Ï -decomposition of the input data  . An analysis of these linear neural network
equations was performed by Baldi and Hornik [72] assuming M inputs, M outputs and ë Õ M hidden
where

Ü

X

nodes (assuming linearity a-priori). Their results are not sufficiently general to deal with the architectures we consider. However, all the components for extension to the architectures we consider
are present, and corresponding (or parallel) results follow from rearranging parts of their proofs and
taking proper care in dealing with pseudoinverses, index sets and matrix dimensions. These straightforward extensions are stated below, while proofs can be found in Appendix C.
In Theorem 5.6 below the following notational convention will be used. An index set

 P:q8Ò?eqa¡cq L: qa



set of

integers u

with



 °

fÇ?eq5¡cq B: qaMQh . For a given matrix >xt H °

?

É



is a
the

H is the matrix whose columns are selected from  according to the index set
matrix  xÔ
r
 ° . The set fÇ?eq5¡cq B: qaMQhg{ is denoted by  . The following theorems require some care to prove,
É

ñ





but follow directly from those in [72]:
Theorem 5.6 (Baldi and Hornik - Restated) If

ß
necessary linear equations, then

ß

is of the form
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is a rank

solution of the
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(5.18)
Ü ±Hr
where
x H H is nonsingular and arbitrary,  Ü an index set, and a set of left singular vectors
 '   ro   . Therefore, ß is an element of one of ÜBÛ linear
(not necessarily unique) of
ß
equivalence classes. To each of the form (5.18) there corresponds a set 
described by
(5.19)
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denotes the projection matrix onto the space orthogonal to the span of

ß

(5.20)
. Theorem 5.6

provides a complete description of the form of the weight solutions to the linear problem. Given the
data matrix



, an eigendecomposition (SVD) is performed. If the singular values are distinct, this

decomposition is unique. In that case, for a required rank of

ß
can be selected for

ß

of  , one of ÜBÛ

equivalence classes

ß
ß which are
using (5.18). Equivalence holds for any two solutions and
ß
related by an invertible transformation. For each such , it is possible to find an affine subspace

(of at least trivial dimension) of weights 
using (5.19) and (5.20). If the eigenvalues of are not

ß
distinct, the singular vectors of are not unique; in that case is further equivalent up to rotation in




X



®

the invariant subspaces of . However, this rotational equivalence can be subsumed by the invertible
transformation

in (5.18). Finally, from examination of (5.19) it follows that the weight solutions

are always unbounded.
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The structure of the performance surface at the critical points (saddle point or extrema), can be

determined from the the eigenvalues of  at that point:



é  , with multiplicity
 é " :q5¦ 1?qa¡cq L: qa½ . Then for every index set  containing an element  such that v¬xs
 q é Üv} é  , the equivalence class generated by  corresponds to a saddle point. If no such ¬
<

Theorem 5.7 Let the eigenvalues of

be given by

é o[ é
3

LL

+

exists, then the critical point is either a local minimum or a saddle point.
Finally, if

M y
ù

(more input nodes than hidden layer nodes) then all critical points except the

global minimum are saddle points in the following sense:



Å dºP¬pq5[ ), then a critical point is a
ß É ß Õ ,Å d8P¬pqa[ .
saddle point, when considered in the space of all matrices of bd

Theorem 5.8 If

is full rank, and

ß

is not full rank ( 

Õ





PO

The full implication of these results for the natural homotopy method can only be discussed with
knowledge of the topological nature of the solutions for the nonlinear case. The nonlinear case is
described in the next subsection, and discussion of the natural homotopy for the MLP follows in
Section 5.3.4.

5.3.3

Nonlinear System Analysis (

  )

The analysis for the nonlinear case proceeds in a straightforward manner given the results of Section 5.2.4. In this case the weight solutions are isolated points in weight space since solutions to
the necessary equations define projections onto the manifold R

equations will then form paths as



ij9 k

. The solutions to the homotopy

is varied and can be tracked using well-established numerical

 to enë
sure that y , and that the solutions form paths: In particular, given the previous results, proving
procedures. The theorem and corollary below provide a sufficient bound on the data size

the following is trivial.

b Df) P[Ö LA¬ qa)  P[Ae¬ Bh , then except for a set
Ü C ýGUq5cLC has an isolated solution has
, the set R  cx<

Corollary 5.9 (Path Theorem) If

fgW h
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non-zero measure.
In summary, the above theorems show that depending on the number of hidden, output and linearly independent input nodes, the neural network weight solutions consist of finite dimensional

manifolds when [^ . If the number of samples  is small relative to the number of parameters in
the network, then the solutions form higher dimensional manifolds, while if



is sufficiently large,

the intersection set can be reduced to dimension zero, and the solutions can be isolated. However,
due to the non-uniqueness properties of the coordinate system, this cannot be guaranteed. In fact,
the following theorem can be proven:
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We now discuss how the results of this section describing the weight solution topology for nonlin-

ear case ( [

) and the results of Section 5.3.2 for the linear system ( 

), impacts the feasibility

of the natural homotopy approach.

5.3.4

Homotopy Paths

The analysis in Section 5.3.2 proved that a number of different equivalence classes of weight solutions result for the linear case ( v ). These solutions form higher-dimensional manifolds, and

are not isolated. All points are either minima or saddle points of the quadratic error surface. If it is
known that a particular solution path retains the initial solution classification of the extremal point
(i. e. minima map to minima, maxima to maxima etc), only the minima would have to be tracked to
perform optimization using homotopy. However, as will be illustrated in Section 5.3.5, this condition does not hold for the MLP. Thus implementing the homotopy approach requires that all possible
critical points of the necessary equations have to be tracked. Since equivalence classes for different
choices of rank for

ß

do not subsume, there are

!
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9
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:
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equivalence classes which describe the initial system solutions. A graphical interpretation of the
linear solution topology is shown in Figure 5.3. All solutions emanating from each of these classes
have to be tracked. Analysis of the nonlinear case ( ^

; Section 5.3.3) showed that these solu-

tions generically form higher dimensional manifolds if there are not enough data samples. If there
is enough data, the solutions at each



are isolated and will therefore form paths as  is varied (due

to the differentiability of the node nonlinearity). Generally, there will be a change in the dimension
of the solution manifold as  is varied, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The change in the dimension of

the solution manifold as  is varied reflects a change in the rank of the homotopy Jacobian. Thus the

homotopy Jacobian generically changes rank as  changes from 

to «z

, and the linear

system is a bifurcation point of the homotopy equations.
The MLP natural homotopy thus generally requires tracking manifolds. Even given enough data
(when the problem generically reduces to tracking paths) additional issues still remain for the ho-

motopy approach to be successful. First, solutions should exist for all Ô . Secondly, it has to be
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τ=0

τ>0

Figure 5.3: For [\ , the solution set in weight space consists of equivalence classes of solutions
forming manifolds of various dimensions. When ~
each equivalence class can give rise to extensions of the original manifolds, lower dimensional manifolds or isolated solutions.
established that each original solution has a path emanating from it for

t

. Thirdly, a solution

path should connect to a solution of the final system of equations. From a practical, if not theoretical
perspective, bifurcations should not occur for values of

}^[} ? .

In the following section, we present examples constructed using the geometrical interpretation in
Section 5.2.4 that illustrate that usually most of these conditions cannot be guaranteed.

5.3.5

Examples

In this section a simple example of the multi-layer perceptron is used to illustrate path behavior of the
natural homotopy. The network and the data are shown in Figure 5.4(a), as is the equivalent network
using weights l and ! . For this example W



X

\§c? O © ,  ¡cqa4\?eqa\?

and ¬\? .

The different associated data manifolds of Section 5.2 are illustrated for a fixed arbitrary value of
in Figure 5.4(b). From the linear analysis results there is only one equivalence class of linear system

solutions. Also, due to symmetry considerations (Section 5.2.2) only values of

! 

need to be

considered. The following undesirable path characteristics are illustrated in the following sections:

õ

The solution retains the higher-dimensional manifold structure from

t

to

t?

(Sec-

õ

tion 5.3.5).

õ

A manifold of solutions at 

exists, there are no minima solutions for ! in  when

? , except for limit sets at !~cqK!

} [}

, and no finite solutions exist at \? (Section 5.3.5).

Bifurcations in the solutions for a non-zero measure set of desired values  (Section 5.3.5).
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Y C, β
1,α

2,2α

1,α

w11

β

yp

c11
y1,y2

w12

W

x2

Y C(β)

y

c
∂Y C, β

y1,y2

x1
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Example network (a) original and equivalent networks, (b) notation : hidden node (SLP)
surface X (heavy line) for a given  is generated by deforming _5`cbedµfgW h ; the shaded region RÙij9 k is
the set of all possible outputs from varying l and ! . For fixed ! , a specific hidden node vector in X
is selected (indicated by the arrow); varying l generates RIi.!G (dashed line). The minimum error
results from projection of  onto mjRIij9 k .
In each case the projection operator, error surface, and homotopy path descriptions are presented
and discussed. While interrelated, using all of these perspectives facilitates complete understanding
of the weight optimization process.
Higher Dimensional Manifold Solutions

Ov? , x^ 3 , and >
s . The data manifolds and the desired data vector are illustrated in
È
Figure 5.5. The linear system has one equivalence class of solutions of the form l5! Ã d|_ for
some appropriate constant, which scales the vector W&§º?Ò?© into the projection ZY of  onto
W . When y' , the set X 02ÚW]W[ , and therefore,  Y xyR2S9 kZÚc is specified by the
È
infinite set of possible solutions l:02.!GV Ã d|_ . It follows that the hyperbolic solution manifold of
the linear case is retained when  increases, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.
In this case the network can implement the mapping exactly, and the vector W is such that
Let

;¹

X

;¹

_a`cbed4fg02PW,( hÝv_a`cbedµfW[h
However, this solution is not stable with variation in W
data vector W

and an arbitrarily small perturbation of the

will result in the solutions forming a path.
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(5.23)

yp
0≤τ≤1
y

x2

v2

v

1

x1
Figure 5.5: Data resulting in manifold of solutions for both the linear and nonlinear system. The
desired vector  has a unique projection GY onto the invariant plane generated by varying the input
and output weights. n o and n are representative of the infinite possible set of hidden node vectors
3
having equivalent performance.

∞↑

c
1
0
0

τ
β
∞→ 0

Figure 5.6: Manifold solution connecting initial and final system when _a`cbedµfB-h is invariant under
0.
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Manifold Collapse
In the following sections, it is convenient to assume that

optimization of ! alone is considered. For this example
as



l

is explicitly solved in terms of ! , and

?} O} 

and ~\§c?

O ©

X

.

In this example it is illustrated how the dimension of the manifold of solutions can change abruptly
is varied, and that no finite weight solutions exist corresponding to minima. The data mani-

folds and projection operator perspective are illustrated in Figure 5.7, the error surface in Figure 5.8

t , the set RIij9 kzÒ_a`cbdµfgW h (indicated by the
s , since  x&RÙij9 k . When
heavy dashed line in Figure 5.7) and there is zero error for all !ø
 [ , the set RTij9 k changes dramatically, since the single layer perceptron surface X (heavy
and the homotopy paths in Figure 5.9. When
z

curved line) no longer forms a plane. It can be shown that there is no hidden node weight which allows for x

 !G , and there is always a nonzero error. However, it can also be shown that there are
sequences of ! producing hidden node vectors approaching _a`cbed4fgW<h . In Figure 5.7, the sequence
of vectors nQ$q%n8oLq BL qKn q LL corresponding to increasing values of ! will approach the optimal set

_a`cbed fW<h when !  . Therefore, the error â 3[ as !   . Similarly, as '
! & , the hidâ
den node vector also approaches _a`cbed fgW[h , and 
, as illustrated by the sequence of vectors
np$eq%n8rpoLq BL The error surface for different values of  and ! is shown in Figure 5.8. At ! the
network produces a constant zero output and the error is â 3>?Ù) O83 . Therefore, the error surface
is discontinuous (in ! ) at ! . The error surface has an internal maximum, and monotonically
approaches zero as !   , and (
! & for <}\} ? . The homotopy paths corresponding to the
different values of  are shown in Figure 5.9. When v , the solution set is {|f|h , while for
t}Ò }? the only solution that exists corresponds to the maximum in the error surface in Figure 5.8. The solutions corresponding to minima approach limiting sets at and  . When *
 ) ?,
there are no solutions in  .
In this example infinite weight sets are the only optimal set of solutions. By varying  the manN

ifold changes dimension - this can result in an arbitrarily large change in the weight solution for

infinitesimal variation in  . There are no finite minima for the problem, and unreachable limit sets
with large basins of attraction result, with corresponding numerical difficulties. Note further that this

behavior happens for non-zero measure sets of O and  – for example, one set of possible values are
given by  and O such that `

3 A oÝ^Ow? . Therefore generic exception arguments cannot be made.
5`

Path Bifurcation
In this section it is illustrated that the solutions can undergo bifurcation for non-zero measure sets of
values of

O

and  . Here

and  is chosen such that at

when }

 S }Ô

&

there is no zero-error solution

 S , an optimal
weight ! results from the projection ºY onto j
m R ij9 k of the desired vector  . It follows that for }  S ,
there is a unique, isolated solution ! . When  \ S , the problem can be solved with zero error by
for ! . However, 

x~R S9 k

Oy?

, as depicted in Figure 5.10. When ~}
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Figure 5.7: Sequence nQ$eqKnºoLq BL of hidden node vectors generated by increasing ! , and sequence
np$eq%n8rpoLq%n8r 3 q BL generated by decreasing ! . In both cases the span of the hidden node vector approaches the space W as ! w
s becomes arbitrarily large, or arbitrarily small.
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Figure 5.8: Error surface for hidden layer node weight as  is varied. The error is symmetric in !
around  , and discontinuous in ! at ! y . For ]y , the hidden node surface is a plane, and
for all !tx~{|fgh a solution exists with zero error; for } [}\? one local maximum occurs. For
} [}w? the error becomes arbitrarily small when !~cq5 .
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0
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Figure 5.9: Homotopy paths for hidden layer node. At w , !x4{|fg|h , while for }^[} ? there
is only one solution, a maximum (path (a)), which diverges to  when  ? . There are solution
and !u  . At ü? , there are no solutions in  (although there are in    .
limit sets at !u
two choices of ! , whose corresponding hidden node vectors span the same space containing  .
Corresponding error surfaces for different values of ! and

 are illustrated in Figure 5.11. The
error is once again discontinuous in ! at !  . When v , the hidden node weight solution
set is !Ôx{|fg|h . Below the critical value of  S one local minimum occurs, generated by the
projection of  the boundary mjRTij9 k . When y:S zero error results, and for S}v[}y? two local
minima, separated by a local maximum, appear. As !  , the hidden node vector approaches
_a`cbed fW<h and a constant error equal to that of the linear case appears.
The homotopy paths for this example are shown in Figure 5.11. When  
, ! {|f|h , while
for  positive but less than S there is only one solution, corresponding to a minimum. A bifurcation
occurs at   :S . Three paths result, two of which are minima of zero error (paths (a) and (c)). Path
(b) corresponds to the local maximum for LS}\ } ? . The paths (a) and (b) diverge to infinity at
? , while path (c) leads to a finite solution. Note that the set of tx~µ3 exhibiting this behavior
x + .$ - /-po R2ij9 kGPc and forms a cone in weight
does not have measure zero; this set is given by y,
P

space.

The implications from this example is that bifurcation in the homotopy path is encountered for
large sets of desired values and input vectors, and cannot be ignored. Multiple exit paths from each
bifurcation point can appear; even if only the minima exiting the bifurcation point are tracked, some
of these paths may diverge to infinity. Numerically, it is very difficult to deal with these problems.
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Figure 5.10: Physical interpretation of bifurcation. The data surface 02PW4 is indicated for different
values of  by the solid lines. When 
is less than a critical value BS , there is a unique optimum
hidden node vector n o generating the smallest distance to  , with an associated projection  Y generated by the output weight and non-zero error. At a critical value  S the error is zero, and bifurcation
:S , the error is zero, but two hidden node vectors (labeled  ) can generate the same
occurs. For 
span containing  , and correspond to two branches of the solution.
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Figure 5.11: Error surface for hidden layer node weight as  is varied. The error is symmetric in !
around <> , and discontinuous in ! at !t> . When <
, the hidden node surface is a plane,
and for all !Ôx{fg|h a solution exists; for [}  } S one local minimum occurs. When [ S
zero error results, and for  S }^[} ? two local minima, separated by a local maximum, appear. For
} [}w? the error approaches the linear system error when !u .
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Figure 5.12: Homotopy paths for hidden layer node, showing different solution states: at  
,
!Ô>{fg|h , while for }\t}:Sµ e there is only one solution. A bifurcation occurs when
  S  ¨e resulting in three bifurcation paths, two, (a) and (c) corresponding to minima of zero
error, and one (b) to a local maximum for SÙ} } ? . Paths (a) and (b) diverge to infinity at ü? ,
while path (c) leads to a finite solution.
Occurrence of Non-Unique Paths
In this section, a simple intuitive example is constructed which illustrates that in general, the homotopy equation will have non-isolated solutions, due to isolated projections onto a subset of R(ij9 kGPc
described by a continuous set of variables.

The example is shown in Figure 5.13. The network output is given by ô

and the Jacobian of the network mapping by

wlo 0T D!Qo )l 3 02 c!ºoa ,

Ê k|9 S ô  l o 0  D! o  ¿  l 0  j!  ¿  0T D! o 02 j! 
(5.24)
3
3
3
where  is the input data vector. When !Go  ! 3 , the network output can be written as ô Plgo2)
l 3 %02 j!ºo%V l.0 e02 c!Qoa . Furthermore, the rank of Ê S9 k is reduced by two. The effect of restricting
!ºo\! 3 is equivalent to creating the effective, simpler networkÖ shown in Figure 5.13, and solving
 
its mean square error equations. However, for every x 
for which a projection onto
ô C ô 21 "3 o l5"P02 c!j".:q !ºo2v! , exists, which is obviously non-zero, there is a linear subspace
3
of weights lgoZ)^l  .l 0
all of which solve the equations.
3
w







4î4



Q

S

m

4î4

In an arbitrary network, qualitatively the manifold description for the MLP can be described in

the following way. The surface generically forms a manifold of dimension Ú¬/)vB , equal to the

number of free weights in the system. Almost every possible output in this set has a set of weights
associated with it, consisting of isolated points. These are the weights generated by the symmetries
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Figure 5.13: Example network ilustrating loss of rank of Jacobian.
of the network (i. e. by interchanging hidden nodes and by changing signs). In addition, on this
manifold there are points which can be generated by smaller networks obtained by sharing weights
in the network (setting the hidden node weights equal). This smaller set of points have non-unique

weights, but can form stationary points for the homotopy equations for a given value of  .

5.3.6

Global Convergence

Most of the results presented so far for the natural homotopy reflect the difficulties of ensuring regularity and path boundedness of the natural homotopy equations. However, in addition it is of interest
to verify that the solutions of the linear system connect to the solutions of the final system (even if
the solutions are not isolated).
To prove that the initial and final system solutions connect the homomorphism induced by the
necessary equations should be non-zero for a non-trivial homology theory [33,40]. However, degree
theory cannot be used to verify this for the neural networks described here (at least in Euclidean
space), since the solutions are never bounded for the linear case, and also, in general, not for the
nonlinear case. Therefore, open-set degree theory [42] is not applicable. Even if such a connection
could be established, the numerical difficulties are severe. The most profound difficulty is that of
finding a path (or lower dimensional manifold) emanating from one of the linear equivalence classes.
In the case of the neural network, such an exit point is not known a-priori, nor whether multiple exit
points exist. Therefore, it cannot be guaranteed that all exiting solution paths are found, solutions can

undergo arbitrarily large changes of magnitude as  is varied, and the underlying motivation for the

homotopy approach is lost. This dilemma is in sharp contrast to predictable bifurcation problems,
where it is known where the exit homotopy path occurs from a higher dimensional manifold (cf.
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the eigenvector problem discussed in [73] where the zero vector is always the exit path) or where
an entrance point is known ( 

}

) and it is adequate to step through the bifurcation point [74].

The fact that a linear (convex) system is transformed to a nonlinear (nonconvex) system is not
entirely responsible for the difficulties faced by the homotopy method described. Linear systems are
often used as the initial system of equations in homotopy methods (e.g. the commonly used fixed
point and convex-linear homotopy methods [27] use a linear system as an initial point). In fact, for
networks with no hidden layer, the natural homotopy approach does successfully lead to a solution.
Also, convexity of the initial system is often crucial for formulating degree arguments to prove that
at least one of the initial system solutions connects to a solution of the final equations (as was the
case for the SLP). Rather, the difficulties for the neural networks described in this paper result from
the fact that the functional relationships amongst the system weight solutions do not vary smoothly
or predictably as the homotopy parameter is changed. In contrast, for a single perceptron (even if
there is not enough data to specify all the weights exactly) the functional relationships amongst the
weights for the linear and nonlinear weights are the same, and hence it is possible to reliably find a
combination of weights which can be used as parameters in the homotopy method.
Yang and Yu [18] found the natural homotopy useful in obtaining faster convergence during training. Based on the analysis presented here, it is clear that this method suffers from some fundamental
difficulties which weaken a number of claims made based on the numerical results. In particular,
there is no reason to believe that “good” solutions can be obtained via homotopy, or that infinite
weight solutions can be avoided. The bifurcation when moving from the linear to the nonlinear system prevents claims from being made that any preferred solution path is tracked. However, this does
not mean that the method does not provide a viable practical heuristic to aid in obtaining convergence
of the method, simply that no strong claims as to the global convergence and exhaustive nature often
guaranteed by homotopy methods can be made.

5.4 Quasiconvexity of the MLP Data Manifold
In view of the fact that the MLP data surface is created by linearly combining 


perceptron data surface, it appears geometrically plausible that the data surface

vectors on the SLP
may satisfy some

of the quasiconvexity properties found for the SLP.
There are several difficulties associated with proving quasiconvexity in the MLP case. These
result from the absence of a unique, global coordinate system covering the MLP data manifold. To
characterize the folding of the SLP, a path is constructed in weight space between two weight sets.

When weights are chosen along this path, the image on X
further away from the image on

of X

X

of the current weight moves consistently

of the initial weight set. This property ensures quasiconvexity

. Simply choosing two weight sets for the MLP does not result in the same property. Consider
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for example that choosing two different weight sets, but architecturally equivalent (i. e. obtained
by re-arranging the nodes in the net), and constructing a path in weight space from one to the other.
On the manifold



this path would have an image which forms a loop. Hence, the distance between

the initial point on the output manifold and the image of the path point does not increase as the path
in the weight space is traversed.
Defining a unique coordinate system is remarkably difficult. In the weight space, this implies
characterization of the equivalence classes of weights, where weights are equivalent if they produce
the same output in the neural network. These equivalence classes cover the data manifold. A coordinate system would be constructed by selecting a representative of the weights in each equivalence

class 3 . The global and local curvature of the manifold would then have to be characterized in this

coordinate system. Unfortunately, characterizing the equivalence classes given a finite amount of
data appears does not appear to be feasible.
Nonetheless, some simple numerical experiments in low-dimensional cases have given the impression that it is plausible that the MLP data surface is quasiconvex. This is also implied by the
results of other researchers [75,76]. However, at this stage the question of quasiconvexity of the
MLP manifold is still unresolved. Proving this fact would be of interest, since it would provide an
indication that by scaling the outputs of a neural network to small values, uniqueness of solution
might be possible (note though that this does not imply that the relative error would be improved).
We now conclude this chapter by presenting some interesting results following from the geometric perspective on neural networks.

5.5 Miscellaneous Insights Resulting from the Geometric Perspective
The geometric perspective of the previous section is valuable for providing insight into various practices in the neural network community. We illustrate its use by considering first in Section 5.5.1 the
practice of scaling the error at the output of a neuron by an inverse hyperbolic tangent in order to
improve convergence preventing node saturation. In Section 5.5.2 the “scaling the steepness” of the
hyperbolic tangent, which is claimed to also aid in convergence, is discussed.

5.5.1

Metric Equalization and the Arc-Hyperbolic Tangent Error

In most learning schemes, updates occur in the weight space. For example, for steepest descent methods, the updates are of the form

! ÜaÓQo v! Ü ¢O Ê k â 3

(5.25)

3 More correctly, a bijection is defined from the quotient space to the data manifold. It is not guaranteed that such a

bijection would be differentiable, which is required for the equivalence classes to form a coordinate system. However,
locally it should be possible to generate coordinate systems
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A well known difficulty with these methods is that training slows down severely due to node saturation when the weights in the neural network are large.This problem is illustrated by the differential
of the single layer perceptron error function

Ë â 3 \¢

V

C®CF8C®C
weight-space !

implies 0

Since

Pj2


ÄcÅ bÆ Á|Â:Ã B0 . -!G ÁÇÂ:Ã Ë !
X

Ù 

(5.26)

0Û

the error does not change significantly under a step size in the

as the activations become large. This saturation effect can occur during intermediate

stages of training even though the value at the extremal point might be small.
One popular device is to apply an arc-hyperbolic tangent function to the error or the so called z factors of the network, or to add constant terms to the derivative of the sigmoidal function [77,78].
Unfortunately, these practices are sub-optimal, either changing the error being minimized, or leading
to inconsistent relationships amongst the various derivative orders of the network mapping. We now
illustrate how these devices can be interpreted from the geometric viewpoint, and derive an optimal
approach which prevents saturation.
Based on the results of Section 4.2 and Section 5.2 infinite weights occur when the network projection occurs near the boundaries of the manifold



. In this case a step size in the weight space

produces an infinitesimal shift of the mapped point \ on



. It is clear that what is required to ensure

a reliable decrease of the error term is that a given step size in the weight space should produce a
proportional change in the mapped point on



. This perspective naturally leads to the question of

whether there exists a general set of weights which can be obtained from the  s for which a fixed

step size O in the weight space leads to a commensurate change of the image point on the manifold,
everywhere on the manifold



.

In the more general framework of optimization presented in Section 3 this problem can be solved
by realizing that such a set of parameters has to equalize the metric of the parameter space identified
on



by the nonlinear mapping



and the metric induced on



by the embedding space (through

the error metric). This will be illustrated here for the mean square error problem. Let
surface and ë
y ¢ ë :
V


a point on

«`



be the data

. Consider the mean square error calculated based on the error vector

â3  ?
¡
V

X

 ¡? UC C ¢ ë C®C 3
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(5.27)

The associated metric of the mean square error is the Euclidean metric; the differential due to changing the point ë is

Ë â3  Ë
V

X
V

\¢

V

X

Ëë

(5.28)

The decrease in the error is therefore proportional to the metric in the embedding space, not the metric

in the parameter space - however, since ë

 ë  !G , Ë ë

space, and hence the metric in the parameter space.
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depends on the step-size taken in the parameter

It is possible to equalize the metric in the parameter and the embedding space by choosing an

´ can be calculated from  in the following way. Define the change of coordinates ´ ´c !G:qK!v!IP´ . The metric induced by the new
parameterization ´ then satisfies
(5.29)
§%465@© § Ê !Z© §%4 k ©+§ Ê !p©
appropriate parameterization. This new coordinate system

where

§ Ê 5 !p©

§%4 5 ©

X

7

5

5

(5.30)

is the Jacobian of the mapping ´÷! . The first equation (5.29) describes the change

in the identified metric due to re-parameterization; (5.30) is the constraint that matches the identified
metric with the embedding space metric.
It is possible to obtain a closed form expression for this coordinate transformation. Consider the
SLP problem when the number of data samples is equal to the number of independent weights i. e.

y . In this case it is possible to choose W xu to be orthonormal. The identified metric 4/k

on can be identified from the Jacobian of the embedding mapping:
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be a real function which is to be determined, and assume
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X

(5.33)

P0 ¿ 9Ù ñ , and 4 5  æ if P0 ¿ 9Ù is the identity mapping, for which 9t0 rpo . For
È
È
the specific case where 0[ bed , it follows that 9 b bd .
Then 02PW,(Ù

P

P

Therefore, in this particular case, if the new weights are generated according to (5.33), then a descent procedure will result in changes in the error proportional to changes in the “arc-tangent weight”
space ´ . Pictorially, the grid lines covering the manifold surface in Figure 4.2 corresponding to the ´

weight coordinates are equally spaced. It is interesting to note that what is implied by this coordinate
transformation approach is to scale the weights by the arctangent. Instead, what is often advocated
is scaling the error feedback term through a node in backpropagation by the inverse arc-hyperbolic
tangent. The latter approach produces an approximation to the ideal parameterization insofar that
updates to the weights become scaled by the arc-tangent.
The equations (5.29) and (5.30) represent a set of coupled differential equations from which suitable coordinate systems, in principle, could be constructed. In practise, this is an extremely difficult
task when the embedding being described is nonlinear; also, it is straightforward to show that the
equations do not specify a unique set of coordinates, but rather an equivalence class of allowable
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coordinate systems. For the neural network equations, the metric actually depends not directly on

the parameters ! , but on the activations O . Hence, each of the parameters ´ " will, in general, depend

on more than one of the variables ! " . This seriously complicates the problem.

Adding a constant to the derivative of the error measure is likewise seen to be a device to ensure
a non-trivial metric near the edges of the manifold.

5.5.2

Scaling the Steepness of the Hyperbolic Tangent

A common procedure in the neural network community is to parameterize the node-nonlinearity of

the network by a scalar “steepness” factor Í , i. e.

the node nonlinearity produces the mapping

 02PÍ|D  . It has been claimed that this device is helpful in preventing saturation and in improving convergence, frequently motivated by stating that changing Í changes the “inherent nonlinearity” (e.g. [80]) of the network. When the nodes become saturated the factor Í is decreased, which
÷

prevents the network from getting stuck in local minima.

Í


does not change the space . All that changes is the curvilinear coordinate system on . Pictorially,

the grid lines on move closer together or move further apart, as the parameter Í is decreased or
increased, respectively. The effect of changing Í when the weights are large is completely equivalent
Ö

to choosing a new projection point on closer to the origin of  . In effect, changing this parameter

occasionally during training is equivalent to randomly jumping to a new point on , on a radial line
To understand the implications of this device, it is sufficient to point out that the inclusion of

through the origin in weight space. It is this random effect which is helpful to avoid some local
minima. Furthermore, it is clear that the “inherent nonlinearity” of the network does not change.
If large weights are required for a solution, this method will further prevent a solution from being

obtained. One other effect of the factor Í is obvious; it scales the derivative of the network gradient.

Decreasing it is therefore frequently helpful in dealing with poorly chosen proportionality constants
in descent procedures.
If the output of the nodes are scaled scaled inversely to the steepness of the sigmoid (e.g. [80]),
there is an associated effect equivalent to the scaling of the desired output vector. Based on the
pseudo-convexity properties of the SLP data surface (and possibly the MLP data surface), this also
helps in explaining why solutions might be easier to obtain.
In contrast to the scaling procedure, the deformation of the node nonlinearity introduced by the
natural homotopy changes the data surface



, rather than just re-parameterizing it. It represents

a completely different approach than the modification of the steepness of the sigmoidal function.

While changing the steepness factor Í can be a useful heuristic, it does little to solve the fundamental difficulties associated with neural network training.

: Refer to [79] for a complete development about this practise, and a complete list of references.
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5.6 Contributions
The perspective that the multi-layer perceptron produces mappings by linearly combining hidden
node vectors has been noted in the literature; however, the exposition provided in Section 5.2 seems
to be the most extensive. Using a single hidden node to memorize each data sample and match the
desired data points perfectly is a well-known heuristic in the neural community. Sartori and Antsaklis [70] and Poston et al [69] appear to have been the first to publish accessible proofs of this result
with varying degrees of rigor. In the process both derived the generic linear independence of hidden node vectors when w . Neither seemed to have been interested in the more general problem

when t



(although the proof of [69] applies, and their approach forms the basis of our first proof

in Appendix C). Characterizing the topology of the network weight solutions, expressed in terms of
the intersection between the single hidden-layer network data surface and a plane supported by a
finite number of vectors on it, is new. The careful characterization of the SLP data manifold in the
previous chapter allowed for the study of this intersection in terms of the tangent spaces of the hidden
node vectors. This yielded Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and Lemma 5.5, which appear to be the most extensive
published results characterizing the weight topology on finite data samples. Thus this work complements that of Sussmann [66], Albertini and Sontag [67] and Chen et al [68], all of which describe
weight uniqueness for infinite training sets, and that by Poston et al [69] and Sartori and Antsaklis
[70] on training networks having more hidden nodes than data samples.
Yang and Yu [18] independently introduced the natural homotopy as a heuristic. Gorse et al [19]

formulated a homotopy in which the desired output vector  was varied as the homotopy parameter
was varied, while keeping the data manifold



fixed. Both papers suffer from serious difficulties.

Yang and Yu do not provide any analyses, while the analysis of Gorse et al ignores some serious
restrictions. In both cases regularity, path monotonicity and global convergence all are assumed. The
training methods of both papers used only the gradient, and are therefore incapable of tracking paths
which bend back (which our investigation showed are prevalent and unavoidable in both cases).
Strangely enough, the derivation of the closed form expression of the Hessian of the neural network as part of the natural homotopy formulation in Section 5.3 has elicited considerable interest.
This formulation appears to be the only known closed-form expression appearing in the literature.
The analysis of the linear system equations was done by closely following that of Baldi and Hornik [72]
for linear networks where

~¬pqa Õ  .

The results presented here follow in a straightforward

fashion from their development. The description of bifurcation difficulties and the construction of
the examples to illustrate the relationship between the linear and nonlinear network manifolds are
original, as are the descriptions of metric equalization for the optimization problem.
Early versions of most of the results presented in this chapter were reported in [81].
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter the data manifold of the multi-layer perceptron network was analyzed. We developed a geometric formulation of how the neural network produces a mapping, which relates the data
manifold of the single layer perceptron to the mapping produced by the multi-layer network. Parameterization of the data manifold using the neural network weights was shown to depend on the joint
transversality of a linear subspace spanned by the hidden node vectors, and the single layer perceptron data surface. The dimension of this intersection was quantified. Given sufficient data, it was
shown that most points on the data manifold are produced by point sets. All of these results are independently valuable for constructing and evaluating other algorithms. For example, Theorem 5.5
provides tight bounds on the data size which generically ensures non-singularity of the Hessian of the
error, a necessary condition in some optimization procedures (e.g. conjugate gradient procedures).
Careful investigation of the differential geometric properties of the various data manifolds described
in Section 5.2 may also provide valuable insight into the type of mappings that can be implemented
by perceptron networks.
The natural homotopy equations were formulated for the multi-layer case and analyzed. In the
linear case, solutions consist of equivalence classes of unbounded, higher dimensional manifolds. In
contrast, for the nonlinear case, the solutions can form paths if enough data is available. The dimension of the data manifold changes when nonlinearity is introduced into the network, and the initial
linear system of equations corresponds to a bifurcation of the natural homotopy equations. The resulting paths can have multiple bifurcations, minima might not exist, and infinite weight solutions
might be the only solutions. These results indicate that the natural homotopy approach does not meet
the conditions of regularity, path boundedness and global convergence for successfully implementing existing homotopy methods. Furthermore, the severe mismatch in dimension between the solutions of the linear and nonlinear multi-layer networks make it implausible that any procedure can
be found whereby the solutions to the linear system can be converted into solutions of the nonlinear
system.
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Part II

Construction of Artificial Homotopy
Equations
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Outline
In the first part of this thesis, a large number of results describing the topology of the weight solutions to single and multi-layer neural network equations were derived. The second part of this thesis
describes the construction of general homotopy approaches for solving general systems of nonlinear
equations, including neural network equations. The resulting homotopy approaches are viable, i.e.
they meet the objectives of regularity and global convergence, and obtain a large number (possibly
all) of the solutions to the final system of equations.
As previously mentioned, construction of a homotopy meeting the above requirements is an engineering process and requires the simultaneous optimization of interdependent properties. There
is no prescribed method for ensuring success, and the process typically involves repeated trial and
error. Where a given homotopy satisfying all desired conditions can not be found, no guarantees can
generally be provided precluding or predicting the existence of such a homotopy. At best, usually
only partial motivation can be provided for discarding a specific approach.
The basic procedure which was followed in this part of the research was first to establish whether
regularity and global convergence can be achieved. Without these properties it is moot to consider
exhaustive solution procedures. Regularity and global convergence are discussed in Chapter 6. It is
shown that the addition of stabilizing terms to the homotopy equations can be used to ensure regularity of the neural network solutions. Similarly, global convergence can be established by suitably
designing a norm-coercive homotopy equation.
Chapter 7 discusses the feasibility of obtaining multiple solutions to the neural network equations.
First an approximate analysis is provided which describes the advantages of obtaining multiple solutions on a single trial of an algorithm. Standard approaches to obtaining multiple solutions for homotopy equations are discussed and it is shown that these are inappropriate for the neural network
equations. A new two-stage sequential method suitable for computing multiple solutions to general
systems of equations, but in particular to neural network equations, is developed.
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Chapter 6

Global Convergence and Regularity of
General Neural Network Homotopy
Equations
Outline
In this chapter, we establish the the need for modifications of the neural network equations to ensure
viable homotopy methods. In Section 6.2 the addition of stabilization terms to the network equations
is shown to result in regular and finite weight solutions. Using this approach, a globally convergent
and regular fixed-point homotopy equation is developed in Section 6.3.

6.1 Implications of Neural Network Weight Solutions for Homotopy.
In the previous sections it was found that the MLP solutions are in general not isolated and hence
the final set of equations are not regular. Therefore, while it is relatively simple to construct artificial
homotopies which ensure regularity when


s ? , by definition all homotopies at  ?

reduces

to the neural network equations and regularity fails. As a consequence, the homotopy path can be
followed only arbitrarily close to \? , and it is impossible to continue continuation through 

\?

as is required for sequential approaches.
In addition to the problems resulting from non-uniqueness of parameters, problems also arise
from the inevitability of infinite weight solutions for the SLP and MLP. Recall that proofs of global
convergence for homotopy methods are formulated using either degree arguments, or by constructing bounded paths for which the homotopy parameter increases monotonically with path length. In
both cases (since degree is defined only for bounded sets) global convergence is guaranteed only
if the final and intermediate systems of equations are path bounded. Once again, given all possible ingenuity in constructing a homotopy, it is in general only possible to ensure convergence for

[x§¨cqL?L .
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Given the above realities it is clear that the final system of equations for the neural network has
to be modified if a reasonable expectation of defining a viable homotopy method is to exist. In particular, the following modifications are required:
1. A modification of the neural network equations to ensure finite weight solutions, irrespective
of the input/output data.
2. A modification of the neural network problem to ensure isolated weight solutions, irrespective
of the input/output data.
In the next section we discuss how the above objectives can be met simultaneously by adding regularization terms to the network equations. Similarly, using the fact that the regularizers establish
finite bounded solutions, a globally convergent homotopy is constructed in Section 6.3, in which a
set of regularized neural network problems are parameterized by the homotopy parameter.

6.2 The Practice of Regularization
Regularization refers to the practice of modifying the equations of an ill-posed problem (such as an
approximation or data fitting problem) by incorporating additional terms [82-84]. The effect of the
regularizer is to introduce an infinite set of constraints on the problem, thereby reducing the set of
solutions to a point set.
The addition of regularization terms to the homotopy equations changes the problem which is
being solved. It is therefore imperative that a clear understanding exists of how the solutions of the
modified equations relate to the solutions of the unregularized equations. Furthermore, only a clear
understanding of the properties of the original system of equations, and the properties of the regularizer, will ensure that the resulting set of equations have the desired properties. For practical purposes
regularization terms should therefore be efficient to calculate and analyze, and have a simple physical
interpretation.
Regularization terms can be added either to the necessary equations or to the original optimization
error expression. If a regularization term added to the necessary equations does not have a scalar
anti-derivative, the modified problem is no longer an optimization problem. This complicates the
relationship between the solutions produced by the modified homotopy equations and the solutions
of the original problem. Only regularization corresponding to the addition of scalar regularization
terms to the error measure are therefore considered. First, we note the following change of notation:
In the remainder of the thesis, except where explicitly noted, the vector  will be used to denoted
all weights of the network, both the input and output layer weights. These will be assumed to be
elements of 

°

. No distinction is made between the SLP or the MLP problem.
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The regularizers which were chosen in this thesis were the following.

â ogU1  ºAe¡e;9 Úgq'µ^ 
(6.1)
â   =q <81  ºAe¡e;9 Ú 7 :q 7  CUC z¢><IC®C 3
(6.2)
3
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where is a scalar, 9 ¼e^ a scalar function, and <x< . These regularization error terms add
the terms 9 P and 9 PLU>
¢ <G to the necessary equations, and the terms
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(6.3)
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to the Hessian of the error function, respectively. It appears that â

o

is a special case of â . However,

3

as is discussed below, the claims which can be made for the two regularizers are inherently different
The effect of these regularization terms is to generate a penalty on the distance of the solutions

<

from the origin or , respectively, weighted by a scalar function. For the particular case where the

variables  define a valid coordinate system, the geometric interpretation of adding the regularization

terms is to change the projection from a linear, orthogonal projection, to a curvilinear projection.

This changes the metric geometry of the embedding manifold Ð .

For the neural network problem the effect of the regularization term is to penalize the sum of
squared weights of the network, in effect “washing out” solutions with large weights. This is acceptable for the type of problems we consider. However, some care has to be taken since in some
problems(such as classification problems) large weights might be required and such interesting solutions could be removed. Appropriate selection of the function

9

9

can be used to adjust the impact

of regularization. By ensuring that Pg7: is small in the region of interest, the error term term of the
original problem is modified as little as possible.
The choice of these regularizers was motivated by considering the asymptotic properties of the
neural network equations for large weights (discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.2). This analysis
showed that along radial lines through the origin in weight space, the error surface achieves a finite
asymptotic value. As is discussed in Section 6.2.2 this allows for suitable choices of

9

to be made

to ensure that solutions are bounded.

6.2.1

Ensuring Regularity of the Neural Network Equations

One of the major advantages of adding regularization is the possibility of ensuring isolated solutions
of a given set of equations. If the variables define a valid coordinate system, there exists a close
relationship between the regularized MSE problem and the unregularized problem. The following
result is easily proven (Appendix D)
Lemma 6.1 Let ~¼KJ'x<

set of measure zero of x<

° V  Ö
Ö

and  be a valid coordinate system for



. Then except for a

, the regularized MSE problems generated by the addition of â
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o

or â

3

to the MSE problem has isolated solutions.
In general, if the set  is not a valid coordinate system, it cannot be proven that adding the term

âo

is sufficient to ensure isolated solutions (although more frequently than not this is the case). The
reason is that only one free parameter v is contained by the term. Adding this term to the Hessian of
the mean square error of a MSE problem is equivalent to adding a term similar to v

æ

to the Hessian.

Solutions are isolated only if v can be chosen so that all eigenvalues of the mean square problem are
non-zero at any solution. However, the set of solutions to the necessary equations also depend on
v

, and in general cannot be found explicitly due to nonlinearity. This joint dependence prevents the

choice of or verification of an adequate choice of v .

For the regularization term â the addition of further free parameters decouple the necessary equa-

3

9 PÙ and 9 P for all 
Ë 7 Ë k â D\¢ 2?9 .PB7: æ )@9 .PB7:LUz¢<VLUt¢*<G 

tions from the Hessian eigenvalues. If
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(6.5)

<

is negative definite, and it follows from the parameterized Sard’s theorem that for almost all , the
solutions to this problem are isolated. This holds irrespective of the set of equations to which the
regularization term is added.
The general applicability of this regularizer has to be tempered by the fact that the independence
of solutions and Hessian is bought at the price of having a non-symmetric regularization term, and
a modification of the original system. The regularizer destroys interesting symmetries possessed by
the unregularized solutions. Furthermore, a clear understanding of the actual behavior of the system
of equations is required to ensure that the procedure does not completely alter the problem being
solved.

<

For the neural network problems, due to the inherent symmetries of the equations, CUC IC®C when not

zero has be chosen arbitrarily small to still ensure regularity, while disturbing symmetry as little as
possible. In addition,
work we always used

9

has be chosen so as to minimize the impact of asymmetry. However, in our

< \

(corresponding to adding â o ) first, in order to preserve symmetries. In

all cases, regularity was found to hold.

6.2.2

Removing Infinite Solutions of the Neural Network Equations

The second benefit of adding regularization to the neural network equations is that it is possible to
ensure that infinite solutions to the homotopy equations do not exist. Note that for general problems,
it is not sufficient to have the regularization term increase to infinity as the weight set increases. What
is required is to show that the necessary equations have no zeros. Even when the unregularized mean
square error is bounded, it is still possible for the homotopy equations to have arbitrarily large transitions leading to possible zeros. An interesting example is provided by considering the addition of
regularizers to an error term of the form

?2) Ã _gP ° 
;¹
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where M~

? . It can be verified easily that the

°

regularizer needs to grow at least as fast as 

to ensure that no infinite solutions occur. In general,

for a given set of equations there is a trade-off between the oscillation frequency of the unregularized
error surface, and the growth rate of the regularization terms, which has to be satisfied. Although not
immediately obvious, the neural network error surface has rapid oscillations as the weights increase
(cf. Section 7.3.2). Fortunately, the neural network derivatives are smooth along a radial line in
weight space due to the the smoothness and saturation of the node-regularity. Therefore a suitable
regularizer can be chosen as proven in Appendix D:
Theorem 6.1 For the single layer perceptron with bounded nonlinearity P\?L and the multi-layer
perceptron with linear or bounded output node nonlinearity under the regularized MSE problem,
there exist a bounded set in weight space containing all the solutions to the necessary equations,
when

¡9 ÚO 3 %O 3 )@9 .PO 3 Ù
W

(6.6)

ó

as O~ .

6.2.3

Effect of Regularization on the Natural Homotopy

From the above results, it is clear that adding regularization to the natural homotopy approach can
solve the difficulties with the SLP having infinite solutions, or the MLP having bifurcations in moving from the linear to the nonlinear system.
For the SLP the symmetric regularization form can be added when

9

is the identity function and

the resulting problem can be solved without major modification to the original process. The only
difference lies in finding the original solution when the node transfer function is linear. The problem
is that of finding a matrix

é

²ã²

X

h

é



such that
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, and minimizing â
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where is a proportionalityconstant. Using basic linear algebra it is simple to prove that for

almost all

é x

there is a unique, explicit solution. The standard geometric projection perspective

holds also since the regression term need not be added explicitly, but is equivalent to the addition of
dummy data points to þ

and ` and then performing unregularized regression [85].

Unfortunately, addition of the regularization term causes severe difficulties in finding the initial
solution for the MLP natural homotopy. Consider adding the corresponding quadratic weight regularization term to the MLP equations (reverting for this brief discussion to using

weights and  for the input weights):

ß 
X

for the output

ÈaÉ f ß ß )  h
X

In this case the product

ß

X

at the solutions is different from the optimal linear regressor



(6.7)
previ-

ously described. It can be shown that the regularized problem reduces to finding the input weights
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so that

 ?7µ)   V ?7µ)  2  rpo  AA  
X

X

(6.8)

In the higher dimensional case finding the multiple initial solutions analytically does not appear to
be possible. Hence, the basic tenet of homotopy, that of transforming simple initial solutions into
final solutions, is violated.

6.3 A Globally Convergent Homotopy Approach
The addition of the regularization term ensures finite weight solutions and bounded solutions. It
is therefore natural to define a globally convergent homotopy by defining the homotopy process to
correspond to a family of regularized neural network problems parameterized by the homotopy pa-

rameter  .

In particular, the fixed point homotopy corresponds to solving the set of error surfaces defined by

â
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Given this interpretation, the following result follows:
Theorem 6.2 Let

 
x  °

â3

be the unregularized MSE problem for the perceptron network, with weights

÷  ° and <tx ÷  ° , where and are open bounded sets. Then except
for a set of measure zero U q;<GÙx ³
, the set of equations
å Uqac @?¢cBUz¢  º)t Ê k â 3 ) Ê k â Uq=<G
(6.10)
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where v

and

9

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1, has the following properties:

1. The solutions are isolated for all [x .
2. The solutions to the equations are bounded for [x§cqB?5© .
3. There is a solution from !u

!$

to a solution of the regularized MSE error problem, i. e. the

homotopy method is globally convergent.
The above procedure defines a globally convergent method and guarantees that at least one solution

will be found. The actual solution which will be found depends, in general, on the initial point 
where the homotopy is initialized. Note that every solution !

=

$

to the neural network equations can

be found by an appropriate choice of ! $ , for example by simply setting !

$  !

=

.

It is possible that multiple solutions could result from continuing the homotopy path past ü? .

However, the return of the homotopy path to 

\?

cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, in order to find
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multiple solutions the algorithm generally has to be run repeatedly with different initial values 

$.

In the next section the efficiency with which algorithms produce multiple solutions under these conditions will be discussed. Also discussed are the standard approaches for ensuring that multiple solutions are obtained using homotopies. This provides insight into whether the above homotopy can,
or should, be converted so as to provide multiple solutions, and whether other homotopy methods
could be found capable of producing all solutions. Since a full discussion of these matters is required
to properly evaluate this homotopy, the numerical evaluation of (6.10) is deferred to Part III.

6.4 Contributions
As described, the practice of regularization is well known. The result presented in Lemma 6.1 was
derived from basic principles because it could not be found in the literature; however, the author
would be surprised if it did not exist in some form. The practise of adding regularization terms to
neural network equations also is not new. In particular, adding the sum of square of the weights
is common practice. However, no other researchers seem to have actually verified that these terms
will succeed in bounding the set of solutions. The result in Theorem 6.1 seems to be the first to
quantify a sufficient condition under which the rate of increase is sufficient to ensure boundedness.
The homotopy (6.10) represents the first homotopy for the neural network problem which has been
theoretically proven to be globally convergent.

6.5 Summary
In this chapter the topological characterization of the neural network solutions obtained in the first
part of the thesis were evaluated, with the conclusion that regularization terms must be added to ensure that weight solutions are functionally independent. Two regularizers based on scaled versions of
the neural network weight trace were introduced, and sufficient conditions ensuring that infinite solutions do not occur were derived. Using these regularized results, a globally convergent homotopy
was defined.
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Chapter 7

Producing Multiple Solutions Using
Homotopy Methods
Outline
In this chapter, the desirability and feasibility of homotopy approaches which produce multiple solutions are considered. An approximate analysis is presented in Section 7.1 which motivates finding
multiple solutions on a single trial of a given algorithm from a computational efficiency perspective.
The framework presented is used later in the numerical evaluation of the homotopy algorithms. In
Section 7.3 standard constructions for homotopies which produce multiple solutions are considered,
and their applicability to the neural network problem is evaluated. We conclude that only sequential
methods are at present possible. In Section 7.4 the difficulties with standard sequential approaches
are discussed, and a novel approach to finding multiple solutions is presented.

7.1 The Efficiency of Algorithms at Producing Multiple Solutions
In this section a model is developed to compare the efficiency of different algorithms in producing
multiple solutions to a set of equations having a finite solution set

ï yfgGo q5 q LB  Ø h . Of interest
3

is the probability that new solutions will be obtained by running the same algorithm repeatedly for



trials using different initial parameters. In particular, given that a given algorithm produces on

average  solutions on a single run, this section addresses the following questions:
1. What is the probability of producing all 

solutions in Ae trials ?

2. What is the probability of producing all 

solutions as a function of the number of trials  ?

3. What are the number of trials needed to obtain j¶

of the the



solutions with a given prob-

ability (confidence level) ?
The above questions will be answered by analyzing for different algorithms the quantity

which is defined to be the probability that exactly ¬ different solutions out of the 
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Öj× Ø

P¬c

possible solutions

is obtained after a sequence, defined to be  successive trials. This quantity allows for the calculation
of an associated measure

Ö Ø
- P¬c

and is the probability that at least

which is defined by

¬

Ö Ø
- Ú¬c

Ürpo Ö Ù× Ø
?¢ B
 @
o

(7.1)

Ê
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m

different solutions of the possible 

are represented in a given

sequence.
The exact calculation of these quantities depends heavily on the actual algorithm, the problem
being solved, and how repeated runs are initialized. In order to calculate the above probabilities
complete specifications of the probability of obtaining a given subset of

ï

on a given trial, as well

as joint probabilities over  trials, is required. Specifying these quantities even for simple problems
is extremely difficult and usually results in a combinatorial problem. Simplifying assumptions are

also needed even if these quantities are to be calculated numerically. The first major assumption
which we make is that the successive trials are statistically independent. The second assumption
is that the probabilities do not change from trial to trial. These assumptions are appropriate when
considering problems and algorithms for which virtually no information about the solution space is
known beforehand.
Given these assumptions, it was possible to obtain numerical estimates of these probabilities for
some small test problems, as will be discussed in Section 7.1.2. However, combinatorial difficulties
prevented this from being done for large problems. Therefore, approximate theoretical bounds on
these quantities for some special cases are described in Section 7.1.3.
The results to be derived in this section are applicable to both deterministic and non-deterministic
approaches. We consider an algorithm to be deterministic if for a given set of initial parameters the
algorithm always produces the same solution. An example of a deterministic algorithm is the Newton method which for a given initial point is mapped to a particular final solution. Non-deterministic
methods do not satisfy this property. For the latter methods, the probabilities of the different subsets of

ï

have to be provided directly. For deterministic methods, however, the probabilities derive

from the sampling of the original parameter space, and the regions of convergence. This provides
significant structure which provides considerable insight, and is appropriate for the descent methods
generally used to train neural networks, and also for homotopy. Most of this section therefore centers
on the relationship between probabilities and regions of convergence for deterministic methods.

7.1.1

Deterministic Algorithms

A deterministic algorithm is denoted as a pair

9ÝqCÝ

where



is a set from which the original pa-

rameters are to be chosen, and the optimization process is described as a mapping

Ì
Denoting the cardinality of a set by

9 ¼D ï

.

Ì
, if 9 ÚÍ $  Õ ?
Í $ x* the algorithm produces at most
Ì
one solution for a given initial parameter, while if 9P Í $ µ\? multiple solutions are produced on
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a single trial. Note that an algorithm is globally convergent if
solution 

" x[-

, the choice of a specified algorithm

9

9 ÚÍ|$:[ s í


Íe$~x'

. For each

results in an associated basin of attraction or

rpo P  " :q5 " x ï .
convergence region, defined as 9
Running the algorithm once with a given ÍÇ"VxE is called a trial. A sequence of trials results from
running the algorithm  times, and is denoted by the ordered set of initial points < PÍo q5Í q BL Í Ö  .
3
Ö
Each sequence generates the combined solution set " o 9PÍ"  , which contains a certain number ¬
of the solutions.
Ö ×ÙØ
To find the quantity
P¬c , it is necessary to characterize the set
GÖ F Ø
Ö
Ö
Ú¬cV H< C Ì " o 9 ÚÍe"   ¬ ÷I
(7.2)
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of all sequences which produce exactly ¬ solutions.
Since the algorithm is deterministic the probability structure derives from the way in which the
initial parameters

<

for a sequence are chosen. At one extreme, if the actual basins of attractions for

the solutions are known, the sampling can be chosen to produce the maximum number of different
solutions with the least number of trials. Unfortunately, this information is not reasonably known
beforehand. In the absence of any information about the shape and location of these regions, it is
reasonable to assume that parameters for different trials are chosen independently according to the
same distribution. Therefore, it follows that on any one trial it is then possible to assign the same

×

.-/

to every subset -

÷ ï

. The probability of finding a given solution j" on any
× ÖF Ø
Ö Ù× Ø
ë
P ¬cV 
P¬c% .
given trial will be denoted by " , and is likewise constant. It follows that
probability

Given uniform sampling of the parameters the probability of obtaining a solution is directly proportional to the measure of its basin of attraction,
of all possible sequences of



9 pr o P ÿ". . The problem then reduces to the study

trials, whereby each of the trials are initialized in a certain region of

convergence. Joint statistics result from the possibility that regions of convergence of certain solutions overlap. We note that the case of uniform sampling is not as poor a strategy as it might first
appear; for a large number of common methods the basins of attraction are disjoint, or even fractal
(cf. [86] for an excellent graphical representation.)
Unfortunately, it is not possible to proceed much further with this problem without making assumptions regarding the sizes or locations of the regions of convergence. However, in the next section we describe how estimates of the probabilities can be obtained numerically for an actual problem
and algorithm. This further provides insight into the need for further assumptions in order to obtain
reasonable theoretical bounds.

7.1.2

Numerical Calculation of Probabilities

In this section we describe how numerical estimates of the quantities

Öp×IØ

P¬c were obtained in a

reasonable fashion. This further provides insight into the general problem of estimating these prob107

abilities.
Assume that the original space

For each of the sample points Í

"



is discrete and consists of 

B

¼

" °B" "®7

points, fÍ

ØJ JLKMJONQP
o qaÍ 3 q LL Í  h .

9 "  , which is the set of solutions obtained by starting at

the set PÍ

Í" , is deterministic and is assumed to have been determined.
Ö ×ÙØ It is then
Ö Ø in principle possible to accuP¬c and - P¬c without any simplifying
rately calculate numerically the statistical quantities
assumptions regarding the sizes or probability of sampling of the regions of convergence. However,
it is not a straightforward problem.
Consider running the algorithm

with probability

×



times, each time picking one of the initial parameter sets

Ö B
PÍÇ". . In total, there are  ±" °L" "®7

¼

possible unique events. The set of all possible se-

quences is therefore countable and can be represented by the  -pair

Ö B
e? q5¡cq B:  ±" °L" "®7

Í"

< " PÍ " o aq Í " 3 q LL qaÍ " Ö :q5¦º
9

:

9

:

9

:

"
. Each sequence < , given statistical independence, has a probability of occurring
which is equal to
R Ö × PÍ 
(7.3)
"
o

and combining the solutions on each trial after  runs produces the set of solutions
Ö
(7.4)
 o 9PÍ "  
Ö ×ÙØ
The brute force approach to calculating
P¬c is to recreate all possible sequences
PÍ " o q5Í " 3 q BL qaÍ " Ö :q
(7.5)
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9
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9
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:

9

calculate the probability of each such a sequence, and the solution set which is produced. Adding
the probabilities of all sequences which have produced exactly ¬ solutions after  runs then provides

ÖD×ÙØ
?L

Ú¬c .

A few quick calculations illustrates the fallacy of this approach. Consider that for a problem with

solutions one is forced to consider sequences at least up to length ?B to answer the questions posed

previously. Having sampled the original parameter space in a reasonable number of points, say

o $ Ñ ce ³?B 3 o
points, therefore results in ? 

?

possible sequences which have to be characterized.

At a rate of ten million a second, this task would require

case where \?L .

?¯¡

million years to complete, just for the

Considerable increase in speed results by noting that sequences which are permutations of each

B

other can be grouped together. Given a sequence

value Í

" q5¦ü?eqa¡cq LB  "±°L" "®7

¼

there are

PÍ  o aq Í  3 q LL Í  Ö 
9
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:

9

:

of which Mj" elements have

(7.6)

equivalent sequences with the same probability. A sequence counter can be implemented which produces only one example of each such an equivalent sequence, and can calculate the total probability
associated with each such a class of sequences.
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Finally, it is possible to reduce the number of calculations even further by removing the redun-

dancy amongst the set of initial points. If two initial points Í

"

and Í



9 " T29PÍ   , then the

satisfy PÍ

two points can be combined into a single initial point with twice the probability of occurrence. The

B

effect of this is to keep only one representative of each region in the parameter space, leading to a
particular subset of

ï

. This approach reduces the effective value of ," °B"

"®7

¼

significantly. However,

these solutions represent every possible combination of overlap of convergence regions. There are

Ø

up to

 o
2

nm

Ø

Û 

(7.7)

such possible initial points. As the probability of finding all solutions on a single run decreases, the
number of initial points typically increases rapidly. Therefore, while the above procedures result in
significant decreases in calculation, it is still possible to generate overwhelming numbers. Typically,
the problem is unmanageable if the effective number of initial points is large (above 15), and when

increases much beyond  . As will be seen later, these restrictions prohibited the direct calculation



of numbers for all our test problems. It is therefore imperative that specific bounds be derived for
generating insight into how the efficiency of a single algorithm can be improved.

7.1.3

Approximate Models for Deterministic Algorithms

To provide bounds on the probabilities describing the algorithm efficiency two special cases are considered. The first special case is where

9

produces only one single solution for a given initial set

ofØ parameters. In this instance the basins of attraction are disjoint and form a partition of the set

" o fT9 r o Ú  " 5h .



m

If it is assumed that each basin of attraction is roughly the same size the probabilities ë

"

assumed to be equal. If the algorithm is globally convergent the basins of attraction cover

can be



and

hence the assumptions above lead to ë "[ù?LAL . If the algorithm fails to produce a solution for
 ÷I , and ? T OG Ý , then the probabilities are decreased to ë "º O8AL .
For the second special case consider an algorithm 9 which will always produce the solution "
when  is produced. In this case, it is possible to define an equivalence class

(7.8)
§¨ " ©ºyfg  x ï /C 9 rpo P " 2U
 9 rpo P  5h
×
rpo @§¨c"±©. .
Each equivalence class has an associated probability @§j"¨©. and a basin of attraction 9




Since equivalence classes are by definition disjoint, this case corresponds to solving a problem where

ï

consists of equivalence classes, and has fewer solutions than the original problem. Assume that the

original set

ï

can be partitioned into a set of equivalence classes, such that each of the equivalence

classes contains  of the original 

solutions. If the basins of attraction of the solutions are assumed

equal then ë @§ " ©.AB ?LAjPAe . The problem then corresponds exactly to the first special
ï
case described above but having only Ae solutions in .
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The two special cases above represent extreme cases of the interaction amongst convergence regions. Typicallythe basins of attraction of the solutions overlap, but are not the same, i. e.

9 pr o P  " 

9 rpo P    s í qC9 r o P  " µ2
s 9 pr o P    . The effect of this overlap is to increase the probability ë "
ciated with a given solution, since it is no longer required that 1 " ë "º\? .

n

asso-

To illustrate the effect of partial overlap, consider the example in Figure 7.1 where a system has

ï fgZo:qa 
3 h  fgÍDq Bh , and where the regions of attraction partially overlap. The
problem is symmetric in Í and . For two trials ( >¡ ) the following possible set of events are

two solutions

Ib

b

possible:

fgÍÿhÇq:fgÍÿhg fgÍÿhÇqf Bhg +fgÍch|q:fgÍjq Bhg
f BhÇqfgÍÿhg f BhÇqf Bhg f BhÇqfgÍDq Bh
fgÍjq Bh|q:fLÍch1fgÍjq Bh|q:f BhL1+fgÍDq BhÇq:fÍDq :hg
Note that the probability of finding Í on a single run is now given by ë o
×
×
+fgÍch . Applying symmetry arguments and assuming that fgÍjq BhgÙ é
~b

~b

~b

)b
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~b
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(7.9)
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×

fgÍjq Bhg
ë o , it is straightforward
)b

ó

to show that the probability of finding both solutions in two trials is given by
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?
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Here

é

(7.10)

B

o

is a real factor proportional to the overlap of the regions of convergence . When

the regions overlap fully; when

é ' , the regions are disjoint. Therefore, as é

é ? ,

is varied, various

problems are generated intermediate between the two special case discussed above. Based on the
expression, and easily proven in general, it is clear that the effect of overlap is to increase the probability of finding more solutions within a smaller period of time.
The effect of the interactions can not be modeled simply as two non-overlapping regions with

probabilities ë

o

and ë

3

which are larger by the area of overlap. It is easy to show that this approach

either overestimates or underestimates the success of finding multiple solutions, and leads to inconsistent probabilities (greater or less than one). For example it is possible to derive two estimates for
the quantity in (7.10) by this assumption, namely:

?Ù¢¡ ¡¢ ? é 3
A

B

and

¡ ¡¢ ? é 3
A

B

(7.11)

As the number of solutions increase, a full accounting of joint probabilities of all combinations of
solutions rapidly becomes infeasible. However, understanding the effect of overlap as producing an
intermediate problem to the two special cases allows for bounding the partially overlapped problem
by studying the extreme cases described above. These bounds are described in the next section.
Non-Overlapping Convergence Region Statistics
In this section the statistical model describing the two special cases in the previous section will be
discussed. Since the second case can be reduced to a special case of the first, only the first case is
7

In reality

VDWXZY\[ 3.] [ _^ , the probability of having obtained one solution given that the other solution has been found.
7
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Figure 7.1: Example of algorithm for which convergence regions overlap.
described.
Consider an algorithm where each trial produces one solution

j" , and for which the input re-

gions have been coalesced. A sequence can then be represented by the output which is produced,
as
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where

`" x ï

. Each of these samples has an associated probability de-

pending on the size of the convergence region of the solutions present in the combination. Only the
equal probability case is readily analyzable, in which case the probabilities are related to the number of configurations which exist satisfying the constraint defining an event. It can be shown that
the number
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possible samples, it follows that
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Therefore, it is possible to write the following difference equation for the probabilities
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To bound this equation, consider the specific case of calculating
of finding all
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the probability

successive trials. Since the order in which these are produced is
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irrelevant it follows that all permutations 0
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Using Stirling’s approximation to the factorial, the
Ø upper bound can be written as
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From this bound it is clear that the probability of finding all solutions in the shortest possible
sequence of runs will decrease rapidly as the number of solutions increase, as expected.
We now proceed to answer the questions framed in the first paragraph of Section 7.1. The first

question addresses what the probability is of producing all the 

solutions in the minimum number

of possible trials. Based on the discussion above,Ø an estimate of the probability of producing all 

solutions in

A

¿

trials is given by the quantity



× Ø

¿



PAg . A graph of this quantity vs 

is

shown in Figure 7.2. On this graph the curve for \? corresponds to a method producing only one
solution on each trial. It can be seen that in general, as the number of solutions to a problem increases,
the probability of finding all solutions in the minimum number of steps becomes vanishingly small.
This is corroborated by the expression (7.17) which describes the asymptote of the curve.

It is clear that any method capable of producing on average two
Ø solutions on the same run will

perform dramatically better in this respect. Note that the value of

¿

L

× Ø

¿

L

PAeB

can be obtained by

simply reading the value of the curve for µ\? , at the point Ae , in accordance with the discussion
stating that a problem with equivalence classes is the same as the original problem but with fewer
solutions. In the future graphs, therefore, only the case

?

will be shown. To find equivalent

values when on average  solutions are produced, simply use the abscissa value corresponding to an

effective number of Ae solutions.

Ö Ø
- P~ , which the probability that all possible
solutions will be obtained, as a function of the number of trials  . This relationship for different  is
The second quantity of interest is the quantity

shown in Figure 7.3. Once again the value of producing multiple solutions is clear. Consider the case
where it is required that all solutions be found with probability 0.5. The minimum number of trials

are needed for different values of 

is shown in Table 7.1. A sharp decrease in the number of trials

results from producing more solutions on a single run. Furthermore, as the probability threshold is
raised this decrease becomes increasingly pronounced.
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The graph in Figure 7.4 shows how many trials are needed to ensure that with probability
l

expected, as the number of solutions and the fraction of solutions to be found increases, the number
of trials required grows rapidly.

7.1.4

Conclusions

It is clear that there is considerable benefit in using an algorithm which produces multiple solutions
in a single run, if the number of trials are to be reduced. In practice, the cost per trial will determine
whether having fewer trials translates into an overall more efficient algorithm for producing multiple
solutions. A guaranteed exhaustive method clearly represents one extreme since almost any reasonable amount of computation will result in the superiority of such an algorithm over other approaches.
However, in the absence of such a method, it is valuable to consider extending existing algorithms
to obtain more solutions on a single run, if the computational cost is reasonable. Homotopy methods
are especially amenable to the latter approach. This subject forms the center of discussion in the following sections of the thesis. However, in the final analysis the actual benefit of any such approach
can only be answered on a case by case basis, by considering actual algorithms on real problems.
Such numerical evaluations are considered in Part III.
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1

solutions with probability

7.2 Constructing Exhaustive Neural Network Homotopy Equations
In this section the construction of exhaustive homotopy methods is considered. As previously described, most successful exhaustive homotopy methods have been parallel methods. We first consider whether, given the results of the first part of the thesis, a parallel neural homotopy can be constructed.
Recall that for a successful parallel method the number of solutions and the system degree have
to be characterized. If the signs of the determinant at all the initial and final solutions are known to be
equal, this is sufficient to formulate an exhaustive method given path boundedness. It is not required
that the homotopy parameter increase monotonically with path length. However, when the orientation of the solutions are not the same, or indeterminate, generally it is required that the homotopy
paths increase monotonically with path length, and are path bounded.
Based on the analysis of the MLP and SLP, it is obvious that defining the degree and number of
solutions of the neural network equations is an extremely difficult task. The high dimensionality of
the spaces and complexity of the expressions rule out the use of numerical methods such as those
proposed by Hoenders and Slump [87]. From the geometric viewpoint it is clear that the number of
solutions is critically dependent on the input data, which determines the shape of the manifold

and the relative location of the desired output vector  .



,

In our analyses we attempted to use global quantities and bounds to estimate the degree and number of solutions. For the SLP problem the quasiconvexity of the data surface



provides sufficient

conditions ensuring only one solution. However, as shown in Section 4.4, severe restrictions on the
set of possible outputs are required. Appropriate scaling is dependent on the input data and is generally not known a-priori. Furthermore, the maximal curvature of the network can approach infinity
at various points on the manifold, leading to trivial bounds. For the MLP problem, although quasiconvexity is suspected, this could not be proven. However, it is clear that the same difficulties which
apply to the SLP will also hold for the MLP.
It has also been shown experimentally that the network solutions do not have the same topological
orientation. Maxima, minima and saddle points of various orientations are possible. Therefore, even
if the number of solutions were known the actual value of the degree would not reflect the number
of solutions. A general construction ensuring bounded, monotonic paths could overcome this restriction. However, the only known approach to ensuring the latter is to develop complex homotopy
equations. A complex version of the neural network equations was investigated, but the problem
does not appear tractable. The development of a complex homotopy equation will have to involve the
definition of a complex version of the gradient of the neural network equations, which contains the
solution to the real network as part of its set of complex solutions. Unfortunately, such an extension
would be completely artificial and would destroy all relationships between the homotopy equations
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and the error formulation. This is due to the fact no non-trivial error norm is complex differentiable;
a norm is a real valued function, and no non-constant real valued function of a complex variable is
ever complex differentiable. In addition, complex functions have a number of other properties which
makes analysis and proof of convergence extremely difficult. For example, the functions cannot be
bounded and be everywhere differentiable on the complex plane, since by Louisville’s theorem, such
a function would have to be constant. Hence, complexification of the homotopy equations requires
that the function values assume arbitrarily large values for large parameter values, or that singularities occur. Therefore, it is unclear how to extend the real equations into complex differentiable form
while retaining a well-posed problem. It is further highly unlikely that establishing the boundedness
of the complex homotopy paths, or characterizing the number of solutions, would be simpler than
for the real equations which are contained as a special case. Finally, it is not clear that the set of real
solutions would be found preferentially using the complex equations.
The above discussion therefore forces the conclusion that it is not at present possible to develop a
parallel approach to the neural network homotopy problem. The degree of the neural network system
appears too dependent on the input data, and it does not appear possible to solve for this quantity apriori without in principle solving the neural network problem. This is in marked contrast to other
problems where homotopy has been successful, such as for the solution of polynomial equations.
For these systems the degree could usually be calculated easily (either in the original space or in a
projective space), or a natural complex problem formulation exists.
Therefore, it appears that the best avenue to success is offered by using sequential homotopy approaches and finding as many solutions as possible on a single homotopy path. In the next section
such sequential methods are considered.

7.3 Standard Sequential Homotopy Results and Approaches
The process of obtaining multiple solutions on a single homotopy path has been explored by a number of researchers, both theoretically [48,88-92] and also using heuristic algorithms [93,94]. However, even though some success has been achieved using these methods, this method is not as well
developed as is the parallel approach.
There are two distinct approaches to the problem. The first is to find conditions under which it
is possible to prove that all solutions lie on a single homotopy path, and to try to develop homotopies meeting those conditions. The second approach is to try to connect disjointed homotopy path
segments. These two approaches are considered in Section 7.3.1 and Section 7.3.2 respectively.
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7.3.1

Sufficient Conditions for Finding All Solutions on a Single Path

Except for the work of Diener [48], conditions which guarantee that all solutions lie on one path are
not known. In his classic paper a sufficient condition is derived for ensuring that the inverse map of
a set of equations in Euclidean space is connected. The proof constructs a continuous retract of the
complete Euclidean real space onto the homotopy path using a differential equation. Since Euclidean
space is connected, this implies that the homotopy path is connected. The necessary condition for
this differential equation to exist results in the following theorem:
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Unfortunately, the above condition depends on the Jacobian of the homotopy function, which for
a given set of nonlinear equations is extremely difficult to characterize. Furthermore, the criterion
provides no guidance for selecting a suitable homotopy equation. Furthermore, as is acknowledged
by Diener himself [92], the condition is not implied by regularity, appears to be extremely restrictive,
and is not constructive.
In practise, most homotopy equations are found to exhibit multiple path segments. It is doubtful
whether an arbitrarily chosen homotopy will connect all solutions on a single path. For the neural
network problem, no homotopy could be found which satisfied Diener’s condition.

7.3.2

Connection of Multiple Path Segments

In the absence of a guarantee which ensures that all the solutions lie on a single path, it is of interest
to connect disjointed segments of the homotopy path. There are two standard techniques in the literature to accomplish this. In the first technique auxiliary equations are constructed whose solutions
can be used to interconnect multiple paths. In the second technique the homotopy paths are mapped
to a new manifold which connects the solutions.
Graph Structure Connection using Contour Planes
In a series of papers [48,91,92] Diener has defined a method whereby disjointed sections of homotopy paths generated by Newton [32,88,89] homotopies can be connected. The method is lengthy
and involved, but essentially different path segments are connected by showing that a finite number
of hyperplanes tangent to the homotopy path are sufficient to connect all the disjoint segments of the
homotopy path. Finding all the points where the original homotopy path crosses the hyperplanes enables the construction of a graph structure by which all path segments can be joined. Crucial to the
success of the approach is an additional proof that finding the intersection of the hyperplanes with
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the homotopy trajectory corresponds to solving a new set of homotopy equations for a problem of
one dimension lower. By solving each of the lower dimensional problems recursively until a trivial
one-dimensional problem is solved, all the solutions to the homotopy problem can be found.

The difficulty with this approach is that solving an M -dimensional homotopy problem requires the

solution of problems of all dimensions below M . This is extremely computationally intensive. Keep-

ing track of all the solutions which have been found, assigned by level, becomes quite complicated.
In addition, it is possible for numerical errors in the calculation of the solutions to the lower dimensional problems to prevent the tracing of the whole structure. Therefore, even though theoretically
the method can connect all solutions, the implementational difficulties are severe. Finally, we note
that it is applicable only to optimization problems, and not to solving general systems of equations.
Connection of Solutions by Mapped Continuation
Often the different segments of the homotopy path can be connected by mapping the homotopy equations onto a different manifold. Seader [93] and earlier Garcia and Gould [95] advocated this approach. The motivation for this result can be seen in Figure 7.5. The homotopy paths are disconnected, and diverge to infinite values. However, by mapping the equations to a torus the path segments can be connected and all solutions lie on a single curve.

∞
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∞

Figure 7.5: Example of connecting disjoint homotopy path segments by mapping onto a compact
manifold.
Kuno and Seader [93] and Seader et al [94] heuristically applied this mapped approach to solving
sets of chemical equations, and have claimed that this approach can be applied to general systems of
equations. In the next section these claims are considered in more detail, by considering the mapped
approach more generally as a compactification problem.
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General Compactification of Equations.

The basic principle underlying the connection of mul-

tiple paths by mapping is to generate a set of equations on a compact manifold without boundary, or
a compact manifold with boundary where the intersection of the homotopy paths with the boundary
is known. All of these approaches depend on the compactification of a set of equations originally
derived in Euclidean space. The general approach can be described as modifying a map
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is an appropriately defined extension.

The objective is to choose an appropriate compactification of the space

Ê ÷ °

such that the

paths of the original homotopy become connected in the compact space, as occurs in Figure 7.5.
Note that in normal Euclidean space the homotopy paths either form closed loops or diverge to infinity. Therefore, connection of the paths which are not isolas implies that the paths should be connected at infinity. Such a general approach to compactification of real Euclidean spaces is provided
by Alexandroff (one point) compactification [34]. For the real-valued equations we consider, this
compactification is equivalent to mapping the real variables onto spheres or torii using stereographic
projection. The basic principle of this approach is to identify the “points”

¢

and ) . These are

the type of mappings considered by Seader et al. [94].
In order for homotopy to be performed for the mapped system of equations, it is necessary that
the mapping should be well defined and smooth (continuous and differentiable up to suitably high
order). Therefore, the range and image spaces should be metric spaces. The basic unacknowledged
difficulty with the mapped approach results from the fact that these requirements effectively restrict
the set of functions which can be compactified. This is implied by the following general result from
topology [34]:

~¼þqp
iff for every convergent sequence D°/<x[þ
Theorem 7.2 (Munkres 10.3) Let
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be metrizable. The function ( is continuous

, the sequence (VPÿ°Ç converges to (VPD .

The implication of this theorem is that if the original space 
of equations
(

°

of variables of the Euclidean system

are mapped onto a compact surface such as a torus or a sphere, then points which
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are identified (the infinite values) should have the same function values. If only the domain of the
functions is compactified (the output space is not changed), this implies that for the original set of

functions ( the asymptotic value of the function as the variables  get large, should be the same. The

freedom afforded by mapping the range space can be employed to ensure continuity in all cases. This
hold since for any mapping (

¼eþrp

from a set þ

to a topological space

p

it is a simple matter

to ensure that ( is continuous, since the identification topology can be chosen for

p

(simply identify

all output values generated as the original variables become very large). However, it is not generally
possible to ensure that the identification topology is a metric topology. Furthermore, even if

p

has

a metric topology, differentials up to suitable order might not exist.
None of these requirements were investigated or acknowledged by the researchers mentioned
above.
A less restrictive approach is to compactify the equations, but to only insist that the zero-curves
connect. Therefore, continuity of the equations after compactification is not required, all that is required is that it be possible to identify each point where the homotopy curve intersects the boundary
with another solution point. For the polynomial equations considered in [93,94], this is possible due
to the symmetry of the polynomial equations under sign changes, and the domination of the higher
order terms. It is the latter, rather than the fact that the equations are actually defined on a smooth
manifold, which results in the possibility to connect multiple solutions, and account or the success
obtained in [93,94].
To summarize, stringent conditions have to be met if it a given set of homotopy equations are to
be mapped onto a manifold so that a new, well-defined set of equations occur. We next consider the
possibility of compactifying the neural network equations.
Compactification of the Neural Network Equations.

Since the homotopy equations incorpo-

rate the final set of equations, a necessary pre-condition for compactifying the homotopy equations
is that it be possible for the final set of equations to be compactified. Therefore at first only the compactification of the final equations is discussed. This requires a characterization of the homotopy
mapping for arbitrarily large weight sets.
Consider first the mapping produced by a single perceptron, without regularization. The map
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weights along a ray in weight space is determined by the angle the weight vector makes with the
rows of the data matrix. For a given row

W]

and for large values of O , the corresponding output

changes whenever the weight vector crosses a transition boundary defined by

ÚW 5*

.

To illustrate the properties resulting from the above consider Figure 7.6. For the example previ-
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ously introduced in Section 4.4.1, the row vectors are shown, placed in the two-dimensional weight
space. Consider the error surface generated by picking a large value

O

and graphing the error sur-

face as the unit weight vector is rotated around the origin. The asymptotic values of the network
output are indicated in Figure 7.6. It is clear that the output remains relatively constant over large
regions of rotation, following which the network output can switch rapidly when a transition boundary is crossed. Irrespective of the desired output, the error surface therefore contains arbitrarily sharp
transitions as the weights grow large and the derivative, and hence the homotopy equations, display
oscillations and are therefore not constant for large values.
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Figure 7.6: Illustration of the asymptotic output values for large weight values in the single layer
perceptron problem, for the example of Section 4.4.1. The circle consists of all the possible unit
weight vectors available. When  lies in the null space of one of the rows W gq\?eq5¡cq B:  , a zero
output is possible, else the asymptotic output value is either ) ? or ¢? depending on the angle of the
weight vector with W] .
The asymptotic values of the SLP necessary equations
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are a total of  subspaces of dimension º¢[? for which the necessary equations are not zero for large
weight values. Along these subspaces the necessary equations can be simplified using 0
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The above described properties of the SLP necessary equations are illustrated for a simple twoweight neural function in Figure 7.7. The figures show the two component functions of the derivative
as a function of the weights !Go and ! . In this case µ
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Figure 7.7: First and second component functions of the necessary equations of a two weight SLP
"
neuron. Except for sets clustered around the subspaces perpendicular to W , the function value approaches zero. Points of sufficiently large magnitude, radially symmetric, cannot be identified.
It is clear that the homotopy equations at infinity do not approach a single constant value for arbitrarily large weights. Along a ray in weight space a limiting value is reached, however, this limiting
value depends on the input and output data. It is therefore in general not possible to devise a compactification strategy resulting in a smooth function on a torus or a sphere. It is straightforward to
show that similar difficulties exists for the MLP problem. Therefore, in general it is not possible to
devise a continuous compactification strategy for the SLP or MLP neural network problem.
If regularization is added, the necessary equations are unbounded but as a result can be compactified smoothly if the range space is also compactified. However, the issue then becomes whether
the whole homotopy equation, not just the necessary equation, can be compactified. This does not
appear to be generally possible, For example, for the homotopy equation (6.10), the discontinuity
problem simply appears at a different value of <x
s §cqB?5© , exactly where infinite weight solutions do
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appear.
In the absence of a continuous compactification it is of interest to consider whether it is possible
to compactify the original Euclidean homotopy space such that every path diverging to infinity and
thereby intersecting a boundary in the compactified space, can be used to find another solution on
the boundary. From the above figures it would appear that the radial symmetry of the functions can
be used to map Ô

¢T

when  becomes infinite. However, it can easily be verified that this is not

possible for the SLP network equations. While it is possible for the MLP, depending on the number
of hidden layers, once again it was not possible to find a homotopy equation as a whole for which
the asymptotic solutions exhibited such a complete symmetry.

7.3.3

Summary

In this section, the standard approaches to generating multiple solutions on a single homotopy path
were discussed and found to be inadequate for the neural network equations. In general all solutions
cannot be guaranteed to lie on a single path, and multiple disjointed path segments have to be connected. However, this connection cannot be done by compactifying the equations, since the neural
network equations cannot be smoothly compactified and discontinuities typically arise when points
at infinity are identified. The neural network equations further do not display suitable symmetries to
connect new homotopy paths when paths diverge to infinity.
In the next section we present a new method which connects multiple solutions on disconnected
paths, and which overcomes these difficulties to a certain extent.

7.4 Two-Stage Homotopy Approach
The previous sections described the difficulties associated with defining an exhaustive homotopy
approach for neural networks. While these difficulties are pronounced for neural networks, they are
frequently encountered for most problems. In general the degree and orientation of equations are not
known preventing formulation of parallel approaches. Sequential methods generally do not connect
all solutions on a single path, and standard approaches to connecting multiple path segments require
detailed descriptions of solutions at infinity, and suitable symmetries amongst these.
In this section we present a homotopy process which does not require a-priori knowledge of the
number of solutions to a system of nonlinear equations. Using this approach allows for sequential
tracking of solutions, and solutions at infinity do not present a problem. The method extends any
regular homotopy such that the original solution set of the problem can always be found, while frequently producing more solutions. Therefore, while repeated runs are still typically needed to find
all solutions this approach has significant potential benefit as per the discussion in Section 7.1.
We overcome the problems of unbounded paths and disconnected homotopy paths by construct-
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ing and solving two homotopy equations. The first set of homotopy equations correspond to normal
Euclidean space, while the second homotopy is defined on a compact manifold and can be solved
naturally by sequential continuation. The combined approach connects multiple disconnected homotopy paths, yielding a rich set of (possibly all) solutions.

7.4.1

Approach Summary

ã  ( where ã ¼ °   ° , we define a standard
å
ã
°
°
homotopy function UÎacT¼Ç ³Ýt  between an initial mapping £ and . The approach aims
å
to find all solutions of U Î5c that lie on homotopy path segments that are intersected by a manifold
 . If it is possible to find all these pierce points of the homotopy path with the manifold  , then
To solve the set of nonlinear equations

all these solutions can be found. These pierce points correspond to the solutions of the system of
equations
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is smoothly defined by restriction on the manifold 
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of intersection can be computed by defining an auxiliary homotopy function  Î T¼e³
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such that its solution yields these pierce points. This equation is defined on a compact manifold and
satisfies all the requirements for successfully performing sequential homotopy. In particular, it is
compact, regular, smooth everywhere and should a path intersect the manifold boundary mNÚ³

Ô

,

it is possible to find another point on this boundary and resume continuation. After solving this
“sequentially-friendly” auxiliary homotopy system, we then use its solutions which are the intersections of the paths of the first homotopy, to simultaneously initialize path tracking for those segments
of the first homotopy intersected by the manifold. Thus all solutions are computed along essentially
a single homotopy path without encountering problems due to diverging solutions, yielding substantially improved numerical robustness.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.8 where the solutions of the standard test problem of
two equations in two variables of Section 4.4.1 are found. In this case only solutions interior to a

manifold 

encapsulating a region of the Euclidean embedding space are considered. In Figure 7.8

(a) the black points represent these solutions. These solutions lie on the paths traced by the first

homotopy (heavy curves) whose homotopy variable is  . These homotopy paths intersect a sphere

¤ 3  

. These pierce points, shown as black points in Figure 7.8 (b), are the solutions to the final

equations (7.24) of the second homotopy problem. Figure 7.8 (b) shows the paths traced by variables
of the second homotopy as the second homotopy parameter is varied (this homotopy parameter is not
shown).
It is important to note that in this approach, given an initial, globally convergent homotopy, it is

always possible to first solve the given homotopy, following which a manifold 
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can be selected to
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Figure 7.8: Solution of fifteen point camelback function, (a) interior homotopy paths, (b) exterior
homotopy paths projected onto sphere.
produce additional solutions. Therefore, it is always possible to find as many solutions as originally
possible with a given homotopy, and perhaps finding more, at the cost of more computation. In the
process of developing this novel two-stage approach a completely new algorithmic methodology for
using homotopy continuation to efficiently compute nonlinear equation solutions on arbitrary manifolds was therefore developed. Our method does not require global charts thus allowing construction
of general manifolds for intersecting the homotopy paths. The overhead of performing continuation
on manifolds is reduced to an extraordinary degree by using the overspecified set of coordinates of
the space in which



is embedded to perform the secondary continuation. The numerical imple-

mentation is described in Section 7.4.5 and a complete code description is contained in Appendix F.
In the next section, we discuss the properties and definition of the two-stage homotopy method
in detail. To reduce the level of abstraction, we will restrict ourselves to only finding solutions lying
inside a spherical manifold 

\¤ ° Pcq5Ï . However, we repeat that the basic principle is that 

should be chosen to cut as many homotopy paths as possible, and that a simple resulting homotopy
be constructed on 

7.4.2

.

Homotopy Equations

The first step is to construct a homotopy function

ã
and the final system of equations

å PöÙÎacT¼e ° ³ t1 °

between an initial system

. For all examples we used

å UÎac

@?¢cBUz¢< $ º )t ã U(
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(7.25)

The globally convergent homotopy (6.10) can be seen to be a special case of this homotopy. Given
that we restrict discussion to the case where the manifold

is a sphere, these equations will often be

referred to as the interior homotopy equations. The equation to be solved by the second homotopy
is given by restricting the first homotopy equation 


!"$#

where 6#798;:<=>@?0AB

DC = ,  >@?EA



to the sphere 

 ,

%&  ('*),+.-0/21 354

(7.26)

is the radius of the sphere inside which the solutions of interest to

the original homotopy equations are assumed to lie, and

is a coordinate system for

!F .

To construct the second homotopy an initial system of equations with the same topology as (7.26)
is required, i. e. a set of equations

GIH

!F5JK

(7.27)

The choice of the initial function for the secondary homotopy was done in order to minimize calculation and also to ensure global convergence. We use a simple continuous function which involves
only coordinate projection, and hence has low computational overhead and excellent stability. This
function G

0L / H  <MJK
O ? 0PQR#

where S

? 0L

is defined by the N -th coordinate function

S ? 0LTVU /W N5#X8,Y .Z(Z2Z![
/ W
/]\_^

is the N -th projection of the vector L , and U

the region obtained by projecting the sphere, i. e.

(7.28)

is a random regularization constant lying in
. This mapping is illustrated in Figure 7.9

for the case [`#a8 . Geometrically, the mapping corresponds to finding the intersection of the plumbline of each point of a sphere with the horizontal plane bc7Md5e#gfh

Except for the intersection of b and

, for all m \ G !

the set G5n  !ol

\ d5_'5i  #jlk

.

has two initial solutions.

Hence, the initial equations on the sphere will have two solutions, requiring possibly two homotopy paths to be followed. The initial equation is combined with the set of equations (7.26) into a
x2
p

Π

x1

Figure 7.9: Initial function G on sphere

 , illustrating projection on plane b

.

secondary homotopy function such that the resulting manifold on which the homotopy equation is
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defined is compact. This second homotopy function is constructed as

qprsLutvK#
5p H


wx,y z598MT{tv G 0L":<wx,y z5DtF |0L

(7.29)

 #T M  M is a connected closed interval of  containing

 and 8 . This particular choice is used since as tJ uqpr0L2tvJ G sLT 0L , while as tVJ

TM2 p 0LutFJ 0L.T G 0L . Hence, if   is taken large enough, a solution to the second homotopy
k } fT   k , can be mapped to a point fL \
k } f:   k
on one of the boundaries, say at fL \

where

~} J



and

from which continuation can resume.
In the interest of clarity, we present the derivatives of the various quantities in the homotopy functions of this section.

^ 
^ 
^l  
^e  p
^e  p

^e 
#
#
#
#
#
#

98T{ &: ^ \  
 %TT / \  F
 ^  ^   \   -  4
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(7.30)
(7.31)
(7.32)
(7.33)
(7.34)
(7.35)

It should be noted that the solutions found by the secondary homotopy are no longer determined
only by the point 

7.4.3

/

, but also by the choice of the initial solutions S

n   /

for the function G .

Regularity of the Two-Stage Approach

It is extremely important to prove the regularity of the approach to ensure that the process does not
terminate adversely. Regularity of the interior homotopy paths is assumed since this follows for a
well-constructed interior homotopy. The regularity of the second homotopy is somewhat more problematic. Intuitively the pierce points are isolated, since

 n  !

consists of one dimensional lines.

Nevertheless, some care is required since isolated solutions do not imply that the Jacobian is full
rank (cf.

§!iv#¨i ©M#6

). However, by varying some parameter (such as the sphere radius) appro-

priately, it is generally easy to ensure regularity. The exact condition is described by the following
theorem:
Theorem 7.3 Let ª

H dJR

have  as regular value. Let

 be an [ -dimensional manifold such that it can be described by implicit equations of the form §%«#6 on a neighborhood
>
>
of ª n  !,"¬
, where § H   }  JK is smooth, and « \  is a set of parameters.
®  on ª n  !,"¬ , then ª' ¯ has  as regular value for almost all « \  > .
If ^ §{#6
In addition, it has to be proven that the paths to the second homotopy equations intersect the
boundary

°

}<

transversally. This results from the fact that the initial parameter
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/

of the

secondary homotopy equation can be chosen arbitrarily. For the specific homotopy constructed in
the previous section, the above considerations are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 7.4 For the two-stage homotopy process defined by (7.25), (7.26), (7.28),and (7.29), the
following holds

' ¯

(i)

is smooth.

(ii) For almost all ± ,
(iii)

' ¯

(iv)

 p H

}_ JK

 p ' ¯ l²u³

7.4.4

has zero as regular value.

has a finite number of solutions.
is smooth.

(v) For almost all  and
(vi)

'*¯

/ , p

has zero as regular value.

has zero as regular value.

How Multiple Solutions are Obtained by the Two-Stage Method

The basic global convergence of the two-stage method results from the global convergence of the
interior homotopy. If the interior homotopy is globally convergent, the whole two-stage approach
is convergent and at least one solution is produced on any given run. It cannot in general be guaranteed that the exterior homotopy equation will find a solution (or even possess one). In particular,

it is impossible to prove convergence using only using only the properties of the initial equation G .

Simply consider that the interior homotopy paths (except for complex interior homotopies) need not
intersect the sphere. Then it is obvious that the path emanating from the first solution to the initial

equations G

sL#¨

has to return through the second solution without crossing t´#a8 . Therefore, it

always follows that any map

G

from which a regular homotopy can be constructed for an arbitrary

interior homotopy has to have an even number of solutions, and the degree has to be zero = . Similar
difficulties hold for all manifolds

.

Similarly, it is not generally possible to establish that the second homotopy will find all the pierce
points. There are two primary difficulties resulting in failure. The first is that it is generally not guaranteed that isolas in the interior homotopy intersect the manifold

. Second, the exterior homotopy

paths also contain isolas. To illustrate these problems, consider the relationship between the internal
and external homotopies as illustrated in Figure 7.11. In this case, a single variable function is solved
(i. e.

[<#c8

). The solution paths to the first homotopy are shown in the lower part of the figure.

 !  . The initial solution of the interior homotopy is
the point µ , where ¶#· . The solutions to the problem are the points ¸2d!¹2 and !º2 . Following
»

These paths are restricted to the interior of

This is an interesting simple proof later found to be a general result in the general theory of degree of mapping between
spheres (cf. [43] pp. 142 Lemma 2.1)
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of homotopy approach
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the homotopy curve starting at the point µ would produce only the solution !º2 to the problem. The
homotopy paths pierce

 ! 

at

!¼2!½¾2r¿À2(!Á¾2(!Â

and

ÄÃÀ . It is clear that if these pierce

points can be found, the solutions to the interior homotopy can be retrieved by initializing the interior
homotopy at each of these points. The exterior homotopy is used to solve for the pierce points. In
this case, the exterior homotopy is constructed on M(!

 } MÅ"Æ

, i. e. on compact support. This

structure is shown in the top part of the figure. As explained previously, this homotopy has two initial
solutions, the points Ç and Ç p . In this case, assume that the exterior homotopy has been initialized at

Ç

. Following the path produces the solutions ¼B2d!½]uÄ¿ before the path diverges to t¥#6: , in-

tersecting the boundary °¦ÈÉ

!º p

at te#aTM

and

!¹ p

   }`Ê

at the point º2 . by construction, it is known that the point

is also a solution. Re-initializing the homotopy at this boundary point, and proceed-

ing in this fashion, the homotopy curve is traced through the points µ
until the path closes on itself at the initial point Ç .

p 2d!µl2ÄÃ ÄÇ p u!¸ p 2d!¸l2!¹

The difficulties inherent in the approach are that isolas in the exterior homotopy, such as shown
through !Á2Â can appear. In the illustrated case there is no way to access this path, and the pierce
points contained on this path cannot be found. This represents the most basic difficulty in the approach.
Nevertheless, as will be illustrated by numerical simulations, the two-stage approach does create conditions which tend to favor the connection of multiple path segments. In particular, it is not
only the external homotopy which connects the disjoint paths of the interior homotopy; the interior
homotopy paths similarly connect disjointed secondary homotopy paths. In order to illustrate this
procedure, it is easier to visualize the process for the case where [´#6Y , and to remove the parameter

t

via projection. We note that if the homotopy parameter t is not shown in the top part of Figure 7.11,

but instead the path points 0P5utF

\ | }

are projected onto the sphere ; , the resultant homotopy

points form a set of overlapping closed loops on

. This perspective is used in Figure 7.11. The

S1

Interior paths
Exterior paths

C
A
B

S3

S2
F

G

E

D
H

Figure 7.11: Graph structure of the solution space
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projection of the external paths as the external homotopy parameter t is varied, are the circles
and

. Assuming that the two initial external solutions Ç and Ç

p

= , solving
the external homotopy using these initial solutions results in pierce points ¼] ½e¢¿À ^  Á and Â . Initializing the interior homotopy at these points it is possible to complete the interior paths ¼MÃ , ½ ^
and ¿ÀÁ , and calculating all solutions lying along these segments. However, it is possible to find
additional solutions by noting the fact that Ã was not encountered while calculating the exterior homotopy paths, and re-initializing the external homotopy at Ã . Completing this homotopy yields the
loop , and an additional, new piercepoint Ë . Initializing the interior homotopy at Ë then yields
©
the curve ËÌÂ , along with all the interior solutions along this curve. In this case, Â has already been
©

lie on the paths



and

  =

found; hence, the process terminates.
The procedure whereby additional pierce points are examined to see whether additional external
homotopy paths can be completed, will be referred to as graph completion. As will be seen later
in the numerical evaluations this procedure results in a significant increase in the efficiency of the
two-stage approach at producing multiple solutions

7.4.5

Implementation of Homotopy Continuation on Manifolds

The main difficulties associated with performing homotopy on manifolds result from the absence of
a global chart covering the manifold

(i.e it is not possible to use the same parameters to describe

the system at all points on the manifold). Even if global maps exist, such parameterizations typically
suffer from severe numerical difficulties which increase rapidly with the dimension of the problem.
Therefore, efficient procedures for performing homotopy in a collection of local charts (i. e.

an

atlas) are required. At present, no other researchers have developed such an efficient approach. In
this section we describe the basic principles of the algorithm we developed for performing this task,
as depicted in Figure 7.12. The complete algorithm is described in detail in Appendix F.
A homotopy ª

H

J$Í

is boundariless and Í is connected. The desired
n
homotopy curve is given by ª  !ol`
. By construction o \ Í is a regular value and hence
is a one-dimensional curve. To illustrate the procedure for stepping along this curve
ª n  !ol¾
assume that the points P5ÏÎ¾T<8 and P5ÐÎ are in ª n  !o , and the objective is to find the next solution
point P5ÏÎ:_8 . Assume a differentiable atlas for the manifold , from which a chart ÑÒ, ÓÒ H ÑÒJ
d5 is selected such that P5ÏÎ \ ÑÒ . Denote the local coordinates of P5ÏÎ in coordinate map Ó > by
Ô > ÐÎ , i. e. Ô > ÏÎ #6Ó > 0PÏÎ .
Í is well defined. A tangent
The local homotopy mapping ª_ÕeÓ Òn  H Ó"ÒlÑÒ.ÖK  J
vector × ØlÙ,Ú(Û -Ü Û 4 ÐÎ is generated by finding the kernel of this homotopy equation and choosing an
is defined, where

appropriate orientation such that there is a consistent direction of traversal (this orientation procedure
is crucial and is described in detail in Appendix F). The latter tangent vector is used to predict along
the curve

Ó"Ò !ª n  !ol5¬ÌÑÒ( . The prediction is corrected using a contraction-based algorithm in the
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Figure 7.12: Illustration of the procedure for continuation on a manifold.
local chart to find the point Ô

Ò,ÏÎ:8

on !ªÕ"Ó

Òn  n !, , and P5ÏÎ:8 #6Ó Òn   Ô lÒ ÏÎ:_8

. By iteration

of the above procedure, the path is followed along the manifold.
This algorithm depends critically on (i) a well-defined procedure for selecting different charts,
(ii) maintaining a consistent tangent direction along the local curve representations (which depends
on the ability to represent the same tangent direction in different charts), and (iii) efficient local contraction algorithms for the charts.
In our approach we make use of the result that an [ -dimensional manifold

can always be

imbedded (locally) in a higher dimensional Euclidean space. The local coordinate maps are then
generated by selecting a subset of the overspecified set of embedding coordinates for use as local
coordinates. This approach has extremely low computational complexity, and high numerical precision. To illustrate the procedure, we embed



is a standard real parameter. The sphere

#
·
!F

in 

d , and cover

by a local map, while

satisfies

i = :<i == :6Z(Z.ZÉi d=  #6 =
Generically, this manifold is an immersion and it is possible to use a subset of

[

(7.36)
of the embedding

coordinates as a local coordinate map around each point. Define

i ? #  i  i = Z(Z.Zâi ? n  i ? 5 Z.Z(Zâi  2ã
(7.37)
®  , then i ? is local chart for | and the numerical condiAs is shown in Appendix F, when i ? #·
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tioning of the Jacobian is optimal if the chart is selected according to

é
N5#åäsylæ ¡2ç é ,Ù ê èe
 = *xdë*ë*ç ë dDì '*i '
This selection procedure induces the following atlas on
!  

(7.38)
in which one of the variables is a

function of the others for each chart

ffdi ?qí *' i é ' 'ïî]ð_#¨
® N9k;S ? 9 ?ñ   = *ë*ë*ë  kò
ó
(7.39)
DfTMi ?í '*i é v' 'ôîÀð#6
® Nõk;S ? ?ñ   = *ë*ë*ë dö
?
where S ? H d´J  is the projection operator defined by S ? !iv#÷i . It is possible to order
these charts naturally by assigning each chart an index @¤ä0øy!i ? N , i. e. each chart is assigned
a number in ù8, ùY (Z.Z(Z(ùâ[_:a8( . This allows for extremely fast transformation of coordinates
and simple encoding since a single integer number is all that is required at all stages of the algorithm
to unambiguously keep track of which chart is used to define the current coordinate system.These
charts are shown on the sphere

=  (8(

in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Regions on sphere corresponding to local charts, with numbering indicated.
Using the variables of the embedding space implies that the secondary homotopy is calculated
using the same variables as the interior homotopy, and no coordinate transformation is used. For example, if

[Ö#úY

, and the first homotopy used coordinates

Äû  ¢ û = 

is described by selecting two of these three coordinates, for example

, then the sphere at each point

Äû   

or

rû =  

. Hence, cal-

culation of the Jacobian and the function values are extremely simple and reduces simply to the manipulation of variable indices. The fact that the second homotopy is solved on a manifold is virtually
transparent.

Similarly, calculating the Jacobian of the initial function G in each of the local coordinate systems

is very simple, due to the fact that

G

is expressed directly in terms of the embedding coordinates:
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G hÀ#üi d , and the Jacobian is given by ^eý W i  . Hence, the Jacobian is given by the first [
rows of ^¥ý W i , i.e the first [ rows of the Jacobian matrix of the local coordinate transformation
þÿ
  
 ?n  ? 
^ý W G #
9TMi ã i ?   first [ rows
(7.40)

 n ? 
Switching tangents between different maps is also simple by using the embedding coordinates
appropriately, since the tangents in the local maps correspond to projections of a single vector in
the tangent space of the manifold

. The contraction algorithms, step size selection procedure and

termination procedures which form part of the complete algorithm also all make use of the simplicity
of the coordinate representation. For complete details we refer the reader to Appendix F.
Conclusions
A new two-stage homotopy approach has been proposed for solving general nonlinear systems of
equations when the number of solutions to the equations are unknown. The method uses continuation on manifolds to connect multiple disconnected homotopy paths and to avoid infinite solutions.
The approach cannot be guaranteed to be exhaustive. In essence, it represent a heuristic approach
(albeit well defined and regular) to establish conditions under which more solutions to a given set
of equations can be found. As will be shown in future sections, in practise the method performs extremely well. However, in the final analysis, its utility will depend on and can only be evaluated on
the particular problem to which it is applied.

7.5 Contributions
The development of the probabilistic model describing the efficiency of different algorithms followed from a discussion the author had with Prof. J. M. F. Moura. The definitions and analyses
of the quantities

e!Î and À!Î , and all expressions in this chapter, were easily derived from

first principles. The discussion regarding discontinuity of sequential methods under compactification
does not so much represent a contribution, as a careful reflection on the properties required of homotopy methods. The development of the two-stage method is new, as is the analysis of its regularity.
The numerical algorithm described in Section 7.4.5 which allows for continuation on arbitrary manifolds is a significant advance in numerical implementation of homotopy. The most important and
original part of this algorithm is the use of embedded coordinates and local charts. The use of these
allows for efficient and numerically robust computation of the Jacobian matrices, and of different
local representations of the tangent vectors. The basic framework for selecting step sizes, checking for termination and algorithm flow were obtained by modifying the normal-flow algorithm of
Watson [31], which incorporates most of the best ideas for homotopy algorithms.
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7.6 Summary
This chapter focused on quantifying the benefits provided by algorithms which produce multiple solutions on a given trial, and on the construction of homotopy methods capable of producing as many
solutions per trial as possible. First, a probabilistic model was developed to quantify the efficiency
of algorithms in producing multiple solutions. This model shows that a relatively minor increase in
the average number of solutions obtained on a given trial can translate into orders of magnitude decrease in the number of trials required to produce a significant fraction of the solutions to a problem.
Depending on the computational requirements to complete one trial run of an algorithm, this could
translate into a significant decrease of computation and a greatly enhanced probability of obtaining
the globally optimal solution.
Using this motivation, the feasibility of constructing exhaustive homotopy methods for neural
network equations were considered. Given the analysis results and geometric perspective developed
in the previous part of the thesis, it was concluded that parallel homotopy approaches are not feasible.
The development of such methods is hampered by the difficulty of characterizing the degree of the
neural network equations. The development of sequential homotopy methods was considered next.
Standard sequential approaches for connecting multiple path segments were discussed, and found to
be poorly developed and inappropriate for the neural network problem. In particular, continuity of
the neural network equations at infinity under compactification cannot be guaranteed.
A new two-stage homotopy approach was therefore proposed which connects multiple path segments by solving a secondary homotopy on an arbitrary manifold intersecting the primary homotopy paths. Use of this second homotopy path greatly enhances the probability of finding multiple
solutions, while maintaining the global convergence of the original method. Further, this method
is applicable when the original system of equations has infinite solutions and the degree of these
equations is unknown. The regularity of this two-stage approach was verified, and a new numerical algorithm developed for efficiently performing homotopy continuation in local charts on general
embedded manifolds. This approach overcomes the numerical problems associated with defining
global coordinate maps on manifolds, as required by previous methods.
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Part III

Numerical Evaluation of Homotopy
Algorithms

137

Outline
This part of the thesis presents and describes numerical simulations of the homotopy algorithms developed in the previous chapters. The tests can be divided into two major groups. First, in Chapter 8
the performance of the two-stage homotopy is evaluated on standard optimization test problems. The
objective with these tests is to quantify whether the two-stage approach affords a significant increase
in the number of solutions produced on a given trial.
In Chapter 9 the performance of the homotopy algorithms are compared to that of standard descent methods for some simple neural benchmark algorithms. First,the efficiency of the globally
convergent neural network algorithm as a training method is considered. The benefit of the twostage approach for the neural network test problems is subsequently quantified. Finally, the characterization of the solutions to the test problems, generated using all the results obtained over all the
numerical trials, is presented and discussed.
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Chapter 8

Performance of the Two-Stage
Homotopy on Optimization Benchmarks

Outline
As previously discussed, no theoretical result exists which guarantees that more solutions will be
found when using a two-stage homotopy as opposed to using only the first homotopy. In this chapter the two-stage homotopy approach is applied to some standard optimization test problems to obtain partial numerical verification that the method represents a valuable heuristic for connecting disjointed homotopy path segments. The utility of the two-stage approach in this section is measured
both by the number of solutions which are produced on a given run, and the number of runs required
to produce a certain fraction of the solutions.
In practise the computational increase due to addition of the second stage has to be considered
in evaluating its practical value. However, an accurate comparison of computational complexity is
heavily problem dependent, and requires that parameters be chosen with reasonable care. Due to the
number of test problems considered, the computational complexity of the approach was not considered in this chapter. This issue will be discussed in detail for the neural network test problems in
Chapter 9, where significant effort was expended to establish realistic estimates.

8.1 Test Design
In this section well-characterized numerical test problems from the literature are used as benchmarks.
The neural network test problems were found to be too poorly characterized to be included in this
selection. The use of a variety of test problems also provides a better estimate of the performance
of the homotopy approach on general problems. The test problems are listed in Table 8.1, while a
complete description of each problem can be found in Appendix G.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Problem
Three hump camel-back
Six hump camel-back
Standard Rosenbrock !¸#a8.,,
Simplified Rosenbrock !¸#6FZ,
Branin’s function (RCOS)
Chebychev Approximation
Shekel function (SQRIN5)
Shekel functions (SQRIN7)
Shekel functions (SQRIN10)
Gordon & Wixom
Gordon & Wixom
Gordon & Wixom

Refs.
[88,96]
[88,92,96]
[88,96]
[88,96]
[1,88]
[92]
[1,92]
[1,92]
[1,92]
[97]
[97]
[97]

[
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
2
4
6

N
5
15
1
1
6

d 8(
11
13
21

   ,
8  9 8(,
8d98(Y,

Regions

TMY Z Y Z =
TMY Z Y Z =
TMY Z Y Z =
TMY ZFY Z =
T (8. } ÏF(8
ÏF(8 =
Ð (8(Y 
Ð (8(Y 
ÏF(8(Y 
Ð (8
Ð (8
Ð (8 Ä

Table 8.1: Test problems considered, of various dimensions [ and number of solutions Í . Values
marked with indicate new estimates obtained for these problems. Old estimates are shown in brackets.
Most of these problems are standard problems prescribed for two seminal conferences on global
optimization [98,99]. These problems have relatively low dimension to allow for accurate estimates
to be developed. Problems 1,2,6,7,8 and 9 are well known for the difficulty of finding the roots using
standard approaches. Problems 3 and 4 are generally included to test the robustness of algorithms,
since these problems (particularly Problem 3) are extremely poorly conditioned. The Chebychev
test problem was recently presented by Diener [92] as an example of a two dimensional problem
exhibiting a large number of solutions.
Evaluation of the algorithm necessitated having an accurate estimate of the number of solutions
to the test problems. For most problems accurate values from the literature were available. However,
a master list of all solutions to each problem obtained on these tests was also compiled. For those
cases where more solutions were found than had been expected, the number of solutions in the master list are used. The resulting estimates of the number of solutions are shown in Table 8.1 marked
with a . The first nine problems, excepting Problem 6, were well characterized in the literature and
the numbers quoted in the Table 8.1 reflect the original estimate. Problem 6 was found to possess
two additional solutions beyond the fifty-one quoted in [92]. The last class of problems were introduced recently for generating higher dimensional test sets. This set (Gordon and Wixom’s class of
functions) was also found to have more stationary points than has been claimed. The variation in this
case was found to be quite large. Nevertheless, these problems were the only test set which could be
produced simply in higher dimensions. Since the neural network equations are high-dimensional, it
was felt that it is important to verify that the algorithm performed satisfactorily on these problems.
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8.1.1

Algorithm Parameters

The homotopy algorithm has a large number of parameters. It has been shown theoretically that it
is not generally possible to a-priori calculate optimal values for these [100]. The large number of
problems also precluded numerically optimizing the parameters. Since the objectives of this section
did not include numerical comparisons, and to prevent switching between homotopy paths, conservative parameter values were used for the trials reported in this chapter. These parameters were selected based on the physical interpretation of each parameter. Experience showed that the two most
important parameters are the accuracy in the

!  norm required of a solution on the homotopy path,

and the minimum correlation to be retained by successive tangent vectors. Stringent values were

chosen for these. The parameters used in the tests are defined and discussed in Appendix F and the
defaults used are shown in Table F.1.
The homotopy approach was restricted to only find paths lying inside a spherical region. For the
test problems solutions are given in a cubic region of the form

" ? ñ  Ï¸ ? ¹ ? . It is a simple matter

to find solutions in a region by encapsulating the proposed region by a sphere (the encapsulating
sphere) of radius

$##&% Íµ

, and post-processing the results. The radius of the sphere 

the homotopy is related to the radius '# of the sphere encapsulating the solutions in 



#

((8:$# =*)

used in

by

/ ë+

(8.1)

It was found to be simpler to fix the sphere radius at ¨#-, and to scale the various test problems as
reported in Appendix G.

8.1.2

Initial Points

In order to accurately estimate the success of the algorithm it is necessary to use initial points û

on a finely spaced grid of û

/ } U  \{^ "!  } ^ !   , where ^ 5!  

/ } U/

is the [ -dimensional

disk of radius  . Unfortunately, the number of points required for a given grid density grows exponentially with [ , and coupled with the computational expense of the algorithm seriously limits the

grid density which can be achieved beyond [~#j8 . The difficulty of producing adequate sampling
is shared by all higher-dimensional deterministic algorithms, and unfortunately cannot be resolved.
It therefore has to be kept in mind that all the results stated here strictly holds only modulo the set
of sampling points which were used for testing. Where possible, exact calculation of statistics were
pursued based on the characterization of these initial points, as discussed in Section 7.1.
Based on experiment, the final runs were performed on a coarsely spaced grid of 324 points. For
the case [`#6Y , the number of samples corresponds to testing roughly five values of each initial value

( ,Y.,

DC/10 ,vZÏY

). These regions for the case [`#6Y were generated using an equal-area spaced grid;

for the higher dimensional case, the grids were generated randomly.
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In all cases, only the computationally successful runs were used to calculate the statistics. To be
classified as successful, a run had to succeed in (i) tracing all the paths until the graph of the paths
was completely closed (ii) not fail in tracing any segment of the homotopy path (iii) not have to retrace any part of the homotopy curve from a different orientation (iv) find all the solutions to the
specified accuracy. These conditions had to be met for both the internal and external homotopy sections. On all problems except for problems 3, 6 and 11 fewer than 5% of the test runs failed to meet
these requirements. On Problems 3,6 and 11 between 10% and 15% of the runs failed. These problems mostly occurred during continuation along an internal homotopy path. For Problem 3 this poor
behavior was expected due to poor conditioning. The difficulties in Problem 6 arise due to numerous very sharp turns occurring as the homotopy path crosses through the large number of solutions
occurring in a small region of the Euclidean space, resulting in switches amongst the paths. Furthermore, the conditioning of the Jacobian of the equations at the solutions was also quite poor. On
Problem 11 it was found that the accuracy in calculating the function was variable since it involved
repeated polynomial products. In all three cases, it had to be concluded that these problems are inherent to these problems since tests varying the parameters did not produce significantly improved
performance.

8.2 Numerical Results
This section describes the statistics which were calculated to characterize the test runs. Only those
quantities which provide insight into the connection of multiple homotopy paths by the spherical
manifold are presented here. In each case, we provide a key to each of the tables, and provide a
detailed description of how the results were calculated.
We note that these higher-dimensional optimization problems do not have simple graphical interpretations. The general intuition motivating the two-stage approach has already been presented. It
is mostly useless to speculate further why the homotopy performs a certain way on a given problem.
Usually, at best only trends can be identified.
Average Number of Solutions per Trial
Table 8.2 shows the average fraction of the solutions to the homotopy equations which was obtained
during a trial run. The left side of the table describes the fraction of the results which were obtained
when the loop(s) through the two initial solutions to the exterior homotopy are completed, and the
interior homotopy is initialized only at the pierce points lying on these two loops. If new pierce
points were obtained from continuing the interior equations these were not added to the set of exterior
solutions, and the graph was therefore not completed. The right side of the table shows the results
when the homotopy path is followed until the graph is completed. The contents of the table consists
of cells as indicated in below:
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Maximum number of homotopy
solutions obtained in a single run

Standard deviation
Average number of homotopy
solutions

Minimum number of homotopy
solutions obtained in a single run
Exterior Homotopy
Max

Min

18.5±2.3

22

14

84.2± 10.5

100

63
Minimum % of homotopy solutions
obtained in a single run

Average % of possible homotopy
solutions obtained on a run
Standard deviation of percentages

Maximum % of homotopy solutions
obtained in a single run

In each case, the average number of solutions obtained for each stage of the homotopy is indicated,
as well as the maximum and minimum number of solutions obtained on any single run. The cell
further indicates what percentage of the number of possible solutions listed in Table 8.1 these results
represent. Since the piercepoints change as û

/

changes there is no fixed number of outside solutions,

and the corresponding percentage is therefore not shown.
It is clear that on average a significant fraction of the solutions are obtained on any single run, both
with and without graph-completion. Without completing the graph, at least 48 % of the solutions are
obtained for all the two-dimensional problems. As the number of dimensions increase, this fraction
decreases. As the dimension increases, it also becomes less likely that a single initial point was found
producing all solutions on a single trial.
Completing the graph results in a significant number of additional solutions being obtained in a
single run for some problems, in particular for the Shekel functions (Problems 7-9). The fact that this
increase is pronounced indicates that there are a large number of external path segments, disjointed
on the manifold of support, and connected only by the internal homotopy segments. The fact that
the number of solutions does not increase for the Problems 10-12 is tentatively ascribed to the fact
that for these equations, most of the internal homotopy paths do not intersect the sphere.
Based on this characterization of the test runs, it appears that the two-stage homotopy is capable of producing a significant fraction of the solutions on an average trial. Furthermore, completing
the graph seems capable of providing significant improvement over tracing just the exterior path(s)
through the initial points of the exterior homotopy.
Comparison to Standard Homotopy
The number of solutions obtained by the two-stage approach is now compared to the number of solutions obtained if only the the first homotopy equation is solved.
Table 8.3 shows the average, minimum and maximum number of solutions which would have
been obtained had the fixed point interior homotopy been initialized at the exact points 

/

which

were used in the two-stage homotopy test runs, and the path continued until divergence occurred
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Table 8.2: Average, minimum and maximum number of solutions obtained on successful runs. Trials randomized on
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(the path was not restricted to lie inside the sphere). The left side of the table, in each case, contains
the appropriate section of Table 8.2 for comparison. The results clearly show the efficacy of the
two-stage approach. For all problems, excepting those of Gordon and Wixom’s (Problems 10-11),
there is at least a four-fold improvement in performance, with considerably better improvement on
most problems. Furthermore, it does not appear that this factor of improvement is decreased as the
dimension of the problems is increased.
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Percentage of runs attaining fixed percentage of solutions.
Tables 8.4 shows the fraction of all the successful test runs which succeeded in producing a certain
percentage of the set of solutions. These results provide an estimate which fraction of the initial
points tested on the runs connect a given fraction of the solutions. The key to this table is as follows:
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% Of runs producing x % of solutions

No. Solns

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

95%

100%

99

99

99

97

97

93

93

23

Best known estimate of the total number
of solutions to test problem (interior
homotopy solutions)

% of algorithm runs which produced 60 %
of the total number of solutions in a single
run

Examination of Table 8.4 reveals that the two-stage homotopy approach results in multiple solutions. For the problems for which [`#6Y , in all cases at least ,K
at least half the solutions. In all cases, at least ,K

of the runs, on average, produced

of the runs produced half the solutions. Further

study of the table reveals the following general trends: as the number of solutions to the problems
increases, the probability of finding a given fraction of the solutions on a given run decreases. Similarly, as the number of dimensions increases the fraction of the initial points which result in a large
fraction of the solutions decreases.
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The results obtained on the test problems have clearly shown that the addition of the exterior homotopy results in a higher average number of solutions for a given trial. However, not all solutions are
found on a given run. It is therefore of interest to quantify how many runs are needed to obtain a
given fraction of the solutions. On all of the runs randomized on both 

/

and

/

above, a list was

created containing each initial point and the solutions which resulted from the homotopy run. Using
these results, a program was written to numerically calculate the estimates of
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ÀÎ and e!Î as

described in Section 7.1. As previously discussed, it is extremely computationally intensive to calculate these quantities. The feasibility of the calculations is heavily dependent on the number of different types of overlapping convergence regions which exist. For the homotopy methods the large
number of solutions produced on an average run usually resulted in relatively few such regions being
represented in the set of initial points. Furthermore, only a few runs are required before a relatively
high probability of finding all solutions is obtained, which implies that only short sequence lengths
needed to be considered. The results of the homotopy algorithm was compared to the best case globally convergent single-solution algorithm which produces one solution on a run, with each solution
appearing with equal probability. For this case, the theoretical results obtained in Section 7.1.3 holds.
For the fifteen point camel function (Problem 2), the numerical calculation of the statistical quantities yielded the relationships shown in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. Figure 8.1 shows the probability
of finding all solutions as the number of trials

] in increases. As expected the probability of find-

ing all solutions in a few trials is much greater for the two-stage homotopy, with a given confidence
being reached typically in an order fewer trials.
Figure 8.2 shows the minimum number of trials required to obtain a given fraction
lutions with 

Z

i

of the so-

probability. It is clear that the large number of solutions on a given path radically

reduces the number of trials required to find any fraction of the solutions with reasonable confidence.
1

0.8
Two Stage Homotopy

0.6

 + 98,

Equal Probability
Single Solution Algorithm

0.4

0.2

0 0
10

10

1

]

10

2

10

3

Figure 8.1: Probability of finding all fifteen solutions to the Camelback problem as a function of the
number of trials ] .
Table 8.5 shows the equivalent results calculated for the other test problems. The minimum number of trials ]1^ of the two-stage approach needed to ensure that with probability greater than 0.95, all
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100
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Equal Probability
Single Solution Algorithm

60
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Two Stage Homotopy

0
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i

Figure 8.2: Minimum number of trials ] needed for 
solutions to the camelback function is obtained.

Z

1

probability that a fraction i of the fifteen

the solutions will be found is compared to the minimum sequence length ]`_ba for an equi-probable
algorithm. Where the computational power required for a good numerical estimate was inadequate
the numbers are indicated by a question mark. In each case it is seen that the number of trials is reduced significantly by the two-stage approach. On average, when all solutions are to be found, the
number of trials are reduced by at least a factor of five.

8.3 Conclusions
In this section the two-stage homotopy was used to solve standard test sets of equations. It was found
that the application of the second stage does, on average, result in producing significantly more solutions than could be produced using only a single-stage homotopy. It was also demonstrated that
completing the graph associated with the homotopy paths can produce a marked increase in performance.
The improvement afforded by including the second stage does, however, seem to be heavily dependent on the actual problem being solved. Furthermore, as the dimension of the problems or number of solutions to the problems increase, the fraction of the solutions found on average on a single
run decreases. Thus, in general, it has to be verified that the improvement in the performance offsets
the increase in computation.
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Table 8.5: Minimum number of trials ] ^ for two-stage homotopy and ]d_a for an equiprobable algorithm, which are necessary to obtain fraction i of the total number of solutions with probability
0.95. Data numerically integrated based on estimated convergence regions.
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Chapter 9

Performance on Neural Network Test
Problems
Outline
In this chapter, homotopy algorithms, including the two-stage method, are evaluated on two neural
network problems. These tests quantify not only the type and number of solutions produced by these
approaches, but also whether the approaches are computationally attractive for training neural networks. The homotopy algorithms are compared to training algorithms based on Conjugate Gradient
and Newton methods.
In Section 9.1 the test problems and networks are described. Appropriate definitions of what is
considered a solution to the neural network problem are discussed in detail. The different training
methods are reviewed, and detailed models for the computational complexity of each method derived. The numerical results obtained for the single-stage fixed point globally convergent homotopy
(6.10) are discussed in Section 9.2, and the results for the two-stage approach in Section 9.3. Based
on the numerical results from these two sections a complete characterization of each of the test problems was constructed and is presented in Section 9.4.
In each case, subsections contain brief summaries. These summaries are collated in Section 9.5,
where the feasibility of using homotopy methods for training neural networks, as well as insights
into the error surfaces of neural networks as revealed by the numerical trials, are discussed.

9.1 Test Problems
The neural network test problems considered had to be relatively small to allow for a large number of
repeated runs and reasonable average estimates of performance. Furthermore, due to the saturating
nonlinearity the numerical accuracy for large problems deteriorates and separating multiple solutions
becomes problematic. This makes it difficult to decide whether solutions obtained by any of the
training methods which were considered are actually distinct or represent the same solution.
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One difficulty in comparing homotopy methods to other training methods results because the numerical solutions produced by homotopy are for all practical purposes the exact stationary points of
the error criterion. For prediction or interpolation problems it is of decided interest to obtain this
level of accuracy. However, in classification problems the true criterion of performance is the number of misclassified data points. Since this measure is discrete it cannot be used for descent training.
Common practice is to select a convenient, smooth error measure to minimize. Training is terminated when the classification performance, which is evaluated periodically, is acceptable [77]. In
general the weights obtained in the latter fashion differ significantly from a stationary point of the
error criterion.
The possibility of early termination is definitely an advantage for classification problems. Using
the perspective that the homotopy equation produces a set of intermediate training problems, it is
possible to evaluate the classification performance after each homotopy step and terminate the path
following routine when acceptable classification performance is obtained. However, this approach
loses the homotopy path and is obviously not feasible when the objective is to find multiple solutions.
In view of our original objective of finding multiple solutions we assumed that it was required that the
actual training objective was accurately defined by the error measure. Therefore, even though classification problems were tested, since these present the only interesting small problems, all algorithms
were forced, as far as they were able, to approximate the stationary point as accurately as possible.
The other reason for this decision is that only in this way is it possible to evaluate the convergence
regions of the solutions for different algorithms. Early termination results in different weight sets
even if the different runs were converging to the same point, and therefore cannot be used for this
purpose.
The first problem which was considered, mainly for historical reasons [101] was the XOR problem (exclusive OR) problem. This problem has been solved in the literature using a variety of different algorithms. The training data for this problem consist of the four data points 9T8,.T8(2d98,(822(õT8,28(

98,.T8( . The target values were TMFZC (TMFZC FZC and FZC . The inputs were augmented by a constant input with value of 8 to provide bias weights for the hidden layer. The network which was used
and

had three inputs, two hidden layer nodes, each sigmoidal, and an output node, also sigmoidal. The
regularization value was 

ZÐ

and the symmetric regularizer (6.1) was used.

The second problem is a synthetic classification problem, inspired by Dr S. E. Fahlman, who suggested training a network to separate two interlocking half-moon shaped regions. Such a problem
is not linearly separable. The next logical step was to include two isolated regions to increase the
difficulty of the problem. The resulting training pattern is shown in Figure 9.1. For obvious reasons,
it will be denoted as the Yin-Yang problem. The problem has 45 data points, of which 23 are in class
one, and 22 in class two. Each training set element was augmented with a constant input similar to
the XOR problem. The target values for the classes were set to ùFZD . By repeated experimentation it
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was found that the smallest network capable of solving the problem required five hidden nodes. The
network considered therefore had three inputs, five hidden nodes and one output. This problem is
interesting in that relatively high classification percentages can be obtained by a single neuron. However, there are not enough extra neurons to memorize all of the misclassified points, and therefore
interaction amongst the weights are required to solve the problem.
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Figure 9.1: Training data for the Yin-Yang classification problem.

9.1.1

Root Localization

For all algorithms the solutions were computed such that the maximum element in the gradient ( !


8( n  / . Solutions were compared and considered distinct if they
differed with an !  norm of more than  ZÏ 8 .

norm) had a magnitude less than

Careful consideration was given to defining what is meant by a solution to the neural network

problem. For normal problems, the basic measure is simply the number Í

of stationary points. Clas-

sifying these as minima, maxima and saddle points provides the most information concerning the
shape of the error surface. Of more interest, from an optimization perspective, is the number e

of

these solutions which are minima of the error function. In the following sections, the solutions as
measured by Í

and e

are referred to as basic solutions or basic minima, respectively.

Peculiar to the neural network problem is the fact that solutions are related by symmetries (given
symmetric regularization), as described in Section 5.2. For the XOR problem each solution forms

= Ygf #hC other distinct solutions; for the Yin-Yang network, there are up to
+Y gf,#iC., solutions in each equivalence class. Since these solutions are completely equivalent in

part of a class of up to Y
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terms of all measures relating to input-output performance and can all be generated from one class
representative, it is more appropriate to count the number of equivalence classes
minima classes

e

ÏÍ

and equivalent

. Solutions related by symmetries inherent in the network architecture, will be

referred to as equivalent solution (classes), or equivalent minima (classes). For convenience, in the
absence of a qualifier, solution or minima will also be assumed to refer to these equivalence classes
of basic solutions and minima. The two quantities

ÏÍ

and

e

are the primary measures used to

compare the training methods. However, the number of solutions Í

and

e will also be reported,

where appropriate. Note that saddle-points, which are normally disregarded, are of interest in neural
networks. These point often correspond to large flat areas in the error function generated by the saturating node-nonlinearity. Descent methods frequently can terminate under these conditions [102].

9.1.2

Comparisons of Performance

The computational complexity of the algorithms were measured using two standard methods. The
first method, common in the optimization community (and homotopy community), reports the equivalent number of function evaluations. For a function of [ variables, each Hessian evaluation is counted

as being equivalent to [ function evaluations [31]. This approach does not include the overhead associated with the algorithm. For neural networks this approach is equivalent to calculating the number
of epochs (batch gradient calculations) necessary to train the networks [77]. This approach is applicable if algorithms with comparable overhead per epoch are being compared. However, when the
computational overhead of the algorithms differ significantly, it is only fair to use a measure which
reflects this difference between the algorithms. A general measure which accounts for the overhead
is the total number of floating point operations required by the algorithm on a given problem.
In this thesis both methods of reporting are used. The notation jfk is used to denote the effec-

tive complexity of an algorithm or component of an algorithm in terms of the number of equivalent
gradient operations (epochs) needed for completion. Similarly, # Flops fk denotes the number of
floating point operations, involving overhead, involved in a calculation.
These measures require an accurate model of the number of floating point operations involved
in the various stages of the algorithms. The basic computational building blocks to be characterized
are the calculation of the feedforward error, the gradient, and the Hessian of the network, QR decomposition of the Hessian and homogeneous backsubstitution of the QR equations. Although it is
simple to develop estimates of complexity for calculating the error and gradient of a feedforward
network, it is significantly more difficult to do so for the Hessian. This reflects the difficulty of calculating the Hessian; in fact several papers have appeared describing nothing except the calculation
procedure of this quantity [103,104]. However, in all of these papers no closed form expressions
are derived and only loose estimates of calculation complexity are provided. Using a matrix differential approach we derived for what appears the first time a closed form expression of feedforward
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network Hessian equations. This closed form allows for an accurate estimate of the computational
complexity of the network equations. This numerical analysis of the floating point complexity of
the network equations is described in detail in Appendix H. The resulting numerical estimates of the
number of floating point operations required for the various components for the algorithms considered in this section are shown in Table 9.1. Using these results it can also be estimated accurately

e
2
5

Error
17 L
41 L

Gradient
29 L
71 L

Hessian
154 L + 48
688 L+300

QR
341
533

Table 9.1: Computational load in floating point operations for 

Backsubst.
32
200

He H8

networks with ] inputs.

what the equivalent number of gradient evaluations for the Hessian and the error calculations are.
We note that these numbers were calculated by assuming that the error calculation is available when
the gradient has to be calculated, while for the calculation of the Hessian, it is assumed that both
the gradient and error terms are available. The complexity of performing a QR decomposition and
backsubstitution use numerical estimates of !Y
for each of these procedures [105].

9.1.3

 ,¤["© and [ =  Y calculations for a matrix of size [ } [

Training Algorithms

The homotopy methods were compared to two standard training methods. These were the PolakRibiere conjugate gradient method with line search (denoted CG), and a Damped Newton method
(denoted DN).
Conjugate Gradient Method
The conjugate gradient method is a well-developed algorithm and generally acknowledged to be
amongst the best methods for training networks of fixed architecture. The method used in these tests
was adapted from [106] and used a line search algorithm with golden section search. Default parameters provided with these algorithms were used [106].
The conjugate gradient (CG) method does not require the calculation of the Hessian matrix, but
instead attempts to build an implicit representation of its inverse using gradient information. The
algorithm requires one gradient evaluation per iteration. The line minimization technique makes
use only of the final error value and therefore requires only feedforward calculations. The repeated
calculations of the error during the line search is responsible for most of the computational load. The
effective complexity of the conjugate gradient method with Ílknmo#pEk steps and a total number of Í

>@? #

line search minimizations is given by

jf CG k
# Flops f CG k

#

#

Íqknmo#prk:<Í >@? #Zj`f Error k
Í knmo#prk # Flops f Gradient k;:<Í >*? # # Flops f
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(9.1)
Error k

(9.2)

The overhead at each step involved in updating the implicit representation of the inverse Hessian

,[ where [ is the number of variables. This overhead has a negligible influence
on the calculation, especially as the number of data samples ] or the number of line minimizations
is on the order of

increase, and was ignored.
The conjugate gradient method frequently was unable to attain the required level of precision
in localizing the roots. The gradient could typically only be found with ! norm of



8. n + . To ensure

that spurious roots were not recorded the final solutions were polished using Newton methods. These
calculations are not included in the computational complexity measure of the conjugate gradient. We
note that the conjugate gradient method converges (usually) only to minima, although a few saddle
points were found (although none during the final runs reported in this thesis). These are ascribed
to the line search algorithm encountering a large flat valley on the error surface, resulting from node
saturation.
The maximum number of iterations for the conjugate gradient method was set at 1000 for the
XOR problem, and 4000 for the Yin-Yang problem.
Newton Method
The Newton method provides a good comparison for the homotopy method. As a second order
method it is capable of finding saddle point solutions. However, as a second order method it generally suffers from difficult convergence problems (if not forced to find only minima when stabilized
with a line search). Therefore, this comparison provides significant insight into the benefit of global
convergence provided by the homotopy method.
The basic Newton method was found to be unstable and to diverge rapidly or oscillate spuriously
without converging. The Newton step was therefore heavily damped using

 Ò  #

n
 Ò Tts{ ^   Ò õ   % Ò

(9.3)

where s is a damping factor. Each Newton step requires the calculation of the Hessian and gradient
of the error function. In addition, there is the associated overhead of solving the update equations
(using QR decomposition and backsubstitution). The effective calculation complexity for

Íukmo#prk

Newton steps is given by

jf DN k
# Flops f DN k#

#

Íqkmo#prkqjf Error k;:Ij f Gradient k;:Gjf Hessian k2
Ívkmo#prkq # Flops f Error k;: # Flops f Gradient k;: # Flops f
: # Flops f QR k;: # Flops f Backsubst. ku

(9.4)
Hessian k
(9.5)

The damping factor was chosen by decreasing this factor until ten successive trials on the Yin-Yang
problem reliably converged. Significant damping was required to assure convergence, but also resulted in a large number of iterations for convergence. A reasonable trade-off was achieved by using
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sÌ#aTM ZÏY and setting the maximum number of iterations at 1000 for the XOR problem, and 4000
for the Yin-Yang problem.
Homotopy Algorithm
The homotopy algorithms used are described in Appendix F. Where equations are solved in Euclidean space (  ) a simple global chart was used. Each step of the homotopy algorithm consists of
two stages, (i) prediction of the next point along the path, (ii) iterative correction back to the path.
The prediction step involves a QR decomposition while correction back to the path can use one of
two correction algorithms, as discussed in Appendix F. The first algorithm uses a Newton update for
each correction iteration and will be referred to as the Newton Contractor Homotopy (HNC) algorithm. The second corrector requires only one QR decomposition for each homotopy step, which is
then used for the Newton step of each iteration. This algorithm is denoted the Fixed Point Contractor homotopy algorithm (FPC). The second algorithm has significantly less overhead than the first
but typically requires more iterations to converge. It is one of the objectives of this study to quantify
the different effective complexity of these two methods.
For Íqknmo#pEk homotopy steps with a total of

Í ? mo#w

corrections the complexity of the Newton Con-

tractor Homotopy algorithm is given by

j`f HNC k

#

# Flops f HNC k

#

Í ? mo#wj f Error k:Gjf Gradient k:xj`f Hessian k
Í ? mo#w # Flops f Error k: # Flops f Gradient k: # Flops f
: # Flops f QR k: # Flops f Backsubst. k(

(9.6)
Hessian k
(9.7)

while the complexity for the Fixed Point Contractor homotopy algorithm is given by

jf FPC k
# Flops f FPC k

#

#

Íqkm#prkj`f Error k:Gj`f Gradient k;:Ij f Hessian k
:Í ? mo#w; j f Error k;:Ij f Gradient k(
Íqkm#prk # Flops f Error k: # Flops f Gradient k
: # Flops f Hessian k: # Flops f QR k
:Í ? mo#w; # Flops f Backsubst. k;: # Flops f Error k;:

(9.8)

# Flops f Grad k
(9.9)

As discussed in [77,107], the setting of parameters to compare algorithm performance is troublesome at best since it is simple to exhaustively optimize an algorithm to perform well on a given
benchmark. However, the performance which is obtained in this fashion is not indicative of practical
performance or a practical parameter selection procedure. The parameters used for the continuation
algorithm was obtained by setting values for all parameters based on physical interpretation ( listed
in Table F.1). The only two parameters which were slightly optimized were the minimum tangent
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vector correlation and the accuracy to which the path had to be followed. These were obtained by
repeatedly running ten successive trials of the Yin-Yang problem, and modifying these until all ten
runs completed successfully. This approach seemed a reasonable compromise between securing at
least adequate performance of the algorithm on the test problem, and a likely selection procedure
in practise. The actual parameters used were a minimum correlation of

vectors, and a maximum ! norm of  Z%8( ngy


 ZC

between the tangent

for the gradient of the functions along the homotopy

path.

9.2 Evaluation of the Fixed Point Globally Convergent Homotopy
In this section the results for the fixed point homotopy algorithm (6.10) is presented, and compared to
the results obtained using the Conjugate Gradient and Newton training algorithms. The comparisons
are grouped under three major headings:
1. Comparisons of numerical stability and convergence (Section 9.2.1).
2. Comparisons of the average number, classification and set of solutions which were found by
the algorithms (Section 9.2.2).
3. Comparisons of the different computational requirements of the methods (Section 9.2.3).

[

The different algorithms were initialized with random initial weights 

/ \

n  !F % Y[

where

is the number of weights. The XOR problem was evaluated 250 times, while the Yin-Yangproblem

was evaluated for 100 trials.

9.2.1

Numerical Stability and Convergence

Tables 9.2-9.3 shows the number of runs performed using the different algorithms and the number of
these trials which failed. For the homotopy methods a run was classified as a failure when a solution
was not found, the path lost due to sharp turns, or when the maximum number of steps were exceeded.
Failure of the Newton and the conjugate gradient methods occurred when no solution was found
within the allotted number of iterations.
Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

No. of Runs

Y,
Y,
Y,
Y,

No. of Failures




DD



% Failed

 ZÏ
 ZÏ
, ZC
 ZÐ

Table 9.2: Summary of test runs. XOR problem.
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Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

No. of Runs

8(,
8(,
8(,
8(,

No. of Failures

% Failed


,

 ZÏ
,l ZÏ





 ZÏ

 ZÐ

Table 9.3: Summary of test runs. Yin-Yang problem.
The conjugate gradient method has excellent stability due to the well-developed line search algorithm. The Newton method exhibited its well-known convergence problems, even though the damping was quite significant. While further damping decreases the fraction of failed runs, the damping
required to obtain the same level of stability as the other algorithms results in excessive computation.
The tables clearly shows the global convergence and robustness of the homotopy approach for the
neural test problems.
In the spirit of [77] the failed runs were included as far as possible in the analysis, except for the
Newton method where noted in Section 9.2.2. For the homotopy method it was found that in each
case failure occurred due to the algorithm exceeding the maximum number of iterations. However,
all failed runs produced solutions before terminating, and no failed runs had to be excluded from any
of the calculations.

9.2.2

Comparisons Based on Classification and Number of Solutions

In this section the solutions produced by the methods are compared. In particular, the following
questions will be answered:

z For the whole sequence of trials how do the number of solutions and number of minima produced by the different methods compare ?

z On a given trial how do the number of solutions, and number of minima produced by the methods compare ?

z Do the methods produce essentially the same solutions, and how do the probabilities of occurrence for the different solution classes compare?
Number of Solutions and Minima Produced During the Sequence of Trials.
Tables 9.4-9.5 describe the total number of different solutions obtained by the training methods over
all the trials, and the classification of these solutions. These results are of interest since they characterize to an extent the type of solutions to the test problems which on average can be found by each of
the methods. The efficiency with which the methods produced these results is considered later. For
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each algorithm the total number of stationary points are shown and how these could be subclassified into either minima, maxima or saddle points of the error surface. In addition, the basic solutions
were separated into equivalence classes, and the corresponding results are shown. The key to this
table is as follows:
Solutions : Basic or
Equivalence Class

Set
Original

Number of
solutions

# Solutions
321
100

Number of minima,
maxima or saddle points

# Minima
81
25.2

# Maxima
0
0

# Saddle
240
74.8

Percentage of solutions
classified as minima,
maxima or saddle points

It is clear that the symmetries in the network result in a large number of different basic solutions being produced by the network. For the XOR problem the homotopy methods produced the most basic
solutions to the problem. Approximately half were minima and the rest saddle points. The Newton
method produced more than a hundred basic solutions; however most were saddle points. The conjugate gradient only produced minima. The homotopy methods and the conjugate gradient method
produced roughly the same number of basic minima on these repeated trials. When compared based
on the number of equivalence classes the Newton method appears to have found the most solutions,
although these classes again are mostly saddle points. The homotopy methods and the conjugate
gradient methods produced almost exactly the same number of minima classes.
The Yin-Yang problem has significantly more basic solutions and the homotopy methods once
again produced the most of these, with roughly half being minima. The Newton method performed
extremely poorly, producing only a few saddle points, and will not be considered further. Compared
based on the number of equivalence classes, the homotopy approaches produce significantly more
solutions than the conjugate gradient method; however, the number of equivalent minima classes
produced are approximately the same.
Based on these results for both the XOR and Yin-Yang problem, over all trials, the homotopy
methods and the conjugate gradient algorithm produce essentially the same number of equivalent
minima. The homotopy methods in addition produce a large number of saddle points. The Newton
method performs poorly and produces mostly saddle point solutions.
Number of Solutions and Minima Produced During a Given Trial
The homotopy methods produce many more solutions over a sequence of trials than the other methods, by reliably producing multiple solutions on each trial. Tables 9.6-9.7 show the average number
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Alg.
HNC

Set
Original
Equivalent

HFPC

Original
Equivalent

DN

Original
Equivalent

CG

Original
Equivalent

#Solutions

8 {,
8(, ZÏ
Y C
8(, ZÏ
8 ,Y
8(, ZÏ
YC
8(, ZÏ
8(
8(, ZÏ
,,

8(, ZÏ
D

8(, ÏZ 
8D
8(, ÏZ 

#Minima

,C 
,4C ZC
8
D Z8
DD
  ZD
8
D Z8

 Z

8H Z
D

8(, ZÏ
8D
8(, ZÏ

#Maxima


 ÏZ 

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

#Saddle

C.,
F8,ZÏY

8(Y

,lY Z
D
,4 Z

(8 Y
,lY Z
8(
{,vZ 
C
C ZF,


 ÐZ 

 ZÐ

Table 9.4: Classification of solutions by original and equivalence class. XOR Problem.

Alg.
HNC

Set
Original
Equivalent

HFPC

Original
Equivalent
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Original
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Original
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#Solutions

Y,Y
8(, ZÏ
DC

8(, ZÏ
.,

8(, ZÏ
,D 
8(, ZÏ
8(Y
8(, ZÏ
8(
8(, ZÏ
8(
8(, ZÏ
8E,
8(, ZÏ

#Minima

8(Y
 Z
8
8H ZÏY
8C.,
 Z8
8C
Y ZD


 ÏZ 

 ZÏ
8(
8(, ZÏ
8E,
8(, ZÏ

#Maxima


 ÏZ 

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

 ZÏ

#Saddle

D
,4 Z

C  ZC
8H, 
,v, Z
,Y
D{v, Z

(8 Y
8(,FZÏ
8(
8(,FZÏ

 ZÐ

 ZÐ

Table 9.5: Classification of solutions by original and equivalence class. Yin-Yang Problem.
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of solutions obtained by each of the methods on a single run. The left side show the actual number
of stationary points. The right side of the table shows how many equivalent solutions were found.
The homotopy methods did on average find more than one solution on a run before diverging to infinity. Comparison of the right side of the table to the left side of the table further indicates that the
solutions produced on a single trial usually are not related by symmetry - therefore a single trial also
produces on average multiple equivalence classes. The standard methods produce only one solution
on each successful run and the average number of solutions is directly proportional to the fraction of
successful trials.
Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

Original Solutions
Max Min

Y Z|,ù<FZ
Y Z ù8ZÏ
FZ Dù< Z 
8ZÏù< ZÏ

8




8

8


8

8

Equivalent Solutions
Max Min

Y Z|,ù<FZ
Y Z ù8ZÏ
FZ Dù< Z 
8ZÏù< ZÏ

8




8

8


8

8

Table 9.6: Average, minimum and maximum number of solutions obtained per trial.XOR Problem.
Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

Original Solutions
Max Min

Y ZÐYùGFZÏ
 Z G
ù FZ 
FZ ù< Z 
8ZÏù< ZÏ

8

,J


8

8


8

8

Equivalent Solutions
Max Min

8,ZùGFZD
Y ZÐYù<YFZ C
FZ ù< Z 
8ZÏù< ZÏ

8


8 

8

8


8

8

Table 9.7: Average, minimum and maximum number of solutions obtained per trial. Yin-Yang Problem.
Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

Original Minima
Max Min

8,ZDù<FZ
8,Z ù<FZ 
FZÏù< ZÏY
8ZÏù< ZÏ

Y



Y
8


8

8

8

Equivalent Minima
Max Min

8,ZDù<FZ
8,Z ù<FZ 
FZÏù< ZÏY
8ZÏù< ZÏ

Y



Y
8

8



8
8

Table 9.8: Average, minimum and maximum number of minima obtained per trial. XOR Problem.
Tables 9.8-9.9 show the average number of minima produced on a run. As expected, fewer minima are produced per trial than are solutions, due to the large number of saddle points of the network.
Based on these results, the homotopy methods edge out the conjugate gradient method for finding
minima on a single trial, while the Newton method performs poorly.
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Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

Original Minima
Max Min

8,Zù<FZC
8,Z Cù<YFZ 
FZÏù< ZÏ
8ZÏù< ZÏ









8


8

8

Equivalent Minima
Max Min

8,Z%8ù<FZ
8,Z ù<FZ D
FZÏù< ZÏ
8ZÏù< ZÏ



,

,


8



8

Table 9.9: Average, minimum and maximum number of minima obtained per trial. Yin-Yang Problem.
Comparison of the Solutions Found by Each Method
Table 9.4-9.5 strikingly reveals how few neural network equivalence classes consist of minima. For
the XOR problem, using the preliminary estimate provided by the DN method, there are at least
thirty-eight such equivalence classes as compared to approximately sixteen minima classes. For the
Yin-Yang problem, the ratio of the number of saddle points to the number of minima appears even
higher.
An interesting question to ask given these results is whether the different methods find the same
equivalence classes of solutions, and what the probability of finding a given solution is for these
different methods. While answering these questions could have been done using only the solutions
found so far, it is more informative to consider this question if a better understanding of the total
number and classification of solutions for each of the test problems is available. As previously mentioned, these have never been quantified in the literature for any neural network problem. In order
to gain such an estimate, all the solutions obtained over all the tests performed during the course of
this thesis were compiled, sorted according to the percentage of the training data correctly classified
and numbered. The exact procedure is described in Section 9.4.
In Figure 9.2 the probability of finding an equivalence class during a trial of the XOR problem is
indicated, shown against the number of the solution class obtained by the characterization described
above. For completeness the percentage of the training set classified by the different solutions are indicated on the figure, and increases from left to right. Dark bars indicate solutions which are minima,
while the uncolored bars indicate the saddle point solutions. Comparing the results in Figure 9.2, it
can be seen that the probability of finding a solution or a minimum on a given trial appears highest
for the HNC and FPC homotopy algorithms. It is interesting to note that the sets of saddle points
found by the DN algorithm and the homotopy algorithms are to a large extent disjoint. This reflects
the fact that even though the same region of weight space were used to initialize the approaches, the
convergence regions of the Newton and the homotopy method in the original weight space do not
look at all similar. While for the Newton method (typically) solutions close to the initial point is obtained, the initial point for the homotopy algorithm might differ significantly from the final solution.
This reflects the fact that the homotopy method arrives at a solution in a way fundamentally different
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from the way local descent methods do.
Taking into account the inherent variability of the estimates we conclude that the minima found
by the homotopy and conjugate gradient methods are the same, while the Newton method found
significantly different solutions. The set of solutions which resulted in 100% classification accuracy
were found using both the homotopy and conjugate gradient methods, but with greater probability
by the homotopy methods.
For the Yin-Yang problem, there are a large number of solutions (well over a thousand) and it
is uninformative and difficult to consider the probability of finding each of these solutions. Therefore, only the probability of finding a given minimum (of which there appears to be twenty-eight)
is considered. These probabilities are shown in Figure 9.3. Comparison of these results show once
again that the homotopy and conjugate gradient methods find essentially the same set of solutions,
with slightly more solutions resulting from the homotopy methods. We note that there are only two
sets of weights producing 100% classification performance; these were found by the homotopy and
conjugate gradient methods, but one solution in particular occurs with very low probability for all
of these.
Conclusions
Based on the results presented in this section the following is concluded: If all equivalence classes
are considered, the homotopy algorithm performs best, finding both saddle points and minima. In
contrast, the other second-order method considered, the Newton method, performed poorly due to
convergence problems and seems to converge repeatedly and preferentially to the same set of solutions. The convergence regions for the homotopy and Newton methods differ significantly. The
homotopy algorithm therefore presents a significant advance over the Newton method, being theoretically globally convergent and numerically stable in practice. These properties make homotopy
methods extremely attractive for characterizing error surfaces.
The probability of finding a given minimum to the test problems is approximately equal for the
conjugate gradient method and the homotopy method. The homotopy methods achieve this level of
performance by producing, on average, more than one solution per trial. This offsets the fact that
there are many more saddle points to the test problems than there are minima.
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Figure 9.2: Probability of finding equivalence class N on a trial. Solutions have been sorted based on
percentage of the training set correctly classified. Dark bars indicate local minima, light bars saddle
points. XOR problem
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Figure 9.3: Probability of finding equivalent minimum N on a trial. Solutions have been sorted based
on percentage of the training set correctly classified. Yin-Yang problem
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9.2.3

Comparisons Based on Computational Requirements

In the previous section, the methods were compared based on the solution sets produced on each
trial. In this section the methods are compared based on the numerical requirements. The following
issues are examined:

z The average number of computations per solution.
z The efficiency at producing multiple solutions in the least number of trials.
z The efficiency at producing multiple solutions with the least computation.
Average Number of Computations per Trial
In the previous section it was shown that the average number of solutions on a given trial for the
different methods are comparable, with homotopy methods having a slight edge over the descent
methods. In this section the average computation per trial, and the average number of computations
per solution are compared.
The average computations per trial for each of the different methods is shown in Table 9.10 for the
XOR problem, and in Table 9.11 for the Yin-Yang problem. For each algorithm the number of steps
and iterations are shown. For the Newton method, each step also provides one iteration. The number
of iterations for the conjugate gradient method are the number of feedforward trials performed during the line-search algorithm. The failed trials are included in this average computation. The poor
convergence of the Newton method therefore results in poor performance on both test problems.
We compare the other methods separately for the two test problems. For the XOR the effective
number of function evaluations

j`f,k on a given run are strikingly similar for the HNC homotopy and

conjugate gradient methods, with the FPC homotopy algorithm requiring 20% more function calls.
The HNC algorithm seems to perform better than the FPC algorithm by offsetting its relatively higher
overhead with fewer iterations.
On the basis of floating point operations the conjugate gradient algorithm requires the least amount
of calculation with roughly 65% of the number of operations required for the HNC homotopy algorithm. This results reflects the significant computation involved in the QR decomposition and the
calculation of the Hessian at various points along the path. We note that the FPC homotopy algorithm requires about 18% more calculations than the HNC homotopy algorithm.
For the Yin-Yang problem essentially the same results are obtained. However, in this case the
conjugate gradient requires only about 73 % of the function calls and 60 % of the floating point operations incurred by the HNC algorithm.
We note that the number of calculations for the homotopy algorithms display tremendous variance. This is attributed to the fact that the homotopy algorithm on some runs diverged rapidly after
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Table 9.10: Computational expenditure per trial. XOR Problem.
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Table 9.11: Computational expenditure per trial. Yin-Yang Problem.
crossing ´#ú8 ; in other cases a large number of solutions resulted in a trial with a large number of
calculations. This is reflected in Table 9.7 which shows that on some runs up to 49 solutions were
obtained on a single homotopy trial.
Tables 9.12-9.13 show the average computational expenditure per solution and per minimum on
a given trial. For the Newton method failed runs produced no solutions and were disregarded. The
homotopy runs which had failed had in all cases produced solutions before failure occurred, and the
failed trials were included in the calculations. We discuss only the results based on the equivalent
number of minima produced by the algorithms.
Alg.
HNC
HFPC
DN
CG

j ,f k  ÐÍ

 ZÏY,
 Z .,
,vZ C
 Z  V8 ,

98(d©¤

j ,f k  e 98(d©
 Z
 ZF,JD
v, Z D
 ZF 8E,

# Flops f,k

 ÐÍ
 ZÏDD
 ZÏ
8,ZÐY 8
 ZÐ

Table 9.12: Computational expenditure per equivalent solution
e . XOR problem.

õ8( }

# Flops f,k

 e
FZÏ.,
FZ8,8

98( }

8,ZÏY,Y 8
 ZÏ 

ÐÍ

, and per equivalent minimum

The Newton method once again proved to be the worst method in all respects, despite the lenient
treatment of the failed trials. On the XOR problem, the homotopy methods required the fewest number of function calls; however, when the total number of floating point operations are considered the
overhead associated with the homotopy methods result in equal performance for the HNC method
and the conjugate gradient algorithm The HNC algorithm outperforms the FPC algorithm by a significant margin.
On the Yin-Yang problem, the increasing cost associated with calculating the Hessian of the network results in a comparable number of equivalent function calls being required by the FPC,HNC
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Alg.
HNC
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j ,f k  Ð Í 98( ©
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Table 9.13: Computational expenditure per equivalent solution
e . Yin-Yang problem.

ÐÍ

# Flops f,k

  e 98({}
,Y Y Z,Y
,Y Y Z8 

ÍÌ¸Í
8 Z F8D

, and per equivalent minimum

and conjugate gradient method. Combined with the overhead inherent in the homotopy methods,
this translates into the homotopy methods incurring roughly 40 % more floating point calculations
than the conjugate gradient method.
Based on the results presented in this subsection, it appears that the homotopy algorithms are not
excessively computationally intensive for training, at least for these relatively small networks. The
computational expenditure on a given trial is comparable to that of the conjugate gradient method.
The homotopy algorithm produces more solutions per run; unfortunately, the fact that a significant
fraction of the solutions which are found are saddle points, means that the method requires more
computational resources to obtain a minimum.
Efficiency at Producing Multiple Solutions
The above discussion provides little insight into how quickly a large selection of solutions are produced by the different algorithms given repeated trials, or what the computational cost is per solution
when a certain number of candidate solutions are to be found. These questions are considered in this
section. These issues relate not only to the average computational cost per solution, but to the interaction amongst the number of solutions, size of convergence regions and computational cost associated
with paths in each convergence region. Due to analytical intractability, numerical integration is used
to provide estimates.
Due to the large number of solutions, it was not possible to calculate the quantities

  !Î and

 Î described in in the manner described in Section 7.1.2 as was done for the simple test problems of Section 8. Instead, comparisons are made based on the the following procedure. For each of
the Íq

? m ? >

trials the number of solutions and the amount of calculation associated with producing

each solution was recorded. A set of Í

p sequences of length ] were then constructed by repeated random sampling of the Ív ? m ? > initialization points f¸  ¸ (Z.Z(ZÉ¸ + W0W k ; assume one such sequence
 =
being !¸ ? - 4 ¸ ? - 4 (Z.Z(ZÉ¸ ? - 4 2N#ú8,Y .Z(Z2Z!Í p . Each of the Í p sequences were processed as follows:

=
the solutions produced using the initial point ¸ ? - 4 was placed in a stack and the number of solutions

obtained by the algorithm for this particular trial was recorded. Next, the solutions obtained on trial

¸ ?-= 4

were compared to those on the stack. All solutions which had not yet occurred were added to

the stack, while the complete computational cost of this second trial was added to the cost incurred
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by the first trial. This process was repeated until all trials in the sequence had been added, and the
results averaged over a set of sample sequences.
In this fashion an estimate could be obtained for the total calculation as a function of the number of
repeated trials, and the number of solutions obtained. Similar computations yielded estimates for the
number of minima, the effective number of function calls and the equivalence classes of solutions
and minima. For both the XOR and the Yin-Yang problem two-hundred and fifty sequences were
averaged to obtain the final estimate.
Once again, we note that these results have to be interpreted with care, and hold only modulo the
restriction that the parameter space is considered to consist only of the Í

? m ? >

data points. Based

on the results presented so far, and those which will be presented in the next section, it is argued that
most of the equivalence classes of solutions for the XOR problem seems to have been found. This
translates into reasonable confidence in the estimates for the XOR problem. However, for the YinYang problem it is not clear that at least one representative of each solution class has been found, and
furthermore the fewer number of initial points causes some bias for estimates computed for sequence
lengths ] greater than Ív

? m ? > #a8(,

.

In addition, the number of sequences considered for averaging represents only a fraction of the
combinatorial number of possible sequences  . In each case, error bars corresponding to one standard
deviation of the estimates is therefore provided, and these were found to be significant for some calculations.
Number of Solutions as Function of Sequence Length ] .

The first set of results describes the

average number of solutions which are obtained as a function of the number

] of repeated trials.

The XOR problem is discussed first.
From Figure 9.4(a) it can be seen that the homotopy solutions produce the most solutions in the
shortest possible sequence length. This is expected since these produce on average more than one
solution on a trial. The performance of the conjugate gradient method and the Newton method is
comparable at first, with the Newton method resulting in more solutions when the sequence length
increases. This reflects the fact that there appears to be more saddle points than minima for the XOR
problem; while the Newton can find the saddle points, the conjugate gradient method is restricted to
finding minima. Essentially the same result is obtained on the Yin-Yang problem as shown in Figure 9.4(b), although the poor convergence of the Newton method resulted in it producing relatively
few solutions.
When the number of minima

e

produced are compared (Figure 9.5) the performance gap be-

tween the conjugate gradient method and the homotopy methods shrinks, while the Newton algorithm performs quite poorly. This results since the Newton method finds mostly saddle points, while



Note that the drastic reductions described in Section 7.1.2 are no longer possible, since re-ordering of the trials in a
given sequence results in different estimates of computation as a function of the number of repeated trials.
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Figure 9.4: Average equivalent number of solutions ÏÍ
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150

(b) (Yin-Yang)

obtained on ] trials for (a), the XOR prob-

the conjugate gradient method only produces minima and the homotopy methods produced on average an equal number of each type of solution.

j`fk and # Flops f,k . The number of solutions which
are produced for a given number of equivalent function calls j f,k are shown in Figure 9.6(a) for the
Number of Solutions Produced versus

XOR problem, and in Figure 9.6(b) for the Yin-Yang problem. Based on this result, the HNC homotopy algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for producing multiple solutions. This is followed
by the FPC homotopy algorithm and the conjugate gradient algorithm. The Newton algorithm performs poorly (due to poor convergence) and can be ignored in this comparison. When the number
of minima obtained for a given number of function calls are considered (Figure 9.7), the conjugate
gradient method outperforms the homotopy algorithms by a small margin, with the FPC and HNC
methods being equal.
The same observations result when the number of floating point calculations are used as a measure of the calculation complexity (Figs 9.8). On the XOR problem the homotopy methods trail the
conjugate gradient algorithm, but on the Yin-Yang problem there are virtually no discernible differences in performance between the homotopy and conjugate gradient methods.
Conclusions
Based on the results presented in this section, the single-stage homotopy methods were found not
to be excessively computationally intensive, when compared on a per-trial basis. While efficient at
producing solutions, the method is generally more expensive than the conjugate gradient algorithm
when compared on the basis of computation required per minimum on an average trial. This expense
results from the fact that a significant fraction of the calculation produced only saddle point solutions.
Over repeated runs, the homotopy methods likewise produce most solutions in the shortest number
of trials, but compared based on the number of minima cannot be distinguished from the conjugate
gradient method. When compared based on the number of calculations required to produce a certain number of minima over repeated runs, the homotopy methods and conjugate gradient methods
solutions are likewise found to perform virtually identically.
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Figure 9.6: Average equivalent number of solutions ÏÍ as a function of equivalent gradient calls
j f,k for (a), the XOR problem, and (b) the Yin-Yang problem.
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Figure 9.7: Average equivalent number of minima e as a function of equivalent gradient calls jfk
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9.3 Evaluation of the Two-Stage Homotopy
In this section the performance of the two-stage homotopy method on the neural network test problems is evaluated. Based on the results of the previous section only the Newton Corrector homotopy
algorithm was used, and the results compared to the conjugate gradient algorithm. Comparisons are
once again made on the basis of numerical stability (Section 9.3.1), solution sets produced (Section 9.3.2) and computational requirements (Section 9.3.3).

9.3.1

Numerical Stability and Convergence

The computational expense of the two-stage method prevented a large number of runs from being
made. For the XOR problem 25 runs were completed, while or the Yin-Yang problem 10 initial
points were evaluated. In contrast to the previous set of tests the homotopy algorithm was not restricted to finding only solutions lying inside the sphere. All internal homotopy paths were followed
outside the sphere until divergence, or until the path closed on itself. For all tests a sphere of radius

#-,

was used.

For the XOR problems the graph structure was completed on all twenty-five runs and all the runs
were successful. However, for the Yin-Yang problem, not one of the runs completed the graph, and
the algorithm was still producing solutions when the runs were terminated. As will be explained,
the extremely large number of solutions for the Yin-Yang problem is responsible for this failure to
terminate.

9.3.2

Comparisons Based on Classification and Number of Solutions

The total number and classification of the solutions obtained using the two-stage approach are shown
in Table 9.14. The average number of solution classes and average number of equivalent minima obtained on each trial are shown in Table 9.15, and Table 9.16, respectively. For the XOR problem a
total of sixty-one equivalent classes of solutions were uncovered during these trials, of which seventeen corresponded to minima. As will be discussed in Section 9.4, it is believed that these numbers
represent the actual estimates for the number and types of solutions to the XOR problem. From Table 9.15 and Table 9.16 it can be seen that a significant fraction of these solutions were uncovered
on every run. Comparison of these tables to the same results for the single-stage homotopy methods
(Table 9.6 and Table 9.8) clearly illustrates that the second stage results in a marked increase in the
number of solutions produced. If the characterization of the XOR solutions in Table 9.14 is correct
the two-stage homotopy for this problem has performance which is remarkably close to exhaustive.
For the Yin-Yang problem a large number of solutions, of which very few were minima, were
found by the homotopy method for these runs. The average number of solutions produced, as shown
in Table 9.15, showed wide variability. This reflects the fact that few trials were used and that these
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were terminated early. Despite the wide variability in these estimates, it is clear that the two-stage
approach preferentially resulted in saddle point solutions.
Prob.
xor

Set
Original
Equivalent

yinyang

Original
Equivalent

#Solutions

#Minima

,Y 8
8(,FZÏ
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8(,FZÏ
,Y 
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Table 9.14: Classification of solutions by original and equivalence class. Two-stage homotopy
method.
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Original Solutions
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Table 9.15: Average, minimum and maximum number of solutions obtained per run. Two-stage homotopy method.
Prob.
xor
yinyang

Original Minima
Max Min

D ZÏùG,vZ
8. ZÏYùI Z

C 8


,

Y,

Equivalent Minima
Max Min

8 ZùFZ
 FZ ,MùYFZÏY

8HD


8
,

Table 9.16: Average, minimum and maximum number of minima obtained per run. Two-stage homotopy method.
The probability of finding a given solution of the XOR problem is shown in Figure 9.10. Almost
all classes are found on every single run, an extraordinary improvement over the methods pictured
in Figure 9.2. For the Yin-Yang problem, the probability of finding one of the minima is shown in
Figure 9.11. Comparison with Figure 9.3 reveals not only the much higher probability of finding a
solution, but also that the two-stage method results in solutions not previously found using the singlestage approaches (especially solutions No 5-10). Since the single-stage approach is incorporated into
the two-stage approach, it is suspected that if the runs had been completed, all of the minima classes
would on average have been found on each trial.
Based on these results it is concluded that the two-stage homotopy meets its objective of significantly increasing the number of solutions which can be produced on a single trial.
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9.3.3

Comparisons Based on Computational Requirements

The computational requirements of the two-stage method proved to be severe. On each trial a large
number of disjoint homotopy paths is encountered and has to be followed. In addition, the external homotopy paths have to be traced. Therefore an average trial run, without regard to the number
of solutions produced, requires significantly more calculation than a single-stage method. The calculations required for each two-stage homotopy trial is shown in Table 9.17. Comparison with the
same set of results for the single-stage algorithm (Tables 9.10-9.11) clearly illustrates the increase
in complexity. An average XOR trial requires roughly five hundred times the computational power
of a single-stage homotopy. Slightly more than half of the computation is associated with tracing
the exterior homotopy. Since each interior path is equivalent to one run of a single-stage homotopy,
this implies that one run of the two-stage homotopy evaluates roughly 250 interior paths. The actual
number of pierce point solutions is shown in Tab 9.18, and confirms this rough estimate. On average,
32 exterior homotopy paths were found by connecting the graph.
Prob.
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Table 9.17: Computational expenditure per trial. Two-stage method.
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yinyang
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Table 9.18: Characterization of two-stage homotopy paths.
For the Yin-Yang problem the computational results present a lower bound since none of the runs
terminated successfully. Nevertheless, the complexity introduced by the two-stage approach is evident. The average number of calculations per solution and minimum class is shown in Table 9.19.
The results obtained using the single-stage algorithms are in Tables 9.12 and Table 9.13. Comparing
the results of the XOR problem and Yin-Yang problems, the two-stage approach is more than two
orders of magnitude as expensive as the conjugate gradient method when compared based on the
final objective of producing minima classes. Careful study of Table 9.19 reveals that the efficiency
drops remarkably in that a few minima classes exist, and these are found repeatedly while significant
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effort is expended on producing saddle point solutions.
Prob.
xor
yinyang

jf,k  Ï Í 98( ©
C ZÏYY
8,8,Z, Y{,

j`fk   e õ8( ©
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Table 9.19: Computational expenditure per equivalent solution
e .

ÐÍ

# Flops f,k

  e 98( }
D Z 8H
 CC Z,C F8

, and per equivalent minimum

Efficiency at Producing Multiple Solutions
The results presented so far clearly illustrate the computational complexity of the two-stage method
for a given solution. However, due to the large number of equivalent solution in each class, it is of
interest to consider how the number of equivalent solutions ÏÍ

and minima e

changes as one trial

of the two-stage approach proceeds. Note that in this case, since almost all solutions are produced
on a given run, repeated trials are not considered. To obtain these curves, the calculations incurred
in producing a certain number of solutions were recorded for each trial. The resulting curves were
then averaged. Figure 9.12 shows these results for the XOR problem when the effective number of
gradient calls

j`fk are considered, and Figure 9.13 shows the efficiency with which floating point

operations are translated into multiple solutions. The same set of curves produced for the Yin-Yang
problem are shown in Figures 9.14-9.15. The results previously obtained for the conjugate gradient
method are reproduced to provide for comparison. While the homotopy method is comparable in
computational complexity, as measured both by

j f,k and # Flops fk , when equivalent solutions are

considered, in each case repeated runs of the conjugate gradient method is significantly more efficient
at producing minima for a given amount of calculation.

9.3.4

Conclusions

The numerical tests performed on the two-stage approach show that the method is capable of producing significantly more solutions than the single-stage approach. The method is, however, extremely
computationally intensive. This computational expense results from the fact that an unforeseen and
extremely large number of saddle points exist for the neural network problem. The homotopy method
expends most of the computation to find these solutions. These issues will be discussed in depth in
Section 9.5 after the the next section, which describes the collation of all the trial results to produce
a complete characterization of the test problems.
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Figure 9.12: Average equivalent number of solutions
XOR problem using two-stage homotopy.
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Figure 9.14: Average equivalent number of solutions ÏÍ
Yang problem with two-stage homotopy.
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9.4 Characterization of Test Problems
One of the contributions of this thesis is an extensive characterization of the set of solutions for the
two neural test problems which were considered. For each problem the solutions produced over all
the trials which were performed for this thesis were collected into a master list. These solutions were
numerically polished to high precision, until the ! norm of the gradient at the solution was less than

8( n  =

(typically less than

8( n  © ).



The solutions were then transformed until only one representa-

tive of each equivalence class remained. This list of solutions was then checked to ensure that all
solutions differed by at least 

ZÏ 8

in one coordinate. The eigenvalues of the Hessian at each of the

solutions was then characterized to determine whether such a class corresponds to a minimum, saddle
point or maximum. The mean square error and condition number at each solution was also calculated. The classification of the test set was evaluated, where a correct classification resulted if the
sign of the network output matched the sign of the target data.
Based on these calculations the results in Tables 9.20-9.25 were constructed. The results for the
XOR problem, shown in Tables 9.20-9.22 are considered to be correct with an extremely high level of
confidence. This confidence results from the large number of runs performed compared to the number of solutions produced, the relative simplicity of the problem, excellent conditioning and the number of training methods used. The different number of solutions and their classification are shown
in Table 9.20, while the number resulting in a certain percentage of the original training set being
correctly classified is shown in Table 9.21. The average condition number and mean square error is
shown in Table 9.22. The complete list of solutions to the XOR problem can be found in Appendix I.
#Solutions

#Minima

#Maxima

#Saddle

8(,FZÏ

YD Z

 ZÐ

D,Y Z8

 8

8D



,,

Table 9.20: Characterization of XOR problem solutions.
Classification
Minimum
Maximum
Saddle

25%
17
0
44
61

50%
17
0
44
61

75 %
4
0
20
24

Table 9.21: Number of solutions correctly classifying iK

100 %
4
0
0
4
of target data. XOR problem.

For the Yin-Yang problem, characterized similar to the XOR problem in Tables 9.23-9.25, the
results indicating the number of minima are felt to be quite accurate. The number of saddle points
should be seen as a lower bound. The minima classes are listed in Appendix I.
These tables reveal the astounding complexity of the neural network problem. First, note that
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Local Min

Condition Number



Saddle Point

D,FZC.,ùG Z%8C
 Z, Yù< ZÏYDD

8HC FZ ,JDCù68,8ZÏY
8,ZÐ,;ù ZÏY.,l

Table 9.22: Average mean square error and condition numbers by solution type. XOR problem.
#Solutions

8HD
8(,FZÏ

#Minima

YC
8,Z

#Maxima


 ÐZ 

#Saddle

8DD
C FZ ,

Table 9.23: Characterization of Yin-Yang problem solutions.
these numbers refer to equivalence classes of solutions. In the XOR case, there might be up to eight
solutions in each such class, for the Yin-Yang problem literally thousands more. If all classes are
full = this implies 488 solutions for the XOR problem, of which 136 are minima. For the Yin-Yang
problem, the numbers are staggering : 6,892,800 solutions and 107,250 minima. For non-periodic
functions, these numbers appear extremely high. The architectural simplicity of the networks could
lead one to have imagined that many fewer solutions exist.

9.5 Conclusions
In this section the homotopy methods were evaluated on two simple neural network test problems.
Both single-stage and two-stage homotopy approaches were considered, and compared to conjugate
gradient and Newton methods.
For the single-stage, globally convergent homotopy (6.10) two corrector algorithms were evaluated, one using full Newton corrections, and the other using only one Hessian evaluation on each
step combined with a fixed point contraction algorithm. It was found that either the performance of
these two methods is approximately equal, or that the Newton corrector outperforms the fixed point
contractor algorithm through faster convergence. The Newton method consistently performed below
the other algorithms.
All the homotopy methods were found to be numerically stable and to converge reliably. This is
in sharp contrast to the poor convergence exhibited by the Newton algorithm, which is the only other

»

Most classes are probably not full due to data set symmetry which implies that two or more nodes have equal weights

Classification
Minimum
Maximum
Saddle

25
28
0
1767
1795

50
28
0
1767
1795

75
28
0
1766
1794

80
28
0
1766
1794

90
28
0
1682
1710

Table 9.24: Number of solutions correctly classifying i
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95
26
0
400
426

96
26
0
400
426

97
5
0
13
18

98
5
0
13
18

99
2
0
3
5

100
2
0
3
5

K of target data. Yin-Yang problem.
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Table 9.25: Average mean square error and condition numbers by solution type. Yin-Yang problem.
second-order method considered.
On average, the single-stage methods find multiple solutions on a given trial, but these typically
correspond to only a small fraction of all the solutions. The minima produced were found to be the
same as those obtained by the conjugate gradient method, and the probabilities of occurrence appear comparable. In contrast, the two-stage approach generally produces an extremely large set of
solutions on a given trial. On the XOR trial, the performance was almost exhaustive, while on the
Yin-Yang problem it appears plausible that similar performance would result if the trials could have
been reliably completed.
The computational expenditure per minimum on a given trial of the single-stage methods was
found to be 40 % more than for the conjugate gradient method. When repeated trials were conducted,
the efficiency of the homotopy and conjugate gradient method at producing new minima for a given
computational expenditure, measured either in epochs or in floating point operations, were indistinguishable. The two-stage approach was found to be extremely computationally intensive. A single
run of the two-stage approach is less computationally efficient at producing new solutions than are
repeated trials of the single stage methods.
The use of the homotopy methods did, however, produce significant new insight into some extraordinary unsuspected properties of the neural network error surface. The error surface appears
to consist of relatively few minima, separated by an extraordinarily large number of saddle points.
While one recent paper by Goffe et al [108] had given some estimates based on which they concluded that a large number of minima in neural nets exist, this extreme ratio of saddle points to minima has never been suspected. No maxima were discovered for the above runs; in fact none appear
to exist (this is indeed possible in higher dimensional space). The author is unaware of any other
system of equations having these remarkable properties. On reflection, the large number of saddle
points probably derive, to a significant extent, from the fact that the training problems are symmetric
classification problems. This can be seen in the solutions for the XOR problem, where many of the
solutions can be seen to correspond to changing the two non-bias inputs of the network. However,
by studying the solutions produced by the Yin-Yang problem, the structure of the training set alone
does not as account for all the saddle points. The saddle points appear to be inherent in the neural
network architecture; it is the the interplay amongst the symmetries of the training data and the architecture which result in the large number of saddle points. The number of solutions seem to arise
from the number of equivalent ways in which information from an input node can be transmitted
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to the output through the neural network. Study of the solutions to the XOR network solutions reveal that often solutions differ only in the signs along one of the pathways. These are symmetries
at a lower level than the large scale symmetries involved in re-arranging the nodes, which has been
properly accounted for in the above tests. For the Yin-Yang problem, such pathway symmetry is not
as simple as sign changes; it is believed that the symmetry is smoothly distributed in the form of a
smooth functional relationship amongst the distributed representations of the weights.
It is tempting to state that the number of saddle points are all due to the fact that these result from
setting the weights of all combinations of hidden node vectors to be equal, corresponding to training
smaller networks. However, this is believed not to be the case, since most saddle points for the test
problems do not appear to be of this form.
The large number of saddle points and the vanishingly small ratio of minima to saddle points in
neural problems unfortunately create tremendous computational difficulties for the homotopy approaches. If a test problem had to be constructed for the express purpose of defeating exhaustive
homotopy as an optimization approach, it would indeed be difficult to surpass the neural network
problem. Any computational advantage which accrues from producing multiple solutions under repeated trials is negated by the fact that, from an optimization perspective, most of these solutions are
useless. The single-stage homotopy method performed comparably to the conjugate gradient method
since on one trial an average of two to three solutions are produced, of which one is a minimum. For
the XOR problem, this ratio seems to correspond to the actual ratio of number of saddle points to
number of minima. However, for the Yin-Yang problem, in retrospect it is surprising that even the
single-stage homotopy on average produced one minimum for each trial, given the exceedingly large
number of saddle points and the fact that still not that many solutions were found per trial. The results for the two-stage approach, where the number of minima produced are swamped by the number
of saddle points, appear intuitively more reliable.
Due to the remarkable properties of the neural network problem, we are forced to conclude that
computationally the homotopy methods do not appear to offer a significantly better approach to neural network training. However, the investigation of these methods have resulted in significant new
insight into the properties of neural networks. This also appears to be the first time that such a complete characterization of the solutions to a neural network benchmark problem has been performed.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions
In the beginning of this thesis two major objectives were identified. These were
1. To use homotopy and differential geometry to characterize how finite feedforward perceptron
networks generate mappings from finite sets of input data, and to characterize the associated
performance surfaces.
2. To evaluate homotopy and other methods which solve for the stationary points of the error
surface as numerical training procedures for training feedforward neural networks.
Perhaps surprisingly, it has been possible to meet to a significant extent these specific objectives.
Ideally, the results would have resulted in the holy grail of neural network research, namely a fast,
efficient and globally optimal training method. Unfortunately, the results have been sobering and
clearly illustrate that even simple neural networks have an unexpected level of complexity which
is belied by their simple architecture; an optimal training procedure might be even more difficult to
obtain than was previously thought.
While not resulting in an optimal training approach this thesis has, however, produced a number
of results which can have significant impact directly, or with straightforward extension, on a number
of areas, including analytical understanding of computational models, automated and robust solution
of general systems of nonlinear equations, and constructive development of nonlinear measures and
models.
Analytical Insights
Neural Networks.

The homotopy approach has proven to be extraordinarily valuable for enhanc-

ing our understanding of the mapping abilities and properties of finite neural networks trained on finite data sets. By using a natural homotopy which deforms linear networks into nonlinear networks,
we were able to explore how the geometric representations commonly used in analyzing linear mappings are affected by network nonlinearities. Specifically, the input data subspace is transformed by
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the network into a curvilinear embedded data manifold, the properties of which provide important
insight into the mapping capabilities and weight optimization process for neural networks. The optimal weights are generated by projection operators, defined by an error metric, onto an embedded
data manifold. For the single-perceptron network it was possible to completely characterize the data
manifold for both finite and infinite weights, including the specification of conditions under which
multiple solutions arise. Since the SLP data manifold is quasiconvex, scaling of the output data vector can be used, in principle, to ensure uniqueness of solutions.
This valuable geometric perspective is extended to multi-layer perceptrons by characterizing the
topology of the weight solutions by the intersection of the SLP manifold with a plane supported by
vectors from the origin of the embedding space onto the SLP manifold. The dimension of the set
of weights resulting in a given neural network output was characterized, and bounds derived which
generically ensure functional independence of the neural network weights. In effect, given sufficient data, each particular output of the network is generated by only a finite number of point set
weights. However, since the linear system corresponds to a bifurcation point of the homotopy differential equation, the solutions to the linear network do not contain sufficient information to construct
a solution to the nonlinear network. Thus, while previous researchers have reported success using
this natural homotopy for training, our analysis shows that such methods have significant theoretical
flaws which seriously restrict their applicability for robust, automated design.
These results provide a rigorous exposition of the relationship between finite linear and nonlinear
networks, including how nonlinear networks produce outputs from finite data sets, when and why infinite weights arise in the networks, when and why multiple solutions arise and under what conditions
the weights in a perceptron network are functionally independent. These results illustrate the power
of homotopy as a general tool for analyzing nonlinear optimization equations. For neural networks,
the natural homotopy results for finite networks and data complement known results for networks of
infinite size and those trained with infinite data sets, and can be used to construct and evaluate other
training methods.
General Optimization. The general formulation of the optimization problem as a combined projection and parameterization problem is applicable for general nonlinear input-output optimization
problems. For natural homotopies, where the homotopy parameter varies a physical parameter of the
nonlinear system, most of the regularity and convergence results can be applied directly, or generated
mutatis mutandi by developing proofs which parallel those provided for neural networks. The results
in this thesis therefore provide a powerful geometric interpretation of concepts which are crucial to
success of homotopy and other methods in solving optimization problems.
The analysis of the neural network application illustrated clearly the difficulties encountered in
using existing homotopy approaches for solving general systems of nonlinear equations. Specifi-
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cally, the degree (i.e. number and orientation) of the solutions must be known a-priori and infinite
solutions must be eliminated, which is generally impossible. Results obtained in this thesis have
shown clearly that the development of continuation methods on general manifolds offers significant
improvements over existing methods in circumventing these problems. The development of the twostage homotopy approach significantly extends the set of problems which can be attacked with homotopy approaches. The general applicability of this two-stage approach has been illustrated clearly
by the improvements it produced over standard homotopy approaches on a range of benchmark problems. In particular, this method is robust and produces a multitude of solutions for systems where
the number of solutions are unknown and the paths cannot be bounded; it is ideal for problems in
nonlinear circuit analysis [23,24,41] and power systems [25,26], where convergence is a problem
and all solutions have important physical implications and must be found.
The continuation algorithm developed to implement the two-stage homotopy approach can be
used to efficiently solve homotopies defined on arbitrary manifolds. Most of the numerical difficulties involved in implementing these general homotopy methods have been eliminated. As more
information characterizing solutions and performance surfaces is attained, rapid prototyping of more
specialized continuation algorithms will be possible.
Numerical Insights.
One of the goals of establishing homotopy as a new numerical method for training neural networks
was met by establishing a globally convergent homotopy method. This method represents a completely novel approach to solving the neural training problem, and is distinct from other, primarily
descent-based, methods for network training. This method has been rigorously formulated and does
not suffer from the technical difficulties faced by earlier applications of homotopy to neural networks.
The method is robust and converges reliably, efficiently producing multiple zeros to the necessary
equations.
In applying this method to neural network training, it became clear that neural networks have a
level of complexity which belies their simple structure and naive interpretation. It was found that
these networks have a remarkable number of saddle points relative to the number of minima. Thus
the computational efficiency of the two-stage homotopy method per solution is effectively eliminated
when the objective is to efficiently compute only minima. This startling property inevitably defeats
any attempt to efficiently optimize the network weight parameters by solving the necessary equations defining the stationary points. For this reason any method which does not preferentially trace
minima will be inefficient as a training method, disqualifying a whole class of numerical procedures
for efficient training of neural networks.
While this result was obtained only for feedforward perceptron neural networks, it is expected
that other neural networks, such as radial basis function networks, also will exhibit similar properties.
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The reason for this assertion is that a neural network generally refers to a system consisting of a large
number of identical units operating in parallel. These units are not architecturally distinguished, but
can be interchanged by simple re-ordering. Redundancy ensues whenever two or more of the units
have identical parameters. Modifying the network to distinguish these units may result in removal
of all saddle points, but in itself would contradict the general neural paradigm.

10.1 Future Directions
There are a large number of short term and long term issues which can be explored by applying and
extending the results of this thesis. We expect to extend the analyses from Part I of this thesis to
explore the impact of different error measures and node functions on the optimization geometries.
These results are expected to yield design criteria for choosing amongst different nonlinear computational models and performance measures.
Further, we expect to explore the application of our two-stage homotopy approach and numerically optimized implementation to solving nonlinear systems of equations for which current solution
methods are unsatisfactory. In particular, we hope to incorporate this package into current steadystate nonlinear circuit simulators. Modification of the two-stage homotopy to preferential track minima of equations will be explored.
The extremely large number of saddle point solutions exhibited by the neural networks make it
doubtful that any search method which does not have a descent property can efficiently optimize
the neural network weights. One way to ensure a descent property is to deform the error function
to exclude solutions of higher error whenever any one solution is obtained. Some recent work in
this regard [109], whereby the error surface is modified after each solution is found, seems to be a
step in the right direction. Including such an approach with a trajectory method such as homotopy
would combine the most attractive properties of such optimization methods and deformation solution
approaches.
For the longer term it is also worthwhile to reflect on the original purposes of using neural networks to approximate general nonlinear functions. Based on the geometric interpretations developed
in this thesis, it is clear that the method by which neural networks generate nonlinear mappings is
not particularly unique. For example, any hidden node nonlinearity will create some form of warped
nonlinear manifold from the input data. Simple linear combinations of vectors on this surface will
then generate outputs which can not be obtained by a linear network. Such a network could outperform the standard perceptron network, depending on the data. To illustrate this, consider that the
planes supported by the hidden node data surface (`



) are determined by the data. In particular,

the span of the input data, and angles it makes with the major axes of the embedding space, determines in which direction the linear data subspace is deformed by the node nonlinearity. A different
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node nonlinearity would produce a different deformation of the input data, and could support output
planes closer to the desired output vector, thereby outperforming the perceptron network. Therefore, the original biologically inspired “sigmoidal” node transfer function, from a finite approximation perspective, does not appear to have any particular benefit in generating a mapping. In fact, it
would appear that perhaps the only truly desirable property exhibited by this type of nonlinearity is
its boundedness property, which in practical situations prevents instabilities even when ignorance is
complete.
Perhaps the time is ripe to discard the attachment to biologically inspired systems of functions and
to proceed with the creation of new sets of functions, constructed to have desired analytical properties and to be easily optimized. The study of the design of functions to have desirable engineering
properties, such as rotation invariance, different basis invariance properties, and non-interference
properties, could be especially rewarding.
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Appendix A

PROOFS: General Results on the
Minimum Mean Square Error Problem
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be the set of desired outputs for which the solutions to (A.2) are not regular. Then



forms a manifold of dimension ]T¶8 , which intersects any vector perpendicular to the tangent space
of the manifold in between

8

and  distinct points, corresponding to the principal curvatures of the

data surface in this direction.
Proof : Assume the formulation as described above. Then µ  =<# T]ÄmT-;%¢ ã  ^ % µd .
The necessary equations for an extremum at a point  / in an open set of  is therefore given by
 ^  % / ã ¢ / #c , where mÖTG% / #§¢ / . Assume that the set of  form a valid coordinate
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system for the manifold  . Then the tangent space ¨©ª is spanned by the columns of  ^¥  . Therefore, the necessary equations are satisfied if ¢ \¬« (( ^¥  ã ) #ú¨ª©5  and the error can therefore
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be written as ¢ / #åmIT% / ;#£® where ® \  n and the columns of  \   n form a
basis for the normal space to the manifold  .
The solutions consist of isolated points if the derivative of the necessary equations is full rank,
which is given by the Hessian of the error function. The Hessian of the error function is identified
from the second differential, which is given by
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function, this matrix has a full eigenstructure and can be diagonalized. In the specific case where
the first basis vector  of the orthogonal subspace is chosen in the direction of the error vector, it
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i. e. there are, at most  isolated values of magnitude of error at which the Hessian loses rank.
Varying over all possible unit directions in the orthogonal space to the manifold, there is a manifold
of dimension ]T¾lT]8 of vectors m which satisfy these conditions. For a given direction, the manifold
consists of  disjoint sections, where (A.7) holds, joined (possibly) only when two or more principal
curvatures are equal. By creating the union of these manifolds over all points in the manifold  , it
follows that these points form a manifold of dimension ]~T MT8:I#i]VT<8 .
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and by the parameterized Sard’s theorem [39],  Ã   Ä  p &F (' Å ñ Ã is transversal to zero for
almost all m \  .
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Appendix B

PROOFS : Single Layer Perceptron
Note: The order of the proofs in this section differs somewhat from the order in Section 4. The order
in which results are derived unfortunately does not always correspond to the best order of presentation.
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Here Õ denotes the Hadamard product of two matrices, formed by appropriately multiplying element
by element. However, since Ç p iv±  îIi \  , the rank of the Jacobian is equal to ¤x,ygÈ`#
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where È is the N th row of È . However, the matrix È has orthonormal columns, and therefore the
coordinates of the linear combination of the columns has to be zero. Therefore g#ÕÏ and Æ is
one-to-one.
k
If Ö 8 it follows from properties !NÉ2d!NÉN of Ç that Ç;nÈe Æ is not compact, while !NNÉNÉ and the
one-to-one immersion property establish compactness of the pre-image of any compact set. If #a8
k
k
and  \  Æ , Ç p !iQ# and Ç;!iQ;#aù8 if i`#aù . In this case Ç;nÈ´ Æ is a compact image of
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® ^ ! M#úf2 \
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, and therefore no local extrema are possible (the error function is norm-coercive).
Æ in its parameters  , all local extrema have to satisfy the necessary
Since the error criterion is ¿
equations, and therefore no solutions to the necessary equations exist outside ^ ! . It follows that
the set ^ #¨ò Ù4ò /  n óõô ^  exists and is open and bounded, and by construction is chosen such that

¶\ ® M!° ^ .

Theorem 4.6 (Existence) For the reduced set of particular solutions of the single layer perceptron
equations there exists at least one solution to the necessary equations of the natural homotopy for

 \ Ð (8( .
Proof : The natural homotopy as defined has a unique solution û when #6 , with a corresponding
nonsingular Jacobian. The solution is therefore a regular, isolated point (for #6 ), and the Brouwer
degree of the initial system of equations is ù8~#7
®  . Therefore  H ^÷ö  k J  k is continuous,
k
with ^ open and bounded (by Lemma B.1) ^j\  and ¶\ ® !° ^ . Therefore æ ¡2øJõ¡2¡À; ^  is
î¬ø± and is not zero. By continuous mapping of  H Ï .8Ttø JÞÏ .8
constant over Ð (8Ttø
it follows, by Kronecker’s theorem [38], a solution  exists on ^ on Ï (8Ttø .
k
In the case when <#÷8 , Æ]È¶ Æ is a compact subset in a Hilbert space. Therefore a closest
k
point to m exists on Æ¾È´ Æ .

Theorem B.1 (Isolated Solutions) The particular solutions to the homotopy equations are generi-

cally isolated (with respect to m ) for each 

\ Ï .8( .

Proof : The theorem is a direct application of the previous two lemmas, since by Lemma B.1 all
solutions that exist corresponds to projections in the interior (as defined by embedding) of the set
Æ]È¶ k . Due to the ¿ Æ property of the node nonlinearity, these are therefore orthogonal projections. Then the theorem follows directly from Lemma 3.3.

 \ Ï .8( , there exists at least one solution   /ã ® /ã ã to (4.17) for all points
m \  , and all solutions result from normal projections. When {# 8 , solutions consist of a fi-

Theorem 4.4 When

nite number of solutions for which normal projections exist, and solutions corresponding to infinite
weights which are mapped to the finite number of points on °ªÆ]È¶

kÅ"Æ .

Proof : Existence of a solution when  \ Ð (8( for all m is established by the previous theorems.
Lemma B.1 ensures that these are interior solutions. The result of Theorem 4.3 can now be applied to
interpret the necessary equation (4.17). The necessary equation will be satisfied for a desired signal
m \  if and only if m can be written as the sum of two vectors in  , one vector connecting the
k
origin to a point in the hypersurface Æ]È¶ , and the other lying in the normal subspace of dimension ]{TG at this particular point in the hypersurface. In that case there exists a set of coordinates
û \  k from which a hyperplane of possible weights of dimension [ÌTG can be reconstructed in
 , and ]~T  coordinates ® describing the vector in that ensures that (4.17) can be satisfied.
k
When  # 8 , the manifold Æ]È¶ Å"Æ is compact; therefore, since the solutions are isolated,
there are a finite number of these normal solutions.
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Theorem 4.7 (Connection) The particular solution to the linear system of equations extends to a
path on

Ï .8( . If there are no solutions on the boundary °ªÆ]nÈ´ kÆ

, then the path extends on

Ð (8

.

Proof : It follows from the previous theorems that the Brouwer degree is not zero for all  . Applying
the result by Alexander and Yorke [33], it follows that a general homology theory is defined by the
homotopy differential equation, ª n  , is contained in ^ } Ï (8¾Tiø and connects ^ }  with
^ } %8MT ø îÖø¦±6 . The case as stated for ´#ú8 implies that the set ^ as in Lemma B.1 exists
when #a8 , and the result similarly extends.

Theorem 4.8 (Path Theorem) The following properties hold generic with respect to m
1. The only bifurcations of the homotopy equations are weak bifurcations (turning points)
2. If no turning point appears, the solution path originating from the linear system solution corresponds to a minimum, at all points.
Proof : The first result follows directly from the fact that  is a valid coordinate system everywhere
(Theorem 4.1), and applying Lemma 3.3.
The second result follows since the determinant of the Jacobian is a continuous function of the
parameters [2]. Therefore, the determinant can change sign only if the determinant crosses zero at
some value, corresponding to a loss of rank in the Jacobian and a bifurcation. Therefore, if no bifurcations occur, the solution path corresponds to a minimum of the error measure, since the solution for
the original system of equations corresponds to a minimum (the Jacobian of the initial linear system
is a full-rank autocorrelation matrix and therefore positive definite).

k for a single layer perceptron has infinite folding.
k
Proof : Consider any two points on Æ¾È´ , corresponding to weight sets  and  . These two

=
points can be connected by a path generated by the set of weights ÀDù # :l2ù % T 2\ù \ ÏF(8 .

= 
Then ægæ ù ''FÇ;¾ûù9¤;T-Ç;¾û  .'' = # YGú;
Ç vÎ MTx;
Ç Î  2ZÇ p vÎ ;Õ' % = T  `±M#÷YGûÇ;ÎvMT
Ç;Îü(2YÇ p ÎvqÕþ
ý ± , where Î ? #²¦
È  ?  N#78,Y , _
Î #
Î Dù #²¦
È Dù , and Ö
ý #Î = TÎ  . Expanding
»
æ
?
?
?

?
ñ
into coordinates, ''F;
Ç


]û



ù
9
¤
lT
ÿ
Ç



¾û
('

'
#
Ç





ù
9
¤
(


q
T

(

Ç
;
 ? Tq;Ç   ? ¤ í  , since
=
p
ægù


=

Ç p !iv ±  î i \  , and ;
Ç !iQ í ;
Ç !olcî_i5 o \  i í o implies n = ? T~  ? (;
Ç  ? T ;
Ç n ?  ¢;#
?
?
?
?
?
?
í
 = T  (n;Ç   :qù  = T  ¤,T ;Ç   ¢  . Therefore, any two points e  and e = on the manifold
can be joined by a curve ;
¹ Dù so that the distance '' |
¹ Dù QTÔe  '%' as measured in the embedding space

Theorem 4.9 The manifold Æ]nÈ´

increases with path length. Then, by Lemma 5.1 of [53], the folding is infinite.

Æ¾È´ k generated by connecting points

  and  = (  #
®  = ) by a straight line in in  kÆ , the maximum deflection !ÇS  Y

Theorem 4.10 (Global Deflection) Given any path
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Ç

on

 H Ï .8 J

 k õ #   :ù2% = T 

. Then the tangent vector MDù to the surk
æl #
face Æ]È¶
corresponding to a point ù is in the direction of æ Ç;È¥¾ùD¤#iÇ p ù9¤"Õ1È
ægù
ægù
Ç p ]Dù ¤ÕÌ
È % = T{  ´#ëÇ p Î¤;Õ'ý where ý·#§ÈV% = T{  and Îù9e#äÈ¥ÀùD . Therefore, the angle between the tangent vectors M9ù and Mù p corresponding to ù and ù p satisfies  O [à
O
M9ù 2ù p M±M#i [ IÇ p  9ù ¤¤Õ.
ý YÇ p n ù p ¤¤Õ.Ì
ý ± . Expanding into coordinates  O [ Mù92ù p M±M#
»
 O [ ?ñ Ç p  ? Dù ¢*Ç p  ? ù p ¤¢µ ?= ± since Ç p iv±$î i \  . For the case of infinite coordinates

we have Ç p !iv í  î_i \ MÆ and  O [t MDù 2 ù p M± í  . Since the inner product for any two
tangent vectors is non-negative, the deflection is at most S  Y .
Proof : Let

211
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Appendix C

PROOFS : Multi-Layer Perceptron
Analysis
C.1

Linear System Analysis

Note : The proofs in this section describing the linear networks were developed by following closely
the proofs of Baldi and Hornik [72] for linear compression networks. The networks they considered
were restricted to have #Î"Ye
to allow for arbitrary values of

i . The proofs in this section are straightforward generalization

,Ze and Î . The notation differs slightly - the formulation used here

resulted from deriving the linear equations as special cases of the nonlinear equations, which leads
to a slightly inefficient notation involving transposes for the linear case. Baldi and Hornik assumed
linearity a-priori which results in a more consistent notation. The reference BH3 is used to refer to
Result 3 of [72].
is a rank 8$xqèäyq!Î"Ze` solution of the necessary linear equations, then

Theorem 5.6 If
is of the form

Û  Ò - A n w 4 
(C.1)

A A
Ò
where  \   is nonsingular and arbitrary,  w an index set, and  a set of left singular vectors
(not necessarily unique) of  #ûÆâÆ  n  Æ . Therefore, is an element of one of Ò.¿w linear
#  

equivalence classes. To each

where

\  A k



of the form (5.18) there corresponds a set 

 ã

#

 

"! #



±í(  A T$

n  :6 A T_

ã

described by
(C.2)

satisfies

Proof : Let  #&l
SVD of #aÈ
È



=

ã




)  ¶l¡2£%

#



be a singular value decomposition(SVD) of  . Let ¤x,yg
Ò w
# 
ã , where È \   . Then the SVD of  ã #a4 ã
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(C.3)

#  and let the
i
È   ã È =  #  ã ,

Ò Ò

and the projection matrix ! Ü' # #c ã È . ã È
¤x,yg ! # #&¤x,yg ! Ü' # #
ã # \   and


#
#
#
¤x,yg¿ # . Using BH 3, it follows that !  ! # ! &l ã ! # ! # (& ã #&l ã ! # .
Since  is orthogonal,  ã  # ÒB#à ã , and after pre- and postmultiplication appropriately by
 , ! Ü ' # &ü#)& ! Ü ' # . Setting ! Ü ' # #üfP ? é k& # f,t ?E? ø ? é k , it follows that t ?0? Tt éÉé P ? é #
  N¤Éð¾#â8, Y (Z.Z2Z!Î . Therefore, it follows that if  has distinct eigenvalues t  ut = (Z.Z(Z9t+* , each with
multiplicity eVt ? 2 NM#÷8,Y .Z(Z2Z-, , then ! Ü ' # is block diagonal ! Ü ' # # æ äsx ø7f !  ! .ZZ ! *2k ,
A -  W%4  A -  W04 N5#a8YMZ.Z2Z-, corresponding to one eigenvalue t ?  being= square
with each block ! ? \ 
and having size eVtv ? . However, ! Ü ' # is a projection matrix, and is idempotent with rank  .
Therefore, the diagonal blocks are projection matrices and can be decomposed as ! ? # ?  ?ã with
 ? having orthonormal columns. It follows that ! Ü ' # can be written as ! Ü ' # #Ð.  ã #
  ã , where  \  Ò  Ò is block diagonal and orthonormal, and . is a matrix, all zero except
with 8 on the main diagonal in  positions corresponding to the index set  . Now, using the result
that ! # #í ! Ü ' #  ã , it follows that ! # #í ! Ü ' # Ñ ã #íà
  ã # Ô_ ÔÌ ã .
Ò Ò
Since ! # \   , and ¤x,yg ! # #ú , it follows that there are Òu¿w different index sets (ways in
which to assign nonzero eigenvalues to the different diagonal projectors). Since ! # #úÔ_  I ã ,
 Ò  - A n w 4 / , where  \  A  A is nonsingular.
it follows that can be written as #av _
However, given an eigendecomposition  and matrix  as described, it follows that & #&& ,
j#·(& ã #·&q ã  ã #·Ô0&v ã  ã and therefore  I&´ÔI
ã is another singular value decomposition of  . Therefore, we can choose ï#g , and consider  to be any valid
singular value basis of  (note that for distinct eigenvalues, the SVD is unique, with j# in any
case).
Therefore, the form of is established. We now show that for all such with 8li¤x,yg1Õ
èäyqÎ"Ye` , a solution exists for  satisfying the necessary equations (5.16) and (5.17).
Given a matrix of rank  and considering  row by row, it follows immediately that (5.16)
is satisfied by  ã #2   3   n  :â`T  ` , where is an arbitrary matrix. Using BH 3
and substituting in (5.17), it follows that  is restricted by the second necessary equation to satisfy
44 ! # #6 . Substituting for  ã results in   ! # #â A T$  `56 ! # . Now,
 

!

# # ^ n 

# ^ n 
by virtue of 

7

` ã 


7

` ã

&v
8

8

ã  .

 ã  # ^ n 

being an index set. Therefore,
<

=!

7

9& ã  .T `   ã  # ^ n 

#  4

7

 ã 

8

` ã 

8

&

ã  

 &:.   ã # ^ n  Ï  ã #6

has to satisfy

D A ;
T  ` 56 ! #
±&(  A T  )  ¶¡2£>
#

#




(C.4)

Since every homogeneous equation has at least the trivial solution, it follows that for every
described a  ã exists and the necessary equations are satisfied.

Theorem 5.7 Let the eigenvalues of



` 

be given by

t  ±ct = ±÷Z(Z(Z±gt

*

í 

as

, with multiplicity

eVt ? 2 e
N # ,8 Y .Z(Z2Z-, . Then for every index set  containing an element ð such that ì·Î \ ®
2t Ò $
 t é , the equivalence class generated by  corresponds to a saddle point. If no such Î

exists, then the critical point is either a local minimum or a saddle point.
214

Proof : From [72] the error is given by ?&#åwY@A T¦wY ! Ü' # . Applying the results from the proof
»
? Ù t ? . Following [72], let Võ ã
of Theorem5.6, ?_#7wY<T{wYeCB CB] ã &ü#7wY T
be solutions of the critical equations, let ð \  and Î{\ ®  , let D× é #j98:I¹ = n DC = !× é :G¹5× Ò be a

perturbation of the column ×

 Ò  -A n w 4

-

indices  and ù ,

. Now
!

Ü

õ ã   D

é



of

'3# E

. Forming

#æ ã   D

knm#

 ã   D

D |- m 4
× ãk  _
 

8
G
8
F
H 98;~
: ¹¹ = D C =
98;~
: ¹ = D C =

#
It follows that



! Ü

' #E

 D

G

?0? #

 
F

8
8

 8;:~¹ =
H
¹ =
8;:~¹ =

by replacing ×

é

by D×

é

D
 , set `#
q   D
ã . Consider the elements of  ã   D for

in

¦\ ® _
 Ze#
® Î
\
 _Ze
 #{
® ðlÌùD#
#<ð _9ù ;#i
#-ù I
 ù9#<ð

N\ ® ·òfÎQk
N \ _ N#<
® ðlN#6
® Î
N#<ð
N#6Î

and
D



#

 T

¹ =
tvÒMT{t é
8:~¹ =

By making ¹ small enough, it is therefore possible, if tÒ]±t é , to find a perturbation arbitrarily close
to the critical point, that has lower error. Therefore, in that case the critical point is a saddle point.
If there is no Î\ ®  with tQÒ]±t é for some ð \  , it follows that  is a set that consists of the first
 largest eigenvalues.

C.2

Nonlinear System Analysis

Note : Lemma C.1 is a general result which subsumes results by Poston et al [69] (Theorem 3.1 )
and Sartori and Antsaklis [70] (Lemma 1) for e

í ]

. The proof in Appendix C follows the process

of analytic continuation and contradiction similar to that of Poston et al [69], but allows for the more
general node nonlinearity required by homotopy.

\  k}  kA
the matrix ÇÈM is full rank  .
Lemma C.1 Given fWÈÌ9Mk

. Then except for a set of measure zero in 



k}  kA

It is suspected that the only cases for which full rank does not occur are when I=JLKNMPOQRTS9I=JLKNM V
Ø UXW Q%Y
when ^_S` and Q;Sa [ ), or when two or more hidden node vectors are equal.
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¯Z\[] Ù

,

(as

Proof : Let È and  be as stated. If ]±e , select the first e rows of È , while if ]he , select
the first e columns of  , to generate a square matrix È¦ of size e p #6èäyqneÌY]; and consider the
A k k A
matrix determinant æ ¡2wuÇÈM H  ¼  }   ¼ JK . Since æ ¡2wuÇ;È¥ is analytic everywhere in
both È and  , it follows that if the determinant vanishes identically on a manifold of dimension Ye p 
A k
k A
then it vanishes identically over all of  ¼  }   ¼ . Therefore, if there exist one È_õ such that
the matrix is full rank, then the theorem follows. A general example is constructed as follows: Let È
be constructed by taking the first e p rows of the matrix L ±  k , and
é  by using the first e p columns of
?
ý ã ±  k , where ý and L are vectors where P ? #cb¹ n  µ é #i¹ N#â8, Y (Z.Z2Z¤Ye p ðÀ#ú8, Y (Z.Z(Z9Ye p ,
where ¹± 8 and bÖ±a . Let d be generated by taking the first e p } e p submatrix of Lêý ã ±  k .
Then d is a principal submatrix of a matrix of the form

þÿ ;Ç =bl 
Ç=b  ¹5 

Ä
!

..
.

Ç;=b¹5 
Ç;=b 
..
.

Ç;=b¹ = 
;Ç =b¹5 
..

Z(Z.Z  
Z(Z.Z `
 Z

(C.5)

.

Now, depending on the node nonlinearity, if this matrix is full rank for all e p , the result follows.
The saturation conditions imposed on the node nonlinearity suffices for this result. For example,
>
>
>
consider the case of the natural homotopy where ¹¶JK ; then Ç;eb¹   q#fb¹ õ8T :¾gÇ+g"=b¹ ;J
>
>
b¹ 98lTB :] and Ç;=b ¹ J
Ç p !,hb  ¹ > for !± . Therefore, as ¹`JK , Ç6JÕÇ;eb  A ¼ :ibkj :ml

where j and l are constant matrices, and where l depends only on  , while j depends on both 
and ¹ . For a fixed value of  , it therefore follows that for almost all ¹ the problem reduces to finding
only b such that  A ¼ Ç;=b: l_  b has no eigenvalue equal to that of j . This is certainly possible
by appropriate choice of b , since j has a finite number of isolated eigenvalues, and Ç=b  b is not a
constant for `± .
Lemma 5.1 Let fLÌ9k%nJopd

ã

define a mapping of 

ÒA }  kA

to the manifold 

#

 ö  Ò 

\  Ò >  A - k  Ò 4 . Then the inverse image of a point on  #   is a manifold of maximal
Ê6q
dimension P´#6è¦xdç f ZeV! Î:G(T~¤x,yg
k , where generic with respect to fWÈ9Bk
with Jacobian

Ê6q

(i) if Îg]xÎge , then ¤x,yg

Ê

q

#6Îg]

(ii) if ÎgeúÎg] , then Îgeëx¤x,yg

P Ie 

Ê

and Pe#ieVÎ:I(|TVÎg] .
q

è¥äsyQfdÎg]MYeVÎ:q. k and eV!Î":ÿ.dTèäyQfÎg]MZeV!Î":ÿ. k

.

Proof : Identify the map
#2pd
found from the first differential

µ¶l¡2£

#

in

 Ò

with

 Ò

using the ¶l¡2£

operator. The Jacobian is

ó
Ò tµ s6 ã :udÀµt ã ö
Òfv ±  wyx A ± È`¤µ¶¡2£|Ö:6vÒ ± À
d
r Ò A ¶l¡2£Mµz k


r

#

ã

r

(C.6)

Rearranging, it follows that the tangent space is defined by the columns of the matrix

Êq

#  D Ò± À
d C ± 

w

x

D A ± È´ 

(C.7)

\  Ò  A - k  Ò 4 . Now, by Lemma C.1, d is generically full rank (wrt ÈÌ9 ), and ¤x,yg Êq í
èäyfÎg] Îgek . The Lemma then follows directly byA application
of the implicit function theorem.
A
Ò
k
Ò
The mapping defines an immersion of C Ìõ \   }   into   only for full column rank
Êq
q
Ê
of
, hence, if g
Î ] í eV ;:<Î , and is full rank.

Hence

Ê6q
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Ê6q

Lemma 5.2 The Jacobian

\  ÒA

is full rank except on a set of measure zero in

if

Ê ?
;N#a8, Y (ZZe is full rank.
Ê 
Z(Z.Z Ê ¼  where s ? ;N5#X8,Y .ZZ P p
(ii) Î IeÌZ] í e{:u¢P p , where P p #}|e  Îk~ , and  d
is an index set in f 8Y .Z(Z(Z9Z
e k , has full rank.

(i)

Î í eÌZ] í ea:G

and

{d

Proof : The tangent space on the SLP manifold #iÇ;nÈ¾ ? at a hidden node vector  ? is defined
Ê
Ê q
by ? #iÇ p È ? 5ÕÈ (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1). Using this result,
can be written as

Ê
q

6  ±
#

d

d

þÿÿ
ÿÿ
ÿÿ

Ê
Ê
 ±  Z(Z.Z A ± A   


..
.

d

Ê
 .
d

ÿ
c±  ± ÿÿ

  Ò
#

Z(Z.Z  Ò ±

..



Ê A

Ê

(C.8)

where ? is the tangent space to the SLP manifold at hidden node vector  ? , and since the SLP mapÊ
ping defines an immersion (Theorem 4.1) ? has full column rank  . Now, select the appropriate
Ê q
Ê q
number of rows or columns to obtain a maximal square submatrix p of
. The determinant of
Ê q
p is analytic in ; constructing an example where this matrix is full rank completes
Ê>q the proof (cf.
A
í
Lemma C.1). If Î
e , choose to be the first Î rows of  ±  . It follows that has the form

þÿÿ
ÿÿ

Êq

#

ÿÿ

ÿÿ

d

Ê

..

.

..

.

Ê



..



d

..

.

.

Ê A

   
 
 
 

 Îg]


(C.9)

 

Ê ?
 ;N#a8,YF(ZZe are full column rank, then Ê q has full rank. If ÎÖIe ,
Ê q
choose the first e columns of  ã ±  A . Then
has the form
A -k Ò 4


Ê
Ê
þÿ d

Ò
 .
 .
Ê q
..
..
.. 
#
(C.10)
.
Ê

If ]

í eV:

and if



d

Ò

d

Therefore, if ] í
is an index set in

e:¤P p , where P p #}|e  Îk~ , and  d
Ê q
f8, Y (Z.Z2Z9Y
e k , then is full rank.
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Ê6 

Z.Z(Z ÊL ¼ 

where s

? ;N5#X8,Y .ZZ P p

 Ê = .Z(Z.Z¤ Ê A \d

#  Ê  Ê = Z(Z.Z Ê A d 

Lemma C.2 The manifolds
sure zero, i.e


q

Ê

are joint transversal except for a set fWÈÌ9Mk of meahas full rank.

q

Proof : Due to the fact that 
is analytic in È and  , it is sufficient to construct one example
k k
where this is true. Choose È as the first ] rows of  ± È p , where È1 \   is full rank and
k k
6#a.¹£¹ = Z(Z.Z
ã and ¹I±¨8 . Let #  ±  p where  p \   is full rank and È p  p #gk2:4?Äd p
where ? is an arbitrary matrix with non zero small entries, and  p #cb` 8  ¹Ì8  ¹ = Z.Z(Z with b¶±  .
q
Then 
is generated by the columns of the form

#  Ç p =4 p ± d p "Õ]= ± È p  Z(Z(Z²Ç p =4 p ± d p "Õ]e ± È pk Ç=% p ± d p  (C.11)
Now, let ¹J
 and once again making use of the saturating properties of the nonlinearity, the


problem reduces to the manipulation of the determinant of a matrix of the form

þÿÿ






Z(Z.Z

..
.
 A
d p*p
(C.12)

Ç p =bz p 5Õ¹ È Ap
Z(Z.Z

d p*p*p
T  k¤ ,
*p p*p and the fact that Ç p = btq  p 0 Ç p =b  kTGÇ p ,(/k ã 

ÿÿ Ç p =bz p "Õ¹È p 




However, by Lemma C.1 applied to d
this determinant is non zero and by varying b appropriately 

is full rank.

í èex vç fWe<:_|e   Îk~dYe<: |e  Îk~.k , then except for a set fLÌõ&ZÈ¶k
A
Ò
}  k  A }   k , the map fLÌ9kJn d ã defines a local coordinate
of measure zero in  
Ò
system (immersion) on the manifold  #   ö   .

Theorem 5.5 Immersion If ]

Proof : This follows directly from combining Lemma 5.1-(iii), Lemma 5.2 and Lemma C.2.

] í e
è x vç fWó eü:|e   Îk~dYec:²+|e  Îk~.k , then except for a set
k
fWÈ k of measure zero in þ  , the set  # m \  Ò  V'dªq%]  ('  has an isolated solution has

Corollary 5.9 (Path Theorem) If

ö

non-zero measure.

Proof : This result follows from the fact that the necessary equations are solved by sets fLÌõBk
which characterize an orthogonal projection of ¶l¡2£  onto T   . These projections are isolated
points, generic wrt  (Lemma 3.3). By Theorem 5.5 T   corresponds to isolated weight sets in
fLÌõBk almost everywhere (i. e. the inverse image consists of point sets). The result follows.

 H fLÌ9k%nJod ã define a neural mapping of  Ò  A }  k  A to the manifold
Ê q
\  Ò >  A - k  Ò 4 . Then if e í Y (that is, there are two or more
 #  iö  Ò  with Jacobian

Theorem 5.10 Let

hidden nodes), then

ó

m \  Ò
Ò
has non-zero measure in   .
6#

'q<m_T   Ê
q
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±M#6 Z¤x,yg Ê
q

IeV:<Î

ö

(C.13)

Proof : As shown in the proof of Lemma 5.2, the Jacobian of the mapping can be written as

Ê

Ê
Ê
(C.14)
 ±  .Z Z(Z A ± A 


Consider the set #f  #  s# k where s \  . On the set it follows ¤xyg FÒ ± dÀ

=

=
Ê
Î5TV8( , sinceÊ two hidden node vectors d  #d = . Furthermore, Ê  # Ê = and
Ê%q Yå x,yfL  ±  k&#
Yå x,y&f = ± = k leading to an additional loss in rank of  . Therefore, ¢x,yg
IeV!Î:à("TV!Î:
(#âeúT8(.!ÎB:G. . Furthermore
þÿÿ

ÿÿ ã  
ÿÿ ã= 
Z d A 
(C.15)
ã
ã # d ã #  d  d = d © Z.Z(
.. ©
q

 vÒ ±

#

d

.

þÿÿ
#


d


d

©

Z.Z(Zd A 



ÿÿ

 

ã  98:xsq 
ã
.©
..

Aã



Aã



(C.16)

Therefore  
is generated by eV!Î:G(T!Î:G( variables, equivalent to a network with eâT<8
hidden nodes. By Lemma C.1, for almost all È this set has a dimension eV!Î¾:I(T ÎeT . . The
theorem follows by direct application of Lemma 3.1.
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Appendix D

PROOFS : Influence of Regularization
H  \  JR and  be a valid coordinate system for ¡ . Then except for a
set of measure zero of m \  , the regularized MSE problems generated by the addition of   or 
=

Lemma 6.1 Let 

to the MSE problem has isolated solutions.

Proof : This follows trivially in the fashion of the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Appendix A, given that
the addition of the regularization terms does not change the derivative ^Ã Äû .

Theorem 6.1 For the single layer perceptron with bounded nonlinearity !e#X8( and the multi-layer
perceptron with linear or bounded output node nonlinearity under the regularized MSE problem,
there exist a bounded set ^

/

containing all the solutions when

Y«;p*pns = *s = :<«prs = ±

(D.1)

as sÌJK .
Proof : Consider only the case where  / #
. The case where  / #6
®  is a straightforward extension.
Denote the mapping of the network according to the general notation of Chapter 3, by  . Consider
rays through the origin #  p s where  p is a unit vector. Then

° = 
# ¢ ã  ^ %M  p :;5« p s = *s
ª° s

(D.2)

Let sIJô . The Jacobian matrices of the different mappings are given by

Ê

^ `
 #iÇÊ p È¥ÕÈ
^ `

 # ÅÊ
^ `

 #w Å

SLP
MLP, Linear Output Nodes
MLP, Bounded Output Nodes

(D.3)

where Å was previously given in (C.7), and wÞ# æ äxdø ¶¡2£XfWÇ p Îv k where Î is the output activation. For both the SLP and MLP with bounded output nodes the limiting properties of the node
nonlinearity and its derivative ensure that ^¦  is bounded, and ¢ is bounded since ¡ is compact
and m is bounded by assumption. The first term in (D.2) approaches a constant value, uniformly.
Therefore a sufficient condition to ensure monotonicity of the error is to ensure that the second term
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is monotonically increasing or decreasing. To ensure a positive error measure, only monotonic in-

°« p s = *s

crease with s is considered, i. e.
±â , which implies Y,« p*p s = \s = :« p s = ±ú . For
°ªs
the MLP with linear output nodes two cases have to be considered, one where the output weights are
zero, and one where these are not zero. If the output weights are zero, the error is bounded (since
Ê q
is bounded (the unbounded second component in (C.7)) is zero,
the network output is zero), and
and the above analysis applies. When the output weights are nonzero, for a fixed set of input weights
the manifold generated by the network is a plane (i. e.  # rûq ) is a plane, and the error increases
monotonically as the output weights are scaled beyond some bound (cf. the proof of Lemma B.1,
for the SLP, which rigorously illustrates this argument).
In short, in all case, as the weights are increased along a radial line through the origin, beyond some
bound the regularized error increases strictly monotonically. Therefore the gradient is non-zero and
no solutions exist beyond this bound.

Theorem 6.2 Let 

be the unregularized MSE problem for the multi-layer perceptron network, with

\    , where  and  are open bounded sets.
Then except for a set of measure zero %]q \  }  , the set of equations

weight 

\ 

=

. Let 

/ \   

%]  K#

and 

T]98MTV (%<TÌ / 5:< ( ^  = :; ^¥  =  & )

(D.4)

where V± and « satisfies Theorem 6.1, has the following properties:
1. The solutions are isolated for all 

\ 

.

2. The solutions to the equations are bounded for 
3. There is a solution from ûI#åû

/

\ Ï .8

.

to a solution of the regularized MSE error problem, i. e. the

homotopy method is globally convergent.
Proof :
® 8 , and the final set of equations are regular due to
(1) Since ^\ Ì#â98T`  is full rank when #a
the influence of the regularizer at À#X8 , regularity is assured for all  , and the solutions are isolated.
(ii) This follows directly from Theorem 6.1 and the fact that the homotopy has the associated error formulation (6.9). The first term in (6.9) is monotonically increasing; by Theorem 6.1 the error
likewise increases monotonically outside some bounded region. For  \ Ï (8 the homotopy corresponds to the convex combination of these two terms, and has no unbounded solutions.
(iii) This is a direct consequence of the fact that the initial system of equations has degree one, and
the fact that all solutions are bounded and regular over e#aÏ .8 , and  is smooth.
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Appendix E

PROOFS : Two-Stage Homotopy
Approach
Theorem 7.3 Let ª

H dJK

have  as regular value. Let

 be an [ -dimensional manifold such that it can be described by implicit equations of the form §rû;«5#6 on a neighborhood
>
>
of ª n  !,"¬
, where § H  B}  JK is smooth, and « \  is a set of parameters.
®  on ª n  !,"¬ , then ªq' ¯ has  as regular value for almost all « \  > .
If ^¥ §{#6
>
Proof : Define O H d5 }  J  by O Äû; «¦# !ªqrûq2§Äû«¤ . Consider the equation
O Äû;«5#¨ . By construction O n  !,#¨ª n  !,l¬ , and therefore by assumption, ^  ª is full rank
on O n  !, . The Jacobian of O has the form
7

^ O Äû; « #

^ ª
^ §


^ §8

(E.1)

It follows directly from (E.1) that if ^e §<#a
®  on ª n  !5¬ , then ^ O is full rank, and by Sard’s
>
theorem, for almost all « \  , O '  ñ  ¼ has zero as regular value. This proves that the solutions to
the equations are generically isolated i. e. the homotopy equations either pierces the manifold, or

H
J  obtained by restricting O to
touches tangentially in a point. Now, define O # O '*¯
around the solution point. Now
the manifold . Consider any coordinate system U describing

^ ª \   -  4  ^e û \  -  4   (E.2)
^ § \   - d 4 8
- 4
Since U is a valid coordinate system, ^´ û \   , has rank [ . By the regularity of ^¥ O \

4
4
   d5 it follows that ^¦ O has rank [ . However, by assumption the manifold
 is at this point
defined by §!Ul «#6 , and therefore ^  §¶#6 . Therefore the first [ rows of ^  O are full rank, and
thereby ^e ªq' ¯ is full rank, and  is a regular value of ªq'*¯ .
^e O  \  - d5 4  #

7

^e ª \  
^¦ § \ &  ;8 #

7

Theorem 7.4 For the two-stage homotopy process defined by (7.25), (7.26), (7.28),and (7.29), the
following holds
(i)

' ¯

is smooth.
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(ii) For almost all ± ,
(iii)

' ¯

(iv)

 p H

has zero as regular value.

has a finite number of solutions.

}_ JK

is smooth.

(v) For almost all  and
(vi)

'*¯

 p ' ¯ l²u³

/ , p

has zero as regular value.

has zero as regular value.

Proof : (i) This follows trivially. Since  is smooth, and Ì#' ¯ on
(cf. [37]);
¬ #
^
3
§`#6Y,ú#6
®  when ± .
(ii) This follows directly from Lemma 2, since for the sphere
(iii) As previously noted, if
is compact, then the fact that the solutions are isolated implies that
there are only finitely many solutions.
(iv) In general, it is not possible to find a general condition for ensuring continuity (or more difficult,
differentiability) of functions defined on a product § H } J
. However, in this particular
case, the second manifold Í is chosen to be  , and Z.T and : imply continuity
[34].

(v) Since ^ v  p 0L#w x,y z5teTt /  is full rank if tÖ#ú
® t / , while ^ C  is regular when t #út / ,
this follows directly by Sard.

} #
} °  , M0L2tv# ùe G sL"T 0L¤ . Once again, by varying  , ^¦C G # ,
(vi) On °
and regularity follows.
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Appendix F

An Algorithm for Homotopy
Continuation on Manifolds
In this appendix an algorithm is described which allows for tracking the homotopy curve on a manifold

. The algorithm utilizes the local mapping of the homotopy curve on the manifold to Cartesian

coordinate systems. Small sections of the curve can be tracked in these local coordinate systems using standard predictor/corrector algorithms. These portions of the curve are then mapped back to the
manifold

. By suitably combining these different sections, the homotopy curve on the manifold

is constructed. As far as is known, this is the only algorithm available for performing continuation
on arbitrary manifolds using local maps. We refer the reader to Section 7.4.5 for a description and
graphical illustration of the general algorithm, and for appropriate definitions.
Procedure
The basic construction of the continuation procedures centers on a robust, fast procedure for taking
a step along the continuation path. The basic steps involved in the algorithm are the following:
1. Initialize
2. Select a suitable chart
3. Calculate coordinates Ô

!Ó Ò2ÑÒ2

ÐÎ \ Ó ÒÑÒ( .

4. Calculate prediction tangent ×
5. Calculate a prediction Ô
6. Correct in

!Ó"Ò2ÑÒ(

in which to take a step.

ØÙ,Ú(Û -sÜ Û 4 ÐÎ

/ ÏÎ:8

.

using the prediction tangent and current step size ÏÎ .

until termination condition is met; if not, reduce step size and repeat from

step 5.
7. Check whether step crossed t¥#X8 ; if so, interpolate and correct in plane te#a8 to find solution.
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8. Check whether step has crossed

tV# 

tV# 

; if so, interpolate and correct in plane

to find

solution. If solution is the starting point, the path forms a loop. Terminate continuation.
9. Check whether boundary has been reached; if so, switch to new continuation point..
10. Calculate new step size in

!Ó Ò,uÑÒ( .

11. Calculate new tangent direction in

!Ó5Ò,2ÑÒ2 .

12. Select new coordinate system Ó
13.

Ò  .
Calculate new step size in ! Ó Ò  uÑ Ò 5

14. Calculate new tangent direction in
15.

Î5¡ Î]:8

.

!Ó5Ò  2ÑÒ 

.

.

16. Repeat from step 5.
Each of these stages is now described in more detail. In the interest of clarity the discussion of the
initial conditions is deferred to the final section.
Manifold Chart Selection
For most manifolds there are a large number of equivalent parameterizations. However, of interest
is to reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm while retaining numerical accuracy. In
this algorithm these objectives are met by embedding the manifold

locally in Euclidean space and

using a subset of the embedding coordinates as local coordinates.
Local vs Global Charts. To motivate the use of embedding coordinates, we first use an example
to illustrate the numerical difficulties which typically arise in global parameterizations. Consider a
global coordinate map on a sphere using standard polar angle coordinates (i. e. polar coordinates
in higher dimensions, excluding the radial distance). The [ -dimensional  hypersphere of radius 
satisfies

i = :i == :Z(Z.ZDi =  #

 =

(F.1)

Consider the following identity:



£\¢, = U  :<¤äy = U  ( £\¢ = U = :<¢äsy = U = ( Z(Z.ZÉ¤äy = U n  ( £\¢, = U :¤äy = U )g)4)
#

8
+ 

Note that we consider £6¤¦¥ variables for compatibility with the two-stage homotopy method, where § ¨
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(F.2)
S© .

By identification, it follows that each point on a hypersphere 



can be expressed as

i  # Ì
 £\¢,d!U 
i = # Ì
 ¤äy!U  \£ ¢,(!U =
i © # Ì
 ¤äy!U  ¤äy5!U = £\¢,(!U ©
.
..

i

#

i d5 #
where U

Ì¤äy!U  ¤äy5!U = ¤äy5!U
Ì¤äy!U  ¤äy5!U = ¤äy5!U

? \ Ð S N #a8, Y (Z.Z2ZÉ[MT¶8, U \ 9TMS|S

© 5Z.Z(Z!¤äy!U n  F£\¢,(!U
© 5Z.Z(Z!¤äy!U n  F¤äy5!U

(F.3)

. The Jacobian of the transformation has a similar,

regular structure. Although the calculation of the transformation can be considerably simplified by
an iterative algorithm, at least two function calls are required for each coordinate (one calculating
the sine and the other the cosine). Furthermore, numerical difficulties increase rapidly with the dimension of the problem. The advantage of this approach is that the transformation is fixed and can
be easily encoded.
The use of local coordinates on an embedded manifold is now described. It is assumed that

[

-dimensional manifold implicitly defined in 



is an

by the equation

§!i   i = .Z(Z.ZÉi d5 Þ#



(F.4)

[

Generically, if the manifold is an immersion, it is possible to use a subset of

of the embedding

coordinates as a local coordinate map around each point. The advantage of using the embedding coordinates is that the Jacobian of the transformation is computationally simple and stable to calculate.
We introduce the notation

i
i
Using these i

?

?

#
#

Z(Z.Zai ? n  i ? i ?   Z(Z(Zúi   ã
Z(Z.Zai ? n  i ? 5  (Z Z.Zâi d5 2ã

(F.5)
(F.6)

as local coordinates U , the Jacobian of the transformation is particularly simple and

sparse

þÿÿ
ÿÿ
^ý W i

 i  i =
 i  i =

#

ÿÿ

° §
ÿÿ T °"i 
°§
°"i ?
ÿÿ

 ?n 
Z(Z.Z

°"§
"
°
i
T °"? § n 
°i ?

°§
"
°
i
T °? § 
°"i ?







°"§
"
°
i
Z.Z(Z(T °"§ 
°i ?
 n ? 

We now reconsider the important case of parameterizing the sphere. When i
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 \  -  4 

(F.7)

?

is local



? #·
® 

, then i

chart for | where

i? #
µi ? #

ù:ª  = $
T «é ¬ i ?=
Qñ ?
T8 « i é µli é
i ? é ñQ¬ ?

The Jacobian for this transformation is given by

þÿÿ

^ý W i
#

ÿÿ  ? n


ÿÿ
ÿ
õTMi ? ã i ?

 n ? 

(F.8)
(F.9)








 \  -  4 ,

(F.10)

To select the optimal chart on the sphere, the appropriate procedure is to choose the dependent coordinate i

?

by

N#

é
äylæ 2¡ ç é Ù ê èe
 = *xdë*ë*ç ë Dì '@i '

(F.11)

Selecting the dependent coordinate in this fashion ensures good conditioning of the Jacobian transformation matrix. This selection procedure induces the following atlas on

!  

in which one of

the variables is a function of the others for each chart:

ó
ffi ? í *' i é ' 'ôîÀð#6
® Nõk;S ? ¤ ?ñ   = *ë*ë*ë d5 kò fTMi ? í '*i é ' 'RîÀð_#¨
® N9k;S ? ?ñ   = *ë*ë*ë (ö (F.12)
?
where S ? H d5JK is the projection operator defined by S ? !iv#6i .
These charts are shown on the sphere =  (8( in Figure 7.13. It is possible to order these charts
naturally by assigning each chart an index r¤ä0øyi ? `N , i. e. each chart is assigned a number in
ù8, ùY (Z.Z(Z2ùa![`:8( . This allows for extremely quick transformation of coordinates and simple
encoding. At each step, given i \
, the index N of the variable with the largest magnitude is found,
and this index inherits the sign of the variable. This single integer number is all that is required at
all stages of the algorithm to unambiguously keep track of which chart is used to define the current
coordinate system.
Calculating the Tangent Vector
In the following sections we adhere to these notational conventions: square brackets

ÏÎ

denotes a

particular quantity at a particular step Î along the homotopy path. Quantities appearing in the current
chart ( Ñ

ÒÓ Ò

are denoted with a subscript Î . Iterates in a particular chart at a given step are denoted

by superscripts. The embedding space coordinates are denoted by P . To illustrate this notation, the
quantity Ô

ÆÒ ÏÎT~8

denotes the final iteration value obtained in the previous step, represented in the

local map selected for step

ÏÎ

.
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Retaining a consistent direction along the trajectory between different coordinate maps is of extreme
importance. Assume that a step will be taken from the point PÏÎ . First, the map

lowing which the Jacobian Ë

Ø Ô Ò

of the local homotopy function ª¾Õ;Ó

Òn 

Ó Ò

is selected, fol-

is calculated. Two can-

didate unit vectors × p exist in the nullspace of Ë Ø  Ô Òd . To orient this vector use is made of the inner
product between the previous tangent to the path and the candidate vector × p . However, since the
tangent ×FØÙ,Ú(ÛN  -sÜ ÛN  4 ÐÎT`8 at the previous point Ô Ò n ÏÎT`8 is known in the coordinate map Ó Ò n ,


this tangent vector first has to be transformed to the current coordinate map to yield the represen-

lØ Ù Ú.Û -Ü Û 4 ÏÎ is then given by orienting × p
positive correlation between × ØlÙ Ú Û2-ÜÛ 49ÏÎT8 and × p .

tation

× ØÙ,Ú(Û -sÜ Û 4 ÏÎ`T8

. The tangent ×

so that there is a

The new representation of the prior tangent is generated by

× ØlÙ Ú.Û -Ü Û 4 ÏÎ¾T8 # ^ (Ó"ÒÕÓ Òn n   ) × ØlÙ,Ú(ÛN  -Ü Û  4 ÏÎ¾T8
(F.13)
The transition Jacobian ^ ( Ó Ò ÕMÓ Òn n  ) can be found simply using the fact that the continuation is


performed on an embedded manifold. Therefore, the tangent to the homotopy curve is the projection
of a single tangent vector to the homotopy curve in the tangent space of the manifold
that

^ ( ÓÒÕMÓ Òn n  ) #  ^ p ò Ò n  ô Ô ÒlÏÎT8  Û ^Ø,ÛN  P5ÐÎT<8 ß


. It follows
(F.14)

where P are the embedding space coordinates. This is simply a product of two matrices of the form
(F.7) and can be implemented by a single outer product operation.
In addition to providing an orientation, the inner product is also used to prevent too large steps by
ensuring that a maximum correlation is retained amongst the tangent vectors. The procedure can be
characterized as

'*× lØ Ù Ú Û -ÜÛ¤4¢ÏÎT<8 ã × p ' í \£ ¢,e`¸liv¸l[ O !C®.(' then
× ØlÙ .Ú Û -Ü Û 4 ÏÎ #¢äEøly_!× Øl,Ù Ú(Û -sÜ Û 4 ÏÎT<8 ã × p ¤× p
else
ÏÎ # ÏÎ
 Y
If

Repeat previous prediction-correction step

Prediction
In the current algorithm a linear predictor is used. Although Hermite cubic predictors have been
used in polynomial applications and good results have been claimed [31], similar to Den Heijer and
Rheinboldt [100] we found that these predictors perform poorly. Closer examination of the predictions generated by these predictors revealed that this was due to the fact that these algorithms have
limited extrapolation capability. Failure occurs rapidly when the prediction distance is on the order
of the distance between the previous two time steps. In this algorithm a linear predictor is therefore
used.

Ô / ÏÎ:8
#

Ô Æ ÏÎ :;ÏÎ × ØlÙ,Ú(Û -sÜ Û 4 ÏÎ
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(F.15)

where ÐÎ

is the current step size. The prediction stage occurs in the local coordinate map.

Correction
After the local coordinate chart has been selected, and a prediction Ô

/ ÐÎ:8

has been generated, a

corrector is used to ensure that the homotopy path is followed with a specified accuracy. An iterative
contraction procedure is used, of the general form
where Ô

> ÏÎQ:e8

>
>
>
> n
>
ø Ô Ð Î:8 # Ô 5  ÏÎ:68 T Ô Ï Î:68 # (°¯ )  ª Ô ÏÎ:8

(F.16)

denotes the estimate of the solution point after iteration ! at step Îv:e8 . The contraction

step (F.16) was implemented using a customized À -decomposition algorithm using column pivoting [110] and balancing [111] to ensure numerical stability. It is important to realize that a standard
corrector algorithm cannot be applied directly to the continuation problem, since the new homotopy
point produced by (F.16) is not guaranteed to lie on the manifold. After completion of each iteration,

a single function call is required to correct any dependent variables (in our case i ? ) to ensure that the
new corrected point lies on the manifold

. As an alternative, the equation locally describing the

manifold has to be incorporated as a constraint on the procedure, in which case correction occurs in
the embedding space rather than in a local chart. For the simple manifolds we considered it is simple to correct the dependent coordinates by an explicit function call, and this results in significantly
faster convergence.
The choice of the matrix ¯

>

defines a particular algorithm. The two choices which were used in this

work are the following
Contractor Algorithm
¯

Newton Algorithm
¯

> #aTMË Ø  Ô Æ ÐÎ
> #aTMË Ø  Ô > Ð Î:68

(F.17)
(F.18)

The contractor algorithm uses the gradient at the previous point on the zero-curve for all iterations.
This procedure results in linear convergence, but is practical when the calculation of the gradient
is computationally intensive. The Newton algorithm requires the costly calculation of the gradient
after each iteration, but results in quadratic convergence.
The algorithms above produce corrections which lie in the subspace orthogonal to

« (°¯ > ) . Often

it is required that the corrections are constrained to lie in a plane perpendicular to another vector

a\I
® « (¯ > ) . This occurs when the solutions are sought for a particular value t / of the homotopy

parameter t . In this case the initial guess Ô

/

tÖ#gt /

is chosen so that

perpendicular to the t -axis.

and updating is performed

Restriction of the updates in the iteration scheme can be accomplished by augmenting the general
form of the corrector to

>
> 
>
ø Ô ÏÎ:68 # Ô 
ÏÎ:¨8 T Ô Ï Î:8 #aT
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7
¯

 ã

>
8



7

ª Ô > ÏÎ:68

8

(F.19)

Similar to the normal-flow algorithm described in [31], the iteration terminates when one of the following failure conditions occur

!±Ie`
¸lieTV[²±TVNù®d¸ùDN-±d[ª
'*ª Ô > ('l±¸[ª( µlN-³ O

T1
T2

The successful termination conditions are

'Fø Ô > '4> ¸Jdº2¸t®;:<¸4ºE´®l' Ô Ò '
*' ª Ô ('4¸[ª(¸t®

T3
T4

The norm used was the !  norm, which measures the absolute value of the largest element in a vector.
The final value after successful termination is denoted by Ô

Æ ÐÎB:8

. If the convergence procedure

is unsuccessful, the step size is reduced and the procedure is repeated, as summarized below
If termination condition T1 or T2 then

ÏÎ # ÏÎ  Y
A ?
If ÐÎ _ ;


then
Terminate with error flag
else
Repeat prediction-correction step

Checking for Crossings of

te#t /

After correction and generation of a point P5ÏÎ`:78

point is compared with that of the previous point P5ÏÎ

on the curve, the homotopy parameter of the
to check whether the procedure stepped over

a solution or initial point.

#
p }Ì , such a detection is followed by linear interpolation to generate
an initial guess where t`#â8 . A corrector which constrains estimates to have t`#â8 is then used to

For the case where

find the solution. The basic procedure is as follows:
If

9t5ÏÎ:68 ±åt / µeDt ÐÎ 
 t / ¤5'(9t5ÏÎ:68 t / µeDt ÐÎ ±t / ¤
Select a map based on P5ÏÎ
Calculate coordinates Ô ÏÎ:68  Ô ÐÎ
Calculate ¶e#út / T<t5ÏÎ  t5ÏÎ:68 T<t5ÏÎ
Calculate an initial guess Ô p #ú98M
T ¶ Ô ÐÎ :¶ Ô ÐÎ6
: 8
Correct using normal corrector with _# 
 .

then

The algorithm terminates when a point is reached which had already been found. The first such point
is the initial solution point of the homotopy. Since the initial solution is usually not reproduced exactly, the procedure above is used to not only check whether t¥#X8 has been passed, but also t¥#¨ .
When a solution is found at

tV# 

, it is compared to the initial solution. If these solutions match,

the algorithm terminates.
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Boundary Switching in

t

As described in Section 7.4.1, it is often required that a point on the manifold boundary be mapped
to a different point on the boundary. In general this procedure has to be customized depending on the
homotopy. In this section, it is assumed that the manifold

}  À#
p {
when tVJ 
°

p } ° 

#

is constructed as

p }´

where

. For the homotopy equations formulated in Section 7.4.2, the solutions

are the same as when

tVJ

TM

. A routine is required to switch between solutions

on the boundary. To implement the switching procedure the homotopy parameter is considered after
each step. At a point PÏÎ

\

p }

switching is considered if the magnitude of

t

is large enough.

Additional explicit and implicit tests are used to ensure that the homotopy is entering an asymptotic
region. Explicit conditions are placed on the component ×



of the tangent projected parallel to the

homotopy parameter. An implicit test is generated by only switching if the entrance point is found
by a minimal correction. The following test is robust to initiate switching:

!×  ±GùDª´®(ªQµet`±  A1 ý

'2!×  6TùDªL®H(ªQµetÔ6T  A1 ý

(F.20)

If successful, an exit path is flagged, and a corresponding entrance point is produced by mapping

t

#

T¤ä0øyÌtv('Ðtq'

(F.21)

The new entrance point is then used as the initial guess in an iterative correction procedure. If convergence is not achieved, or a large correction occurs, the homotopy is reset using (F.21) and further
continuation of the original path proceeds. This logic is summarized in the following pseudo-code
If

'Ðtq'±  A1 ý then
If ¤!×  ±GùDªL®H(ªQµet`±  A1 ý ¢5'(9!×  ùDª ´®H(ªvNµet¬¨T  A ý ¤
te#aT¤ä0øy_DtF.'Ðtq'

then

Correct using (F.16)
If convergence is not achieved then
Reset : te#aT¤ä0øyÌtv('Ðtq'

Step Size Selection
Selection of step size in homotopy algorithms has received significant attention. Unfortunately, theoretically optimal step-length selection requires global information which is generally not available
nor can it be estimated from a finite number of points on the convergence path [100]. In this algorithm a combination of heuristic and theoretically motivated procedures is used, as is common practice. The major difference to consider in performing continuation in local maps is that the step length
depends on convergence ratios which often depend on the local coordinate chart which is selected.
The step size selection was constructed by modifying the step-size selection procedure in [31], which
attempts to maintain constant computational complexity and convergence at each stage of the correction procedure. The convergence error of the residual  at each iteration of the corrector is assumed
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to satisfy the model

lÏÎ:8

#

ÐÎ

*

(F.22)

Typically, for linear convergence ,#a8 and for quadratic convergence ,#6Y . The following parameters are estimated from each correction step for use in the subsequent step size selection :

'' Ô =T Ô  ''
'' Ô  T Ô / ''
Ô
# '''*'*ªª Ô /  ('('''
Ô
Ô Æ
^ # '%' Ô /  T ÔqÆ '%'
'%' T
'%'
]V#

Contraction factor
Residual factor
Distance factor

(F.23)
(F.24)
(F.25)

Equalization of computational complexity for each iteration step results in the first estimate ÏÎ:V8
of the new step size

ó
*N¸
ÏÎ¾:8 #·lèäy ]  ]M    ^  ^ ö DC  ÏÎ

(F.26)



The previous estimate often produces very large swings in the step size. Modifications as introduced by Watson [31] are used to stabilize the algorithm. Factors ½

A1 ý

and ½

A;?

are defined which

bound the maximum allowable expansion or contraction of the step size. In addition, the step size
is bounded between maximum and minimum allowable levels. The algorithm differs here in that it
was necessary to modify the maximum allowable step size based on the local coordinate chart. The
following heuristic is used to slow down the trajectory near zero


where

t

A ý ÐÎ:8
#



 :; = 9' wxy z5t  ,('

(F.27)

is the homotopy parameter. The next estimate of the step size is then produced

ÏÎ]:8 #¨èäyfèexdç fV A;? ½ A;?  ÏÎ NÐÎ:8 kq½ A1 ý  ÏÎ  A1 ý ÏÎ:¨8 k


(F.28)

Finally, the following heuristics are used which account for certain pathological convergence problems in the corrector.
If corrector converged in one step then

ÏÎ:8 #6èexdç fVÏÎ ÏÎ:68 k


If corrector required the maximum number of steps to converge then

ÏÎ:8 #6èäyf\ÏÎ NÏÎB:¨8 k


If corrector failed with Y´ÏÎ

then

ÏÎ¾:8 #6èäyfdY´ÏÎ ÏÎ:8 k
Note that the step size ÏÎe:ú8 calculated in this procedure is valid in the current chart !Ó Ò uÑ Ò


.

Therefore a suitable conversion routine between different charts is required. In general, metric equalization for iterative procedures amongst different charts is not straightforward. An approximate method
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results from transforming all the distances µ associated with step size selection (i. e. step size and
bounds on step size) between different charts according to

µpj#

× ØlÙ,Ú Û -ÜlÛ4¢ÏÎ ã  ^ ( Ó"Ò  M
Õ Ó Òn  )  ã  ^ ( Ó"Ò  M
Õ Ó Òn  )  × ØlÙ Ú Û -ÜÛ 49ÏÎ
·

¸

DC =
µ

(F.29)

For the charts on the sphere it was found that the computational effort to produce the transformation
did not produce a commensurate improvement in performance. This lack of improvement results
from the fact that the step size was small. Therefore, successive points along the path located in
different charts were located close to the area where the charts were touching, and where the metrics
were equal. Hence, the step size in the algorithm was not varied as the charts were modified, and the
bounds on step size were assumed constant over all charts.
Initial Conditions
The initial point P5Ï at

tangent direction ×

Ø Ï #

/
Ô Ï  #6Ó"Ò0P5Ð
× Ø Ï #  
Ï #6FZ8
Îe#6

Select Ó

tV#7


is assumed known on the manifold. In addition, in the first chart, a
is used. In pseudo-code



Standard Parameters
The following default values for the parameters defined in the previous sections were used in all the
numerical evaluations of the algorithm:
max-no-iterations
ansae
arcae



]

^
½ 1A  ý
½ A;?

25
5e-8
0
0.8
0.8
0.8
2.5
0.2

ansdivg

ù9ª ´®.ª

 /
 A;?



=
arcre
£\¢,e`¸liv¸l[ O !C®.

0.1
0.95
20
1e-10
0.1
1.0
0
0.9

Table F.1: Default homotopy algorithm parameters.
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Appendix G

Example Test Problems
This appendix describes in detail the test problems which were considered for evaluating the twostage homotopy. These problems were obtained with some difficulty from a variety of literature
sources, and are therefore collected here for reference. Furthermore, some of the problems contain
adjustable parameters which have to be recorded in order to reproduce these results for comparative
studies.
1. The three-hump Camel-Back function [88,96]

§ = ! ivô# ¸li }  :<¹2i   :<º2i = :<µli  i = T;®(i == :<§"i =
(G.1)
  ºM#üT8   µe# ,8 ®¾#â  §Ì#², . This equation has three maxima
where ¸`# TMY  ¹# 8,ZÏ
and two saddle points.

2. The six-hump Camel-Back function [88,92,96]

§  ! ivô# ¸li }  :<¹2i   :<º2i = :<µli  i = T;®(i == :<§"i =
where ¸#a8   ¹#aTMYFZ8,º#-,v µ#a8,® #aT,v§¶#-, .
The problem has 15 solutions in TMY Z FY Z = .

(G.2)

3. Chebychev approximation problem [92]

§ © ! iQR#
:µB ¤äy!S5i  ¢äsy5n,S5i = 5:{¤äyqS5i  ¤äy5!Si =

¸¤äyq!Si  F¤äyq!S5i =
:¹ ¤äyqS5i  ¤äy5S5i = ":<¤äyqn,S5i  ¤äy5!S5i =
:º"¤äy ,S5i  ¤äy5S5i =

TMi  õ 8MTVi  ¤i = õ8MTVi =
where ¸#6 ZÐCF8,¹#6 ZÏ,Y,Fº#6 ZÏ,,C  µM#6 ZÐ,,
  .
The problem has 51 solutions in Ï .8 = . The scaling applied to the problem was i¶JKi p  ,B:
 Z , where i p was the variable used in continuation.
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(G.3)

4. Rosenbrock’s functions [88,96]
(G.4)
¸"!i = TÖi = = :6i  T<8( =
This function has one minimum at 9T8,.8( . It is characterized by a steep, curved valley, which

§!iQR#

causes severe difficulties for local optimization methods, including divergence and slow convergence. The standard Rosenbrock’s function has ¸#j8., , the simplified version has

 Z

¸_#

.

5. Branin’s function (RCOS) [1,88,96]
(G.5)
¸"!i = V
T ¹2i = <
: º2i  V
T µl = :u®98T{§F£\¢,(!i  ":u®
where ¸<#ô8,¹`#   ,S =  º`#   S µVä
#   ®_$
# 8(  §#K8  CS . This function has a sim-

§iv$#

ilar, curved valley to Rosenbrock’s function, but has an undulating floor, producing multi-

ple maxima and minima. It has an infinite number of local maxima and minima, of which

 T .8( 5} Ï .8 = . The scaling applied to the problem was i  J
Y ZDi p  :<Y Z i = JKY ZDBi p= :ID Z , where i p refers to the variables used in continuation.

there are six in the region

6. 4-D Shekel functions [1,92]

§ + ivK#

n
Tº« ¹ ! ''*hÌTp ? ' ' == :<º ?  
?ñ 

These four dimensional functions have the following parameters The cases where
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



4
1
8
6
3
2
5
8
6
7

4
1
8
6
7
9
5
1
2
3.6

?
4
1
8
6
3
2
3
8
6
7

4
1
8
6
7
9
3
1
2
3.6

(G.6)

µÖ#ëFYD

c
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.5

Table G.1: Parameters for Shekel functions - according to [1]
and

8(

are denoted by SQRIN5,SQRIN7 and SQRIN10 in the literature. The problems re-

spectively have 11, 13 or 21 critical points in the region Ï

.8(Y  according to [92]. The scaling
applied to the problem was i ? J FZÏY`i ?p :  N #c8,YFY \ , , where i p refers to the variables
used in continuation.
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7. Gordon and Wixom’s class of functions, as defined by Schoen [97]. Schoen advocates the use
of a specific class of constructed rational functions for testing optimization and critical-point
finding functions. These equations are of the form

Ò

¦

¼

§ t? » %' '*hÌT é ''
?ñ  Vé vñ ¬ ?
§!iv$#
(G.7)
Ò
¦ ¼
»
«
''*hÌT é '%'
?ñ  Vé ñQ¬ ?

 , × é \ Ï (8  îðÌ#c8,.Z(Z.ZD Î , § ? \  î N#c8,.Z(Z(Z9 Î ,
where i \ Ï .8( , Î"Í \
s ? \  
î Ne#$8,.Z(Z.Z¤Î . Schoen claims that the stationary points of this function can
be accurately controlled by varying Î and Í since the stationary points when s ? ±a8 appear
î·ð·#8,.Z(Z(Z9 Î . It can be verified that the points × é are stationary points;
at iú#Í× é 
«

however, our algorithm found even more stationary points. Nevertheless, this class was the
only generally prescribed set capable of being produced simply in higher dimensions.
Schoen does not prescribe a given way to select the data points

¦

é.

In order to present an

easily replicable procedure which can be reproduced for any dimension, we used the following
approach. The vector ×

¦

has the form

]9T8( / s é½

é #

where s

é

9T8(  s é½

Z(Z.Z õT8( > n  s é½

9T8( = s é½

é #ú9T8( é n P|%ð [¾~ , !"#a8;:Ìðè:¢læ´[

½

#

8
ã  ã :}· Y

98  Y,.98q:<N2N"#a8, YMZ.Z(Z!Î

.

.

(G.9)

Ð (8 !

and its

of the inscribed sphere radius and spaced

!  norm) of ½ . The coefficients § ? were chosen by setting § ? #

The scaling applied to the variables were

 >*?0A #-,

(G.8)

û

Y % Í¿|!Î  Íp~

n  ! Z  Z, , spaced up to û

a minimal distance (in the



and

It can be verified that the above procedure produces vectors in the unit cube
inscribed sphere

¸

i ? J  ZM:x¹i p? , where ¹V#â Z  k À  =>@?EA T<8
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Appendix H

Calculating the Hessian of Feedforward
MLP Networks
H.1 Closed Form Calculation of the Hessian Equations
The calculation of the Hessian of a network is not nearly as straightforward as the calculation of the
gradient. The primary reason for the problems associated with calculating the Hessian is the complexity in ordering due to the double subscripts on the network weights. In the case of feedforward,
layered networks, it is possible to derive explicit matrix formulations for the gradient and the Hessian, using matrix-differential formulations [2].
In this section the closed form expression of the Hessian of a two layer network is given in closed
form and the calculation complexity analyzed, after an efficient implementation is discussed. The
general case can be derived in a similar closed fashion [112], but the derivation is extremely lengthy
and is therefore omitted here.
The analysis allows for an accurate estimate of the true complexity of the Hessian algorithm. These
equations reveal inherent, sparse, recursive nature. This allows for the use of efficient storage and
transportation of these equations, and their efficient implementation on a variety of machines. It is
assumed that the network has

[  
# Î

inputs, [

= #he

hidden nodes and [

© #

output nodes. The

\  k

is the input data,

equations are explicitly formulated using the mean square norm. The notation used in this section
differs slightly from that used in the main part of the thesis. Here

 ?

È

s ? \  tÁ the activation matrix of layer N . Where

denotes the weight matrix of layer N , and

not specified explicitly the sizes of the matrices are determined implicitly by ensuring consistency
of the feedforward equations. The network mapping is described by the following Feedforward
Equations:

Çs ? 2VNq#X8,Y

(H.1)

#


(H.2)

/ #
È





s ?

? #

? n  û ? VN5#X8,Y

(H.3)
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The Gradient is given by

ª  »   #
where

þ
T

(. A ±

  W #úæ äxdøq¶¡2£fWÇ p ns ? k;N#c8, Y Z

by the following equations

Ë  »  » #
Ë     #
Ë  »   #

(.2Ò ±
ã ) 






ã )

 Ä û = ±
.

 



» ¶l¡2£fÁ ã k

(H.4)

The Hessian is given in block form (cf. Section 5.3)

ó


ã  )   = » TÌæ äxdøq¶l¡2£ Ç p*prs = ÕMÁ ã ö

( . A ± ã )   % û = ± .   = » TÌæ äxdøq¶¡2£
ó
T-(. A ± ã ) æ äxdø¶l¡2£ Ç p*p ns  5Õ£(!Á ã ÕÇ

 C . Ò`±  
(H.5)

Ç"p*p!s = 5ÕMÁ ã °( û =ã ± . )   C . A ± À
ö
(H.6)
p n s = ¤õû =ã ) ö C. A ± À
ó
( .2Ò ±  ã )   = » TÌæ äxdøq¶l¡2£ Ç p*p s = ÕMÁ ã °
 ( û =ã ± . )    C. A ± À

ö
(H.7)
T Â Ò A ( . A ± !ÁÕÇ"prns = ã )    =. A ± 

(.c
Ò ±



ó

H.2 Calculation Complexity of the Hessian Equations
It is difficult to quantify the complexity of a particular set of equations, since a reasonable evaluation
has to take into account the hardware capabilities [105]. Furthermore, with a particular algorithm,
the order of calculation and the amount of intermediate variables which are generated are also of
concern.
In this section the calculation complexity of the single hidden layer network is estimated using the
number of floating point operations. It is assumed that sparse matrix routines are used, which take
advantage of the sparsity of the Kronecker products, and also exploits the block symmetry of the
Hessian. Each addition and each multiplication individually counts as a floating point operation.
Function calls, for example to the sigmoidal function and its derivatives, are not counted, since in
a hardware calculation these are typically implemented by lookup tables. Multiplication by permutation matrices, e.g.

¶Ò A
Â

, are not counted, since these operations produce re-indexing of vectors,

and can be dealt with efficiently by memory management schemes. The calculation procedures and
their complexity are indicated in Table H.1, Table H.2 and Table H.3 for the feedforward, gradient
and Hessian calculations.
It is clear that the feedforward and gradient calculations are strictly linear in the number of data samples ] . The Hessian calculation has a component which is linear with ] , with some additional overhead (steps H6 and H9) of

e ,ZeVn:Î operations which is roughly proportional to the square of

the number of weights. This overhead, for data sizes of more than a few data points, is negligible
compared to the linear component.
The algorithm illustrated is one particular version, and many others are possible. In particular, the
version makes use of a reasonably full matrix b

=

(Table H.2) which occurs three times in the calcu-

lation of the gradient and the Hessian (G4, H4 and H7). The sparse product representation of this
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No

Operation

Output Size

# Flops

F1

s  #-¾û 

] } e

Ye H]

F2

s = #  û =

] } Î

YÎge ]

F3

Á·#

Î } ]

Îg]



T$ ã=

] ÏYeV:<Î :Î

Total

Table H.1: Calculation complexity of feedforward equations

No
G1
G2
G3
G4

Operation

Õ Ç p s =
 Ä6Á ã 

b Äú(. A ±
ã )   Äû = ±
=
ª  » # ( . cÒ ±  ã  ) l¶ ¡2£6b 

Output Size

b

ª  #
b

.

= ¶¡2£@b 

# Flops

] } Î

Îg]

e  } Îg]

e l!Î:68(\]

e`Î } 8

Ye`Îg]

e  } 8

Ye (Îg]
]MeVn,Îg:Y,Î:G.5:<Î

Total

Table H.2: Calculation complexity of gradient equations
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No

Operation
Ã

H2
Ã


 Ä   = » T~æ äxdø¶l¡2£

H1

H5
H6
H7
H8
H9

Ç p*p s = "ÕMÁ ã 
ö

Ä Ç *p p s  5Õ]eb  û ã
= i
=
Ë  »   » # (.2Ò ±  ã  )  Ã  =.2Ò ±

H3
H4

ó

© Ä

Output Size





= Ã  b =ã
A
Ã
k C. A ± 
 Ä ( . ± ã ) æ sä x øÿ¶l¡2£f\Ã = 
Ë  »   » #Ã © 
T Ã
( .2Ò ±  ã  )  Ã  b ã
Ã + Ä
=

 =. A ± 
Ã
Â¶Ò A (h. A ± b ) 
Ä
ã
}

Ë  »   
# Ã+ 
T Ã}
Ã

b

# Flops

Îg] } Îg]

Y,Îg]

] } e

eV98;:<YÎ *]

e`Î } e`Î

e = :xe`(!Î:68  Y,*]

e  } e 

¤ne (¤=:Ge ((n,Îg]  Y

e  } e 

.=:G((ea:8  Y,*]

e  } e 

e . =

e`Î } e 

e`Î598:Ye (*]

e`Î } e 

e (Îg]

e`Î } e 

e .(e`Î

Table H.3: Calculation complexity of Hessian equations
matrix is small, and when needed the product can be calculated implicitly in producing the results
in steps G4, H4 and H7 such that a sparse nature is retained, but at the cost of more calculation. For
the problems we considered the number of samples were reasonably small and the version indicated
was used. In the case where larger data sets were used the calculation can be performed by splitting
the data set and adding the resulting gradient and Hessian for each section linearly - this does not
produce significant overhead.
It is important to quantify the ratio of the number of floating point required for a gradient calculation
to that of the Hessian calculation. The excess calculation factor is defined as

Ô

Linear component of Hessian Calculation
Linear component of feedforward + gradient calculation

Ä

#

,Îgea:<Y,Î:Ge  YM:G  Y :Ge`Îg  Y :Ge :Ge = Î:8  Y:I,Îg =  Y:Y,Îg.5:G = nea:8  Y,
YBV
e !Y:x,Î:G,Îg.5:Î

(H.8)

The measure reflects the need of the calculation of the feedforward equations to evaluate the gradient,
and that the gradient in most algorithms is usually available when the Hessian is calculated.
The excess calculation factor is shown in Figure H.1 for a network with one single output node ( Îe#

8

), as the number of hidden nodes are varied for different numbers of inputs. It is clear that Ô varies

almost linearly with e . When Îe# as shown in Figure H.2, the same trend can be seen.
The excess calculation factor can be calculated a-priori for a given network. Table 9.1 shows this
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Figure H.1: Excess calculation factor Ô when Îe#X8 .
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Figure H.2: Excess calculation factor Ô when Îe#i .
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50

factor for the networks we considered in the benchmark algorithms.
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Appendix I

List of Solutions to Neural Network Test
Problems
This chapter contains the solutions to the XOR problem, and the minima to the Yin-Yang test problem. For the definition of the problems consult Section 9.1. The procedure followed to obtain and
determine the properties of the solutions is discussed in Section 9.4, which also contains a complete
characterization of the solution sets.

β1

+1

β2

β3

β5

β4

β7

β8

β6

Figure I.1: Ordering of the weights  for the test problems. Weights are numbered consecutively
from input to output nodes.
In total 61 equivalence classes of solutions to the XOR problem were found. These solutions consists
of 17 minima and 44 saddle points. The XOR solutions are listed as follows:

 , ' '*ª''  , Perc. Class., ClassType
while the minima solutions to the Yin-Yang problem are listed in the form

 , %' '*ªq''  , Perc. Class.
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Here



is the vector of weights, scanned lexicographically from input to output in the fashion in-

dicated in Figure I.1. The quantity

''*ªq'%' 

is the absolute value of the largest element of the gradient

vector when the solution was calculated (note the number of significant digits for the weights used for
calculation was much higher than indicated here). Classtype is either  , indicating a saddle point, or

8

, indicating a local minima. The percentage of the training set correctly classified using the weight

set is given by Perc Class.
XOR Solutions
+8.7074e-01 -8.7074e-01 -1.0568e-01 +1.3331e+00 -1.3331e+00 +7.8904e-01 +9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
8.6502e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 -1.0568e-01 +8.7074e-01 +1.3331e+00 +7.8904e-01 +1.3331e+00 -9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
9.7627e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 +8.7074e-01 -1.0568e-01 +1.3331e+00 +1.3331e+00 +7.8904e-01 -9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
7.7138e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 +8.7074e-01 +1.0568e-01 +1.3331e+00 +1.3331e+00 -7.8904e-01 +9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
8.3437e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 +1.0568e-01 -8.7074e-01 +1.3331e+00 -7.8904e-01 -1.3331e+00 -9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
7.6725e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 -1.0568e-01 -8.7074e-01 +1.3331e+00 +7.8904e-01 -1.3331e+00 +9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
7.5269e-13 50.000 0
+1.0568e-01 +8.7074e-01 +8.7074e-01 +7.8904e-01 -1.3331e+00 -1.3331e+00 +9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
8.3374e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 -8.7074e-01 +1.0568e-01 +1.3331e+00 -1.3331e+00 -7.8904e-01 -9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
8.0756e-13 50.000 0
+1.0568e-01 -8.7074e-01 +8.7074e-01 +7.8904e-01 +1.3331e+00 -1.3331e+00 -9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
8.9313e-13 50.000 0
+1.0568e-01 +8.7074e-01 -8.7074e-01 +7.8904e-01 -1.3331e+00 +1.3331e+00 -9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
7.7209e-13 50.000 0
+8.7074e-01 +1.0568e-01 +8.7074e-01 +1.3331e+00 -7.8904e-01 +1.3331e+00 +9.7997e-01 -9.7062e-01
8.5446e-13 50.000 0
+1.0568e-01 -8.7074e-01 -8.7074e-01 +7.8904e-01 +1.3331e+00 +1.3331e+00 +9.7997e-01 +9.7062e-01
7.8211e-13 50.000 0
+9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 +9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
9.8718e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
8.4179e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 +9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
9.9159e-13 50.000 0
+9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 -9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
9.9794e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 -9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
8.8369e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
9.8642e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 -9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
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9.0840e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 -9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
8.5634e-13 50.000 0
+9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 -9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
7.5602e-13 50.000 0
+9.1518e-02 -1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
9.6506e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 -1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 -9.3454e-02 +9.3454e-02
8.0363e-13 50.000 0
+1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 +9.1518e-02 +1.3783e-01 +1.3783e-01 -9.1518e-02 +9.3454e-02 -9.3454e-02
9.7676e-13 50.000 0
+1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 -8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
9.6854e-13 50.000 1
+5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 +8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
9.9675e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 +8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
8.8235e-13 50.000 1
+5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 -8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
9.1536e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 -8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
9.3047e-13 50.000 1
+5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
9.5890e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 -8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
9.3770e-13 50.000 1
+5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 -8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
7.6227e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 -8.2028e-01 +8.2028e-01
8.0115e-13 50.000 1
+2.5679e-13 +1.7397e-13 -2.3700e-13 +3.3099e-12 +3.1729e-12 +8.5518e-12 +1.4857e-13 -1.6629e-11
8.3144e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 +8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
8.1240e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 +1.1750e+00 -1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 +8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
9.7248e-13 50.000 1
+1.1750e+00 -5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 +1.1750e+00 +5.2341e-01 -1.1750e+00 +8.2028e-01 -8.2028e-01
7.5126e-13 50.000 1
+8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 -2.0586e-01 -2.0586e-01
8.7081e-13 75.000 0
+4.0216e-12 -1.2406e-11 +3.9929e-12 +1.6472e-01 -1.6472e-01 +1.6472e-01 +1.4111e-12 -7.7236e-02
8.8942e-13 75.000 0
+6.3199e-12 +2.4401e-12 +5.5919e-12 +1.6472e-01 +1.6472e-01 +1.6472e-01 -3.3245e-12 +7.7236e-02
9.6668e-13 75.000 0
+2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 -6.5252e-02 -6.5252e-02
8.7722e-13 75.000 0
+8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +2.0586e-01 +2.0586e-01
7.7697e-13 75.000 0
+1.2120e-12 +5.0253e-12 -1.0019e-11 +1.6472e-01 +1.6472e-01 -1.6472e-01 +2.7452e-13 -7.7236e-02
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7.5049e-13 75.000 0
+2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 +6.5252e-02 +6.5252e-02
8.1725e-13 75.000 0
+4.9364e-12 -3.0529e-12 -2.6610e-12 +1.1434e+00 +1.1434e+00 +1.1434e+00 -1.4088e-12 +4.1912e-01
9.8187e-13 75.000 0
+3.6671e-02 +3.6671e-02 -3.6671e-02 +1.4723e-01 +1.4723e-01 -1.4723e-01 +7.0325e-02 -8.1436e-02
9.4427e-13 75.000 0
+3.4767e-12 +1.8603e-12 +1.1248e-12 +1.1434e+00 -1.1434e+00 -1.1434e+00 -1.0847e-12 +4.1912e-01
8.3571e-13 75.000 0
+2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +6.5252e-02 +6.5252e-02
9.0305e-13 75.000 0
+2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 -2.3962e-01 +2.3962e-01 -6.5252e-02 -6.5252e-02
8.0627e-13 75.000 0
+3.6671e-02 -3.6671e-02 -3.6671e-02 +1.4723e-01 -1.4723e-01 -1.4723e-01 -7.0325e-02 +8.1436e-02
9.9542e-13 75.000 0
+3.6671e-02 -3.6671e-02 +3.6671e-02 +1.4723e-01 -1.4723e-01 +1.4723e-01 +7.0325e-02 -8.1436e-02
9.9150e-13 75.000 0
+3.6671e-02 +3.6671e-02 +3.6671e-02 +1.4723e-01 +1.4723e-01 +1.4723e-01 -7.0325e-02 +8.1436e-02
7.7866e-13 75.000 0
+1.5549e-12 -1.6169e-12 -1.5568e-12 +1.6472e-01 -1.6472e-01 -1.6472e-01 +1.6027e-12 +7.7236e-02
7.7524e-13 75.000 0
+8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 -2.0586e-01 -2.0586e-01
7.5006e-13 75.000 0
+9.1664e-12 -5.6612e-12 +5.1274e-12 +1.1434e+00 +1.1434e+00 -1.1434e+00 +4.6768e-13 -4.1912e-01
9.7815e-13 75.000 0
+2.5879e-12 +2.0918e-12 -1.1996e-12 +1.1434e+00 -1.1434e+00 +1.1434e+00 +1.1010e-12 -4.1912e-01
7.5266e-13 75.000 0
+8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 +8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 -8.8736e-01 +2.0586e-01 +2.0586e-01
8.3173e-13 75.000 0
+3.3104e-01 +3.3104e-01 +3.3104e-01 +1.3707e+00 +1.3707e+00 +1.3707e+00 -2.6261e+00 +1.6398e+00
7.6704e-13 100.000 1
+3.3104e-01 -3.3104e-01 -3.3104e-01 +1.3707e+00 -1.3707e+00 -1.3707e+00 -2.6261e+00 +1.6398e+00
7.8582e-13 100.000 1
+3.3104e-01 +3.3104e-01 -3.3104e-01 +1.3707e+00 +1.3707e+00 -1.3707e+00 +2.6261e+00 -1.6398e+00
8.1703e-13 100.000 1
+3.3104e-01 -3.3104e-01 +3.3104e-01 +1.3707e+00 -1.3707e+00 +1.3707e+00 +2.6261e+00 -1.6398e+00
9.8328e-13 100.000 1

Yin-Yang Minima
+1.3153e-01 -1.3719e-02 +1.5603e-02 +1.3153e-01 -1.3719e-02 +1.5603e-02 +1.3153e-01 -1.3719e-02 +1.5603e-02 +1.3153e01 -1.3719e-02 +1.5603e-02 +1.0458e+00 -7.3479e-01 -1.8162e-01 -2.2621e-01 -2.2621e-01 -2.2621e-01 -2.2621e-01
-5.8424e-01
7.7558e-13 91.111
+3.4907e-01 -5.8859e-01 +1.2608e+00 +3.7191e-01 -6.2763e-01 -1.3185e+00 +9.8458e-01 -1.6782e+00 -1.6278e-01
+2.8216e-01 -1.2976e+00 +1.4801e+00 +3.7918e-01 -1.3979e+00 -1.8094e+00 -1.2927e+00 -1.3597e+00 -1.3234e+00
+1.3888e+00 +1.3005e+00
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8.4191e-13 91.111
+2.6785e-01 -1.5200e-01 +2.7247e-02 +3.5951e-01 -7.9398e-01 -6.1938e-02 +1.2166e+00 -8.6022e-01 -1.3711e-01+1.7375e01 -1.8280e+00 -3.1792e-01 +1.2924e+00 -2.3090e+00 -2.0494e-01 -9.3088e-01 +2.6523e+00 -7.0276e-01 -8.6360e-01
-1.2048e+00
8.2360e-13 95.556
+2.6110e-01-7.7652e-01 -9.9813e-02 +2.6110e-01-7.7652e-01 -9.9813e-02 +6.8338e-01 -2.0370e+00 -3.3027e-01 +1.5989e+00
-2.2450e-01 +2.2220e+00 +1.7426e+00 -3.1076e-01 -2.1590e+00 +5.2648e-01 +5.2648e-01 -1.2832e+00 -5.9557e-01 6.4842e-01
9.2084e-13 95.556
+2.4604e-01 -1.5782e-01 +1.5326e-02 +2.4604e-01 -1.5782e-01 +1.5326e-02 +3.5764e-01 -7.3132e-01 -7.4785e-02 +1.1098e+00
-8.5725e-01 -1.5112e-01+8.8513e-01 -2.1942e+00 -2.8936e-01 -5.2798e-01 -5.2798e-01 +2.2189e+00 -8.1530e-01 -1.4371e+00
8.9728e-13 95.556
+5.0445e-01 -4.9571e-02 +9.2185e-02 +5.3201e-01 +3.4641e-01 -3.0017e-01 +2.6109e-01 -1.9643e+00 -3.4935e-01 +2.1672e+00
+4.4437e-01 +1.5041e+00 +2.2646e+00 +7.6000e-01 -2.3552e+00 -2.6665e+00 -2.6330e+00 -7.0107e-01 +1.4757e+00
+1.6867e+00
9.0022e-13 95.556
+2.8930e-01 +3.5475e-01 +1.0200e-02 +4.6224e-01 -4.9120e-02 +7.1888e-03 +3.0601e-01 -1.9081e+00 -4.0481e-01
+2.0716e+00 +7.2241e-01 +2.1431e+00 +2.1361e+00 +7.4940e-01 -2.2966e+00 -2.6547e+00 -2.8612e+00 -8.7032e-01
+1.4850e+00 +1.3725e+00
8.0158e-13 95.556
+4.0776e-01 +9.5115e-03+2.7018e-03 +2.0689e-01 -7.1935e-01 -5.8889e-02 +9.4171e-01 -2.0213e+00 -2.5079e-01 +2.0092e+00
+5.7016e-01 +1.8602e+00 +1.9550e+00 +5.5566e-01 -1.9316e+00 -3.6307e+00 +1.4034e+00 -1.2150e+00 +1.0897e+00
+9.3047e-01
7.6095e-13 95.556
+3.1043e-01 -7.4275e-01 -8.0231e-02 +8.6988e-01 -3.0730e-01 +8.6778e-03 +5.5065e-02 -1.6908e+00 -2.0070e-01 +1.0769e+00
-1.9990e+00 -2.5022e-01 +2.6717e+00 -6.2289e-01 +1.6732e-01 +2.3476e+00 -2.8981e+00 -7.8897e-01 -1.1148e+00
+1.5538e+00
8.2230e-13 95.556
+1.5353e-01 -1.0177e+00 +1.3670e+00 +8.2466e-01 -3.7653e-01 +1.6087e+00 +1.3491e+00 -2.0830e+00 -1.1137e-01
+5.3776e-01 -9.3858e-01 +2.2939e+00 +1.8552e+00 -3.1182e-01 +2.3714e+00 +1.4931e+00 +2.0607e+00 -1.2061e+00
-1.8346e+00 -1.2129e+00
9.0133e-13 95.556
+2.0693e-01 -5.6296e-01 +9.6675e-01 +8.5872e-01 +9.3588e-01 +9.6631e-01 +1.0801e+00 +1.6314e-01 +1.7333e+00
+5.8208e-01 -1.3928e+00 +1.8383e+00 +1.8519e+00 -8.5141e-01 -1.2503e+00 -1.1006e+00 +1.3193e+00 -1.3911e+00
+1.1316e+00 -9.9727e-01
8.6202e-13 95.556
+8.5647e-01 -1.2794e-01 +1.1541e+00 +1.3148e+00 +2.2734e-01 -8.8781e-01 +1.3317e+00 +9.9973e-01 +1.3498e+00
+1.7559e+00 -7.1624e-01 -1.2402e+00 +7.0838e-01 -1.3961e+00 +1.6550e+00 -2.0888e+00 +1.0855e+00 +1.0481e+00
-1.6120e+00 +7.9733e-01
7.7069e-13 95.556
+2.7622e-01 -2.6963e-01 +5.9795e-03 +1.2619e+00 -1.0749e+00 -4.0302e-02 +3.2640e-01 -1.8324e+00 -5.5324e-01
+7.9610e-01 -1.4149e+00 +1.4150e+00 +7.1139e-01 -1.4734e+00 -1.6343e+00 -1.6628e+00 -1.3790e+00 -1.3272e+00
+1.5620e+00 +1.6860e+00
8.8649e-13 95.556
+4.1722e-01 -7.4446e-01 -1.1821e-01 +1.2014e+00 -1.2065e+00 -2.2307e-01 +7.3670e-01 -2.0825e+00 -3.1570e-01 +1.5515e+00
-3.0475e-01 +1.9540e+00 +1.7420e+00 -3.6666e-01 -1.9796e+00 +1.7853e+00 -7.1513e-01 -1.2053e+00 -4.3538e-01 4.9232e-01
7.5454e-13 95.556
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+1.2620e-01 -9.8442e-01 -1.3232e+00 +7.7904e-01 -4.5787e-01 -1.8997e+00 +9.1840e-01 -2.1146e+00-6.6951e-01 +1.5451e+00
-2.5951e-01 -2.0683e+00 +4.7751e-01 -9.5976e-01 -2.3994e+00 +1.5929e+00 +1.9869e+00 -1.2542e+00 -1.1924e+00 1.8598e+00
8.5462e-13 95.556
+2.3455e-01 -7.3044e-01 +9.1739e-01 +1.5450e+00 -1.9962e-01 +1.3669e-01 +4.7593e-01 -1.4847e+00 +2.0126e+00
+2.0054e+00 -5.3112e-01 -1.5125e+00 +2.0676e+00 -5.5890e-01 +1.7388e+00 -1.1731e+00 +1.6354e+00 +1.1039e+00
-1.2931e+00 -1.3557e+00
7.6665e-13 95.556
+3.2997e-01 -7.8976e-01 -7.4320e-02 +7.0681e-01 -4.8572e-01 +1.2438e-01 +1.1822e-01 -1.7609e+00 -2.5598e-01 +1.2180e+00
-2.7547e-01 -1.3970e+00 +1.2186e+00 -2.1935e+00 -2.3596e-01 +2.3825e+00 -9.8792e-01 -8.5677e-01 -2.5471e-01 1.1078e+00
9.7790e-13 95.556
+6.5809e-01 +1.7374e-01 -7.6974e-01 +7.3355e-01 +1.5355e-01 +1.0522e+00 +9.2084e-01 -1.8149e+00 -2.9400e-01
+1.9627e+00 +5.8104e-01 +1.9186e+00 +2.0610e+00 +6.7160e-01 -2.2225e+00 -2.5892e+00 -1.9585e+00 -4.7380e-01
+1.4525e+00 +1.4379e+00
9.7936e-13 95.556
+1.0663e+00 +1.4716e-01 -4.8939e-02 +1.1954e+00 +5.3784e-03 -1.7501e+00 +6.2500e-01 -2.0536e+00 -3.8064e-01
+1.0933e+00 +2.0685e-01 +2.1293e+00 +2.4444e+00 +6.3615e-01 -2.1329e-01 +2.1604e+00 -1.3856e+00 -8.2350e-01
-1.3299e+00 -1.4351e+00
8.4312e-13 95.556
+2.6486e-01 -1.9188e-01 -3.7765e-02 +6.6376e-01 +5.8771e-02 +4.9217e-02 +1.6184e+00 -2.6534e-01 +2.4292e-01
+1.8343e+00 -5.2415e-01 -1.4320e+00 +2.1737e+00 -5.7383e-01 +1.8660e+00 +4.2688e-01 +5.0362e-01 +1.3877e+00
-1.5097e+00 -1.5074e+00
7.8369e-13 95.556
+3.3669e-01 -8.9264e-02 -4.1872e-02 +3.2237e-01 -1.4270e-01 -9.7371e-03 +1.5369e+00 -1.9528e-01 +1.8990e-01 +1.8761e+00
-5.4732e-01 -1.4784e+00 +2.2028e+00 -5.9101e-01 +1.9073e+00 +3.8675e-01 +3.9028e-01 +1.5345e+00 -1.5222e+00
-1.4662e+00
8.2655e-13 95.556
+3.9602e-01 +3.3625e-01 +4.5277e-02 +2.6984e-01 -6.8222e-01 -8.2212e-02 +8.1268e-01 -2.8108e-01 +8.4811e-03+7.7464e01 -2.0082e+00 -2.8263e-01 +2.5810e+00 -5.8201e-01 +1.6337e-01 +2.5338e-01 +2.0257e+00 -3.0732e+00 -1.3993e+00
+1.5569e+00
8.5082e-13 95.556
+2.6695e-01 -7.0986e-01 -8.0179e-02 +8.5043e-01 -2.9974e-01 +7.7958e-03 +2.5469e-01 +1.3944e+00 +2.4201e-01
+9.3360e-01 -2.0322e+00 -2.4479e-01 +2.6469e+00 -6.1405e-01 +1.5964e-01 +2.2218e+00 -2.9141e+00 +5.0405e-01
-1.2777e+00 +1.5480e+00
7.9203e-13 95.556
+1.2470e+00 +1.0284e-01 -3.7560e-02 +1.3620e+00 -7.7934e-01 +4.0113e-01 +1.6362e+00 +2.1891e-02 +1.9358e-01
+1.7526e+00 -5.0506e-01 -1.7382e+00 +7.6123e-01 -1.5675e+00 -2.1499e+00 +9.0455e-01 -2.0264e+00 +1.4153e+00
-2.2141e+00 +1.0975e+00
8.1538e-13 97.778
+4.6532e-01 +5.5144e-02 -2.1948e-01 +1.5289e+00 -1.6848e-01 +1.5557e-01 +1.0238e+00 -1.1424e+00 +1.6174e+00
+1.9271e+00 -5.0736e-01 -1.5052e+00 +2.0508e+00 -6.1971e-01 +1.8939e+00 +5.2431e-01 +1.5128e+00 +4.8739e-01
-1.5539e+00 -1.7017e+00
8.5944e-13 97.778
+3.0432e-01 -6.7459e-01 -8.7496e-02 +1.6317e+00 -2.0689e-01 +1.2644e-01 +7.6472e-01 -1.9936e+00 -3.1842e-01 +1.7608e+00
-5.5032e-01 -1.4057e+00 +1.8075e+00 -5.3047e-01 +1.5508e+00 +1.8391e+00 +1.5758e+00 -1.3447e+00 -1.4504e+00
-1.4279e+00
7.6135e-13 97.778
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+7.6071e-01 -3.7272e-01 +2.6032e-02 +2.0724e-01 -1.3546e+00 -3.3922e-01 +7.5792e-01 -1.3612e+00 +1.4559e+00
+6.8106e-01 -1.5079e+00 -1.7854e+00 +2.6901e+00 -6.9631e-01 +2.1032e-01 -3.6019e+00 -1.1793e+00 +1.1468e+00
+1.2095e+00 +1.4757e+00
8.4965e-13 100.000
+7.7173e-01 -5.5617e-01 -6.3659e-01 +8.9048e-01 -5.3493e-01 +8.8581e-01 +2.2786e+00 -5.1144e-01+2.7545e-01 +7.7460e01 -1.5342e+00 +1.9865e+00 +9.6777e-01 -1.7611e+00-2.4681e+00 -2.9062e+00 -2.2191e+00 +1.5545e+00 +1.2677e+00
+1.3114e+00
9.3789e-13 100.000
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